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A. EDUCATION PLAN 


A.1. EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY 


A.1.a. Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Educational 


Philosophy 


Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Mission Statement. 


We believe that every child can learn, and with The Right Educational (RE) System can go to 


college and succeed; and ultimately can become successful in life and positively contribute to 


society.   


The mission of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is to develop and run a high-quality 


elementary school using The Right Educational (RE) System; and thus provide students with 


high school, college and career readiness.  


We believe that with The Right Educational (RE) System college education is made accessible to 


all, and especially to the traditionally underserved minority and poor populations that have 


always had limited access to adequate education. 


By being in service in underserved areas, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) strives to increase 


scholastic achievement and close the achievement gap in those areas; and thus bring a message 


of hope and encouragement to those who live in these areas. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Educational Philosophy  


The overall objective of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is to provide the underserved target 


area students with the type of high-quality scientifically-based elementary school program that is 


traditionally not available in poor and/or high minority areas. The implementation of this high-


quality program will lead to an increase in scholastic achievement and to a decrease in the 


achievement gap in the underserved area. As a result, this educational program will provide its 


students with high school, college and career readiness at the elementary school level.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) educational program called The Right Educational (RE) 


System is based on the belief that every child can learn if put in an environment conductive to 


learning. The RE System is anchored on the successful development and implementation of the 


School’s RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math Program and its associated programs.  This 


latter program is the center-piece of Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Performance Management 


Plan (PMP) whose objective is to develop and implement the School’s RTI-Early Intervention 


Reading & Math Program 18 to 24 months after school start.  


The Right Educational (RE) Program is best described by the School brand message: 
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“Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is a Unique K-6 Tuition-Free Public School, with 


Full-Day Kindergarten. 


SPA is a High-Quality College-Preparatory International School that focuses on the Basics; 


uses Small Class Size, and --- Common Core State Standards, SRA Reading Mastery 


Signature Edition, Singapore Math and Core Knowledge Curricula, Direct and 


Differentiated Instructions, Cooperative Learning, Understanding by Design, a RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading & Math Program, and a Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring 


System --- to provide a Body of Shared Knowledge, Linguistic and International Awareness 


that prepare Students for High School, College and Career Readiness at the Elementary 


School Level.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) targets underserved communities but prepares all 


students for a Lifelong Learning Experience and Success in the 21st Century.” 


 


A.1.b. Rational for Seneca Preparatory Academy 


Educational Approach  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has the following two main reasons for developing and 


using The Right Educational (RE) System as the School educational program. First, The RE 


System was inspired from the personal life experience of a few members of this project. Second, 


The RE System will use scientifically-based educational programs and processes known for 


increasing academic achievement in schools in general; and in some cases, for decreasing the 


achievement gap in socio-economically disadvantaged communities in the US and abroad. 


A review of the following five topics provides an expanded view of SPA’s rational for using The 


Right Educational (RE) System:   


(1) A Study of the Origin of The Right Educational (RE) System;  


(2) A Study of the Common Characteristics of Educational Programs that have successfully 


Close the Achievement Gap in Underserved Communities; 


(3) A Study of the Use of Early Intervention Literacy Programs in Closing the Achievement 


Gap in Underserved Communities in the US; and  


(4) A Study of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Program of Instruction. 


A Study of the Origin of The Right Educational (RE) System 


The idea of starting a high-quality scientifically-based college preparatory elementary school in a 


disadvantaged area comes from three observations that Dr. Jean-Claude Abougou made some 
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time ago that led him to believe that every child can learn if the conditions that are conductive to 


learning are created for him or her. 


The first observation was made when Dr. Abougou was attending the University of Arizona. 


Jean-Claude and a group of French-speaking students realized that even with the linguistic 


challenge of being English language learners (ELLs) from poor developing countries, students 


who graduated from French primary and secondary schools entered American universities ahead 


by at least one year in university general knowledge. Jean-Claude and his friends attributed their 


scholastic success to their experience with the very rigorous French elementary and secondary 


school systems. 


The second observation was made a couple of years ago when Dr. Abougou asked a group of 


four teachers from a southern Arizona school district to explain why African American students 


usually seemed to perform poorly as compared to their Caucasian counterparts. To his 


amazement, without hesitation and in unison the four teachers said that it was a question of 


expectation; that is, no one expects these students to succeed and they comply by performing 


poorly in school. Dr. Abougou then wondered what would happen if someone had expected the 


Black students to do well in school. The answer was clear: they would indeed do very well.  


The third observation came from a report made in “60 minutes” on February 24, 2008 on the 


National System of Youth and Children’s Orchestras of Venezuela known informally as “El 


Sistema” or the System. For the last 32 years, the System has rescued more than 250,000 


children from the poorest barrios of Venezuela and trained them to play in orchestras around the 


world. It has produced star musicians such as Gustavo Dudamel who at 27 became the youngest 


conductor and Music Director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic and the Gothenburg Symphony 


in Sweden.  


The Venezuelan musical System shows that learning to play classical music is not the exclusive 


dominion of the rich and powerful; that a destitute street kid from Caracas, Venezuela can, 


“under the right conditions”, “under the right system” learn to play classical music well enough 


to be become the Music Director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic. Now, can this kid also 


succeed in school? Can the Venezuelan musical success be duplicated in the area of elementary 


and secondary education? The answer is yes but only “under the right conditions”, under what Dr 


Abougou calls “The Right Educational (RE) System” or “The RE System”. 


The Right Educational (RE) System is a unique practical approach to education. Its curriculum 


and instructional methodology were originally inspired from the French educational system since 


The RE System uses direct instruction, a rigorous challenging basic curriculum and high 


accountability for school stakeholders. However, The RE System is also very different from the 


French system since it (The RE System) believes in children’s innate ability to learn regardless 


of their economic, social or ethnic background. The RE System provides the favorable physical, 


mental and scholastic framework that helps students succeed academically. 
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A Study of the Common Characteristics of Educational Programs that have 


successfully Close the Achievement Gap In Underserved Communities 


The Right Educational (RE) System is modeled after the following four groups of educational 


programs that have been designed to successfully bridge the achievement gap in high minority 


and/or low-income areas in the US or used successfully abroad in underdeveloped countries: 


 The French primary and secondary education system; 


 The educational systems used by Carl C. Icahn Charter School, NY and the rest of a small 


group of innovative charter schools -- such as KIPP Academy, TX; Roxbury Preparatory 


Charter School, MA; and Cesar Chavez Academy-Pueblo, CO -- recognized by the US 


Department of Education for successfully closing the achievement gap in several low-income 


and/or high minority areas in the US (US Dept of Education, 2004 & 2007);  


 The educational approaches advocated by the Arizona Charter Schools Association through 


its Quality Standards and its landmark study Success Measured (Gau & Gemelli, 2008); by 


Arizona State University Morrison Institute for Public Policy’s publication The Six Keys to 


Successful Latino Schools (Waits et al., 2006); and by the Arizona Department of 


Education’s Seven Correlates of Effective Schools (ADE, 2009); and by  


 Harvard University’s Charter School Coherence Model (Merseth et al, 2009).  


An evaluation of the above four groups of highly successful educational programs identify the 


common characteristics shared by these schools that define their success in underserved 


communities. Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will embody these common characteristics 


that are defined as following: 


1. A Strong and Dynamic Leadership. 


At Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA), this characteristic is exemplified by the presence of an 


energetic and dynamic champion, Dr. Abougou, who will be working with a group of high-


energy teachers, engaged in SPA activities and eager to implement the school educational 


program. 


2. A Safety and Orderly Environment. 


This success characteristic will be demonstrated by SPA strong beliefs in safety, security, self-


respect, and respect for others.  


3. A Climate of High Expectation for Success. 


Hard work, longer school days, perseverance, and accountability for all will be the law of the 


land at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


4. Continuous Improvement and Scientifically-Driven Decisions and Processes. 
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Instruction at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will be provided through technologically- and 


data-driven decisions and processes; and student progress will be continuously assessed and 


monitored. 


5. A Positive Home-School Relationship. 


SPA will work hard and diligently to gain support from parents, teachers, major stake holders 


and the community. 


6. A Clear and Focused Culture. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy culture is defined by a fundamental belief in service; by children’s 


innate ability to learn, high expectations, transparency, teamwork, and a never-give-up attitude.  


The School culture will play a critical role in the success of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


because SPA culture is the magical cement that will hold the other five common characteristics 


of successful schools together. As shown in Exhibit 1 of the Harvard University Charter School 


Coherence Model (Merseth et al, 2009), the school culture will provide the coherence and 


coordination needed between the school mission; and its people, structures and systems, to 


ensure the successful implementation of the RE System that will lead to positive student 


outcomes.
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Exhibit1. Harvard University Charter School Coherence Model.
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A Study of the Use of Early Intervention Literacy Programs in Closing the 


Achievement Gap in Underserved Communities in the US. 


Early Intervention Literacy Program Helps Close the Achievement Gap 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SCA) will use an education-centered early intervention reading 


and math program to bridge the achievement gap in its underserved elementary school-age 


students.  


The Perry Preschool and Abecedarian early education longitudinal studies have shown that with 


education-centered early intervention programs, poor children affected by the achievement gap 


(defined as the lack of school readiness) can start school more prepared to learn. In the specific 


case of the Perry Preschool Program, the positive effects of early intervention were sustained 


more than 30 years after the program ended (Schweinhart, 2003).  


RTI-Early Intervention Literacy Programs Helps Close the Achievement Gap 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will develop and use an RTI-based high-quality early 


intervention literacy program to meet the IDEA 2004 federal law needs that requires children to 


receive a scientific, research-based intervention (such as response to intervention, RTI) prior to 


referral to special education. In addition, RTI use is recommended in Arizona because ARS 15-


704 legislation requires that K-3 schools use screening and diagnostic assessments, and 


scientifically-based reading curricula; and provide intensive instruction for 3
rd


 graders not 


meeting standards. 


The National Research Center on Learning Disabilities (NRCLD) defines “Response to 


Intervention (RTI)” as “an assessment and intervention process for systematically monitoring 


student progress and making decisions about the need for instructional modifications or 


increasingly intensified services using progress monitoring data (Johnson et al., 2006)”.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will also develop and use its RTI-Early Intervention 


Reading & Math Program for the following reasons: 


First, it is SPA belief that RTI plays an essential role in closing the achievement gap and should 


be incorporated in the Performance Management Program of schools involved with underserved 


communities.  


Second, RTI leads to the early identification of students with learning difficulties and/or specific 


learning disabilities; thus it provides an opportunity for early intervention before the identified 


students fall academically behind their peers.  


Third, RTI intervention leads to a decrease in the number of students referred for special 


education since placement is based on ability to learn.  


Fourth, RTI intervention reduces the over-identification of minority and disadvantaged students 


with having specific learning disabilities. 


Fifth, RTI integrates general and specific education expertise, document effectiveness of 


instruction for all students, and align student needs with effective instruction. 
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Sixth, RTI leads to the development of a continuous, powerful professional development 


program; thus to the formation of a highly trained intervention team. 


Study of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Program of Instruction  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use a scientifically-based program of instruction with 


tools and processes with a proven record of success in the traditional and/or in the underserved 


diverse classroom. SPA will use the following instructional tools and processes to increase 


achievement and decrease the achievement gap in the target community: 


Common Core State Standards (CCSS) will Help Close the Achievement Gap 


The use of Common Core State Standards (CCSS) will help SPA reach its main goal of bridging 


the achievement gap in the target area since first; the new standards are based on evidence and 


research. Second, CCSS represent the expectations and skills that K-12 students need to master 


to succeed in college and careers. Third, CCSS include a rigorous content and application of 


knowledge through high-order skills. Fourth, the new state standards embody the strengths, 


lessons and experiences of the 48 states educational standards from the 48 states involved in the 


CCSS initiative. Finally, CCSS are informed by top-performing countries, so that all students are 


prepared to succeed in the global economy of the 21
st
 century (ADE, 2010a).      


High-Quality Reading Language Arts and Math General Curricula will Help Close the 


Achievement Gap 


For general reading instruction, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use SRA Reading 


Mastery Signature Edition, a scientifically-based comprehensive basal reading program that uses 


direct instruction and addresses all five essentials components of reading: phonemic awareness, 


phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension (CKF, 2011). SRA Reading has been used 


successful with RTI in underserved elementary school populations in the US (PS-396, 2008).  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will supplement it reading curriculum with Core 


Knowledge language arts instruction. Core Knowledge is a rich challenging research-based 


curriculum that has been used successfully to narrow the literacy gap in high-minority and/or 


low-income schools in the US. Wedman and Waigandt (2004) study of the performance of 22 


Core Knowledge schools across 13 states shows that schools with high percentage of non-


Caucasian or less affluent students consistently score well above the national average (above 60
th


 


percentile). Presently, Core Knowledge is used to effectively close the achievement gap at Carl 


C. Icahn Charter School and Cesar Chavez Academy-Pueblo; two charter schools recognized to 


be the most successful schools to close the achievement gap in the Nation (US Dept of 


Education, 2004 & 2007). 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use Singapore Math (SM) for math instruction in daily 


90 minute- block time. Recently, the interest in Singapore Math (SM) has increase substantially 


since in the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) -- a study 


conducted and published every four year to measure trends in math and science achievement in 


48 countries -- Singapore has been in the number-one spot since 1995 while the US has ranked 


only slightly above the international average (SDE, 2010).  
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Research-Based Methods of Instruction will Help Close the Achievement Gap 


 Understanding by Design 


To develop high-quality instruction that will help increase scholastic achievement and bridge the 


achievement gap in the target community, SPA will also use Wiggins and McTighe’s Backward 


Design Model from Understanding by Design (2005) to design and provide Common Core State 


Standards-driven lesson plans.    


 Direct Instruction 


In addition, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use direct instruction in small classes since 


Project Follow Through (FT) showed that this instructional modality helps develop basic skills 


(reading, writing and math) in historically disadvantaged and poor elementary school students in 


the US (Grossen, 1995; Follow Through, 2010).  


 Small Class Size 


SPA will gradually and fully develop small classes in primary grades (K-3) by Year-2 or 3. The 


use of small class size will benefit SPA students since the landmark STAR and SAGE studies 


have shown that kindergarten and elementary school students in small classes uniformly 


outperformed those in larger classes; and that minority and inner-city students benefited the most 


from small classes. In addition, these studies have shown that small class size works 


synergistically with direct instruction (DI) and reinforces its (DI) effectiveness (Fin & Achilles, 


1999; Molnar et al., 1999). 


 Differentiated Instruction 


The School will use differentiated instruction as recommended by ADE to provide instruction 


tailored to meet the specific educational needs of all student groups within all 3-RTI tiers (ADE 


2010b). Differentiated instruction recognizes that students learn in different ways and start 


school at different levels of school readiness. Therefore differentiated instruction is appropriate 


for schools for underserved populations since it serves their unique learning needs, backgrounds, 


learning styles, and interests. (Tomlinson, 1999; Tomlinson, 2001; Downey, 2009).  


 3-Tiered RTI Instructional Delivery System 


The use of a 3-tiered RTI instructional delivery system to provide differentiated instruction to all 


students is particularly well suited to increase scholastic achievement and bridge the achievement 


gap in SPA diverse classrooms where students will enter school at various levels of school 


readiness. Firstly, all SPA students will receive Tier-1 general instruction in 90 min and 135 min 


daily block respectively with Singapore Math and with SRA Reading Mastery and Core 


Knowledge ELA. Secondly, studies have shown that close to 20% of Tier-1 SPA students will 


not achieve success with the core curricula and will be moved to Tier-2 instruction, where in 


addition to general core instruction; they will receive 30 to 60 minute/day/3-4x wk targeted 


differentiated instruction in small groups. Thirdly, about 5% of Tier-2 students will not be 


successful in Tier-2 instruction; they will be moved to Tier-3 for intensive, individualized 


instruction (Johnson et al, 2006; ADE 2010c) or will be referred to special education services.  


 Cooperative Learning 
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Cooperative learning is a student-centered instructional approach that can be used to close the 


achievement gap in underserved schools like SPA. In cooperative learning, students set in small 


mixed-ability groups work together, assist and support each other with the goal of reaching a 


share learning goal. SPA will use cooperative learning because this instructional strategy has 


been used successfully: (a) to promote positive student interaction in school with diverse 


classrooms (Gillies, 2007); (b) to enhance student learning and scholastic achievement in 


reading, math, science, physical education and in other areas; and (c) with special needs, 


including English Language Learners (ELLs) and those at risk of academic failure (Friend & 


Bursuck, 2009).   


Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring System will Help Close the Achievement Gap 


SPA will use its Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring System to continuously assess and 


monitor student academic performance, and drive a CCSS-based high quality instruction. The 


Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring Instruction will be made of the following three sub-


systems: (1) The RTI Combined Model Problem-Solving System; (2) The Balanced Assessment 


System; and (3) The Common Core State Standards Curriculum Mapping and Alignment Plan. 


Several studies have linked increased school performance to higher frequency of student 


performance assessment and monitoring.    
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


Objective: Students will 


understand that when you have 


something, and put more things 


with it, this is called addition. 


 


On the overhead, show students 2 


shapes. Ask how many shapes 


Objective: Students will 


know what a plus and 


equal sign are and how to 


properly use them in a 


number sentence with 


pictures or numbers. 
 


On the overhead, review 


Objective: Students 


will understand that 


when you have 


something and take 


things away, this is 


called subtraction. 


 


Objective: Students will 


know what a minus sign 


is and how to properly 


use it in a number 


sentence with pictures or 


numbers. 
 


On the overhead, review 


Objective: Students 


will understand that 


when you have 


something, and put 


more things with it, 


this is called 


addition. 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Kindergarten Math 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Kindergarten Math N/A Addition and Subtraction 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 days 2
nd


 Quarter Counting concrete objects to 10, counting up from 0- 10 and back from 10 – 0. Understand the concept 


of more and less. 


   Unit Description 


Students will be introduced to the concept of addition and subtraction. They will use manipulatives to represent given problems. The concept will be taught 


through story problems because students understand math through this real life understanding. Throughout the unit, students will be exposed to the 


vocabulary of addition and subtraction as well as the symbols involved in this process. 


Common Core 


Standards 


K.OA.1. Represent addition and subtraction with objects, fingers, mental images, drawings, sounds (e.g., claps), acting out 


situations, verbal explanations, expressions, or equations. (Mastery) 


K.OA.2 Solve addition and subtraction word problems, and add and subtract within 10, e.g., by using objects or drawings to 


represent the problem. (Mastery) 


K.OA.3 Decompose numbers less than or equal to 10 into pairs in more than one way, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and 


record each decomposition by a drawing or equation (e.g., 5 = 2 + 3 and 5 = 4 + 1). (Introduce) 
 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


The assessment is a performance-based assessment that is given orally. Given different counters, students will add and subtract as 


directed by the teacher. There will be 5 questions to assess understanding of addition, and 5 to assess understanding of subtraction. 


Assessment Scoring  There will be 10 total items the students must complete orally. Answers will be marked right or wrong on a check sheet.  


Grading scale: 10 points = 100%, 9 points = 90%, 8 points = 80%, 7 points = 70%, etc. 


Mastery: 80%. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Overhead Projectors, 10 Overhead manipulatives of the same shape, a cup of goldfish crackers for each student, math mats with a 


fishbowl on them (one for each student), many small balls, a large plus, minus, and equal sign cut from cardboard or poster board, 


personal white boards, picture worksheet with apples, flowers, etc. (attached), book: Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed, 5 


stuffed or toy monkeys, small Apple cut out pictures (10 per student), math mats with an apple tree on them (one for each student), 


stuffed animals or other toys 
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there are. Verify that students 


know there are 2 shapes. Ask 


students what will happen if we 


put more shapes on the overhead. 


Will we have more or less? (We 


will have MORE shapes.) Now, 


tell students we are going to put 3 


more shapes on the overhead. 


Have students count out the 3 


shapes as they are added. Ask 


students how many shapes we 


have now.  Count out the shapes 


with students.  Repeat this process 


2 more times with different 


numbers. 


 


Explain to students that what we 


just did is called “addition.” Tell 


students that we are going to 


practice adding.  


 


Give each student a small cup of 


goldfish crackers and a math mat 


with a picture of a fish bowl. On 


the overhead, show your own. 


Instruct students to put 3 goldfish 


in their bowl. Then, tell them to 


ADD 4 goldfish to their bowl. 


Ask them how many goldfish 


they have now. Allow students 


time to work the problem and 


count the goldfish. Check for 


understanding. 


 


 


the lesson from yesterday 


by doing some simple 


practice problems as a 


class.  
 


Tell students that today 


we are going to learn 


some new symbols. Show 


them the large plus sign. 


Tell them this is called a 


plus sign. Tell them this 


is used to show that we 


are adding. Then, show 


them the large equal sign. 


Tell them that the equal 


sign tells that we are 


finishing our problem and 


finding the answer to our 


addition problem. 


 


Gather students in a circle 


on the floor. In the center, 


have a student place 5 


balls. Then, place the 


large plus sign next to 


them. Have another 


student put 2 balls after 


the plus sign. Then, put 


the equal sign. Ask 


students how many balls 


there are. Put that number 


of balls at the end. 


Explain to students how 


to read this number 


sentence. (5 plus 2 equals 


7). 
 


Tell students that today 


they are going to hear a 


story about subtraction. 


Read students the story 


Five Little Monkeys 


Jumping on the Bed.  


 


After the story is 


finished, have 5 


students stand at the 


front of the room 


holding the 5 monkeys. 


As the story is read, 


students should act out 


the subtraction with the 


monkeys. At the end of 


the story, talk about the 


subtraction in this 


story. 


 


On the overhead, show 


students 5 shapes. Ask 


how many shapes there 


are. Verify that students 


know there are 5 


shapes. Ask students 


what will happen if we 


take some shapes away. 


Will we have more or 


less? (We will have 


LESS shapes.) Now, 


tell students we are 


going to take 2 shapes 


away from the 


overhead. Have 


the lesson from yesterday 


by doing some simple 


practice problems as a 


class.  


 


Tell students that today 


we are going to learn 


another symbol. Show 


them the large minus 


sign. Tell them this is 


called a minus sign. Tell 


them this is used to show 


that we are subtracting. 


Then, show them the 


large equal sign. Remind 


them that the equal sign 


tells that we are finishing 


our problem, but that in 


subtraction it tells us to 


find what is left. 
 


The teacher will be 


showing subtraction 


number sentences, but 


students will not be 


writing these on their 


own yet because this is a 


more difficult concept 


developmentally than 


with addition. 


 


Put 7 stuffed animals on 


the floor in the middle of 


a circle of students. Have 


the students count the 


animals. On the white 


 


On the overhead, 


show students 2 


shapes. Ask how 


many shapes there 


are. Verify that 


students know there 


are 2 shapes. Ask 


students what will 


happen if we put 


more shapes on the 


overhead. Will we 


have more or less? 


(We will have 


MORE shapes.) 


Now, tell students 


we are going to put 3 


more shapes on the 


overhead. Have 


students count out 


the 3 shapes as they 


are added. Ask 


students how many 


shapes we have now.  


Count out the shapes 


with students.  


Repeat this process 2 


more times with 


different numbers. 


 


Explain to students 


that what we just did 


is called “addition.” 


Tell students that we 


are going to practice 
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Have students do hands-


on problems with 


goldfish as done 


yesterday. As students are 


doing these problems, 


have them draw out the 


problems on personal 


white boards. As this is 


being done, show 


students how to write the 


number sentence using 


numbers instead of 


pictures. 


students count as the 2 


shapes are taken away. 


Ask students how many 


shapes we have now.  


Count out the shapes 


with students.  Repeat 


this process 2 more 


times with different 


numbers. 


 


Explain to students that 


when we take things 


away, it is called 


subtraction. When we 


subtract, we end with 


less of something. 


Continue showing 


sample problems on the 


overhead using 


subtraction vocabulary. 


 


Provide students with 


apple tree math mats 


and apple cut outs. 


Guide students through 


subtraction problems 


using these items. 


board, write 7. Then tell 


students we are going to 


subtract some animals. 


Show them the big minus 


sign and say, “minus.” 


On the white board, write 


the minus sign. Have a 


student take 4 animals 


away. Write 4 on the 


board after the minus 


sign. Then, hold up the 


equal sign and say 


“equals.” Write it on the 


board. Then, ask students 


how many animals are 


left. They will count 3. 


Then, write the 3 on the 


board. Have students 


read the number sentence 


aloud with you.  


 


Guide students through 


practice of subtraction 


problems using their 


apple trees and mats. Use 


the subtraction 


vocabulary learned today 


and model the number 


sentences on the white 


board. 


adding.  


 


Give each student a 


small cup of goldfish 


crackers and a math 


mat with a picture of 


a fish bowl. On the 


overhead, show your 


own. Instruct 


students to put 3 


goldfish in their 


bowl. Then, tell them 


to ADD 4 goldfish to 


their bowl. Ask them 


how many goldfish 


they have now. 


Allow students time 


to work the problem 


and count the 


goldfish. Check for 


understanding. 


 


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


Students will listen attentively to 


instruction and answer questions 


as instructed. 
 


Students will count the correct 


Students will participate 


in the review of 


yesterday’s lesson. 


 


Students will 


attentively listen to the 


reading of 5 Little 


Monkeys. Then, they 


Students will participate 


in the review of 


yesterday’s lesson. 


 


Students will 


complete a 


summative 


assessment. 
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number of goldfish onto their 


mats when given teacher 


directions.  


 


At the end of math practice, 


students may eat their goldfish. 


Students will participate 


in creating number 


sentences using balls and 


large plus and equal 


signs. 


 


Students will do hands on 


problems with goldfish 


and math mats. Students 


will draw and write 


number sentences onto 


their white boards. 


 


Students will complete an 


addition picture 


worksheet that the teacher 


will check for an informal 


assessment. 


will participate in the 


subtraction reading of 


the story.  


 


 Students will follow 


teacher direction to put 


apples in their apple 


tree. Students will then 


manipulate the items to 


show the apples falling 


out of the tree or being 


picked. Students will 


then demonstrate how 


many apples are left. 


Students will participate 


in moving stuffed animals 


in and out of the circle to 


represent the subtraction 


problems. They will 


participate in the reading 


of the subtraction number 


sentences. 


 


Students will do hands on 


problems with apple 


pictures and math mats.  
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Day 2 Worksheet: 
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Assessment: This assessment is given orally. Students should use manipulative counters to 


complete the assessment. Check the line if the student correctly shows the problem with the 


counters and gives the correct answer. Students must get 8 out of 10 problems correct to show 


mastery. 


Say to the student: You can use these counters to show me how to solve this problem. You can 


pretend they are anything you want. They could be monkeys, goldfish, apples, or anything else. 


1. There were 4 ladybugs on a plant. Then, 2 more ladybugs came. How many ladybugs are on 


the plant now? _____ (6) 


2. There were 7 apples in a basket. Julie took 2 apples out. How many apples are left in the 


basket? _____ (5) 


3. Samantha had 5 fish in her fish tank. She put in 4 more fish. How many fish are in her tank 


now? _____ (9) 


4. Rick had 4 books. Tim had 4 books. How many books do they have altogether? _____ (8) 


5. Emily gave her dog 6 treats. The dog ate 4 treats. How many treats are left? _____ (2) 


6. A teacher had 7 pencils. A student gave her 3 more pencils. How many pencils does the 


teacher have now? _____ (10) 


7. There were 9 students in the classroom. 4 students went outside to play. How many students 


are left in the classroom? _____ (5) 


8. Nathan had 8 toys in his toy box. He took 3 toys out to play with. How many toys are left in 


his toy box? _____ (5) 


9. Denise has 2 candies. Denise's father gives Denise 6 more. How many candies does Denise 


have? _____ (8) 


10. Kim has 10 stickers. She gives 5 stickers to her friend Stan. How many stickers does Kim 


have now? _____ (5) 
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 


C.3. PERSONNEL 


STAFFING PLAN 


YEAR-1  YEAR-2 YEAR-3 


244 students 320 students 376 students 


Instructional Staff 


9 General Instruction Teachers 11 General Instruction Teachers 12 General Instruction Teachers 


1.0  half FTE Languages Teacher 1.5 half FTE Languages Teacher 1.5 half FTE Languages Teacher 


1 Special Education Teacher 1 Special Education Teacher 1 Special Education Teacher 


0 Teacher Aides 3 Teacher Aides 3 Teacher Aides 


0.5 Physical Education Teacher 0.5 Physical Education Teacher 0.5 Physical Education Teacher 


0 Lead/Specialist Teacher 1 Lead/Specialist Teacher 2 Lead/Specialist Teacher 


0.33 Executive Director 0.33 Executive Director 0.33 Executive Director 


 1 Assistant Director  1 Assistant Director 1 Assistant Director 


244 students / 12.83 teaching 


staff; or 19.02 to 1 ratio. 


320 students / 19.33 teaching 


staff; or 16.55 to 1 ratio. 


376 students / 21.33 teaching 


staff; or 17.63 to 1 ratio. 


Non-Instructional Staff 


0.67 Executive Director 0.67 Executive Director 0.67 Executive Director 


1 Office Manager/Ad Assistant 1 Office Manager/Secretary 1 Office Manager/Secretary 


0 School Nurse 1 School Nurse 1 School Nurse 


2 Clerks/receptionists 2 Clerks/receptionists 2 Clerks/receptionists 


0  Accounting/Sdt Affairs Clerk 0.5 Accounting/Sdt Affairs Clerk 0.5 Accounting/Sdt Affairs Clerk 


1 Custodial service person 1 Custodial service person 1 Custodial service person 


Total: 4.67 Non-Instructional 


Staff 


Total: 6.17 Non-Instructional 


Staff 


Total: 6.17 Non-Instructional 


Staff 


Total Number of Staffs 


17.50 25.50 27.50 


 


Table 1. Staffing at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 
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C.3. PERSONNEL 


C.3.a. Staffing Plan for Instruction Program 


Objectives of Seneca Preparatory Academy Staffing Plan  


The overall goal of SPA staffing plan will be to hire high-quality staffs who share the School 


belief that “every child can learn, and ultimately can become successful in life and positively 


contribute to society”. The school staff will implement the RE Program.  


One of the main objectives of SPA’s staffing program will be to have the primary (K-3) 


classroom student-to-teacher ratios aligned as closely as possible to those recommended by the 


SAGE study (Molnar et al., 1999); that is, a 18-1 kindergarten student-teacher ratio, and a 30-2 


(or 15-1) grade 1-3 student-teacher ratio.  


General Information on the Staffing Implementation Plan 


In Year 1, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is anticipated to open with 244 students from 


kindergarten to 4
th


 grade. Except for grade K that will start with one classroom, all the other 


grades (1-4) will start with two classrooms per grade; therefore SPA will open with 9 classrooms 


each staffed with a homeroom teacher.  


No teacher aides will be available in Year 1. As shown in Table 1, the student-teacher ratio will 


be 20-1 for kindergarten; and 28-1 for grade 1-4. Together the 8 classes in grade 1-4 will have up 


to 224 students. Year 1 will have 12.83 instructional staffs including the two part-time French 


and/or Spanish language teachers. The student-teacher ratio will be 19.02-1. There will be 4.67 


non-instructional staffs on hand in Year 1. 


Student enrollment will increase in Year 2 to 320 students with the opening of 2 grade 5 classes 


each with up to 28 students; and an extra classroom of up to 20 students for any grade between 


grades 1 to 3 as decided by SPA. The School will hire 3 teacher aides for grade 1-3; and their 


student-teacher ratio will be 16.55-1. Therefore, SPA will have a total of 12 classrooms that year; 


and 6.17 non-instructional staffs with an increase from Year 1 due to the hiring of the School 


Nurse.  


Year 3 will have a total enrollment of 376 students with the addition of two new grade 6 classes 


each with up to 28 students. There will be a total of 14 classes and 21.33 instructional staffs; and 


the student-teacher ratio will be 17.63 with and 6.17 non-instructional staffs. 


Table 1 also shows that there will be 2 French/Spanish 0.5 FTE part-time language teachers in 


Year 1; and 3 in Year 2 and 3. The School will hire a part-time 0.5 FTE physical education 


teacher; and the Executive Director will derive 33% of his compensation from his teaching 


activities especially as a French teacher.  


In summary, Table 1 shows that the School will be well staffed with an average student-teacher 


ratio of 19.02-1 in Year 1; 16.55-1 in Year 2 and 17.63-1 in Year 3. In addition, the non-
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instructional staffing will be adequate with 4.67 full-time employees in Year 1; and 6.17 in Year 


2 and 3.  


C.3.b. Staff Qualification Aligned to NCLB 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will hire highly qualified teachers as per NCLB; that is, the 


teachers will have: (1) a minimum of a bachelor’s degree; (2) a full state certification (charter 


schools are exempt from this requirement); (3) demonstrated high level of competency in core 


academic areas, as defined by the state of Arizona. 


C.3.c. Hiring and Training Program 


Hiring and Training Program  


1. Skills & Requirements for Positions 


Seneca Preparatory Academy’s objective is to hire the best teachers and non-teaching staff. SPA 


has developed a hiring and training program that first defines the skills and requirements needed 


for positions. 


Executive Director (1 FTE) 


 Credentials and experience required 


(1) Doctorate degree from an accredited university or Master’s Degree and superintendant-level 


experience in lieu of advanced graduate degree; (2) demonstrated business management 


experience (MBA); (3) detailed knowledge and experience with the French or European 


Education System; (4) expert level knowledge and experience in strategic development and 


project management; (5) ability to conceive, formulate and implement an education program 


from scratch; (6) flexibility, versatility and ability to troubleshoot situations and think outside the 


box; (7) ability to inspire and turn complex ideas into reality. 


  Key Responsibilities 


(1) Responsible for spear-heading and implementing The Right Educational (RE) System; (2) 


responsible for the design and implementation of SPA’s Performance Management Plan; (3) 


responsible for the design and implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math 


Program; (4) responsible for interacting and collaborating with the School Governing Board and 


major school stakeholders such ADE and local school districts; (5) responsible for the day-to-day 


running of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA); (5) responsible for the financial, marketing, 


grant management, personal, computer and all the non-academic aspects of running Seneca 


Preparatory Academy (SPA); (6) with Assistant Director of Curriculum  & Instruction, the 


Executive Director is co-responsible for professional development, training and discipline at 


SPA; (7) ultimately responsible for driving and moving SPA in the right direction.  


The incorporator (Dr. Abougou) will hold this position. Overall the Executive Director is the 


overseer of the whole corporation. 


Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction (1 FTE) 


 Credentials and/or Experience Required 
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(1) Minimum Bachelor’s Degree, preferably Master’s Degree in Curriculum and Instruction and 


Highly Qualified credentials as per NCLB; (2) Arizona state teaching certificate for elementary 


and/or middle school; (3) Arizona ELL endorsement and, experience with Core Knowledge 


Sequence and/or Singapore Math; (4) substantial classroom teaching experience; (5) managerial 


and/or teacher’s training experience; (6) expert knowledge of kindergarten and elementary 


school policies; (7) excellent interpersonal skills. 


Note: according to the No Child Left Behind, a highly qualified teacher must have the following 


qualifications: (1) a minimum of a bachelor’s degree; (2) a full state certification (charter schools 


are exempt from this requirement); (3) demonstrated high level of competency in core academic 


areas, as defined by the state of Arizona. 


 Key Responsibilities 


(1) Mainly responsible for curriculum and instruction; (2) with Executive Director, is co-


responsible for professional development and for the implementation of the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading & Math; (3) also co-responsible for discipline and interactions with parents 


and relatives. 


School Nurse (0.5 FTE) 


 Credentials and/or Experience Required 


(1) Must be a registered nurse (RN) licensed from an accreditated US nursing school; (2) 


substantial nursing experience (at least 15 years) with underserved population; (3) minimum 


experience required: ICU, medical and surgery, case management, managerial and nursing 


education experience.   


 Key Responsibilities 


(1) Coordinate health and supportive services between the School and the community; (2) 


support the school community in addressing contemporary health and social issues facing young 


people and their families; (3) coordinate health promotion and primary prevention activities, 


health education including small group work and classroom activities, and community 


development activities; (4) provide first aid and emergency medical services; (5) initiate 


emergency and individual health plans for students with chronic medical conditions, and keep 


track of student immunizations; (6) provide assessment for students and attend Individualized 


Education Plan (IEP) meetings for students with special educational needs; (7) conduct and 


supervise state mandated screenings, such as vision, and hearing screening; (8) provide families 


with information on available resources for procuring free or low-cost services.   


Full-time Teachers Needed. Year 1:  16.33; Year 2: 19.33; Year 3: 21.33 


 Credentials and/or Experience Required:  


(1) Bachelor’s degree or higher; (2) demonstrated teaching experience in the public or private 


sector and with a diverse student population; (3) preferably (but not necessary) hold a current 


Arizona teaching certificate for regular classroom and appropriate grade; (4) highly Qualified 


Teachers as per NCLB and current fingerprint card; (5) Arizona ELL Endorsement as per the 


Arizona Department of Education; (6) Knowledge of Core Knowledge Sequence and/or 
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Singapore Math preferable (but not essential); (7) excellent interpersonal skills and ability to 


relate and work with parents and with a diverse group of people.  


Note: according to the No Child Left Behind, a highly qualified teacher must have the following 


qualifications: (1) a minimum of a bachelor’s degree; (2) a full state certification (charter schools 


are exempt from this requirement); (3) demonstrated high level of competency in core academic 


areas, as defined by the state of Arizona. 


 Credentials and/or Experience Required for Lead Teachers or Teacher Specialists: 


SPA will open one Lead Teacher position in Year 2. In addition to the requirements for certified 


teachers, Lead Teachers will need the following skills and/or experience: (1) Master Degree in 


Education or in the content area of specialization, plus a minimum of 3 year teaching experience; 


or BA/BS and 8 years of teaching experience in the content area; (2) demonstrated leadership 


skills as shown through service and support provided to others; (3) and additional special skills 


such as being/or having the potential to be a Trainer, or a Project, Technology, or Curriculum 


Specialist. 


Non-Teaching Staff 


 Office Manager/Administrator 


The candidate for this position will have a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration, and 


prior experience running a school front office. S/he will supervise the following non-teaching 


staff: 2 Receptionist/Secretary, 1 Accounting/Computer clerk and 1 Maintenance Specialist. In 


addition, the candidate will perform the following duties: 1) coordinate all operations of the front 


office; 2) design and implement office records and filing systems; 3) be responsible for typing 


confidential documents and taking and transcribing minutes of key meetings 


2. Recruitment, Hiring and Training of School Staff 


Advertisement of Seneca Preparatory Academy Open Positions. 


Presently, SPA advertisement is conducted through the Word-Of-Mouth Advertising Plan that 


has been conducted by Dr. Abougou and the other Founding Corporate Directors since 2010.  


This advertising program focuses on SPA core beliefs and mission statement, and discusses the 


value of the future School to the target community. The strength of the Word-Of-Mouth 


Advertising Plan rests on the integrity, honesty, character, sense of duty and reputation that the 


Founding Corporate Directors have built in the more than twenty-year period that they have been 


living in Tucson.  


The main objective of the Word-Of-Mouth Advertising Plan is to use the personal contacts made 


by SPA Corporate Directors to identify experienced and highly-qualified prospective teachers 


who also share SPA core beliefs. So far, SPA has received some substantial positive feedback 


from the public, and the Corporate Directors have met with six highly qualified teachers who 


would fit very well in School program.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) intents to move to a more open and aggressive advertising 


format once the charter contract is awarded to SPA. At that point, SPA Corporate Directors will 


begin to actively network within the elementary school community by attending the monthly 
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meetings of the Arizona Charter Schools Association in Tucson and Phoenix where they will 


openly ask for leads on highly qualified prospective teachers. In addition, the Founding 


Corporate Directors will use their relationships with the Arizona Core Knowledge Network, the 


Arizona Charter School Association and the University Of Arizona College Of Education to get 


some information and leads on prospective employees. Afterwards, the Corporate Directors will 


hold informal meetings with potential teachers and non-teaching staffs; and they will decide who 


to invite for formal interview(s) in March/April 2012.   


In January/February 2012 once the charter contract is awarded to the Foundation, SPA will start 


to openly advertise for positions by posting ads online in Craig’s List, Arizona Charter School 


Association, and social network websites; and later on at the School website. 


Hiring of Teaching and Non-Teaching Staffs  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Hiring Committee will initially be made of the following 


individuals who have agreed to be involved in the hiring process: the three Founding Corporate 


Directors, a retired elementary school teacher, a special education teacher, a highly experience 


elementary school teacher, and a math and science high school teacher. The hiring process will 


take place from March to July 2012; one of the key objectives will be to hire the Assistant 


Director of Curriculum & Instruction.  


After screening the applications received for the advertised positions, a selected group of 


applicants will be invited to interview with the Hiring Committee. If necessary a second 


interview will be held with the Hiring Committee. This latter group will then choose the two to 


three best applicants for the position who will interview with the Executive Director. He will 


ultimately decide who to hire. The hiring of a teacher will be finalized once the candidate is 


approved by the School Governing Board.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will hire all teaching and non-teaching staffs by mid-July 


2012.  


Staff Training at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) fully believes in professional development; in 2012-2013 


the School will devote the equivalent of 15 days on staff training and development. SPA 


professional development program will be organized as a professional learning community 


where SPA will provide a differentiated professional development program that will meet the 


individual educational needs of each school staff. The ultimate goal of the school differentiated 


professional learning community will be to provide teachers with the skills required to learn and 


successfully implement The RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math Program within 24 months 


after school open; and therefore meet the objectives of the Performance Management Plan 


(PMP).   


In Year 1, from July 30 to August 3, 2012, the newly hired staffs will attend the pre-service 


training program where they will be introduced to SPA history, philosophy and goals. They will 
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also be introduced The RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math Program. The pre-service 


training will focus on the implementation of Core Knowledge, Singapore Math, curriculum 


alignment and differentiated instruction.  Several follow-up training workshops will be held 


during the school year; and in addition, teachers will receive more training on Wednesday early-


release-days, during the 1.5 hour in-service sessions.  


C.3.d. Administrative Plan 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) administrative duties will be handled by Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) Foundation Corporate Office, the School’s Executive Director and Assistant 


Director; and the Office Manager. 


SPA Foundation Corporate Office will be responsible for the financial management of the 


School. The Executive Director will have oversight responsibilities on all personnel-related 


activities such as hiring, evaluating and disciplining school staffs. He will also be responsible for 


applying and managing grants such as the CSP-Grant. In addition, he will be responsible for 


researching, hiring and managing contracted services providers such educational consultants for 


staff training and special education specialists. The Executive Director will oversee all the school 


testing activities with AIMS, Stanford 10 and AZELLA; and he will also be in charge of training 


and staff development. 


The Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction will have oversight responsibilities on the 


school curriculum; and the Office Manager will be in charge of the Student Accountability 


Information System (SAIS). 


C.3.e. Compensation Plan 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will provide a compensation plan that will align and 


measure to employee qualifications and experience. For instance, a Lead Teacher compensation 


package will be higher than regular classroom teachers because Lead Teachers usually have 


more experience, skills and/or qualifications than regular teachers. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will contribute funds equivalent to 20% of employees’ 


salaries to the benefit accounts of full-time employees. Through these funds SCA will be able to 


offer adequate health and retirement benefits.  


Teachers’ salaries at SPA will be as competitive as those offered by the neighboring Sunnyside 


Unified School District (SUSD). SPA will provide certified teachers with a based-salary of 


$34,000 and non-certified teachers (associate teachers) with a $30,000 based-salary. As of April 


2011, Sunnyside Unified School District advertised the following starting salaries for beginning 


certified teachers: $32,225 for a teacher with B.A.; $34,475 for a teacher with M.A.; and $36,894 


for a teacher with Ed.D. or Ph.D. (SUSD, 2011). 


In addition, Lead or Specialist Teachers will receive more compensation for their additional 


skills and experience. Finally, salaries for non-teaching SPA staff will be comparable to those 
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currently offered in the open market since they were determined from the feedback received 


from local charter schools and from jobs advertised in local papers. 


C.3.f. Reporting of Employee Related Expenses 


As reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will 


contribute funds equivalent to 20% of employees’ salaries to the payroll tax benefits of all 


employees and to the benefit accounts of full-time employees. Through these funds SCA intent 


to contribute to full-time employees’ health, retirement, disability and life insurance benefits 


accounts. However, SPA does not intent to participate in the Arizona State Retirement program 


unless additional funding becomes available. 


Before school opens on August 6, 2012 SPA will pay salaries, stipends or administrative fees to 


some employees and to contractors who will provide some services to the School. SPA will pay 


payroll taxes but not employee benefits to anyone.    
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 


C.1. FACILITY ACQUISITION 


FACILITY REQUIEREMENTS IN YEAR 1, 2 AND  


 Rooms and Student Count Count Total  


Grades covered by the School K-6 7 ---- 


Number of classrooms for Kindergarten 1 1 ---- 


Maximum number of students in each K class 20 20  


Number of classrooms per Grade 1-6 2 12 ---- 


Maximum number of students in each Grade 1-6 28 336 ---- 


Number of extra classrooms to be used for Gr 1, 2 or 3 1 1  


Max. number of Gr 1,2 or 3 students in extra classroom 20 20 ---- 


TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS ---- 376 ---- 


Space Requirement Room No. of Rooms Total Area 


Reception 200 sf 1 200 sf 


2 Principal’s Offices  120 sf 2 240 sf 


Resource Room 250 sf 1 250 sf 


Teacher’s Lunch room 150 sf 1 150 sf 


Classrooms (Gr K); 32 sf/student; 20 students/class 640 sf 1 640 sf 


Classrooms (Gr 1-3); 32 sf/student; 28 students/class 896 sf 6 5,376sf 


Extra classroom (Gr 1-3); 32 sf/stdt; 20 students/class 640 sf 1 640 sf 


Classrooms (Gr 4-6); 28 sf/student; 28 students/class 784 sf 6 4,704 sf 


All Purpose Grand Room (4 sf/student) 1,500 sf 1 1,500 sf 


Library and Computer Lab 750 sf 1 750 sf 


Teacher’s work room; 150 sf 1 150 sf 


Healthcare room (150 sf); Hare bathroom (100 sf)  250 sf 1 250 sf 


Students’ bathroom 150 sf 4 600 sf 


Staff’s bathroom 120 sf 2 240 sf 


Storage room 250 sf 1 250 sf 


Total (no bathroom and storage) =  80% of building ----- ----- 14,750 sf 


Circulation (hallways/bathroom/storage) = 20% bldg ----- ----- 3,720 sf 


Total building square footage required in Year-1 


with for 244 students (Gr K-4). (49.12 sf/student) 
----- ----- 


11,985 sf 


Total building square footage required in Year-2 


with for 320 students (Gr K-5). (49.12 sf/student) 
---- ----- 


15,718 sf 


Total building square footage required in Year-3 


with 376 students (or 49.12 sf/student) 


---- ----- 18,470 sf 


 


Table 1. Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Facility Requirements.  
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              SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY FLOOR PLAN 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Exhibit 1. Example of School Facility Layout at 


Full Capacity with 376 Students in Year-3. 
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C.1. a. Facility Description 


Although Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has identified a few empty facilities that might be 


converted into school facilities, SPA is still looking for the ideal facility that will meet its 


specific requirements for a school within the target area. The ideal facility will be a former 


school facility, a former church, an empty warehouse or any facility that will require little or no 


tenant improvement to meet school facility codes. In addition, the ideal school facility will be 


located near the highly traveled major roads that delimit the target area; that is, 22
nd


 Street 


(north), Alvernon Road (east), Valencia Road (south) and in I-10/I-19 (west).  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has used Arizona Administrative Code R7-6-210-A-B and 


the National Charter School Resource Center recommendations to determine the adequate square 


footage required for the school facility and to design a potential school layout as specified in 


Table 1 and shown in Exhibit 1. In Table 1, SPA uses a 32 square foot (sf) per grade K-3 student; 


and 28 sf per grade 4-6 students to estimate the classroom footage as recommended by R7-6-


210-A-B Arizona statute. In addition, the School takes into consideration the square footages 


recommended by the National Charter School Resource Center (NCSRC, 2011). Consequently 


as shown in Table 1, SPA has determined that the total classroom space required at full capacity 


with 376 students in Year-3 is 14,750 sf; this represents 80% of the facility and it does not 


include circulation space (hallway, bathroom and storage space). The circulation space (20% of 


building) is 3,720 sf; and the total building square footage required at full capacity with 376 


students is 18,470 sf (14,750 sf + 3,720 sf). This amounts to 49.12 sf/student. 


Using the space requirement of 49.12 sf/student, Table 1 shows that in Year-1, 2 and 3, SPA will 


have 3 different square footage requirements for the school facility depending on the different 


enrollments in these three school years. In Year-1, SPA will need an 11,985 sf school facility for 


its 244 students. In Year-2, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will require a 15,718 sf facility 


for its 320 students; and in Year-3, 18,470 sf for its 376 students.  


Exhibit 1 shows an example of a school layout at full capacity in Year-3 with 376 students; this 


layout has been designed according to R7-6-210-A-B and the National Charter School Resource 


Center recommendations for school square footage. 


However, regardless of the school year (1, 2 or 3); as shown in Table 1, Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) will need the following rooms/spaces to successfully conduct school operations:  


 1 Reception Room (200 sf); 2 offices (total 240 sf). 


 1 All Purpose Grand Room (1,500 sf); 1 Library/Computer Room (750 sf); 1 Resource Room 


(250 sf). 


 1 Teachers’ Lounge (150 sf); 1 Teacher Workroom (150 sf); 2 Teacher/Staff Bathrooms 


(total 240 sf). 


 1 Healthcare Room (150 sf); 1 Healthcare Bathroom (100 sf). 
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 4 Student Bathrooms (total 600 sf).  


In addition, during each one of the first 3 school years, SPA will need the following classroom 


spaces: 


 Year-1 school year (244 students; 9 classrooms; 11,985 sf): 


o For grade K; 1 classroom of 640 sf; 20 students/classroom; 32 sf/student. 


o For grade 1; 2 classrooms of 896 sf each; 28 students/classroom; 32 sf/student. 


o For grade 2; 2 classrooms of 896 sf each; 28 students/classroom; 32 sf/student. 


o For grade 3; 2 classrooms of 896 sf each; 28 students/classroom; 32 sf/student. 


o For grade 4; 2 classrooms of 784 sf each; 28 students/classroom; 28 sf/student. 


 Year-2 school year (320 students; 12 classrooms; 15,718 sf): 


o Add 2 grade 5 classrooms; 784 sf each; 28 students/classroom; 28 sf/student. 


o Add 1 grade 1or 2 or 3 extra classroom; 640 sf; 20 students/classroom; 32 sf/student. 


 Year-3 school year (376 students; 14 classrooms; 18,470 sf): 


o Add 2 grade 6 classrooms; 784 sf each; 28 students/classroom; 28 sf/student.  


C.1. b. Available Facilities in the Target Area 


The following exhibits # 2, 3, and 4 are examples of available facilities in the target area that 


could adequately support Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) school operations.
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Exhibit 2. 4370 S. Fremont Available Facility. 
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Exhibit 3. 3160 E. Transcon Way Available Facility
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Exhibit 4. 1501 E. 21
st
 Street Available Facility.
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C.1. c. Timeframe for Securing a Facility 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has been conducting some fruitful and positive discussions 


with a few real estate agents who manage some available properties located in the target area that 


would be suitable for school operations in terms of size, location and zoning requirements. SPA 


has also been involved in excellent financial arrangement discussions with a few community 


development financial institutions that specialize in charter school financing in Arizona.  


These discussions will continue while the charter contract application is moving forward in the 


process. Ultimately, as progress is made with the application; it is SPA belief that the discussions 


with facilities owners through their real estate agents will lead to negotiations and contractual 


financial agreements that will convince and lead the owner(s) to start tenant improvements soon 


after the charter contract approval in early January 2012. In this situation, SPA will be able to 


occupy the facility on July 15 and start school in August 2012 as specified in this application.  


However, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is also well aware that opening the school in 


August 2012 might not be logistically possible. In this situation, the tenant improvements will 


probably start in or around January 2013 so that SPA can occupy the facility on July 1, 2013 and 


start school in August 2013.   


C.1. d. Discussions on Applicable Laws, Regulations and 


Cost of Associated with Educational Occupancy 


A certificate of educational occupancy and compliance with all applicable laws and regulations 


will be required before Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is allowed to open its doors; and 


obtaining a certificate of educational occupancy can be a fairly involving and costly process that 


requires a building and safety review, and a zoning review. Certificates of educational occupancy 


are obtained through the City of Tucson Planning & Development Services Department.   


The building and safety review is usually conducted after construction/building improvement is 


done or is about to be finished by a construction team that traditionally include architects, 


engineers and building contractors. The construction team has to secure a construction permit 


before any construction can start; and securing a construction permit is by itself a long process 


that can take several months in Tucson. And this process can take even more time if a zoning 


change is required.  


Since there is no certainty that Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will be able to secure a 


Certificate of Occupancy early enough to start school in August 2012; therefore, SPA is also 


very much prepared to open the school the following year, in August 2013.  


C.1. e. Discussions of Financial Arrangements made for 


Securing Facility and Ensuring that the Costs are 


Properly Reported in Start-Up or 3-Year Budget.  
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Cost Involved with Building Acquisition 


In the financial analysis of this project, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will make the 


following two assumptions:  


(1) If SPA fails to lease a former school facility, and find one that requires tenant improvement 


(TI); the owner of the school facility will assume all the tenant improvement costs required to 


bring the facility to school code including all the building inspection costs. The TI cost will then 


be added to the lease and amortized over 5 years or longer at 8% annual interest rate. 


(2) SPA will secure financing from a Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) that 


specializes solely in charter school facility financing and that has financed several schools in 


Arizona. The CDFI will act as a lease “co-signer” and will guarantee the first and last month 


lease payments. As a result, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will not have a lease payment 


due for the month of July 2012 when it occupies the facility. 


 However, SPA will be responsible for the following expenses associated with the services 


required when the School takes possession of the facility: 


 


 Utilities deposit (electricity, gas and water): $1,000 


 Telephone and internet deposit:   $500 


 Property/casualty insurance deposit:  $321 


 Liability insurance deposit:   $750 


 Accounting/legal services deposit:  $916 


 SAIS software monthly payment:   $507 


 School security deposit:    $350 


 


These expenses are reported in the Start-Up Budget 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has made the following financial arrangements to secure the 


facility:  


School Facility Renovated to School-Standards by the Facility Owner(s)  


First Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has conducted an extensive due diligence with regard 


to the academic and financial feasibility of this school project. In this process, SPA has learned 


that to secure long-term lease on their properties, commercial facilities owners routinely finance 


the tenant improvements needed to meet customers’ needs. The tenant improvement costs are 


then added to the facility lease rates. This fact is confirmed by the enclosed letter from Ike 


Isaacson, Vice-President of Brokerage Services at CBRE in Tucson, Arizona.  
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Financial Arrangements made from Personal Loans Totaling $62,150 Supplemental 


Funds 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation’s Board of Directors called an emergency board 


meeting on November 18, 2011 at 3:30 PM authorizing its President, Dr. Jean-Claude Abougou 


to borrow up to $60,000 start-up funds from (1) Donka Dyer Abougou Lincoln Financial Group 


account and/or Diversified Ascension Health Savings Plan account, or from (2) any commercial 


lending institution; once the charter contract is awarded to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


The Lincoln Financial Group account holds $25,865; and the Diversified Ascension Health 


Savings Plan has a balance of $62,878. 


This brings Dr. Abougou and Mrs. Dyer-Abougou personal loan contribution to $62,150. 


The $62,150 loans are reported in the Start-Up Budget 


The minutes of the November 18, 2011 Board of Directors meeting are enclosed in this section 


in a separate document 


Financial Arrangements through Community Development Financial Institutions   


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has been involved in some positive financial arrangement 


negotiations with a national community development financial institution (CDFI) that specializes 


solely in charter school financing; and that has been very active in the financing of charter school 


facilities in Arizona. These financial arrangements will move to higher gears once a charter 


contract is awarded to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) in January 2012. 


The CDFI mentioned above has helped several charter schools in Arizona and throughout the 


nation obtain leases and loans at reasonable prices by acting as a "co-signer" for the school's 


payment obligations. In addition, this institution has acted as a direct lender “by offering a 


variety of loan products that provide charter schools - especially new schools with little or no 


operating or credit history, and those serving low-income communities - with affordable 


financing options for the acquisition, construction, renovation and expansion of educational 


facilities”. 


In addition, the CDFI has a Turnkey Development Program that “finances, designs, constructs 


and leases cutting edge, custom facilities built to suit the unique needs of each school's 


educational model, student population and budget. According to this financial company, “our 


lease-to-own model give young schools access to inviting, modern facilities that they can grow 


into and take over once they're established”. 


Finally, this company provides consulting and fee developer services that provide project 


management from initial site design and financial modeling through permitting and construction 


to final punch list and opening day of school.   



http://www.csdc.org/what-we-do/real-estate-services.aspx
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The minutes of the November 18, 2011 Board of Directors meeting are enclosed in the following 


page. 


Financial Arrangements through Grant Applications and Donations 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has compiled a list of potential donors in Tucson, Arizona 


and will actively seek donations once a charter school contract is awarded in January 2012. In 


addition, SPA is applying for the Arizona Charter School Start-Up grant with the Arizona 


Department of Education.   


  C.1. f. Facility Consistency with the Application 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) believes that the information on facility acquisition 


provided in section C.1 is consistent with all sections of the application.   
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A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Fifth Grade Math 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Fifth Grade Mathematics N/A Algebraic Representations/Problem Solving 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


       5 days        4
th


 Quarter  Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Mathematics, according to Common Core Standards.   


   Unit Description 


In this unit students review the concept of order of operations with the introduction of parenthesis, brackets, and braces.  Students will simplify expressions 


using these symbols.  Students will also learn how to write and interpret numerical expressions without evaluating them.   


Common Core 


Standards 


5.OA.1-2 


1. Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate expressions with these symbols. 


2. Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions without evaluating 


them. For example, express the calculation “add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 7). 


Recognize that 3 × (18932 + 921) is three times as large as 18932 + 921, without having to calculate the indicated sum or 


product. 
 


Summative Assessment  


 


 


The assessment includes the following tasks: 


1. Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate expressions with these symbols. 


2. Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions without evaluating 


them. For example, express the calculation “add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 7). 


Recognize that 3 × (18932 + 921) is three times as large as 18932 + 921, without having to calculate the indicated sum or 


product. 


Assessment Scoring  Part 1: #1-10 (2 points per question) Students should use order of operations correctly and do the math correctly (no 


mathematical errors).   


Part 2: #1- 7 (3 points per question) Students should write the expression correctly and then solve it correctly (no mathematical 


errors)  


Total of 31 points 


Mastery is considered a score of 80% or higher on this assessment.  


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


 Math Journals, Pencils, Whiteboards (one per student), dry erase markers (one per student), erasers (Kleenex works),  


Worksheets A, B, and Assessment, whiteboard and marker (for teacher), Order of Operations pyramid  
 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 
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Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day 1:   


Objective:  Students will 


use parentheses, brackets, 


or braces in numerical 


expressions, and evaluate 


expressions with these 


symbols. 


1.  Write the following 


problem on the board: 


2+4 x 6 - 3 and ask the 


student to solve it in their 


math journals.  Allow 


students to finish and then 


have a few students share 


their answers.  Usually 


you will get a variety of 


answers because they 


forget to use Order of 


Operations (O. of O.)   


2.  Review the O. of O. 


Pyramid with students and 


tell them that you are 


introducing parenthesis, 


brackets, and braces this 


year.  Brackets [   ] and 


braces  { }  have the same 


function as parentheses.  


They are all grouping 


symbols.  After parentheses 


are used, then for clarity 


we use brackets.  And after 


brackets, braces. 


3.  Students should draw 


the pyramid and make 


notes in their math 


Day 2: 


Objective:  Students will 


solve problems that use 


parentheses, brackets, or 


braces in numerical 


expressions. 


1.   Begin class with a 


review of the previous 


lesson.  Pass out student 


whiteboards, markers, 


and erasers.  Write 


problems on the board 


and have students copy 


them down and solve 


them on their whiteboards 


referring back to their 


notes as needed.  Do at 


least five problems with a 


variety of operations and 


be sure to include 


parenthesis, brackets, and 


braces.  Check student 


work for each problem 


and model how to solve 


on the board prior to 


moving on to the next 


problem.  (This is a great 


informal assessment) 
2.  Have students finish 


Worksheet A and check 


with a partner or small 


group.  Encourage 


students to “find and 


correct” their mistakes.  


3.  Go over problem from 


Day 3:   


Objective:  Students 


will write simple 


expressions that record 


calculations with 


numbers, and interpret 


numerical expressions 


without evaluating them. 


1. Write the following on 


the board: add 8 and 7, 


and then multiply by 2.  


Have students write it in 


their journals and then 


tell them to write it as an 


expression using digits 


and symbols.  Allow 


students to discuss what 


they think the expression 


means with a partner.   


2. Have a few groups of 


students write their 


expressions on the 


board.  


3.  Lead the class in a 


discussion to determine 


which expression is 


correct.  Elicit the 


explanation that 2 x (8 


+7) means that 2 x (8 


+7) is two times larger 


than (8 + 7). 


4.  Independent 


Practice  
Pass out Worksheet B 


and have students work 


Day 4:   


Objective:  Students will 


write statements as 


expressions and solve 


problems. 


1.  Begin class by asking a 


few students to share their 


original problems from 


Worksheet B.  Pass out 


student whiteboards, 


markers, and erasers.  


Guided Practice 
Tell students to write the 


statements as expressions 


and solve on their 


whiteboards.  Check 


student work after each 


problem.  


2.  Independent Practice 


Write review problems on 


the board.  Use problems 


from Worksheets A and B 


just change some of the 


numbers to make the 


problems different.  Allow 


them to work in pairs or 


small groups to complete 


the review in their math 


journals.  


3. Leave enough time to 


go over the review before 


the end of class in order to 


answer any questions 


before the test.   


Day 5:   


Objective:  


Students 1.  Pass out 


assessment and 


pencils.  
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journals.   
4.  Guided Practice: 


Write the problem: 


2(3 +5) on the board.  


Walk students through the 


process of looking at the 


pyramid and going 


through O. of O. to 


simplify.  Remind them to 


start at the TOP of the 


pyramid. 


5.  Repeat this process 


with the problems:  


3[2(1+3)-1] and 


10 − {2 + [3 − (7 − 5)]} 


Answer any questions the 


students might have. 


6.  Independent Practice 


Assign worksheet A, 


students may choose 5 


problems to work on with 


a partner for the 


remainder of class.   


Worksheet A with the 


class to check for 


understanding, answering 


any questions.   


 


in pairs or small groups 


to complete it.  


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student  


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.  Students will solve the 


problem from the board 


in their math journals.   


2.  Students will copy the 


O. of O. pyramid into 


their math journals and 


takes notes.   


3. Students will begin 


Worksheet A in pairs or 


small groups.  


Day 2 


 1.  Students will solve 


problems on their 


whiteboards in order to 


review from the previous 


lesson.  


2.  Students will finish 


Worksheet A from the 


previous lesson and then 


check their work with 


Day 3   


1. Students will copy the 


problem in their journals 


and then write it as an 


expression using digits 


and symbols.   


2. Students will discuss 


what they think the 


expression means with a 


partner.   


Day 4 


1. A few students will 


share their original 


problems from WS B.   


2.  Students will use 


whiteboards to write the 


problems as expressions 


and then solve.   


3.  Students will copy 


review problems from the 


Day 5 


Students will 


complete a 


summative 


assessment. 
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 their partner or small 


group.   


3.  Student will do a final 


check as the teacher 


reviews the problems 


with the whole class.   


2. A few groups of 


students will write their 


expressions on the 


board.  


3. Students will 


participate in a class 


discussion about the 


expressions on the board 


determining which is 


correct.  


4.  Students will begin 


Worksheet B in pairs or 


small groups.  


board and work in pairs or 


small groups to complete 


the review.  


4.  Students will check 


their review problems with 


the teacher as a group and 


ask any questions to 


prepare for the test.   
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Order of Operations Pyramid 


Adapted from www.auburnschools.org 


*Remember to start at the TOP* 
 


 


Try to view order of operations as a pyramid and that you will always work from the top of the 


pyramid toward the bottom.  Think to yourself, “What level of the pyramid am I on now?” 


You may need multiple rows of work to solve one problem! 


Example problem:  9
2
 + (3 X 5) = _________ 



http://www.auburnschools.org/
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Worksheet A 


 


Simplify and Solve.  


  


5 x 4 – 8    5 − [3 − (4− 2)] 


 


1 + 7 x 2    (30 – 3) / 3 


 


(21 – 5) / 8   (9 + 18 -3) / 8 


 


9 x 2 / 2 + 1    5 − [3 − (4 + 2)] 


 


 10 − {2 + [3 − (8 − 5)]}    8 + {2 − [12 + (6 − 2)]} 


 


 


Worksheet B 


Write each statement as an expression.  Be sure to include parenthesis, brackets, and braces if needed.   


Solve.   


Add 3 and 6, and then multiply by 2   


   


Subtract 10 and 6 and divide by 2    


 


 Add the quantity 2 and 2, and then divide by 4   


      


Subtract the quantity 7 and 3, and then multiply by 4   


 


Subtract the quantity 8 -5 from 3, then add 2, finally multiply by 3.  


 


Write 2 of your own statements.  One of them MUST include parenthesis.  
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Algebraic Representations/Problem Solving (with answer key) 


Assessment 


Part 1  


Simplify and Solve.  (2 points each)  


 


1. 6 x 4 – 8    2. 5 − [2 − (3− 2)] 


 


3. 3 + 7 x 2    4. (33 – 6) / 3 


 


5. (20 – 4) / 8   6. (7+ 6 -3) / 2 


 


7. 6 x 3 / 2 + 1    8. 10 − [8 − (5 + 3)] 


 


9.  9 − {3 + [4 − (9 − 5)]}  10.  7 + {2 − [11 + (5 − 1)]} 


 


Part 2  


Write each statement as an expression.  Be sure to include parenthesis, brackets, and braces if needed.  


Solve.  (3 points each)  


 


1.  Add 5 and 2, and then multiply by 2   


   


2.  Subtract 10 and 4 and divide by 2    


 


3.   Add the quantity 4 and 8, and then divide by 4   


      


4.  Subtract the quantity 5 and 3, and then multiply by 4   


 


5.  Subtract the quantity 6 -5 from 3, then add 1, finally multiply by 3.  
 


Write 2 of your own statements.  One of them MUST include parenthesis.  Then write it as an expression 


and solve.  


 


6. 


 


7.  
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Assessment Key 


Part 1  


1. 6 x 4 – 8 =16  2. 5 − [2 − (3− 2)] = 4 3. 3 + 7 x 2 = 17  4. (33 – 6) / 3 =9 


5. (20 – 4) / 8 = 2  6. (7+ 6 -3) / 2 =5  7. 6 x 3 / 2 + 1 = 6  8. 10 − [8 − (5 + 3)] = 10 


9.  9 − {3 + [4 − (9 − 5)]} =6 10.  7 + {2 − [11 + (5 − 1)]} = -6 


Part 2  


1.  Add 5 and 2, and then multiply by 2  2 x (5 +2) = 14   


2.  Subtract 10 and 4 and divide by 2   (10 – 4)/2 = 3   


3.   Add the quantity 4 and 8, and then divide by 4 (4 + 8)/4 = 3        


4.  Subtract the quantity 5 and 3, and then multiply by 4   4 x (5 – 3) = 8   


5.  Subtract the quantity 6 -5 from 3, then add 1, finally multiply by 3.      3 x [1+ (6 – 5)] =6 


6.  Answers will vary  


7.  Answers will vary  
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day 1:   


Objective:  Students will 


create arrays and write 


number sentences. 
 


Tell students that now 


that they have become 


experts at addition, it is 


time to learn about 


multiplication. Write the 


word multiplication on 


the board. Tell them that 


this big word actually 


Day 2: 


Objective:  Students will 


create a numbers chart 


and use the chart to solve 


problems. 


Ask students if they can 


count by 2s. Have them 


count by twos aloud to 


the number 20. Tell them 


that when they are 


counting by 2s, they are 


really multiplying. Write 


the numbers said when 


Day 3:   


Objective:  Students 


will use manipulatives 


(cartons and counters) to 


create mathematical 


situations, and write 


number sentences to 


represent them. 


Review with students the 


two ways we have used 


multiplication so far. We 


have used multiplication 


with arrays, and with 


Day 4:   


Objective:  Students will 


use correct multiplication 


vocabulary as they solve 


multiplication problems 


in a game. 


Review with students the 


previous lessons on 


multiplication. 


Play a mix and mingle 


game with students. Turn 


the music on. When the 


music stops, call out a 


Day 5:   


Objective:  Students 


will use number 


sense to investigate 


characteristics of 


numbers in a variety 


of forms and models 


of operation, model 


the operations of 


repeated addition and 


multiplication, and 


see multiplication as 


a way to count 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Third Grade Math 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Third Grade Mathematics N/A Add it, Add it, Add it, NO! Multiply! 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Days Second Quarter Each student should understand how to skip count by 2s, 3s, 5s, and 10s. Students should understand 


the basic concept of multiplication of addition as introduced in the 2
nd


 grade curriculum. 


   Unit Description 


In this unit of five lessons, students will learn that multiplication is a useful tool to help count groups of things or add more quickly. 


Common Core 


Standards 


3.OA.1. Interpret products of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 5 × 7 as the total number of objects in 5 groups of 7 objects each. 


For example, describe a context in which a total number of objects can be expressed as 5 × 7. 
 


Summative Assessment  


 


 


The student will demonstrate application of whole number products by graphically representing multiplication facts and 


writing multiplication facts for a given graphic. The assessment includes a total of 8 questions. 


Assessment Scoring  Students earn 1 point each for questions 1 and 2. Questions 3 and 4 are worth 2 points each, based on the repeated addition and 


multiplication number sentence being correct. Questions 5-8 are worth 1 point each. The assessment is worth a total of 10 


points. Students must earn 8 out of 10 points to achieve 80% and be considered to have mastered this concept. 
 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Personal whiteboards and white board markers, Teacher whiteboard, Magnetic manipulative pictures, An egg carton for each 


student, Small counters (e.g., beans), a pair of dice for every 2 students, pre-made game charts 
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helps us to add faster. 


Draw 2 rows of stars on 


the white board. Put 3 


stars in each row. Tell 


students that we know 


there are 2 rows, and ask 


them how many are in 


each row. Tell them that 


2 rows or 3 makes 6 so 2 


times 3 equals 6.  
 


Use overhead counters 


continue to show students 


pictorially how these 


multiplication concepts 


work.  Put counters into 


different numbers of rows 


with different numbers of 


counters in each row.  


Explain to students that 


when we put things into 


rows, we call this an 


array. Show students 


different ways to 


represent arrays using 


pictures, x’s, stars, or a 


rectangle divided into 


sections. As you show 


each array write on the 


board: ___ rows of ___ is 


____. Then, show the 


multiplication number 


sentence.  


Guided Practice 


Provide some arrays for 


counting by 2s on the 


board. Show them that 


when they count by 2s 


they are showing one 2, 


two 2s, three 2s, etc. Put 


this information in a chart 


for them to see. Tell 


students that this tells us 


that if we have two 2s, we 


have 4, so when we 


multiply 2 times 2, we get 


4.  


Guided Practice 


Make a chart with 


students that shows 


counting by 3s. Have 


students help you in 


filling out the chart. 


Then, have students tell 


how many threes each 


number represents. For 


example: 


Number 


of 3s 


Total 


Amount 


1 3 


2 6 


3 9 


4 12 


5 15 


6 18 


7 21 


 


repeated addition.  


Explain to students that 


multiplication is 


especially helpful when 


you have to count groups 


of things. Have some 


student stand up and put 


them into groups. For 


example, put students 


into groups of 3, and 


make 3 groups. Tell 


students that instead of 


counting all the students, 


we can just count the 


groups. 3 groups of 3 


students, 3 x 3 =9. 


Repeat this process with 


different numbers of 


groups and students in 


each group. Ask students 


to solve the problems 


with multiplication 


instead of addition, or 


counting each student. 
 


Use magnetic picture 


manipulatives to show 


this to students in a 


different way. Put the 


manipulatives into 


groups. For example, put 


pictures of frogs into 


groups. Make 3 groups 


of 10 frogs. Ask students 


how many frogs there 


multiplication fact. 


Students must get into 


groups that are the 


answer to this fact. For 


example, if the teacher 


calls out 3 x 2, students 


must get into groups of 


6. 


Guided Practice 


Tell students that today 


they will learn the 


vocabulary of 


multiplication. 


Write this multiplication 


problem on the board: 


2 x 4 = 8 


Tell students we can say 


this in a few ways. We 


can say: 


2 times 4 equals 8. 


2 multiplied by 4 equals 


8. 


The product of 2 and 4 is 


8. 


Direct students to the 


word product. Explain to 


students that the answer 


to a multiplication 


problem is called a 


product.  


Have students write the 


definition of product in 


their math journals. 


groups quickly. 


 


Assessment 


Students will 


complete a 


summative 


assessment.  
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students. Ask students to 


write the multiplication 


sentences for the different 


arrays on their individual 


whiteboards. Check 


student white boards to 


assess understanding.  


Tell students that 


multiplying is really a 


faster way of counting or 


adding. For instance, 3 +3 


+3 +3 + 3= 15 


In this problem I have 


five 3s, so five 3s is 15, 


and that means that 3 x 5 


= 15.  


Ask students what you 


would have if you had 3 x 


3. They should be able to 


answer 9 using the chart. 


Have students create a 


similar chart with 5s in 


their math journal.  


Ask students the answers 


to multiplication 


problems using 5s.   


Independent Practice 


Instruct students to use 


their charts to help them 


solve the problems. 


Explain to students that 


the way we used 


multiplication today was 


to help with repeated 


addition. Tell students 


that multiplication is just 


a way to add the same 


number faster.  


Have students write in 


their math journals: 


are altogether. Show 


students how to write 


this as multiplication. 3 x 


10 = 30. Repeat this 


procedure with different 


pictures in different 


numbers and groups. 


Guided Practice 


Tell students that now 


they are going to put 


things in groups and 


count them using 


multiplication. Provide 


each student with an egg 


carton and a set of 


counters.  Instruct 


students to place the 


counters into their carton 


in different ways. For 


example, use 3 spaces. 


Put 5 counters in each 


space. How many 


counters do you have in 


your carton? Have 


students write the proper 


number sentence on a 


whiteboard as they do 


each problem. (3 x 5 = 


15). 


Example: Place 6 


counters in 2 spaces. 


How many counters are 


in your carton? (6 x 2 = 


12) 


Write another 


multiplication problem 


on the board.  


5 x 7 = 35 


Tell students that the 


numbers multiplied to 


find the product are 


called factors. So, 5 and 


7 are factors of 35. 


Independent Practice 


Now, tell students they 


are going to play a game. 


Throughout the game, 


they are going to fill in a 


chart tracking their 


factors and products. 


Monitor student progress 


as they are playing the 


game to ensure 


understanding. 
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Multiplication is repeated 


addition. 


For example, 


5+5+5+5+5=25, so 5 x 5 


= 25 


 


Independent Practice 


As students begin to 


grasp the concept, allow 


students to give the 


directions to their 


classmates.  


At the end of the lesson, 


have students write in 


their math journals: 


Multiplication is useful 


for counting things in 


groups.  


Have students draw a 


picture to demonstrate 


this in their journals.   
 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Day 1 


Students will write 


multiplication sentences 


for arrays on their 


personal white boards.  


Pair students with a 


partner and provide each 


partnership with a set of 


counters. Tell students to 


make arrays with their 


counters like you did on 


the overhead. Have 


students write a 


multiplication sentence 


for their partner’s arrays. 


Students should take 


turns creating arrays and 


Day 2 


Students will count by 2s 


to 20. 


Students will help in the 


creation of a class chart 


that shows counting by 


3s. Then, students will 


create their own chart that 


shows counting by 5s.  


Students will answer 


multiplication problems 


by 5s.  


Students will take notes 


on repeated addition in 


their math journals. 


Day 3   


Students will participate 


in an oral review of the 


previous days’ lessons.  


Students will move into 


groups to be counted and 


multiplied. 


Students will put 


counters into egg cartons 


as instructed.  


For example, use 3 


spaces. Put 5 counters in 


each space. How many 


counters do you have in 


your carton? Have 


students write the proper 


Day 4 


Students will participate 


in an oral review of the 


previous days’ lessons.  


 


Students will play a mix 


and mingle game where 


they get into groups in 


answer to multiplication 


facts.  


Students will take notes 


on products and factors.  


Students will play a dice 


game to reinforce the idea 


of products and factors.  


Each student will roll his 


Day 5 


Students will 


complete a 


summative 


assessment. 
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writing number 


sentences. 


 


number sentence on a 


whiteboard as they do 


each problem. (3 x 5 = 


15). 


Example: Place 6 


counters in 2 spaces. 


How many counters are 


in your carton? (6 x 2 = 


12) 


Students will give 


directions about counters 


to their classmates. 


Students will take notes 


on multiplication and 


grouping in their math 


journals. 


or her two dice. They will 


record their 2 numbers in 


the chart as their factors. 


Then, students will 


multiply their factors to 


arrive at their product. 


After each student has 


had 3 turns, they will add 


up their three products 


and the person with the 


highest total at that point 


wins the round. 
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Roll a Factor Dice Game 


 Factor 1 


(number on 1
st
 dice) 


Factor 2 


(number on 2
nd


 dice) 


Number Sentence 


(factor x factor= product) 


Product 


3 6 3 x 6 = 18 18 


    


    


    


Total:  


    


    


    


Total:  
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Add it, Add it, Add it, NO! Multiply! (with answer key) 


Assessment 


 


Outcome:  The student will demonstrate application of whole number products by graphically 


representing multiplication facts and writing multiplication facts for a given graphic.  


 


Draw an array to show the multiplication. 


 


1. 3 X 2 


 


2. 5 X 4 


Fill in the blanks for each problem. 


 


 


 


 


 


3. _________ groups; ___________ flowers in each group 


_________ + _________ + _________ = _________ 


_________ x _________ = _________ 


 


 


 


 


 


4. _________ groups; ___________ apples in each group 


_________ + _________ + _________ = _________ 


_________ x _________ = _________ 
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Follow the directions to draw a picture as asked.  Then, write the multiplication sentence. 


      5. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     6.    


 


 


 


 


 


    7.


 Write the multiplication number sentence for the array. 


     


     


     


     


     
 


_________ x _________ = _________ 


    8. Write the multiplication number sentence for the array. 


   


   


   


   


   


   


 _________ x _________ = _________ 


Draw 4 groups of 4 balls.  


Draw 5 groups of 6 flowers.  


Answer key: 


1 and 2: Students should draw an 


appropriate array. 


3. 3, 4; 4 + 4+ 4 = 12; 4 x 3 = 12 


4. 3, 3; 3 + 3 + 3 = 9; 3 x 3 = 9 


5 and 6: Check to see that student 


pictures are accurate 


7. 5 x 5 = 25 


8. 6 x 3= 18 
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A. EDUCATION PLAN 


A.3. PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION  


A.3.a. Curriculum for Academic Core Content Areas 


SRA Reading Mastery Signature Edition for Core Reading Curriculum   


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will focus on the basic and use Reading Mastery Signature 


Edition -- a comprehensive basal reading program -- for reading instruction. As the original 


direct instruction reading program used over 35 years ago in the landmark Project Follow 


Through (2010), SRA Reading Mastery distinguishes itself from other reading programs as one 


the most researched reading program available on the market (Schieffer et al., 2011). SRA 


Reading Mastery Signature Edition is also unique because it addresses all five essential 


components of reading; namely, phonemic awareness, phonics and word analysis, fluency, 


vocabulary, and comprehension.  


SRA Reading Mastery Signature Edition has been used successfully to close the achievement 


gap at Richfield Elementary School in California where, in 2005, 41% of socioeconomically 


disadvantaged student in Grade-2 score proficient or advanced in reading language arts on the 


California Standards Test, up from 20% in 2001. This reading program has also been used 


successfully with English Language Learners at Wasau School District in Wisconsin, and with 


special education students at Putman County Schools in Cookeville, Tennessee (SRA, 2011). 


Core Knowledge Sequence for Language Arts General Curriculum 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use the Core Knowledge Sequence for language arts 


instruction. 


Core Knowledge is a rich challenging research-based curriculum that has been used successfully 


to narrow the literacy gap in high-minority and/or low-income schools in the US. For instance, 


Wedman and Waigandt (2004) study of the performance of 22 Core Knowledge schools across 


13 states shows that schools with high percentage of non-Caucasian or less affluent students 


consistently score well above the national average (above 60
th


 percentile). Presently, Core 


Knowledge is used to effectively close the achievement gap at Carl C. Icahn Charter School and 


Cesar Chavez Academy-Pueblo; two charter schools recognized to be the most successful 


schools to close the achievement gap in the Nation (US Dept of Education, 2004 & 2007). 


Singapore Math for General Curriculum 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use Singapore Math (SM) for math instruction in daily 


90 minute- block time. In the US, the term “Singapore Math (SM)” often refers to a collection of 


math teaching strategies common in Singaporean classrooms. Recently, the interest in Singapore 


Math (SM) has increase substantially since in the Trends in International Mathematics and 


Science Study (TIMSS) -- a study conducted and published every four year to measure trends in 
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math and science achievement in 48 countries -- Singapore has been in the number-one spot 


since 1995 while the US has ranked only slightly above the international average (SDE, 2010).  


In the Phoenix Valley, Candeo School and Benchmark School, two high performing schools with 


a perfect rank 10 on Greatschools’ Ranking, have been using Singapore Math for a couple of 


years. Their third graders’ 2009 Math AIMS scores were respectively 95% and 98% for Candeo 


School, and for Benchmark.  


Core Knowledge Sequence for Science and Social Studies Curricula 


For science and social studies instruction, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use the Core 


Knowledge curricula. 


Instruction for English Language Learners (ELLs) 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use the ADE-mandated Home Language Survey (HLS) 


to identify potential ELL students and confirm their status with the results of the AZELLA test 


(Arizona English Language Learner Assessment test). The School will use Structured English 


Immersion (SEI) Models to run an English Language Development (ELD) Program designed to 


provide ELL students with 4 hours (240 min) of English instruction per day as recommended by 


ARS 15-756. Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use SRA Reading Mastery Signature 


Edition curriculum; Core Knowledge language arts, social studies and science curricula to 


provide the 4 hour English instruction required in the ELD Program.   


In addition, the School will use ADE guidance for English Language Proficiency Standards to 


run daily English language instruction of 60 minutes for grammar, 60 minutes for reading, 60 


minutes for writing, and for English conversation and vocabulary. Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA) teachers will also teach ELL students to the high intermediate level of AZELLA test 


scores as recommended by ADE (ADE, 2011a).   


A.3.b. Methods of Instruction 


Common Core State Standards (CCSS) 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) program of instruction will be aligned with Common Core 


State Standards, the new Arizona academic standards approved on June 28, 2010 by the Arizona 


State Board of Education.  


The use of Common Core State Standards (CCSS) will help SPA reach its main goal of bridging 


the achievement gap in the target area since first; the new standards are based on evidence and 


research. Second, CCSS represent the expectations and skills that K-12 students need to master 


to succeed in college and careers. Third, CCSS include a rigorous content and application of 


knowledge through high-order skills. Fourth, the new state standards embody the strengths, 


lessons and experiences of the 48 states educational standards from the 48 states involved in the 


CCSS initiative. Finally, CCSS are informed by top-performing countries, so that all students are 


prepared to succeed in the global economy of the 21
st
 century (ADE, 2010a).     
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Backward Design Instructional Model 


To develop a CCSS-driven high-quality instruction, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use 


Wiggins and McTighe’s Backward Design Model from Understanding by Design (2005) to 


define performance objectives, choose assessments and develop lesson plans. First, the School 


will “identify the desired results” expected from instruction by choosing the Common Core State 


Standards that will be implemented. Second, to “determine the acceptable evidence” proving that 


student have achieved the desired results, SPA will choose the assessments that will demonstrate 


student mastery of the chosen CCSS. Third, the School will then “plan the learning experiences 


and instruction” by designing lesson plans and providing instruction based on the chosen CCSS.      


Direct Instruction 


At Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) direct instruction in small classes will be used since 


Project Follow Through (FT) showed that it is the only instructional modality that helps develop 


basic skills (reading, writing and math) in historically disadvantaged and poor elementary school 


students in the US (Grossen, 1995; Follow Through, 2010).  


Direct Instruction has subsequently shown to be highly effective in helping disadvantaged 


students excel academically in several real life non-research settings. For instance, the use of 


direct instruction at Wesley Elementary School has propelled this low-income and high-minority 


school to be one of the best elementary schools in Houston, Texas. Its first-graders regularly 


place at the 82
nd


 percentile level in reading tests; that is, 50 points higher than the expected level 


for similar at-risk schools (Lindsay, 2009).  


Instruction in Small Class Size 


SPA will gradually and fully develop small classes in primary grades (K-3) by Year-2 or 3. 


Kindergarten classes will have a student-teacher ratio of 20-1 while grade 1 to 3 classes will have 


28 students and 2 teaching staffs (a main teacher and a teacher-aide); that is a 28-2 or 14-1 


student-teacher ratio.  This ratio will be 25-1 in grade 4 to 6 classes.     


The use of small class size at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will benefit the student 


population since the landmark STAR and SAGE studies have shown that kindergarten and 


elementary school students in small classes uniformly outperformed those in larger classes; and 


that minority and inner-city students benefited the most from small classes. In addition, these 


studies have shown that small class size works synergistically with direct instruction (DI) and 


reinforces its (DI) effectiveness (Fin & Achilles, 1999; Molnar et al., 1999). 


Differentiated Instruction 


SPA will use differentiated instruction as recommended by ADE to provide instruction tailored 


to meet the specific educational needs of all student groups within all 3-RTI tiers (ADE 2010b). 


Differentiated instruction is an instructional approach to teaching in which educational 


curriculum content, instructional process, and student products are adjusted to student school 


readiness, interest, and diagnosis of current level of performance on specific 


standards/objectives.  


Differentiated instruction recognizes that students learn in different ways and start school at 


different levels of school readiness. Therefore differentiated instruction is appropriate for schools 
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for underserved populations since it serves their unique learning needs, backgrounds, learning 


styles, and interests. (Tomlinson, 1999; Tomlinson, 2001; Downey, 2009). 


Cooperative Learning 


Cooperative learning is a student-centered instructional approach in which students set in small 


mixed-ability groups work together, assist and support each other with the goal of reaching a 


share learning goal.  


SPA will use cooperative learning because this instructional strategy has been used successfully: 


(a) to promote positive student interaction in school with diverse classrooms (Gillies, 2007); (b) 


to enhance student learning and scholastic achievement in reading, math, science, physical 


education and in other areas; and (c) with special needs, including English Language Learners 


(ELLs) and those at risk of academic failure (Friend & Bursuck, 2009). As a result, cooperative 


learning is an instructional method that can be used to close the achievement gap in underserved 


schools like SPA.     


RTI 3-Tier Instruction Delivery System 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use a 3-tiered RTI instructional approach to provide 


differentiated instruction to all students. Firstly, all SPA students will receive Tier-1 general 


instruction in 90 min and 135 min daily block respectively with Singapore Math and with SRA 


Reading Mastery Signature Edition and Core Knowledge ELA.  


Secondly, close to 20% of Tier-1 students will not achieve success with the core curricula and 


will be moved to Tier-2 instruction, where in addition to general core instruction; they will 


receive 30 to 60 minute/day/3-4x wk targeted differentiated instruction in small groups. 


Thirdly, about 5% of Tier-2 students will not be successful in Tier-2 instruction; they will be 


moved to Tier-3 for intensive, individualized instruction (Johnson et al, 2006; ADE 2010c) or 


will be referred to special education services.  


 


 


 


 


For maximum effectiveness re-teach within 72 hrs of assessment 


Performance Management in Classroom 


 


Exhibit1. Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Classroom Learning Cycle


 


 


 


Teach Assess Reflect Re-teach 
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A.3.c.  Progress Monitoring with School-wide Screenings; 


Formative, Benchmark and Summative Assessments  


As described in the Performance Management Plan (PMP), the School’s Comprehensive 


Assessment and Monitoring System will have the following three main components:  


1) The RTI Combined Problem-Solving Model (Primary Unit: School-wide screenings. 


Secondary Unit: George Polya 4-steps Problem Solving Unit);  


2) The Balanced Assessment System (Formative, Benchmark and Summative Assessments); and 


3) The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) Curriculum Mapping and Alignment Plan 


(Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping software).   


However to address topic A.3c about “the formative and summative assessment plan that shows 


student progression and/or mastery and was reflected in the Performance Management Plan” 


requires that we focus not only on formative and summative assessments but also on school-wide 


screenings and benchmark assessments since they tests will be also be involved in progress 


monitoring of student performance as shown in the Performance Management Plan (PMP). 


School-wide Screenings & Benchmarks 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use the Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment 


(DORA) and Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) platform to run school-wide 


screenings to benchmark student academic skills, group students in RTI tiers, and to identify 


students at-risk of academic failure. 


SPA will conduct the school-wide screenings starting from the beginning of the school year and 


continuing on a quarterly basis thereafter. These screenings will take place during the school 


year in August, October, January, and March. 


The DORA/DOMA curriculum-based measurement (CBM) platform will play a critical role in 


the School’s Comprehensive Assessment System and Monitoring System because it will be the 


center-piece not only of school-wide screenings but also of student progress monitoring. 


Formative Assessments & Classroom Learning and Performance Management Cycle 


For the daily, weekly, and monthly progress monitoring implementation, the School will use 


ongoing informal curriculum-based formative assessments (CBA) such as classroom 


observations, ongoing formal curriculum-based formative assessments (CBA) such as quizzes, 


and curriculum-based measurement (CBM) with the DORA/DOMA platform. 


SPA will use its curriculum-based formative assessments (CBA) to implement a daily Classroom 


Learning and Performance Management Cycle consisting in assessing, reflecting, and re-


teaching within 72 hour of the assessment as shown in Exhibit 1 (Gau, 2010). This daily 


performance monitoring cycle will provide the School with immediate feedback and the ability 


to quickly inform and adjust instruction. Mastery will be achieved with grade “B” and higher, or 


“80% and higher”. 
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Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will also use a curriculum-based measurement (the 


DORA/DOMA platform) as recommended by Fuchs & Fuchs (2011) as a formative assessment 


for progress monitoring over time with high reliability and validity. In addition, SPA will utilize 


the DORA/DOMA platform to assess and improve instructional programs and curriculum. 


Benchmark Assessments  


Benchmark assessments will be implemented on a quarterly basis; and within, between and 


among instructional units; to diagnose student level and/or to monitor student academic progress 


(DPI, 2011). Examples of benchmark assessments are graded class work, benchmark 


assessments embedded in SRA Reading Mastery Signature Edition, Core Knowledge and 


Singapore Math instruction.  


The School will also use its DORA/DOMA curriculum-based measurement (CBM) platform on 


a quarterly basis for benchmarking and for school-wide screenings. The timeline of these 


benchmarks and/or school-wide screenings will be: August, October, January, and March. 


Summative Assessments 


On a periodically basis, SPA teachers will use teacher or school-made summative assessments or 


outcome summative assessments such as AIMS (reading, writing, math and science proficiency), 


Stanford 10 (national percentage ranking in reading, language and math) or AZELLA (English 


proficiency) to evaluate student cumulative learning and assess their academic progress. The 


School will also use the DORA/DOMA platform for summative assessments. 


Senaca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will administer the Arizona’s Instrument to Measure 


Standards (AIMS) test -- an ADE standardized test -- in April to grade 3 to 6 students. Grade 2 


students will take the norm-referenced Stanford 10 test instead of AIMS.  


During student enrollment, SPA will use the ADE-mandated Home Language Survey (HLS) to 


identify potential English Language Learners (ELLs) and confirm their status with the AZELLA 


test. The School will administer AZELLA a second time, at the end of the school year and 


occasionally in mid-year. ELL students who score proficiency on AZELLA will be moved to 


mainstream classrooms.     


A.3.d.  Program of Instruction Consistency with 


Educational Philosophy, Target Population and other 


Components of the Application 


SPA program of instruction will be aligned with Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) mission 


statement, educational philosophy and with the target area educational needs. Indeed, SPA will 


provide a high-quality scientifically-based educational program that will close the achievement 


gap in the target area and prepare underserved students for high school, college and career 


readiness, as stipulated by Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation’s mission statement.  


Therefore, SPA will fill the target area unmet need for high-quality scientifically-based 


elementary school programs.  


  


REFERENCES See section A.3.1. 
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              SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY FLOOR PLAN 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








       
 SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY FOUNDATION 


Start-Up Budget 
  Inception to August 1 


START-UP REVENUE     Total $ Assumptions 


Secured Funds - Private Donations          


Secured Funds -  Loans      $60,000  D. Dyer-Abougou loan 


Secured Funds - Other  (Specify)____     $2,150  Dr. Abougou loan 


     Total Start-up Revenue     $62,150   


          


EXPENDITURES 
# of 
Staff @ Salary Total $ Assumptions 


1. Administration, Instruction, & Support:         


Salaries          


       Director: $3,000/month; 6 months; 7% payroll 
tax     $19,260  


Adm Fee for Feb-Jul 
2012  


       Assistant Director: $3,846/mo + 7% payroll tax      $4,115  
July 2012 pay; no 
benefits 


       Teacher-Regular Education     $   


       Teacher-Special Education     $   


       Office Manager: $1,846/mo + 7% payroll tax     $1,975 
July 2012 pay; no 
benefits 


       1 Clerk: $1,440/mo each + 7% payroll tax     $1,540 
July 2012 pay; no 
benefits 


       Custodial/Maintenance     $   


Employee Benefits (Includes Required Employer 
Contributions)     $   


Employee Insurance (if providing)     $   


Office Supplies (Paper, Postage, etc.)     $   


Instructional Supplies     $1,000 
For Jan-Jul 2012 
expenses 


Membership Dues, Registrations, & Travel     $   


Purchased Services (Contracted Services, 
Accounting Services, Legal, Consultants, etc.)     $916 Accounting/Legal 


Purchased Services (Special Education)     $   


Curriculum & Resource Materials     $1,500 For pre-service training 


Library Resources/Software     $   


SAIS Software     $507 Monthly payment 


Governance and Board Training     $750 To train School Board 


Consultant fee fo pre-service training     $5,000 For pre-service training 


     Total Administration, Instruction, & Support     $36,563   


EXPENDITURES     Total $   


2.  Operations & Maintenance:         


Supplies     $   


Marketing/Advertising     $11,224 Pre-opening advertising  







Supplemental Marketing/Advertising     $9,792  Marketing reserve fund 


School Facility Lease (Deposits/Monthly)     $   


Tenant Improvement Loan     $   


Land & Improvements      $   


Fees/Permits      $   


Property/Casualty Insurance     $321  Deposit 


Liability Insurance     $750  Deposit 


Utilities - Deposits/Monthly (Electric, Gas, Water, 
Waste)     $1,000  Deposit 


Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 
(Deposits/Monthly)     $500  Deposit 


Student Furniture & Other Equipment      $   


Office Furniture & Other Equipment     $   


Student Technology Equipment     $   


Office Technology Equipment     $   


Other Leases/Loans (Security, Copiers, etc.)     $1,000  Estimate for xeroxing 


Other: Adm/Secretarial/Mics. Expenses     $1,000 Typing expenses… 


     Total Operations & Maintenance     $25,587   


Total Expenditures     $62,150   


          


Total Start-up Revenues     $62,150   


          


Budget Balance (Revenues-Expenditures)     $0   
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A. EDUCATION PLAN 


A.3.1. PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION – MASTERY 


AND PROMOTION  


A.3.1.1. Mastery and Promotion before 2013 - 2014 


School Year. 


At Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA), letter grades or their equivalents will be assigned for 


each course as following: 


A: 90-100%, B: 80-89%, C: 70-79%, D: 60-69%, and F: 59% and below. Full mastery of a topic 


will be achieved with a B grade or higher (or 80% score or higher).  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will promote students to the next grade level if they achieve 


mastery in every class with a B or a higher grade or with a total grade average of B. Students 


who consistently score below B (or below 80%) in reading and/or math, or are determined to be 


at-risk of academic failure through benchmark, formative and summative assessments, will 


receive remedial instruction in these topics in the school RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math 


Program, the centerpiece of the school Performance Management Plan (PMP).  


Benchmark, formative and summative assessments are components of the school Comprehensive 


Assessment and Monitoring System that continuously assesses and monitors student academic 


progress, and drives Common Core State Standards-based high quality instruction. The 


Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring System is the core element of Strategy III in the 


Performance Management Plan (PMP).  


SPA students who drop below C in English and/or math, and fail to improve back to at least 70% 


after remedial instruction, will repeat the class. Students who fail math, reading and writing, 


science and social studies core classes by consistently staying below grade C in each one of these 


classes after participating in remediation will repeat the entire grade.  


In general, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will not promote students for social reasons. 


However, factors such as -- student’s report grades, scores on state exams, outcomes of 


formative and summative assessments, and other indicators of academic achievement as the 


academic team feels appropriate -- will also be considered in the decision to retain students.  


Since Core Knowledge and Singapore Math allow repetitive teaching of the same information in 


various formats; this makes it possible to promote a student to the next level even if s/he has 


earned less than B (or 80%) but no lower than 70%. For a student to be considered for this 


alternative promotion, s/he will be required to attend remediation through the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading & Math Program or through other programs; satisfactorily complete all 


homework, and demonstrate an effort to improve.  


Retention of ELL students will be considered on a case-by-case basis and challenges associated 


with the language deficiency will be weighed in the decision to retain these students. 
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A.3.1.2. Mastery and Promotion from 2013 – 2014 School 


Year. 


In 2010, Arizona lawmakers, through ARS 15-701 and House Bill 2732, provided guidance for 


third grader retention effective from the 2013 school year.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will implement the new legislation that requires that a 


student not be promoted from third grade if his/her score on the reading portion of the AIMS test, 


or successor test, falls far below the 3
rd


 grade level. Students enrolled in grade three before the 


2013 school year are exempt from the new promotion requirements.
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


1. Begin by asking what the 


purpose of non-fiction 


(expository) text is and lead 


a brief discussion 


introducing the concept of 


1. Review the concepts 


covered in the previous 


lesson.   


2.  Ask the students if 


they ever get 


1. Tell the students they 


will be using their charts 


to write expository 


summaries.  2. Review 


the parts of a complete 


1.  Engage the class in a 


brief discussion about the 


purpose of note taking 


and expository writing.   


2. Explain to the students 


1. Provide students 


with grade-level 


appropriate 


expository text, 


charts, grading 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Fourth Grade Writing 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


          4th           Writing N/A                    Fourth Grade Writing 


 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


       5 days        1st Quarter Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Reading/Writing according to Arizona State Standards. 


   Unit Description 


In this lesson students will use two note taking strategies as they read expository text.  The lessons lead to the final assessment, a five-sentence expository 


summary based on grade-level text.  Essential Questions: What is expository writing?  How does note taking help me with expository reading and writing?  


Enduring Understanding: Note-taking allows us to think about what we read in a meaningful way, which in turn makes it easier to write about what we 


have read in an organized way.  Students will take notes as they read expository information using charts, then write a five-sentence summary paragraph 


using information from charts they have created while reading expository text. 


Common Core 


Standards 


4.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 


 


 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


The students will create either a Topic/Detail or Interesting to Me/Important to Author Chart while reading expository text and 


then utilize their notes to generate a five-sentence expository summary paragraph.  The summary paragraph and chart will both 


be graded on separate 4-point rubric scales.  The summary paragraph will assess four different criteria while the chart is 


completion and accuracy based having only one scoring criteria.  Combining the two, the assessment will be scored out of 24 


points.  


*Charts adapted from Stephanie Harvey’s book Strategies That Work: Teaching Comprehension for Understanding and 


Engagement 2
nd


 Edition 


Assessment Scoring  The summary paragraph and chart will both be graded on separate 4-point rubric scales.  Mastery is considered an average grade 


of 80% or higher.   


 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Grade-level expository text (at least three different texts-one per student) Overhead copy recommended 


Whiteboard and markers or chart paper (for teacher copy of charts and summary), Charts (or paper for students to create their 


own), pencils (one per student), lined paper  
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 expository writing through 


note taking and summaries.  


2. Provide students with 


grade-level appropriate 


expository text, a copy of the 


Topic/Detail Chart, and a 


pencil.  


3. Model how to read 


expository text and introduce 


the note taking strategy of 


the Topic/Detail Chart by 


engaging the students in a 


discussion as they read in 


order to create the chart.  a) 


Ask the students what 


information would fall under 


the Topic (main ideas) 


column and what would fall 


under the Detail (facts) 


column.     b) Create a chart 


on the board as the students 


decide what should go on it, 


and the students will copy it 


for reference.       4) When 


the chart is complete review 


it with the students making 


sure they agree with the 


placement of the 


information.   


5) Explain that in a future 


lesson the students will be 


overwhelmed by facts or 


have trouble knowing 


what is really important 


in informational text. 


3.  Have students share 


their experiences.  


4. Provide students with 


grade-level appropriate 


expository text, a copy of 


the Interesting to 


Me/Important to Author 


Chart, and a pencil.   


5. Model how to read 


expository text and 


introduce the note taking 


strategy of the chart.   


6. Engage the students in 


a discussion as they read 


in order to create the 


chart, asking the students 


to share if they read 


something that is either 


interesting to them or 


important.   


7.  Create a chart on the 


board as the students 


decide what should go on 


it, and the students will 


copy it for reference.  


 8. Encourage students to 


include additional pieces 


paragraph.  Explain to the 


students that their 


summaries must have at 


least five sentences, 


including a thesis 


statement (topic sentence) 


three supporting 


sentences, and a 


concluding statement. 


3. Use one of the charts to 


model this, engaging the 


students in discussion to 


help write the summary as 


a class.    


that they will be working 


in pairs to create one of 


the charts and a five 


sentence summary.   


3. Provide grade-level 


appropriate expository 


text, charts, grading 


rubric, and pencils.  


4.  Circulate the room 


while students work and 


be available for support 


as needed.  


rubric, and pencils in 


order for them to 


complete the 


assessment.  
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using the notes on their 


charts to write a complete 


summary paragraph pointing 


out how organizing 


information as you read 


allows you to utilize it easier 


and in more meaningful 


ways.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


of information that are 


interesting to them even 


if they are not on the 


class chart.  When the 


chart is complete review 


it with the students 


making sure they agree 


with the placement of the 


information.   


9. Explain that in a future 


lesson the students will 


be using the notes on 


their charts to write a 


complete summary 


paragraph pointing out 


how organizing 


information as you read 


allows you to utilize it 


easier and in more 


meaningful ways.   


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1. The students will 


participate in a discussion 


about the purpose of 


expository text and writing.   


2. Read expository text with 


the teacher and help create a 


Topic/Detail Chart.   


3. Copy the chart as the 


1. The students will 


participate in a discussion 


about times when they 


have had trouble 


determining the important 


information in something 


they have read and times 


when they have felt 


1. The students will work 


in small groups to write a 


thesis statement for the 


class summary.   


2.  The class will vote on 


the best one.   


3. The students will work 


in small groups to 


1. Working in pairs they 


will utilize the strategies 


learned in the three 


previous lessons to take 


notes and write a 


summary paragraph.     2. 


The students will read 


grade-level appropriate 


1. The students will 


work independently 


to show what they 


have learned.   


2. They will utilize 


the strategies 


learned in the four 


previous lessons to 
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teacher creates the class 


chart during discussion.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


overwhelmed by all the 


information in the text. 2. 


The students will read 


expository text with the 


teacher and help create an 


Interesting to 


Me/Important to the 


Author Chart.   


3. The students will copy 


the chart as the teacher 


creates the class chart 


during discussion. 


develop the body of the 


paragraph (three 


supporting sentences) 


using the information 


from the charts they 


created in the two 


previous lessons. 


4.  Each group of students 


will share at least one of 


their supporting sentences 


with the class. 


5.  The students will work 


in small groups to write a 


concluding sentence. 


6. The class will vote on 


the best one for the class 


summary.   


expository text, create 


either a Topic/Detail 


Chart or an Interesting to 


Me/Important to the 


Author Chart and then 


use the information on 


the chart to write a five 


sentence summary 


paragraph.    


3. Students will use the 


rubric provided to assess 


their own work.   


*4. Pairs can trade 


summaries and use the 


rubric to assess.  


 


*If time or for those who 


finish early 


take notes and write 


a summary 


paragraph.  


3. The students will 


read grade-level 


appropriate 


expository text, 


create either a 


Topic/Detail Chart 


or an Interesting to 


Me/Important to the 


Author Chart and 


then use the 


information on the 


chart to write a five 


sentence summary 


paragraph.    
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Rubric 


 


 Expository Summary Paragraph  


 


1. Student has included a strong topic sentence 1 2 3 4  


2. Student has a main idea 1 2 3 4  


3. Student has at least three supporting sentences 1 2 3 4  


4. Student has a concluding sentence 1 2 3 4  


5. Student’s paragraph makes sense (information is accurate) 1 2 3 4   


 


Scoring  


Topic/Detail Chart 


 


Student has at least three topics and one detail (more preferred) supporting each topic = 4  


Student has two topics and at least one detail supporting each topic = 3  


Student has one topic and at least one detail supporting the topic = 2 


Student has one topic and no details = 1  


Interesting to Me/Important to Author 


Student has at least three topics/facts on each side = 4  


Student has at least 2 topics/facts on each side = 3  


Student has at least 1 topic/fact on each side = 2  


Student has 1 topic/fact on one side = 1  
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 Topic Detail  


 


 


                     


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


            Interesting to Me                                                                                           Important to Author 
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B. ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION 


B.3. GOVERNING BODY 


B.3.a. Role; Responsibilities; Obligations of Governing 


Board 


General Description of the School Governing Board 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation Bylaws. Article 6: School Governing Board. 


Section 1. Number and Composition 


The School Governing Board shall have a minimum of seven (7) and a maximum of eleven (11) 


members.   


Three (3) of the School Governing Board seats shall be permanent seats held by Seneca 


Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation’s Board of Directors. The remaining eight (8) seats 


shall be allocated as following: 


 Maximum of one (1) seat allocated to the Head of the Parent Advisory Board. 


 Maximum of seven (7) seats allocated to community members with skills and experience in 


law, finance, academic oversight, fundraising, real estate, construction engineering, and 


human resources and/or with other unique skills and experience that might be beneficial to 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


 No more than three (3) seats shall be held by Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Foundation’s Board of Directors.  


Role and Responsibilities of the School Governing Board 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation Bylaws. Article 6: School Governing Board. 


Section 3: Authority. 


The School Governing Board shall be responsible for the policy decisions of Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) as recommended by A.R.S 15-183 E8 in general; and specifically as related to 


the monitoring of academic progress, and the organization and implementation of the school 


fund raising program.  


The School Governing Board has no authority on the policy making decision that involves the 


whole Corporation. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation Bylaws. Article 6: School Governing Board. 


Section 4. Duties 


It shall be the duty of the School Governing Board to: 


 Select the School Director/Principal; and support and review his/her performance. 


 Monitor the successful implementation of The Right Educational (RE) System. 
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 Approve Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) short and long-term academic objectives. 


 Monitor the implementation of the Performance Management Plan (PMP) and/or SPA 


yearlong academic plan.   


 Work in partnership with the School Director/Principal on the development and successful 


implementation of SPA Fund Raising Program. 


 Enhance SPA public standing by serving as ambassadors, advocates and community 


representatives of the school. 


 Carry any duties imposed on them collectively or individually by the articles of incorporation 


or by the bylaws. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation Bylaws. Article 6: School Governing Board. 


Section 11. Compliance with Arizona Open Meeting Law. 


The School Governing Board shall comply with the Arizona Open Meeting Law by:  


 Having all School Governing Delegates receive full training on the requirements of the Open 


Meeting Laws;  


 Having all meetings of the School Governing Board open to the public;  


 Conspicuously posting a disclosure statement identifying the physical and electronic 


locations where public notices of meetings will be displayed;  


 Posting a copy of the public meeting notice on SPA website as well as at the location 


identified in the disclosure statement.  


B.3.b. Information on the Current School Governing 


Board Members 


Presently the three Founding Corporate Directors of Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation 


are the only School Governing Board Members of SPA.  


They are: 


Jean-Claude Abougou, PhD., MBA 


Dr. Abougou brings almost 15 years of expertise in biomedical research and education with 


major pharmaceutical companies.  He was a Regional Associate Director of Oncology Research 


before he decided to take a teaching job in an underserved high school in Tucson, Arizona; and 


for the last five years, Dr. Abougou has been enjoying himself teaching science, chemistry, math 


and physics in an inner-city high school in Tucson, Arizona. 


In addition to his experience teaching in charter schools, Jean-Claude brings substantial expertise 


in overall business administration, project management, launching and marketing products 


through their life cycles, financial analysis and grant writing. 
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Dr. Abougou is responsible for writing this application, for the incorporation of the Foundation 


and for all legal, marketing and financial aspects of this project.   


Jean-Claude is a graduate of the University of Arizona where he received a PhD in Nutritional 


Biochemistry, a Master Degree in Food Science and a Master of Business Administration. He 


also graduated from the University of Cameroon with a Bachelor’s of Science in Biochemistry.  


Bitaya Mulato, BA. 


 Ms. Mulato is a graduate of the University of Arizona where she received a Bachelor’s of 


Science in Speech and Hearing Science. She has been working as a speech therapist for the last 


seven years in Native American schools and other underserved schools in Southern Arizona. Ms. 


Mulato has contributed to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) project with her detailed 


knowledge of underserved populations in Southern Arizona, her understanding of elementary 


and secondary school issues, and her expertise in special education.   


Donka Dyer-Abougou, RN  


Mrs. Dyer-Abougou is a registered nurse who has been working as a clinical staff nurse, a 


clinical team leader, and a clinical manager for over twenty years in hospitals located in low-


income areas in Tucson, Arizona. Donka has substantial experience in several therapeutic areas 


(cardiology, intensive care, gastroenterology, utilization review, case .management) and non-


therapeutic medical fields (health insurance, utilization review). Her superior analytical skills 


and her knowledge and ability to deal with complex medical situations involving a diverse group 


of people have and will continue to be useful to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). Mrs. Dyer-


Abougou is a registered nurse and a graduate of Methodist School of Nursing in Philadelphia, 


PA where she received her Nursing Diploma. 


B.3.c. Filling Vacancies in the School Governing Board 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation Bylaws. Article 6: School Governing Board. 


Section 12: Vacancies. 


Vacancies on the School Governing Body shall be filled by new members nominated by the 


Corporate Board of Directors. 


B.3.d. School Governing Board Recruitment and 


Development Process 


As per Article 6, Section 1 of the corporate bylaws, to ensure continuity, three SPA Foundation 


Corporate Directors will hold three permanent seats out of the eleven (11) seats available on the 


School Governing Board. The remaining eight seats will be filled by the Head of the Parent 


Advisory Board (1 seat) and by seven community members with skills and experience in law, 


finance, academic oversight, fundraising, real estate, construction engineering, human resources 
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and/or with other unique skills and experience that might be beneficial to Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA). 


To fill these remaining eight School Governing Board seats, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


will use the following process designed by Martinelli (2000) for the recruitment and 


development of diverse School Governing Boards:     


School Governing Board Recruitment and Nomination Process. 


Establish a Board Development Committee 


Currently, the only members of this committee are the three current School Governing Board 


Members, Jean-Claude Abougou, Dina Mulato and Donka Dyer-Abougou. New School 


Governing Board Members will automatically become member of the Board Development 


Committee. 


Develop School Governing Board Recruitment Documents.  


SPA Board Development Committee has developed and used the following documents: 


1. School Governing Board Member’s Nomination Form. See Exhibit 1. 


2. Invitation Letter to Prospective School Governing Board Member. See Exhibit 2. 


3. Description of the School Governing Board of Director’s Position. See Exhibit 3. 


4. School Governing Board Nomination Response Form. See Exhibit 4. 


5. Seneca Preparatory Academy Board Application Form. See Exhibit 5.   


Determine and Implement Strategies to Build Board Diversity to help Comply with the 


Arizona Open Meeting Law. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation is highly committed to diversity at the ethnic, cultural, 


skills and expertise levels; and SPA Foundation will use the following four strategies 


recommended by Kathleen Fletcher (1994) to build and maintain board diversity: 


 Have a Board Development Committee that is committed to building diversity.  


 Make diversity a priority for the organization.  


 Avoid "tokenism" or an expectation that one person of color can represent the entire 


community. 


 Engage in cultural diversity training and activities.  


Develop an Initial List of Prospective School Board Members. 


Presently, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has identified and developed a list with several 


highly qualified prospective school board members who will be contacted at the appropriate 


time. 


Contact Top Recruiting Prospects.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use the Invitation Letter to Prospective School Board 


Members (Exhibit 2) to initiate contact with them. 


Schedule and Conduct Orientation Sessions with the Prospective School Board Members. 
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The next step will be to schedule and conduct face-to-face orientation sessions with prospective 


School Board Members who have responded to the mailing described above.   


During these orientation sessions, prospective board members will attend the New Board Pre-


Admission Training Program where they will learn about Seneca Preparatory Academy mission, 


vision, major goals and strategies, and the right and responsibilities that go with being a SPA 


School Board Member.  


At the end of the orientation session, prospective board members who wish to continue in the 


process will be asked to complete Seneca Preparatory Academy Board Application Form 


(Exhibit 5) to provide some background information.  


Select New Members to the School Governing Board. 


 After the orientation session for prospective School Board Members, the Board Development 


Committee will meet to review all the information collected on the prospective School Board 


Members and the applications submitted by them. The Board Development Committee will then 


deliberate and vote/choose the best candidates. 


Training and Orientation of School Governing Board Members 


SPA will provide three board training sessions so that board training can be completed as earlier 


as possible and new School Governing Board Members can assume their new duties as soon as 


they are nominated to the board.  


New School Board Members Pre-Admission Training Program 


This informal training program will be conducted during the board recruitment process. In this 


program, prospective school board members will receive some information on Seneca 


Preparatory Academy mission, vision, major goals and strategies, and on the right and 


responsibilities that go with being a School Board Member. After new School Board Members 


are admitted to the school board, additional information and training will be provided to them 


during the New Board Post-Admission Training Program. 


New School Board Members Post-Admission Training Program 


The second training program will be held every year around July 15 and will be conducted by a 


high-quality board training organization or individual(s). In this meeting, SPA Board Members 


will receive training in board governance and operations, including how to work within non-


profit boards; and they will specifically be introduced to the Arizona Open Meeting Law. Board 


Members will also learn about Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) mission, vision, major goals 


and strategies, and the right and responsibilities that go with being a SPA School Board Member.   


In this second training program, new board members will be provided with Seneca Preparatory 


Academy Board Member’s Manuel. This document will contain SFA articles of incorporation, 


bylaws, the charter school contract, a description of the educational program including the 


educational philosophy, curriculum, instructional methods, assessment, budget, last audited 


financial statements, list of board directors and their addresses, list of committees and any staff 


assignments, copies of minutes for the previous year and a copy of the Performance Management 


Plan (PMP), and a board performance assessment document.  These documents will be reviewed 


during this training (McNiff, M. 2011).   
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Ongoing School Board Continuing Education Training Program 


Additional board operation training will be provided during the school year through the Ongoing 


School Board Continuing Education Program. This program will organize special training 


sessions as needed during the school year for all School Governing Board Members. 


B.3.6. The Make-Up of the School Governing Board 


Complies with the Arizona Open Meeting Law 


The Arizona Open Meeting Law rests on two core concepts: 


1) “All meetings of any public body shall be public meetings and all persons so desiring shall be 


permitted to attend and listen to the deliberations and proceedings.” A.R.S. § 38- 431.01(A). 


 


2) “It is the public policy of this state that meetings of public bodies be conducted openly and 


that notices and agendas be provided for such meetings which contain such information as is 


reasonable necessary to inform the public of the matters to be discussed or decided.” A.R.S. § 


38-431.09. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will comply with the Arizona Open Meeting Law as 


following by (Hill., E. 2011):  


 Having all meetings of the School Governing Board open to the public;  


 Conspicuously posting a disclosure statement identifying the physical and electronic 


locations where public notices of meetings will be displayed;  


 Posting a copy of the public meeting notice on SPA website as well as at the location 


identified in the disclosure statement. 


  Providing 24 hour notice per meeting, and having an agenda prepared 24 hour in advance of 


any meeting and give the public the right to attend and listen. 


 Having an open call to the public whenever appropriate since a call to the public is permitted 


but not required by the statute.  


In addition, the School Governing Board Members will be fully training on the requirements of 


the Open Meeting Laws; and the School Governing Board will be highly diverse from a parental, 


ethnic, cultural, skills and expertise point of view. This high level of diversity will show that 


SPA School Board positions and the School are open and accessible to the public. This openness 


to public scrutiny will also help Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) in its compliance with the 


Arizona Open Meeting Law. 
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY  


  


Seneca Preparatory Academy Governing Board Member’s Nomination Form 
 


 


(This form can be used to forward suggestions for potential board directors to the Board Development 


Committee.) 


 


NOMINEE:  _________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


Employer and Title: 


_____________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


Address: _____________________________________________________________________________ 


   Street     State   Zip 


 


 


Phone :( W) (_____) ________________ (H) (_____) 


_____________________________________________ 


 


 


Recommendation for:   Board   Committee: _____________________________________________   


 


 


Describe skills and talents of the nominee: 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


To your knowledge, what access to resources does this nominee possess? 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


Why are you recommending this person 


_____________________________________________________________________________________


? 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


Nominator: _____________________________         Date: 


______________________________________ 


 


Please return the completed form to the Board Development Committee 


 
Exhibit 1. School Governing Board’s Nomination Form.  
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY  


 


Invitation Letter for Seneca Preparatory Academy Board of Directors 
 


 


DATE 


 


Dear [name]: 


 
In fall of this year, new School Governing Board of Directors will be appointed to the School Board of 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA).  You have been recommended to our Board Development 


Committee as a possible candidate for board service.  We would like you to give serious consideration to 


nomination for a board position.  A number of two year board terms will be available beginning in July 


2010. 


 


Because of your experience and involvement in the community, we feel you are well qualified to be 


nominated for a School Governing Board position.  As you consider this opportunity, we ask you review 


the board director position description included in this mailing.  As you will see, we are expecting the 


board to be an active one. 


 


A primary responsibility of school governing board members is to participate in the development of 


policy and major decision-making at board meetings held at least every month.  Another key 


responsibility is to be active on an ongoing basis in a committee of the board.  This year, board nominees 


will be asked to make that commitment before they are voted onto the board.  Copies of committee 


descriptions are also included in this mailing for your review. 


 


As you know, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will open in August of this year. SPA is a college-


preparatory international elementary school that offers student the type of high-quality program that is not 


traditionally available in underserved areas in the US. It will give a truly unique experience to our 


community and we hope that you will be part of part of it. 


 


A member of our Board Development Committee has been asked to contact you by phone to discuss this 


invitation with you.  You may have already received this call.  In the meantime, if you wish to be 


considered as a candidate for the Board of Directors, please send in the enclosed response form.  If your 


answer is "yes,” you will be asked to attend a short orientation meeting to review board responsibilities in 


more detail and to receive addition information about the Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


 


If you have any questions, please contact me or James Doe, Seneca Preparatory Academy Assistant 


Director of Curriculum & Instruction, at 520-111-1111. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Jean-Claude Abougou, PhD,  


President, Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation  
Tucson, AZ 81111 


 


 


Exhibit 2. Invitation Letter to Prospective School Governing Board Member 
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY  


Description of School Governing Board Member’s Position  
 


1. Attend regular meetings of Seneca Preparatory Academy Governing Board, which are each 


approximately two hours in duration.  The board meets once a month except in May and June. Be 


accessible for personal contact in between board meetings. 


 


2. Provide leadership to board committees. Each School Governing Board Member is expected to serve 


as an active, ongoing member of at least one committee.  This requires a number of meetings per year 


plus individual committee task completion time. Presently committees include academic excellence, 


finance and fund raising, and governance and board development.  


 


3. Commit time to developing financial resources for the Seneca Preparatory Academy.  This may 


include making a personally meaningful financial gift as well as supporting other fund development 


activities of SPA in a manner appropriate for board directors. 


 


4. Responsibly review and act upon committee recommendations brought to the board for action. 


 


5. Prepare in advance for decision-making and policy formation at board meetings; take responsibility 


for self-education on the major issues before the board. 


 


6. Participate in the annual School Governing Board self-review process. 


 


7. Participate in the annual board development and planning meeting usually held in March of each 


year. 


 


8. In general, utilize personal and professional skills, relationships and knowledge for the advancement 


of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


 


I am aware that this School Governing Board position description is an expression of good faith and 


provides a common ground from which board directors can operate.  Additional information on Seneca 


Preparatory Academy’s mission, educational program and board responsibilities is contained in the board 


orientation materials and bylaws which I have read. 


 


____________________________________________     _________________ 


School Governing Board Director’s Signature    Date 


 


 


Exhibit 3. Description of School Governing Board Director’s Position  
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY    


 
Seneca Preparatory Academy Governing Board Nominations Response Form 


 
Check One: 


 


____ 


 


I am interested in being considered for a School Governing Board Member position. 


Contact me with information about the upcoming orientation session. 


 


____ 


 


Contact me. I need more information before I can decide if I want to be considered for 


a board position. 


 


 


Name _______________________________________________________ 


 


Day Phone __________________ Evening Phone ____________________ 


 


 


Return by Mail To: 


 


Seneca Preparatory Academy  


Board Development Committee 


Charter School 


Address 


 


 


Or Return By Fax to: 520-555-5555 


 


 


 


 


 


Exhibit 4. School Governing Board Nomination Response Form 
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY  


Seneca Preparatory Academy Board Application Form 


 


  
Complete this form and return to the SPA Board Development Committee by (date) 


 


 


Name _____________________________________________ Phone ____________ 


 


Address _____________________________________________________________ 


 


Relevant Community Experience and/or Employment (attach a resume if relevant):  


 


 


 


Why are you interested in serving as a board director of the Charter School?  


 


 


 


Area(s) of expertise/Contributions you feel you can make to the Charter School as a board 


director:  


 


 


Other volunteer commitments:  


 


 


For Board Committee Use 


 


____ Nominee has had a personal meeting with the Board Development Committee Chair, Board 


Chair, Charter School Administrator, or other board director. Date ______ 


 


____ Nominee reviewed by the Board Development Committee. Date ______ 


 


____ Nominee attended a board meeting. Date ______ 


 


____ Nominee interviewed by the board. Date ______ 


 


Action taken by the board: 


 


Exhibit 5. Seneca Preparatory Academy Board Application Form
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Discuss the purpose of a 


list. Ask students what 


types of lists they have 


made or have seen 


someone make (to do 


list, grocery list, 


invitation list, supply 


list).  
 


Review from Lesson 1; 


what is a list, simple 


machine, and what are 


the six simple machines? 


Lever 


Pulley 


Wedge 


Screw 


Review from Lesson 2; 


definitions of six simple 


machines.   


Lever 


Pulley 


Wedge 


Screw 


Wheel & Axle 


Review from Lessons 2 & 


3; definitions and 


examples of the six simple 


machines.   


Lever 


Pulley 


Wedge 


Screw 


Lead students in a 


discussion of their 


learning during this 


unit. As a class, make 


a circle map to show 


all the different things 


that were learned by 


students.  
 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Second Grade Writing 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Grade 2 Writing N/A Writing About Simple Machines 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in 5 Days 4
th


 Quarter Students are expected to know what non-fiction writing is from the study of non-fiction conventions 


from previous quarter. Non-fiction writing describes, explains, informs, summarizes, and has ideas and 


contents.  Also, students are expected to know that journaling is a form of recording information.  


   Unit Description 


Students will participate in discussions and creating a variety of written work throughout this 5-day unit on expository writing about simple machines. Each 


written assignment will be put together to make a book about simple machines with a 6 sentence written piece at the end.  


Common Core 


Standards 


2.W.2.  Write informative/explanatory texts in which they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions to develop points, and 


provide a concluding statement or section.  
 


Summative 


Assessment  


Students will use expository writing in creating a non-fiction book about simple machines. At the end of the book, students will 


summarize information into 6 sentences telling what they know about the topic. 


Assessment Scoring  Students will demonstrate synthesis of informative/explanatory text by creating a booklet that introduces a topic, uses facts and 


definitions to develop points, and provides a concluding statement or section.  The first 3 sections of the booklet would be scored 


to assess for understanding of the science topic. The 4
th
 section (Appendix D) would be evaluated for mastery of the writing 


standard. Appendix D will be scored on a simple rubric. It is worth 20 points. Students must score 16/20 points (80%) to 


demonstrate mastery of the assessed standard.   
 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Definitions for List, Label, Observation, Simple Machine, Lever, Inclined Plane, Wedge, Screw, Wheel & Axle. Poster paper with 


list of simple machines – prepared ahead of time, Appendix A*, Pencils, Poster paper with list and definitions of the six simple 


machines – prepared ahead of time, Computer with speakers connected to projector, United Streaming website – Simple Machines 


Video or another video on simple machines, Non-fiction books with pictures that show labeling, Appendix B*, Appendix C*, 


Poster paper. Pencils, a Model of each simple machine, Appendix D*, Chart paper, Cover to Simple Machines Book* 


Completed Appendices A, B, C, D, Crayons, colored pencils, or markers, Stapler 


*After copying book cover and appendices, cut in ½, and after compiling pages staple in upper left hand corner of book. 
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Define list.  
 


Ask students to draw a 


picture of a machine on 


individual whiteboards.  


Discuss what they drew, 


what a machine is, and 


what its purpose is.   
 


Introduce the Core 


Knowledge topic, 


Simple Machines.  
 


Define simple machine 


and go through the list 


of simple machines 


(poster paper) that will 


be covered in this unit.   


Lever 


Pulley 


Wedge 


Screw 


Wheel & Axle 


Inclined Plane 
 


Divide students into six 


groups of four.  Help 


students activate prior 


knowledge by having 


them work in their 


groups to list facts that 


they already know about 


each machine.  Use 


Appendix A.    


Wheel & Axle 


Inclined Plane 
 


Discuss Appendix A that 


was completed in 


Lesson 1. 
 


Show United Streaming 


Video, Simple Machines.  


(16 minutes), or another 


video on simple 


machines pausing 


throughout video to 


discuss known facts and 


new facts.  
 


Show and read 


definitions for each six 


simple machine from 


poster paper.   
 


Discuss the purpose of 


labeling.  Show various 


examples from non-


fiction books.   
 


Give each student 


Appendix B and each 


student labels each 


simple machine.  


Inclined Plane 
 


Define observation and 


discuss the purpose of an 


observation. 
 


Have each student walk 


around the classroom and 


make a list of the simple 


machines that he/she sees in 


the classroom.  Use 


Appendix C to record 


observations.  
 


Gather students as a whole 


group to share individual 


observations and compile a 


list of all observations on 


poster paper.  
 


Have each student add to 


his/her list.  


 


 


Wheel & Axle 


Inclined Plane 
 


Set out examples of the six 


simple machines in 


different parts of the 


classroom (6 separate 


stations).   
 


Divide students into 


groups of 4 and each 


group will visit each 


station & follow process.  


a. Observe simple 


machine at station. 


b. Sit knee to knee 


and discuss for 2 


minutes what they 


learned about that 


particular machine 


and how machine 


helps make work 


easier.   


c. When 2 minutes 


are up, each 


student will 


journal discussion 


and observation 


on Appendix D.  


d. Repeat until all 


groups get to each 


station.  


Instruct students that 


today they will write 6 


sentences about simple 


machines. Remind 


students about the 


features of a sentence 


and that all the 


sentences should be 


crafted around the 


topic of simple 


machines. Remind 


students that good 


writing needs a topic 


sentence and 


conclusion. Give 


students time to 


complete their writing. 
 


Compile all completed 


pages (Appendices A, 


B, C, D) to create 


Simple Machines book 


(teacher staples pages 


together).  Allow time 


to draw six simple 


machines on cover.  
 


Cover – Title page 


with boxes to display 


each simple machine. 


Page 1 – Appendix A  


Page 2 – Appendix B 


Page 3 – Appendix C 


Page 4 – Appendix D 
 


Collect Simple 


Machines books to 
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assess. 


 
 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


Participate in discussion 


about the purpose of a 


list. Students respond to 


questions; what types of 


lists they have made or 


have seen someone 


make (to do list, grocery 


list, invitation list, 


supply list).  
 


Listen to the teacher 


define list.  
 


Listen to introduction to 


the Core Knowledge 


topic, Simple Machines 


and definition of a 


simple machine.   
 


Work in groups of four 


and make a list of facts 


that they already know 


about each simple 


machine.  Use Appendix 


A.   


 


 


 


Respond to review 


questions from Lesson 


1; what is a list, simple 


machine, and what are 


the six simple machines?  


Lever 


Pulley 


Wedge 


Screw 


Wheel & Axle 


Inclined Plane 
 


Watch United Streaming 


Video, Simple Machines, 


or other video and 


discuss parts of video 


when the teacher pauses 


video. 
 


Listen and read 


definitions for each six 


simple machine from 


teacher made poster.   


Participate in discussion 


about the purpose of 


labeling.  Students 


observe various 


examples of labeling 


from non-fiction books.  


  


Label each simple 


machine on Appendix B.  


Respond to review 


questions from Lesson 2; 


definitions of six simple 


machines.   


Lever 


Pulley 


Wedge 


Screw 


Wheel & Axle 


Inclined Plane 
 


Read and listen to 


definition of observation 


and discuss the purpose of 


an observation. 
 


Walk around the classroom 


and make a list of the 


simple machines that he/she 


sees in the classroom.  Use 


Appendix C to record 


observations.  
 


Share individual 


observations with the class 


and teacher writes a list of 


all observations.  


 


Add to his/her list.  


 


 


Respond to review 


questions from Lessons 2 


& 3; definitions and 


examples of the six simple 


machines.   


Lever 


Pulley 


Wedge 


Screw 


Wheel & Axle 


Inclined Plane 
 


Work in groups of 4 and 


each group will visit each 


simple machine station 


and follow process.  


a. Observe simple 


machine at station. 


b. Sit knee to knee 


and discuss for 2 


minutes what they 


learned about that 


particular machine 


and how machine 


helps make work 


easier.   


c. When 2 minutes 


are up, journal 


discussion and 


observation.  


d. Repeat until each 


station is 


complete.  


Students will fill in 


Appendix D telling 


what they learn about 


Simple Machines. 
 


Compile all completed 


pages (Appendices A, 


B, C, D) to create 


Simple Machines book 


(teacher staples pages 


together).   Draw the 


six simple machines 


on cover.  
 


Cover – Title page 


with boxes to display 


each simple machine 


Page 1 – Appendix A  


Page 2 – Appendix B 


Page 3 – Appendix C 


Page 4 – Appendix D 
 


Complete any 


unfinished pages and 


turn book in to 


teacher. 
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Simple Machines 


By: ______________________ 


Date: _________________ 


 


Lever 


 


 


Pulley 


Inclined Plane 


 


Wedge 


Screw 


 


Wheel & Axle 


 


Appendix A 


 


Name: _________________________________________ 


List what you know about the six simple machines. 


Lever Pulley 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


 


Inclined Plane Wedge 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


 


Screw Wheel & Axle 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


__________ ___________ 


 


Appendix B 


 


Name: _________________________________________ 


Label each simple machine. 


 


 


 


 


 


QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor


are needed to see this picture.


QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor


are needed to see this picture.
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Appendix C 


 


Name: _________________________________________  Appendix D  


         Name ____________________________________________________ 


Look around the classroom.       Write at least 6 sentences telling about simple machines. Make sure you tell about all 
         the types of simple machines. Make sure you tell your reader what your topic is. 


Write a list of examples of each simple machine you find.     


Lever Pulley     ___________________________________________________________ 


__________ ___________   


__________ ___________   ___________________________________________________________ 


__________ ___________ 


        __________________________________________________________  


Inclined Plane Wedge 


__________ ___________                                           __________________________________________________________ 


__________ ___________                    


__________ ___________    ___________________________________________________________ 


Screw Wheel & Axle                                               


__________ ___________   ___________________________________________________________ 


__________ ___________  


__________ ___________ 


 


 


 


 


   ___________________________________________________________ 
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Answer Key for booklet (can be used for a science content grade, but is helpful in prewriting for final page): 


 


Appendix A-Answers will vary, but might include: 


Lever- has two parts; has a strong, long bar that can be flat or rounded and it doesn’t bend; has a fulcrum 


Pulley- a wheel with a groove that a rope or wire fits into; used to lift or move objects 


Inclined Plane- has a sloping surface; used to move heavy loads up or down 


Wedge- has a wide end and a pointed or sharp edge; used to split, raise, or separate things 


Screw- an inclined plane that is wrapped around a shaft or pole 


Wheel and Axle- wheel or set of wheels fastened to a bar or rod; used to move things or change the power, speed, or direction of a movement 


Appendix B: 


Left column from top down: pulley, wheel and axle, screw 


Right column from top down: inclined plane, wedge, lever 


Appendix C: 


Answers will vary based on the classroom. The teacher should be sure there are plenty of examples to be found. 


Appendix D: 


Answers will vary, but must be written in complete sentences and include accurate information about all 6 simple machines. (See rubric below.) 


 


Rubric for Appendix D: 


2.W.2.  Write informative/explanatory texts in which they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions to develop points, and provide a concluding 


statement or section. 


 


Student has a sentence that clearly introduces the topic. (Give only 1 point if sentence is present, but topic is not clear).  ____ /2 


 


Student uses facts and definitions from class discussions and other pages in the book to develop the topic.    ____ /6 


 


Student has a clear conclusion sentence.             ____ /2 


 


All sentences in the piece belong and are related to the topic.          ____ /2 


 


Writing is in complete sentences with correct capitalization and punctuation.       ____ /2 


 


Student included information about all 6 types of simple machines.        ____ /6 


 


Total Score: Students need to score 16/20 points (80%) to be considered to have mastered the assessed standard.   ____ /20 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 Lesson 8 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day 1 


 


Introduce 


students to 


Day 2 


 


Explain to 


students that as 


Day 3 


 


Read The 


Popcorn Book 


Day 4 


 


Ask students 


where they can 


Day 5 


 


Share with 


students that 


Day 6 


 


Tell students that 


now they will take 


Day 7 


 


Gather students 


on the carpet. 


Day 8 


 


Put the teacher 


sample four square 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Third Grade Writing 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Grade 3 Writing N/A Getting Organized for Non-fiction Writing 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons taught 


over 5 Days 


2
nd


 Quarter Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Writing according to Common Core State Standards. 


Students should be trained in the basic use of Thinking Maps. This unit uses a circle map and a brace 


map. 


Students should know how to use a four square organizer for writing. 


   Unit Description 


This unit is a compilation of lessons that instruct students in strategies to choose and narrow a writing topic. In this unit, students will learn how to 


effectively organize information and observations in a usable format for use in creating a writing piece. At the conclusion of this unit, students will craft a 


nonfiction writing piece. 


Essential Questions:  How do authors decide what to write about?  What is an effective way to take notes?  How do authors choose, narrow, and organize a 


topic?  Enduring Understanding:  Authors observe the world around them, take notes, and organize their ideas to craft an effective and informative 


nonfiction piece.  Students will take organized notes about a topic, use a graphic organizer to organize ideas for putting them into a crafted writing piece. 
 


Common Core 


Standards 


3.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 


a. Introduce a topic and group related information together; include illustrations when useful to aiding comprehension. 


b. Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details. 


c. Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, another, and, more, but) to connect ideas within categories of information. 


d. Provide a concluding statement or section. 
 


Summative 


Assessment  


Students will create a written piece about Canada that includes a topic, facts and details, and a conclusion sentence. 


Assessment Scoring  Students will be graded on a standard 6 traits rubric. However, students will only be graded on the traits of Ideas, Organization, 


Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. Students will receive 5 points for each trait for a total of 20 points. Students will need to score 


a total of 16 points (80%) to be considered as “mastering” the standard. 
 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Student Writer’s Notebooks, overhead projector, pencils, various non-fiction texts, Student Topic Worksheets, The Popcorn Book 


by Tomie DePaola, chart paper, access to a library with multiple non-fiction texts on Canada, Internet access, note taking pages, 


Four Square Organizer, paper for Final Copy. 
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many 


nonfiction texts. 


This will not be 


the first time 


students have 


seen non-fiction 


text, but 


students will 


need to see 


good examples 


for this lesson.  


 


Show students 


two specific 


nonfiction 


books. Point 


out the text 


features of each 


book. 


Nonfiction 


includes 


headings, table 


of contents, 


pictures, 


captions, 


glossary, index, 


maps, charts, 


factual 


information, 


etc. 


 


As students 


locate the text 


features, lead a 


discussion 


we have been 


writing 


narratives, we 


have written 


about things 


close to our 


heart. Inform 


them that when 


it comes to 


writing non-


fiction, we 


should also 


choose topics 


that interest and 


excite us. Tell 


them that we 


also need to 


choose topics 


that can be 


easily 


researched and 


that we have 


some 


knowledge 


about. 


 


Explain to 


students that 


when we write, 


we usually start 


by 


brainstorming. 


Think aloud and 


explicitly model 


thinking of non-


by Tomie 


dePaola. Lead 


a conversation 


about how the 


author decided 


on popcorn as 


a topic rather 


than a bigger 


idea of snack 


foods or food 


in general. 


Discuss the 


factual 


information in 


the book. Point 


out when topic 


of popcorn is 


discussed in 


smaller detail. 


Was it mixed 


in with 


narrative 


language? 


 


Go through the 


sub headings 


and discuss 


with the class 


how the author 


broke the 


information up 


to make it 


more useful 


and readable.  


Help students 


find information 


when 


researching a 


topic. Help 


students 


understand what 


resources are 


helpful when 


writing a non-


fiction text. 


 


Chart the types 


of resources that 


students come up 


with and add any 


additional ideas 


that should be 


shared. Share 


with students 


how their 


research can be 


supported with 


resources. Model 


with a sample 


topic. 


 


Take students to 


the media center 


and have them 


research their 


chosen topic. 


They should use 


print and 


electronic 


resources.  


authors who 


write 


informational 


text organize 


their 


information by 


sub topics 


before 


beginning their 


research. Show 


examples from 


specific texts. 


Tell students 


that it is very 


important to 


take good notes 


when collecting 


information as 


they are reading 


their sources. 


Good notes can 


help you 


remember facts 


and sources of 


information, and 


help them enrich 


their 


informational 


writing. 


 


Create a chart 


with students 


about what good 


note taking is. 


Model note 


their researched 


information and 


fill it into a 


graphic organizer 


to create a writing 


piece. 


 


Show students the 


foursquare 


organizer that we 


have been using 


already this year. 


Using a topic 


already studied 


(perhaps colonies), 


show students on 


the overhead how 


to properly fill in 


the 4 square. 


Students will write 


a topic sentence in 


the center box of 


the 4 square. Then, 


they will write 3 


sentences using 


the facts from the 


note taking in 


three of the other 


boxes.  


 


After modeling, 


provide students 


time to fill in their 


organizers 


properly with the 


Review 


expectations for 


satisfying 


conclusions. 


Brainstorm 


ideas for 


satisfying 


conclusions in 


non-fiction.   


 


Have students 


write 3 possible 


conclusion 


sentences in 


their writer’s 


notebooks. 


Provide 


students the 


opportunity to 


evaluate the 


conclusion 


sentences of 


their 


classmates.  


 


Have students 


add their best 


conclusion 


sentence to the 


final box on 


their four 


square.  


up on the overhead 


for students to see. 


 


Now, show 


students a final 


copy paper. Show 


students how to set 


up their paper with 


name and date. 


Remind students 


where to start their 


paper and how to 


properly indent. 


 


Next, model for 


students how to 


take the 


information from 


the four square 


organizer and add 


it to the final copy.  


 


Finally, provide 


students time to 


take their writing 


from their four 


square organizer 


and put it into their 


own final writing 


piece.  


 


(If the teacher 


desires to extend 


this lesson, he or 


she could provide 
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about how these 


features could 


help if they 


were to write 


their own 


nonfiction 


book. The text 


features help to 


understand the 


information 


better. The text 


features keep 


information that 


is alike 


organized. 


Explain to 


students that 


these features 


are what helps 


us when we 


need to do 


research for our 


own writing. 


 


Instruct 


students that 


they will be 


using a non-


fiction text to 


create a list of 


ideas for 


writing. Inform 


them to use the 


features to help 


guide them. 


fiction writing 


topics. 


Record ideas in 


front of 


students. Give 


students time to 


do their own 


brainstorming. 


Encourage 


students to 


choose a topic 


related to our 


study of Canada  


by using the 


topic sheet. 


 


Guide students 


to narrow their 


topic by having 


them ask 


questions about 


their topic.  


see how they 


can focus their 


topic to 


smaller units.  


 


Instruct 


students in 


how to take 


their topic 


from yesterday 


and break it 


into smaller 


pieces. Show 


students how 


to take the 


topic and break 


it up by using a 


brace map 


(whole-part). 


Give students 


time to work 


on breaking 


and narrowing 


their topics. 


 


Teach a mini-


lesson on how to 


extract 


information from 


resources into a 


usable format. 


Give multiple 


examples of 


graphic 


organizers, lists, 


etc. Assist each 


student in 


choosing a 


format that 


works for him or 


her. 


 


Give students 


time to use their 


books and 


resources and 


extract 


information. 


taking using the 


topic from 


lesson 3. Write 


the facts that 


pertain either to 


the subtopic 


(note taking 


activity sheet) or 


questions that 


may have been 


generated. 


 


Instruct students 


to fill out the 


note taking 


activity pages 


using 


information 


from yesterday 


and any new 


information 


encountered 


today. 


information they 


have gathered on 


their research 


days. 


 


additional days for 


lessons on editing 


and revising. 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 Lesson 8 


Student 


Activities 


 


Day 1 


 


Have students 


use the two 


different 


books to 


compare the 


two different 


kinds of 


writing. 


Discuss what 


nonfiction is 


not: doesn’t 


have 


characters, 


plots, setting, 


etc. 


 


Have students 


do a turn and 


talk to name 


three text 


features of 


nonfiction 


text. Have 


students use 


their History 


textbooks to 


locate these 


text features 


Day 2  


 


Have students 


create a circle 


map to list 


topics that 


interest them 


in the current 


Social Studies 


unit on 


Canada. They 


can use their 


information 


from 


yesterday and 


their textbooks 


to guide them. 


 


When map is 


complete have 


students to get 


out their 


writer’s 


notebook and 


turn to the 


ideas section. 


Give students 


5 minutes to 


choose a topic 


they wish to 


Day 3 


 


Students will 


listen to the 


reading of 


The Popcorn 


Book. 


 


Students will 


take their 


topic and 


break it into 


pieces using 


a brace map. 


They should 


work with 


partners to 


help them 


with the 


narrowing. 


Have 


students 


share their 


ideas with the 


class, and 


have all 


students give 


input on how 


things are 


going with 


Day 4 


 


Students will 


participate in 


figuring out 


where they can 


find 


information. 


Students will 


help to create a 


chart of this 


information. 


 


Students will 


begin 


researching 


their topic in 


the media 


center. 


 


Students will 


attentively 


listen to a 


lesson on how 


to extract 


information 


from resources 


and put it into a 


usable format. 


 


Day 5 


 


Students will 


participate in 


the creation of 


a chart about 


effective note 


taking. 


 


Students will 


fill out one of 


the note 


taking activity 


pages.  


 


After 


gathering a 


number of 


facts that 


answer their 


questions 


from day 2, 


they can put 


the facts into 


complete 


sentences. 


Day 6 
 


Students will 


listen to teacher 


instructions about 


how to properly 


fill out the 4 


square organizer 


for non-fiction.  


 


Students will take 


information from 


their note taking 


and fill in the four 


square organizer 


with complete 


sentences that 


include their 


facts. 


 


  


Day 7 


 


Students will 


write 3 


possible 


conclusion 


sentences for 


their writing.  


 


Students will 


vote and make 


comments on 


other 


students’ 


conclusion 


sentence 


options to 


help peer edit. 


Students will 


add their 


conclusion 


sentence to 


their four 


square 


organizer. 


Day 8 
 


Students will 


observe the 


proper way to 


write their final 


copy.  


 


Students will 


follow the 


teacher’s 


example to write 


their own final 


copy. 
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in our current 


unit. 


 


Students will 


generate a list 


of writing 


ideas from the 


current social 


studies topic. 


write about by 


using the 


Topic Sheet. 


 


Students will 


write 


questions 


about their 


topic that they 


would like to 


answer in their 


writer’s 


notebooks. 


 


topic 


selection and 


narrowing. 


 


Students will 


extract 


information 


from resources 


and put it into 


lists or graphic 


organizers. 
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Grade 3 Writing Assessment and Rubric 


Summative Assessment for Performance Objective Mastery Assessment 


Summative Assessments will be administered at the completion of a unit of study in order to assess the academic progress of students.  


 


 IDEAS ORGANIZATION SENTENCE FLUENCY CONVENTIONS 


5 


 


*Clear and focused paper holds the 


reader’s attention 


* Ideas are fresh and original 


*Details are quality and go beyond the 


obvious and predictable 


*Ideas show insight and understanding of 


what is important 


*Organization enhances the central idea 


and compels the reader through the text 


*Introduction and conclusion engage the 


reader and focus attention 


*Pacing, support, and transitions are 


controlled, logical, and effective 


*Writing flows with rhythm and cadence 


*Purposeful and varied sentence structure 


enhances meaning 


*Writer has thought about the sound of 


the words as well as the meaning 


*Dialogue and fragments, if used, sound 


natural  


*Conventions are used effectively to 


enhance readability 


*Only minor “touch-up” is needed to 


publish 


*Conventions are used for stylistic effect 


*Paragraphing is effecting 


*Spelling of difficult words is usually 


correct 


4 


 


*Topic is narrow and manageable 


*Paper is clear and focused 


*Details are relevant and provide 


important information 


* Writer shows involvement with the 


topic 


*Order moves the reader easily through 


the text 


*Effective introduction and conclusion 


*Sequencing and details are logical and 


effective 


*Transitions work 


*Sentences are well built and varied in 


structure 


*Writing has rhythm and flows naturally 


 


*Conventions are generally correct and 


contribute to clarity 


*Piece is close to being ready to publish 


*Paragraphing is sound 


*Spelling is usually correct 


3 


 


*Development is general and may be 


unfocused 


* Topic is recognizable but theme is not 


clear  


*More general observations than specific 


details 


*Ideas are reasonably clear there’s no 


strong sense of purpose 


 


*Order moves the reader without 


confusion 


*Introduction and conclusion are present 


*Sequence is logical but “programmed” 


*Transitions and pacing are inconsistent 


*Organization doesn’t always support 


main idea 


*Writing has pleasant, steady beat 


*Sentences are usually grammatical but 


not well crafted 


*Some occasional variety in sentence 


structure 


 


 


*Conventions are handled inconsistently 


*Paragraphing is awkward 


*Some errors are distracting but not 


serious 


*Spelling inconsistent 


*Moderate editing would fix most errors 


2 


 


*Topic is yet undefined and development 


is basic 


*More information is needed for support 


*Ideas are not detailed enough to show 


understanding 


* Attempts at introduction and 


conclusion are recognizable 


*Connections are fuzzy 


*Sometimes the sequencing takes away 


from the content 


 


*More mechanical than fluid 


*Sentences are routine and unvaried 


*Writing is inconsistent with some 


awkward phrasing 


 


*Conventions distort meaning 


*Many errors distract from readability 


*Difficult words often misspelled 


*Extensive editing required for 


publication 


*Paragraphing is attempted 


1 


 


*No clear sense of purpose or topic 


*Reader must infer meaning 


*Information and details are limited and 


unclear 


*No clear sense of direction 


*Order seems random 


*Connections are missing 


*No real introduction or conclusion 


*Reader is confused 


*Sentences are choppy, incomplete, 


awkward, and unvaried 


*Even with editing, there would be no 


flow 


*Errors repeatedly distract the reader and 


make the text difficult to read 


*Poor conventions are noticeable 


*Paragraphing is haphazard or missing 


*Extensive editing (every line) required 
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Note-taking Worksheet 


 


 Topic:  


 


 Subtopic: 


 


 Facts (use bullets to organize): 


 


 


Source (Where did you find your information? 


 


 


 


Topic Sheet 


  


My possible topics: 


  


 1. _____________________________ 2. ______________________________ 


 


 3.______________________________  4.______________________________  


 


 Circle your selected choice above. 


 


What I already know (use bullets to organize information)     


 


 


 


 


What I want to know (use bullets to write your questions) 
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Four Square Organizer 
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation 


 


INDICATOR:
 
Reading      DURATION OF THE PLAN: Begins July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2014 


OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE READING PERFORMACE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
To Develop and Successfully Implement the Reading Arm of the RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math Program 18 to 24 Months after School 


Opens 


Measure* Metric* 
Predicted 


Baseline 


Year 1 Annual 


Benchmark 


Target 


Year 2 Annual 


Benchmark 


Target 


End Target For The Plan* 


 


Stanford 10 


(Gr 2) 


 


 


 


 


AIMS 


(Gr 3-6) 


 


 


Median percentile rank; with a 


minimum 35% student growth 


percentile (SGP). 


 


 


 


Percent (%) of students who 


score proficient on the AIMS 


test; with a minimum 35% 


student growth percentile (SGP). 


 


27
th
 


 


 


 


 


 


55% 


 


30
th
 


 


 


 


 


 


59% 


 


33
th
 


 


 


 


 


 


63% 


 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress 


toward the level of adequate academic 


performance as set and modified 


periodically by the Board 


 


 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress 


toward the level of adequate academic 


performance as set and modified 


periodically by the Board 
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STRATEGY I: Provide And Implement A Curriculum That Improves Student Achievement. 


Action Steps  Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.  Review the published literature on the achievement gap 


in the US and determine that the target community may be 


affected by it.   


May 2010.  Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application.  


No additional cost 


2.  Perform a needs assessment and identify the specific 


Burton’s and Conley’s achievement gap deficiencies that 


affect the target area.   


May 2010.  Dr. Abougou Table 1 enclosed at the end 


of Strategy I. 


 


No additional cost 


3.  Review the published literature that supports the use of 


a Response to Intervention (RTI)-Early Intervention 


Reading & Math Program as the best way to close the 


achievement gap in the target area.  


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application 


No additional cost 


4.  Review various RTI systems and choose the best 


components for the school RTI-Early Intervention Reading 


& Math Program that will be used to close the achievement 


gap in reading. 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application.  


No additional cost 


5.  Review the published literature and choose the SRA 


Reading Mastery and Core Knowledge Sequence -- two 


high-quality research-based and CCSS-aligned reading  


language arts program -- for the general reading curriculum 


in the RTI reading program. 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 


6.  Review the literature and choose the following RTI 


supplemental/remedial reading programs: 


a) Tier-1: Unique Reader; PALS Reading; 6-Minute 


Solutions; Great Leaps. 


b) Tier-2: Unique Reader; PALS Reading; 6-Minute 


Solutions; Great Leaps; Failure Free Reading; Early 


Vocabulary Connections; My Sidewalks Intensive 


Intervention; Sound Partners. 


c) Tier-3: Unique Reader; PALS Reading; 6-Minute 


Solutions; Great Leaps; Failure Free Reading; Early 


Vocabulary Connections; My Sidewalks Intensive 


Intervention; Sound Partners.  


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 


7.   Review the literature and choose the following methods 


to provide reading instruction in RTI systems based on their 


effectiveness in closing the reading achievement gap or 


their overall effectiveness in improving instruction: 


a) Understanding By Design 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 
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b) Direct and differentiated instructions 


c) Block scheduling. 


d) Cooperative learning. 


8.   Use the published information on the assessment and 


monitoring of student academic progress in RTI systems to 


design the following Comprehensive Assessment and 


Monitoring System for Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA): 


 


a) RTI Combined Model Problem-Solving System 


 Primary Unit: Diagnostic Online Reading 


Assessment (DORA) curriculum-based (CBM) 


platform. 


 Secondary Unit: George Polya 4-Steps Problem-


Solving Model represented in Exhibit 1.  


b) Balanced Assessment System 


 Formative Assessments:  


(1) Ongoing informal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as classroom 


observations.  


(2) Ongoing formal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as quizzes.  


(3)  Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment 


(DORA) curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


 Benchmark Assessments: 


(1) Teacher or school-developed assessments such 


as graded class work. 


(2) Commercial benchmark assessments such as 


those developed by Core Knowledge. 


(3)  Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment 


(DORA) curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


 Summative Assessments: 


(1) Teacher or school-developed summative 


assessments 


(2) Commercial/outcome assessments such as 


AIMS, Stanford 10, or AZELLA.  


c) Common Core State Standards Curriculum Mapping 


and  Alignment Plan: 


 Classroom Learning & Daily Performance 


Management Cycle. 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou. Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost. 
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 Curriculum Tri-Alignment Methodology: 


(1) Written curriculum (lesson plans) aligned with 


state Common Core State Standards (CCSS). 


(2) Taught curriculum (delivered instruction) 


aligned with CCSS. 


(3) Tested curriculum (assessments) aligned with 


CCSS. 


 Rubicon Atlas curriculum mapping software. 


 


9.    Review the published literature and choose a 


Differentiated Professional Development as the 


professional development program for Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA). 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 


10.   Hire an Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction 


who has a proven background in effective instruction and 


student achievement. 


July 2012. Dr. Abougou The Assistant Director of 


Curriculum & Instruction 


has been hired; and his/her 


experience and references 


checked.  


Personnel costs (if 


any) are included in 


the budget. 


11.   Develop a School Instruction Handbook that provides 


detailed information on instructional methods, assessments 


and processes that SPA teaching staffs are required to use 


to provide a high-quality scientific and CCSS-based RTI 


reading program. 


July, 2012. Dr. Abougou; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


The completed Instruction 


Handbook is available to 


teachers. 


No additional cost. 


12.  Purchase curriculum resources for the implementation 


of SRA Reading Mastery and for the Core Knowledge 


language arts. 


July 2012 Dr. Abougou  Purchased resources have 


been purchased and are 


accessible to teachers. 


Cost included in the 


3-Yr Operational 


Budget. 


 


13.   Hire Highly Qualified teachers as per NCLB who also 


share Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation’s core 


beliefs.  


By July 15, 


2012.  


Dr. Abougou  Teachers have been hired 


and Highly Qualified (HQ) 


attestation forms are 


sufficiently completed with 


all requirements for HQ.  


Personnel costs (if 


any) are included in 


budget 


14.   Form an Instructional Leadership Team that spear-


heads the implementation of the School RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading Program and the overall effort of 


closing the achievement at Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA).   


 


This team is made of the following personnel: 


July/August 


2012. And each 


year thereafter.  


  


Dr. Abougou  Team members selected and 


meet at least once a month. 


Agendas provided for each 


meeting and attendance is 


documented.  


No additional cost 
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a) Executive Director; 


b) Assistant Director , Curriculum & Instruction; 


c) Special Education Teacher; 


d) Singapore Math Coordinator; 


e) SRA Reading Mastery/Core Knowledge Coordinator; 


f) K-3 Grade Teacher Representative 


g) 4-6 Grade Teacher Representative. 


15.  Implement Stage 1 of the Backward Design 


Instructional Model (from Wiggins & McTighe’s, 2005 


Understanding By Design) to identify the desired results of 


the School RTI reading program by choosing the 


performance objectives to be implemented: 


 


a) Using the PMP reading targets as references, identify 


priority and/or performance objectives/concepts and 


key vocabulary for each strand of the CCSS ELA 


standards. 


 


 


 


 


 


b) Write essential questions for each priority and/or 


performance objective with demonstrated progression 


of understanding using Bloom’s Taxonomy; the 


questions are aligned to those seen in reading AIMS or 


Stanford 10. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Using Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping Software, 


sequence and map the reading standards for each grade 


level highlighting priority objectives/concepts and key 


vocabulary. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) August 


2012. 


Revised every 


summer. 


 


 


 


 


 


b) Starting in 


August 2012. 


Process 


reviewed each 


year. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Starting in 


August 2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction;  


Instructional 


Leadership Team. 


 


 


 


b) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Assistant 


Director,  


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Leadership Team; 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Document listing priority 


and /or performance 


objectives/concepts for the 


reading CCSS has been 


developed for each grade. 


 


 


 


 


b)  Teachers submit lesson 


plans with essential 


questions to Assistant 


Director, at least one week 


prior to each unit being 


taught. There is at least one 


question for each level of 


Bloom’s Taxonomy for each 


priority/performance 


objective within a given unit. 


 


 


c) Curriculum maps for each 


grade for reading units 


broken down quarterly have 


been developed.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


b) No additional cost 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) The $5,000 cost of 


Atlas software is 


included in the 


budget. 
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Teachers. 


16.  Implement Stage 2 of the Backward Design 


Instructional Model (from Wiggins & McTighe’s, 2005 


Understanding By Design) to define what forms of 


assessments will demonstrate that the student acquired the 


knowledge, understanding, and skills necessary to meet the 


performance objectives and goals defined in #15: 


 


a) Develop standards-based performance outcomes for 


each quarter as acceptable evidence of competency in 


the desired outcomes and results. 


 


 


 


 


 


b) Use Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment (DORA) 


platform or other assessment tools to create summative 


unit assessments (aligned to the quarterly reading 


performance outcome) for each grade; these 


assessments: 


 Effectively and efficiently support quarterly 


outcomes; and 


 Show progress toward mastering or exceeding 


performance on the AIMS or Stanford 10 Reading. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) August 


2012. 


 


Revised every 


summer. 


 


 


 


b) August 


2012. 


 


Revised each 


summer 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Classroom 


teachers. 


 


 


b) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Completed curriculum 


maps include a performance 


outcome(s) for each quarter. 


 


 


 


 


 


b)  Summative assessments 


across content levels contain 


valid questions to assess 


mastery of reading 


performance objectives.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


b) The $2,500 cost of 


DORA software is 


included in the 


budget. 


17.  Implement Stage 3 of the Backward Design 


Instructional Model (from Wiggins & McTighe’s, 2005 


Understanding By Design) to plan learning experience and 


deliver instruction: 


 


a) Align purchased reading resources to curriculum maps 


for each grade level. 


 


 


 


 


 


b) Write lesson plans containing standards-based 


objectives that align to the performance outcome(s) for 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Ongoing 


from August 


2012. 


 


 


 


 


b) Ongoing 


from August 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


b) Teachers; 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Column added to each 


grade level’s curriculum 


map that matches the 


available resources for each 


objective. 


 


 


b) Lesson plans submitted to 


the Assistant Director, 


 


 


 


 


 


a) No additional cost 


 


 


 


 


 


 


b) No additional cost. 
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each quarterly outcome. 


 


 


 


 


c) Run a school-wide reading screening with Diagnostic 


Online Reading Assessment (DORA) platform or other 


school-wide screening tools to identify students with 


reading challenges; and to group students in RTI Tier 1, 


2 and 3 groups. 


 


 


 


 


d) Use direct and differentiated instructions to provide all 


students with Tier 1 general reading instruction with 


SRA Reading Mastery and Core Knowledge language 


arts curricula. Focus on the following core principles of 


reading as recommended by the US Department of 


Education Practice Guide (ADE, 2010; University of 


Oregon, 2011): 


 Phonemic awareness; 


 Phonics; 


 Vocabulary development; 


 Reading fluency; 


 Reading comprehension. 


 


 


 


e) Apply Tier 2 remedial reading instruction to students 


who have failed Tier 1 general instruction with Reading 


Mastery and Core Knowledge language arts: 


 Small group instruction with 3 to 5 students 


 Use the following Tier 2 remedial reading 


programs: 


(1) Unique Reader;  


(2) PALS Reading;  


(3) 6-Minute Solutions ;  


(4) Great Leaps;  


(5) Failure Free Reading  


2012. 


 


 


 


 


c) At least 3 to 


4x/year: 


August 2012. 


October 2012. 


January 2013 


March 2013 


 


 


 


d)  Ongoing 


from August, 


2012 


 


90 min daily 


block reading 


instruction. 


 


135 min total 


daily ELA 


block 


instruction. 


 


 


e)  Ongoing 


from August, 


2012 


 


3x/wk; 20 to 40 


minutes in 


addition to 


general reading 


instruction. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


d) Assistant 


Director,  


Curriculum & 


Instruction, 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


e) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Curriculum & Instruction at 


least a week prior to 


teaching lessons. 


 


 


c) DORA screening 


outcomes. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


d)  Student attendance list. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


e) Student attendance list; 


Teachers’ or 


interventionists’ logs. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


d) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


e) No additional cost. 
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(6) Early Vocabulary Connections     


(7) My Sidewalks Intensive Intervention   


(8) Sound Partners  


 


 


f) Apply the following Tier 3 remedial reading instruction 


to students who fail Tier 2 remedial reading instruction: 


 Use 1-on-1 intervention; and/or increase 


sessions/week; and/or increase duration of session. 


 Use the following Tier 3 remedial reading 


programs: 


(1) Unique Reader 


(2) 6-Minute Solutions    


(3) Great Leaps  


(4) Failure Free Reading  


(5) Early Vocabulary Connections    


(6) My Sidewalks Intensive Intervention  


(7) Sound Partners 


 


  


g) Refer students who fail Tier 3 reading instruction to 


special education specialist. 


 


 


 


 


 


h) Implement a quarterly review of the reading curriculum 


based on student assessment results; adjust reading 


lesson plans and/or curriculum accordingly. 


 


 


 


 


 


f)  Ongoing 


from August 


2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g) Ongoing 


from fall 2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


h) Ongoing 


from fall 2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


f) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g) Assistant 


Director of 


Curriculum & 


Instruction, 


Teachers. 


 


 


h) Assistant 


Director,  


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Leadership Team 


 


 


 


 


 


f)  Student attendance list; 


Teachers’/interventionist 


logs. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g)  Student attendance list; 


Teacher/interventionist logs. 


 


    


 


 


 


h) Completed assessment 


summary and reading 


intervention plan will be 


reviewed by teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


f) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


h) No additional cost. 
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Table 1. Gaps in Correlates of Achievement and Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Interventions.   


Source: Burton & Conley, 2009; Burton, 2003. 


BURTON AND CONLEY’S CORRELATES OF ACHIEVEMENT 


 


Correlates of Achievement  


(Factors that Affect Academic 


Performance) 


Gaps between 


Minority and 


Majority 


Student 


Populations 


Gaps between 


Low and High 


Income Family 


Students 


The Right Educational (RE) System Activities and 


Other Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Interventions 


Used to Close the Achievement Gap  


SCHOOL FACTORS    


Rigor of Curriculum Yes Not Available Core Knowledge & Singapore Math, components of The 


RE System. 


Teacher Preparation Yes Yes Differentiated Professional Education Program, a 


component The RE System. 


Teacher Experience Yes Yes Efficient hiring process, a key requirement of The RE 


System. 


Teacher Absence and Turnover Yes Yes Efficient hiring process, a key requirement of The RE 


System. 


Class size Yes No Small classes of ≤ 25 students, a key requirement of The 


RE System. 


Availability of Instructional 


Technology 


Yes Yes Differentiated Teacher Training Program, a component 


The RE System 


Fear and Safety at School Yes Yes Providing a safe school environment, a key requirement of 


The RE System 


THE HOME-SCHOOL 


CONNECTION FACTORS 


   


Parent Participation Yes Yes Parent participation, a key requirement of The RE System. 


BEFORE AND BEYOND 


SCHOOL FACTORS 


   


Frequent Changing of Schools Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Low Birth Weight Yes Not Available Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Environmental Damage Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Hunger and Nutrition Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Taling and Reading to Young 


Children 


Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Excessive Television Watching Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Parent-Pupil Ratio Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Summer Achievement Gain Yes Yes SPA intent to run a Summer School Program 
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Exhibit 1. Arizona Department of Education Problem-Solving Model 


Source: AZ RTI DBD, 2010. Arizona Department of Education website. https://www.azed.gov/AZRTI/webRTI_DataBasedDecisions.pdf 



https://www.azed.gov/AZRTI/webRTI_DataBasedDecisions.pdf
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STRATEGY II: Develop And Implement A Plan For Monitoring The Integration Of The Common Core State 


Standards Into Instruction. 


Action Steps Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence Of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.   Develop a School Instruction Handbook that contains a 


Teacher Evaluation Instrument that includes the expectation 


that teachers successfully implement the Common Core 


State Standards Curriculum Mapping and Alignment Plan 


to establish a CCSS high-quality, scientific and evidence-


based reading program. The Teacher Evaluation Instrument 


is aligned to the Arizona Professional Teacher Standards.  


August 2012. 


 


Revised each 


year as needed. 


Dr. Abougou; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


The completed Instruction 


Handbook is reviewed by all 


teaching staffs. 


No additional cost 


2.  Implement the CCSS Curriculum Mapping and 


Alignment Plan by using a Classroom Learning and 


Daily Performance Management Cycle with an 


embedded ongoing quality control cycle consisting of 


teaching, assessing, reflecting, and re-teaching within 


72 hour of the assessment (Gau, 2010).    
 


From August 


2012; ongoing 


thereafter. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Lesson plans submitted to 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & Instruction. 


No additional cost. 


3.  Use Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping software to 


implement the CCSS Curriculum Mapping and Alignment 


Plan through the application of the Curriculum Tri-


Alignment Policy that mandates that 


a) the written curriculum (lesson plans) be aligned with 


the reading CCSS. 


b) the taught curriculum (delivered instruction) be aligned 


with the reading CCSS;  


c) the tested curriculum (assessments) be aligned with the 


reading CCSS; 


d) and the written, delivered and tested curriculum be 


aligned with each other. 


 


From August 


2012; ongoing 


thereafter. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Lesson plans submitted to 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & Instruction;  


No additional cost. 
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STRATEGY III:  Develop And Implement A Plan For Monitoring And Documenting Student Proficiency. 


Action Steps Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.   Develop a School Instruction Handbook that clearly 


defines the role of the Comprehensive Assessment and 


Monitoring System and its implementation in the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading Program. The Comprehensive 


Assessment and Monitoring System is made of: 1) The RTI 


Combined-Problem Solving System; 2) The Balance 


Assessment System; and 3) The Common Core State 


Standards (CCSS) Curriculum Mapping Alignment Plan. 


 


July 2012 Dr. Abougou; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


The Instruction Handbook is 


completed and reviewed by 


all teaching staffs. 


No additional cost 


2.  Use the Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment 


(DORA) platform, the Primary Unit of the RTI Combined-


Problem Solving System, to run school-wide screenings to 


identify students with reading deficiencies; and to group 


students in RTI Tier 1, 2 and 3. 


 


 


 


At least 4x/yr. 


 


August 2012. 


October 2012. 


January 2013. 


March 2013. 


 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


DORA screening output and 


reports. 


No additional cost. 


3.  Run the George Polya 4-Steps Problem-Solving Model 


(the Secondary Unit of the RTI Combined-Problem Solving 


System) only in Tier 3 situations, after failure of the 


Primary Unit. 


 


As needed 


from August 


2012. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Teachers’ reports on the use 


of the George Polya Problem 


Solving Model. 


No additional cost. 


4.  Use the following elements of the Balanced Assessment 


System to continuously assess students reading skills and 


monitor their academic progress. 


a) Formative Assessments:  


 Ongoing informal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as classroom 


observations. 


 Ongoing formal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as quizzes.  


 Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment (DORA) 


curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


b) Benchmark Assessments: 


Ongoing from 


August 2012. 


 


 


a) Daily and 


weekly 


progress 


monitoring 


with formative 


assessments. 


 


 


 


b) Quarterly 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Reading assessment results.   


 


 


 


No additional cost. 
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 Teacher or school-developed benchmark 


assessments such as graded class work. 


 Commercial benchmark assessments such as those 


developed by Reading Mastery and Core 


Knowledge. 


 Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment (DORA) 


curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


c) Summative Assessments: 


 Teacher or school-developed summative 


assessments. 


 Commercial/outcome assessments such as AIMS, 


Stanford 10, or AZELLA. 


  


monitoring 


with 


benchmark 


assessments. 


 


 


 


c) Periodically 


monitoring 


with 


summative 


assessments. 


5.  Use Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping software to 


implement the CCSS Curriculum Mapping and Alignment 


Plan that requires the written curriculum (lesson plans), the 


taught curriculum (delivered instruction) and the tested 


curriculum (assessments) to be aligned with each other and 


with the reading CCSS. 


 


Daily/Weekly/


Periodical 


monitoring 


with Atlas. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Atlas monitoring output. No additional cost. 


6.   Adjust the RTI reading interventions, and student 


placements in RTI tiers, according to the results of the 


continuous reading assessments and progress monitoring. 


Ongoing from 


August 2012. 


 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


Assessment and progress 


monitoring reports. 


 


No additional cost. 


7.  Teachers routinely use the outcomes of student 


assessments and academic progress monitoring to make 


special education-related decisions. 


Ongoing from 


August 2012. 


 


 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Special education 


teacher; 


Classroom 


teachers. 


 


Special education teacher 


documentation showing 


teacher recommendations 


and student participation in 


special education programs 


No additional cost. 


8.  Implement a formal quarterly review of RTI reading 


screening, Tier 2 and 3 reading progress monitoring, and 


benchmark assessment to ensure alignment with CCSS. 


Ongoing from 


fall 2012. 


 


 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction, 


Instructional 


Leadership Team 


Completed assessment 


summary and intervention 


plan provided by each 


teacher. 


No additional cost 
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9.   Run 1 or 2 comparisons per year between the school-


wide RTI reading screenings with DORA platform and the 


reading AIMS results to ensure concordance between the 


two testing systems and alignment with CCSS; if necessary, 


adjust instruction, curriculum or assessment accordingly. 


   


After AIMS or 


Stanford 10 


tests 


 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Leadership Team. 


Report on the comparison of 


DORA reading screenings 


vs. reading AIMS scores. 


No additional cost. 
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STRATEGY IV:  Develop And Implement A Professional Development Plan That Supports Effective Implementation  


 Of The Curriculum. 


Action Steps Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.  Characteristics of Differentiated Professional 


Development Program. 


 


Develop the School Differentiated Professional 


Development Program based on the 2001 National Staff 


Development Council’s standards for staff development 


(NSD C, 2001).  


 


This program is defined and/or organized as following: 


  


a) Designed as a learning community developed to 


improve and sustain the continuous learning of all 


students and all teachers. 


 


b) Uses disaggregated student data to determine teacher  


learning priorities, monitor progress, and help sustain 


continuous improvement. 


 


c) Prepares teachers to apply research and/or data-driven 


processes to decision making.  


 


d) Supports school-based and job-embedded professional 


development opportunities. 


 


e) Supports the educational needs of all staff by providing 


differentiated training opportunities. 


 


f) Provides educators with the knowledge and skills to 


collaborate with each other, and to involve families and 


other stakeholders appropriately. 


 


g) Helps deepen educators’ content knowledge, provides 


them with research-based instructional strategies to 


assist students in meeting rigorous academic standards, 


Evolving since 


May 2010. 


Executive Director; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Learning Team. 


The Differentiated 


Professional Development 


Program is developed and 


included in the school 


Instruction Handbook. 


Additional cost 


reported underneath 


and included in the 


budget. 
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and prepares them to use various types of classroom 


assessments appropriately. 


 


h) Includes an annual opportunity for a needs assessment 


survey to be given to all staff. 


 


i) Requires an annual evaluation of the plan based on 


student achievement and staff needs. 


 


2.   Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Pre-Implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention 


Reading Program.  
 


a) Design and implement a self-learning program 


designed to provide the expert-level knowledge and 


skills required to formulate and develop a RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading Program. 


 


b) Attend 2010 Charter School Starter Program and 


several other workshops organized by the Arizona 


Charter Schools Association. 


 


c) Attend 2010-2011 Arizona Department of Education’s 


School Improvement and Intervention Quarterly 


Training. 


 


d) Continue to self-educate on charter school education 


leadership, administration and management. 


 


e) Governance training workshop for School Board 


members. 


 


Ongoing since 


May 2010. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


By July 15, 


2012. 


Executive Director. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Executive Director. 


Evidence provided with the 


writing of this application. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Attendance list from 


governance training meeting. 


 


 


No additional cost 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Cost of $1,500 


included in the 


budget. 


3.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Early-Stage Implementation of the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading Program: Pre-Service Training.  
 


 


a) All staffs have individual professional development 


portfolios where their personal and professional 


Jul 30- Aug 3, 


2012 


 


 


 


 


Executive Director; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


 


Activities recorded in staff 


professional education 


portfolios; and professional 


education attendance lists.  


Total cost of pre-


service training: 


$17,000 including 


cost of 


DORA/DOMA 


platforms; and 


Rubicon Atlas 
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development goals and activities are documented. 


 


 


b) All teachers and para-professionals attend the pre-


service training program on the following topics: 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy’s History, Mission, 


Philosophy and Goals. 


 RTI Early-Intervention Reading Program. 


 Common Core State Standards. 


 Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring 


System. 


 RTI Instructional Methods (Understanding by 


Design; direct and differentiated instructions; and 


block scheduling). 


 Core Knowledge, the RTI general reading core 


curriculum. 


 RTI remedial reading intervention curricula. 


 RTI Awareness Program. 


 


Curriculum Mapping 


Software.  


 Cost included in 


budget. 


 


 


4.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Early-Stage Implementation of the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading Program: Hands-On Training.  
 


a) Provide teachers with a 6-month hands-on training 


period so that they can develop and improve their skills 


in the following areas: 


 DORA platform and data analysis. 


 SRA Reading Mastery 


 Core Knowledge Sequence. 


 Instruction alignment to CCSS. 


 Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping Software. 


 Lesson plan design with Understanding by Design. 


 Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring. 


System. 


 


b) Organize follow-up training, and classroom coaching in 


the following topics: 


 Reading Mastery 


 Core Knowledge Sequence. 


 RTI instructional methods and data analysis. 


Aug 2012 – Jan 


2013.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Walkthroughs by Assistant 


Director, Curriculum & 


Instruction; and by 


Executive Director. 


 


Training information logged 


in teachers’ professional 


development portfolios;  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Total cost: $6,000 
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 Lesson plan design with Understanding by Design. 


 Unique Reader remedial reading curriculum. 


 


c) In-service and professional development programs are 


held every Wednesday afternoon through the school 


professional learning community. 


  


5.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Full Implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention 


Reading Program in Year-1.  


 
a) Teachers and para-professionals attend online training 


on: 


 Instruction for English Language Learners. 


 Use of technology in instruction. 


 RTI remedial reading methods. 


 Cooperative learning. 


 


b) Teachers continue to attend in-service and professional 


development programs organized every Wednesday 


afternoon.   


 


Feb – May 2013 


 


 


 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


 


 


Training information logged 


in teachers’ professional 


development portfolios;  


 


Total cost: $4,000 


6.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Full Implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention 


Reading Program in Year-2.  


 


 


a) Provide pre-service training for new and returning 


teachers; and hands-on experience for new teachers on 


the following: 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy’s History, Mission, 


Philosophy and Goals. 


 RTI Early-Intervention Reading Program. 


 Common Core State Standards. 


 Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring 


System. 


 RTI Instructional Methods (Understanding by 


Design; direct and differentiated instructions; and 


block scheduling). 


Jul 2013- May  


2014  


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Executive Director. 


Attendance lists;  


Training information logged 


in teachers’ professional 


development portfolios; 


Results of  


 


 


 


Total cost: $11,500 
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 Reading Mastery and Core Knowledge, the RTI 


general reading core curriculum. 


 RTI remedial reading intervention curricula. 


 RTI Awareness Program. 


 


b) In July and January, administer a needs assessment 


survey to all school faculty to determine their 


educational; use the assessment results to design 


Wednesday in-service and professional development 


programs. 


 


c) Develop an internal training team that will conduct 


most of the training in Year-3. 


 


d) Teachers continue to attend in-service and professional 


development programs organized every Wednesday 


afternoon. 


  


e) Evaluate the whole professional development plan at 


the end of the school year.   
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


Objective: Students will 


demonstrate understanding 


of what a fiesta is and that a 


fiesta often includes a piñata 


through a pictorial 


representation and sentence. 


 


Read pages 37-43 in 


Mexico: A New True Book. 


Objective: Students will 


identify Independence 


Day as an important day 


in Mexico.  Students will 


write 2 facts about 


Mexican Independence 


Day. 


 


Review what a fiesta is in 


Objective: Students will 


demonstrate knowledge 


of Christmas in Mexico. 


Students will make a web 


about Christmas in 


Mexico.  


 


Gather the children 


together and show them a 


Objective:  Students will 


demonstrate knowledge 


of the Day of the Dead. 


 


Ask students what they 


do for Halloween. Ask if 


they know when 


Halloween is celebrated. 


Tell students that in 


Objective: Students 


will show an 


understanding of 


important Mexican 


holidays by writing 5 


sentences.  


 


First, remind 


students that 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – First Grade Writing 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


First Grade Expository Writing N/A Writing is a Fiesta! 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in 5 days 3
rd


 Quarter How to make a list, summarize ideas, write journal entries to document learning. 


Students should know that a complete sentence includes a capital letter at the beginning, complete 


thought, and punctuation.  Students should have some training in the use of graphic organizers, 


specifically a Venn Diagram and a Web.  Student should possess basic knowledge about the geography 


of Mexico and its Indian and Spanish heritage. 


   Unit Description 


This unit integrates a cultural study of the country of Mexico with an expository writing unit. At the conclusion of the unit, students will complete a writing 


piece discussing the cultural holidays of Mexico. 


Common Core 


Standards 


CCSS 1.W.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide 


some sense of closure. 
 


 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


Students will be assessed on Standard 1.W.2. The students will write 5 sentences about holidays in Mexico when given a topic 


sentence. The page they are given will say, “In Mexico, they celebrate many holidays.” Students will add 5 sentences on this 


paper using their writing journal to help them include all their learning from the unit. 


Assessment Scoring  The writing assessment will be worth 15 points. 


Students are expected to write a total of 5 sentences. Each sentence will be worth 2 points. This will make a total of 10 points. 


Sentences will be given one point for having correct conventions, and 1 point for having a factual topic. Additionally, students 


will be given 3 points if all sentences are on topic, and 2 points if the piece has a sense of closure. See the rubric at the end of this 


lesson.  Mastery: 80%. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Mexico: A New True Book, student writing journals, pictures of piñatas (paper or electronic), paper bags and candy to make 


piñatas, copies of Venn diagrams. Poinsettia plant, pictures of people celebrating Las Posadas, Day of the Dead by Tony 


Johnston and Jeannette Winter 
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Emphasize that a fiesta is a 


party. Have students make a 


t-chart in their writing 


journal of when they have 


parties in their family. 


Tell students that in Mexico, 


a piñata is used at fiestas to 


help celebrate. A piñata is 


filled with candy so that 


when it is broken the candy 


comes out. Children always 


enjoy piñatas. Ask students 


if they have ever had a 


piñata at one of their parties. 


Allow students time to share 


about this tradition. 


Show students pictures of 


piñatas and people playing 


with them at parties. 


Direct students in the 


making of piñatas by 


decorating paper bags and 


filling them with candy. 


 


  


Mexico.  


Ask students what their 


favorite holiday is. Take 


all answers. Direct 


conversation to the 4th of 


July. Students should be 


able to tell you why we 


celebrate the 4th of July 


because this was 


previously taught in the 


American Revolution 


Unit. Remind students 


that It’s our Independence 


Day. Tell students that 


Mexicans have an 


Independence Day too. 


Read pages 22-26 in 


Mexico: A New True 


Book.  


Compare our 


Independence Day to 


Mexico’s Independence 


Day using a Venn 


Diagram. 


Direct students on how to 


fold their paper in half 


and what is expected on 


each half of their paper. 


One half will have a 


drawing of celebrating 


Mexican Independence, 


and one half will have a 


drawing of celebrating 


American independence. 


 


poinsettia plant. Pass it 


around so they can have a 


good look. Ask them 


what they notice about the 


plant, and then tell them a 


little about it. Tell them 


that this plant is important 


to Mexican Christmas 


traditions. 


 


Depending on time, read 


Tomie DePaola’s The 


Legend of the Poinsettia. 


If time does not allow, 


share a basic version of 


this legend. 


 


Explain that most 


Mexicans celebrate 


Christmas. In Mexico, the 


people do not just 


celebrate for one night! 


Christmas holidays start 


on December 16th and 


last 9 nights. Their 


celebrations focus more 


on the religious aspect of 


the holiday. Each night 


families act out the 


journey that Mary and 


Joseph made to 


Bethlehem. They knock 


on doors asking for 


shelter (a place to keep 


warm and dry). At the last 


Mexico, they celebrate a 


holiday called “Dia de 


los Muertos” which 


means, “The Day of the 


Dead.” It is celebrated at 


the same time as our 


Halloween, but is a very 


different celebration. 


This day is for 


remembering family 


members that have dies, 


and it is an extremely 


important day in 


Mexican families. 


 


Read students Day of the 


Dead. Discuss the things 


that people in Mexico do 


on the Day of the Dead. 


 


Give students a calavera 


mask. Talk about the 


skeleton as a symbol of 


Day of the Dead. Discuss 


why the skeleton would 


be a symbol. 


 


After students have 


colored their masks and 


assembled them, have 


students open their 


writing journals. 


Students should draw 


lines on their paper to 


divide it into 4 boxes. In 


different countries 


have different 


holidays. Tell 


students that today 


you are going to 


write about holidays 


in America so they 


have a sample of 


what you expect. 


Model the sample of 


what is expected 


(you could write this 


as a class).  


 


Then, give students a 


paper that says, “In 


Mexico, they 


celebrate many 


holidays.” Students 


will then write 5 


additional sentences 


that go with this 


topic and show a 


sense of closure. 
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Tell students the 


expectations for writing 


two sentences about 


Mexican independence 


based on what was 


learned today. 


 


place, the families are 


welcomed in and 


celebrate with a piñata 


and fiesta. Have students 


act out their own Posada 


by going to prearranged 


classrooms on campus 


and seeing if there is 


“room.” 


 


On a large piece of chart 


paper, make a web that 


students can see. Have 


students give words that 


tell about Mexican 


Christmas celebrations. 


Get students started with 


3 or 4 words, then have 


students create their own 


webs with more words, 


including new words. 


each box they should 


draw and label a picture 


that tells something 


about the Day of the 


Dead. 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Students will listen 


attentively to the reading of 


a story. 


Students will create a t-chart 


in their writing journal about 


holidays. 


Students will participate in a 


discussion of piñatas and 


share their background 


knowledge. 


Students are going to make 


their own piñatas. See if they 


remember what is usually 


Students participate in a 


review of fiestas. 


 


Students will share their 


favorites holidays. 


 


The students fill in their 


own Venn Diagram with 


teacher guidance and 


modeling. 


 


Students will fold a piece 


of paper in half and draw 


Students will observe and 


talk about a fiesta. 


 


Students will listen to the 


story of The Legend of 


the Poinsettia. 


 


Students will listen to an 


explanation of Christmas 


in Mexico and participate 


in a Posada through 


different classrooms. 


 


Students will participate 


in a discussion about 


Halloween and what they 


do on that day. 


 


Students will listen to a 


discussion of what Dia de 


los Muertos is. 


 


Students will listen to a 


reading of the book Day 


of the Dead. 


 


Students will 


participate in the 


writing of a class 


paragraph about 


American holidays. 


 


Students will write 


their 5 sentences on 


the appropriate 


paper about 


Mexican holidays. 
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inside a piñata (candy). 


Pass out paper bags, bags of 


candy, scissors, glue, and 


tissue paper to the students. 


 


As a final assessment of this 


lesson, have students draw a 


picture of a fiesta with a 


piñata in their writing 


journals. Have students write 


one sentence at the bottom 


telling about their picture. 


a Mexican Independence 


day celebration on one 


half, and an American 


Independence Day 


celebration on the other 


half. 


 


To assess learning from 


this day, students will 


write two sentences about 


how Mexican 


Independence Day is 


celebrated in their writing 


journals. 


 


Students will give input 


to create a web about 


Christmas in Mexico. 


Then, they will create 


their own web in their 


writing journals. 


Students will make and 


color calavera masks. 


 


Students will draw 4 


pictures about the Day of 


the Dead and write a 


word or two about each 


picture in their writing 


journals. 
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Grade 1 Writing Assessment:  Writing is a Fiesta! 
 


Rubric for Final Assessment 


 


5 Sentences: 


 


Sentence 1: _____/2 


 


Sentence 2: _____/2 


 


Sentence 3: _____/2 


 


Sentence 4: _____/2 


 


Sentence 5 _____/2 


 


All sentences are on topic  _____/3 


1- Few Sentences are on topic 


2- Most Sentences are on topic 


3- All Sentences are on topic 


 


The piece has a sense of closure _____/2 


1- There is a final sentence, but it doesn’t “close” 


2- There is a clear feeling of closure 


 


Total Score: _____/15 (12 points needed for master 
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 


TABLE 1-- OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURES / OVERHEAD 
Pre-Opening Administrative Overhead Reported In Year 1 


 


Ex. Director Adm. Fee Feb-Jul 2012 + 7% Tax Start-Up Budget $19,260 


Office Manager July 2012 Salary + 7% Tax Start-Up Budget $1,975 


1 Clerk July 2012 Salary + 7% Payroll Tax  Start-Up Budget $1,540 


Marketing/Advertising Start-Up Budget $11,224  


Marketing/Advertising Reserve Fund Start-Up Budget $9,792 


Purchased Services (Acctg, legal, consultants) Start-Up Budget $916 


Property/Casualty Insurance Deposit Start-Up Budget $321 


Liability Insurance Start-Up Budget $750 


Utilities Deposit Start-Up Budget $1,000  


Phone Deposit Start-Up Budget $500  


Copier/Fax Budget Start-Up Budget $1,000  


Secretarial Services Budget Start-Up Budget $1,000  


TOTAL PRE-OPENING OVERHEAD 
 


$49,278 


Post-Opening Administrative Overhead Reported In Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 


66% Executive Director Salary 3-Yr Oper Budget $49,500  $52,470  $55,618  


1 School Nurse Salary 3-Yr Oper Budget --- $48,000  $49,920  


1 Office Manager/Adm Assistant 3-Yr Oper Budget $24,960  $25958  $26,997 


2 Receptionist/Clerk 3-Yr Oper Budget $37,440  $38,938  $40,495  


1 Custodial/Maintenance 3-Yr Oper Budget $21,000  $21,840  $22,714  


0.5 Accounting/Student Affairs Clerk 3-Yr Oper Budget --- $9,734  $10,124  


Total Employee Benefits  3-Yr Oper Budget $26,580  $39,388  $41,173  


Office Supplies (Paper, Postage, etc.) 3-Yr Oper Budget $10,000  $15,872 $16,348 


Purchased Services (Acctng Services, Legal)  3-Yr Oper Budget $11,000  $17,459 $17,983 


Auditor Fees 3-Yr Oper Budget --- $8,000 $8,240 


Post-Opening Operations and Maintenance 
Overhead Reported In Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 


Supplies 3-Yr Oper Budget $12,000 $16,210 $21,897 


Marketing/Advertising 3-Yr Oper Budget $15,148 $20,462 $21,076 


Purchased Services (Custodial/Maintenance) 3-Yr Oper Budget $18,000 $24,315 $32,845 


School Facility Lease 3-Yr Oper Budget $142,262 $227,911 $267,815 


Property/Casualty Insurance 3-Yr Oper Budget $7,712 $10,418 $10,730 


Liability Insurance 3-Yr Oper Budget $14,400 $19,452 $20,035 


Utilities (Electric, Gas, Water, Waste) 3-Yr Oper Budget $25,200 $34,041 $35,062 


Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 3-Yr Oper Budget $6,000 $8,105 $8,348 


Office Furniture & Other Equipment 3-Yr Oper Budget $8,000 $4,627 $2,723 


Office Technology Equipment 3-Yr Oper Budget $10,500 $2,704 $2,785 


Loan payment 3-Yr Oper Budget --- $48,221 $30,024 


Security. 3-Yr Oper Budget $4,200 $5,673 $5,844 


Total Operational Expenditures 
 


$494,738 $666,160 $716,177 
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 


C.5. OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURES/OVERHEAD 


C.5.a. Overhead Expenditures 


Administrative and operational/maintenance expenses are considered overhead expenses; and 


together they constitute the total fixed expenses that SPA will absorb to run the school 


operations. To sum up: 


Total Fixed Expenses = Total Administrative Expenses + Total Operational/Maintenance 


Expenses. 


As shown in Table 1, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) total fixed expenses will be made of: 


1) Pre-Opening Administrative Overhead Expenditures; 2) Post-Opening Administrative 


Overhead Expenditures; and 3) Post-Opening Operations and Maintenance Overhead.  


Pre-Opening Administrative Overhead Expenditures 


Assumptions 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will incur these administrative expenditures between 


January 2012 after the charter contract award, and July 2012 before school open.  


 Besides payroll tax benefits, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will not pay any other 


employee benefits during the pre-opening period (January to July 2012). 


 As shown in Table 1, these expenses will be reported in the Start-Up Budget and will total 


$49,278.  


Pre-Opening Administrative Expenses 


The pre-opening administrative expenses are listed as following on Table 1: 


 Executive Director six-month administrative fee will be $19,260. He will receive 


$3,000/month with a 7% payroll tax from February to July 2012. 


 The Office Manager salary for July 2012 with 7% payroll tax will be $1,975.  


 One Clerk salary for July 2012 with 7% payroll tax will be $1,540.   


 The marketing/advertising expenditure required to implement Phase-1 Pre-Opening 


Advertising and Promotion Program will be $11,224.  


 SPA will have a Marketing/Advertising Reserve Fund of $9,792 that will be used if school 


open in 2013 instead of 2012 or if additional marketing funds are needed.  


 Purchased accounting, legal and consultants services: $916. 


 Property/casualty insurance deposit: $321. 
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 Liability insurance deposit: $750. 


 Utilities deposit for electricity, gas, water and sewage: $1,000.  


 Phone Deposit: $500. 


 Copier/Fax Budget: $1,000. 


 Secretarial Services Budget: $1,000. 


Post-Opening Administrative Overhead Expenditures 


Assumptions 


 These expenditures will incur after Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) opens on July 6, 


2012. 


 The costs of administrative materials will increase by 3% per year due to inflation; and from 


year to year, a specific expense will increase with the increasing number of students.  


 These costs are reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget.  


Post-Opening Administrative Expenses 


 The Executive Director will derive 66% of his $75,000 annual salary from his administrative 


duties.  His salary is budgeted to increase by 6% per year. Year 1: $49,500. Year 2: $52,470. 


Year 3: $55,618.  


 SPA will hire a school nurse in Year 2; and his/her salary will increase by 4% from Year 2 to 


Year 3. Year 2: $48,000. Year 3: $49,920. 


 The School will have an Office Manager who will also act as an administrative assistant at a 


salary of $24,960 in Year 1 with 4% increase every year. Year 2: $25,958. Year 3: $26,997. 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will start with one receptionist in July 2012 but 


ultimately SPA will have two receptionists by the end of that month. Each will be paid 


$18,720 per year in Year 1with a 4% increase annually. Year 2: $19,469. Year 3: $20,248. 


 The Custodial/Maintenance worker will receive a salary of $21,000 in Year 1 with a 4% 


increase thereafter. Year 2: $21,840. Year 3: $22,714.  


 SPA will hire a part-time (50% FTE) accounting/student affairs clerk in Year 2 at an annual 


salary of $9,734 with a potential of 4% increase thereafter.  Year 2: $9,734. Year 3: $10,124. 


 SPA will contribute funds equivalent to 20% of the salary of full-time employees to their 


benefit accounts. Part-time employees will receive the equivalent of 7% of their salaries as 


payroll tax benefits and no other employee benefits. Total employee benefits for 


administrative and operational staffs: Year 1, $26,580. Year 2, $39,388. Year 3, $41,173.   
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 The School will budget $10,000 for office supplies in Year 1; and more funds will be 


available for office supplies in Year 2 and 3 as the number of students increase from 244 to 


320 and 376 respectively. Year 2: $15,872. Year 3: $16,348.  


 Purchased Services (accounting, legal): Year 1, $11,000. Year 2, $17,459. Year 3, $17,983. 


 Auditor Fees will amount to $8,000 in Year 2; and $8,240 in Year 3.    


Post-Opening Operations and Maintenance Overhead Expenditures 


Assumptions 


 Post-opening operations and maintenance expenditures will start incurring after school open 


in July 6, 2012.  


 SPA used the following three sources of information to estimate Year 1 expenditures: the 


Arizona Charter Schools Association data, information provided by two local charter schools 


with the same demographics as SPA, and market research studies. Year 1 cost was converted 


to a cost per student since SPA intents to enroll 244 students in Year 1. The costs of goods in 


Year 2 and 3 were then determined from the Year 1 cost/student with a 3% increase per year 


for inflation. SPA will have 320 and 376 students in Year 2 and 3 respectively. 


 Although all the expenditures are budgeted for the acquisition of brand new equipment, SPA 


will buy used furniture through vendors associated with the Arizona Association of Charters 


Schools. However, SPA will not purchase used electronic equipment (computers …).  


 The post-opening operations and maintenance overhead as shown in Table 1 are reported in 


the 3-Year Operational Budget. 


Post-Opening Operations and Maintenance Overhead 


 Supplies 


 Year 1, $12,000. Year 2, $16,210. Year 3, $21,897. These expenses increase from year to year 


with the increasing number of students and with inflation (3% per year). 


 Marketing/Advertising 


In Year 1, SPA will run it Phase-2 Post Opening Advertising and Promotion Program at a cost 


$15,148. Year 2 and 3 estimates are $20,462 and $21,076 respectively. 


 Purchased Services (Custodial/Maintenance) 


A local cleaning company provided the cost estimate for custodial services in Year 1 ($21,000). 


The Year 2 and 3 expenses are estimated to be $28,367 and $38,319 respectively; these cost 


increase with the number of students and with inflation.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will hire a company to clean the school.  


 School Facility Lease 
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To estimate the facility lease payment, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) makes the following 


assumptions that are corroborated by the Ike Isaacson, Vice President of Brokerage Services at 


CBRE (letter enclosed): 


o  $9.69/sf/year is the average lease rate of facilities suitable for school operations in 


the target area ($6.69/sf/yr average lease rate + $3/sf/yr operational expenses).   


o $20/sf for the tenant improvement (TI) is a reasonable cost of the renovation required 


to bring the facility to school codes.  


o The facility owner takes care of all the tenant improvements and this expense is added 


to the lease payment with an 8% annual interest rate; the TI expense is paid over 5 


years.  


In addition, SPA used the recommendations for school facilities square footage provided by 


Arizona Administrative Code R7-6-210 and by the National Charter School Resource Center to 


determine that with 244 students in Year 1, the School will require an 11,985 sf facility; 15,718 


sf in Year 2 with 320 students; and 18,470 sf in Year 3 with 376 students.  


With this information, SPA has estimated the lease rates to be $142,262 in Year 1; $227,911 in 


Year 2; and $267,815 in Year 3. There is a 3% increase in lease rate from year to year. 


These three annual lease rates account for 11% of revenues in Year 1 and 13% in both Year 2 


and 3; that is, less than the maximum 20% of revenues recommended by commercial lenders 


(Diamond, 2010; Charity Navigator, 2010). 


 Property/Casualty Insurance 


This expense has been estimated to be $7,712 in Year 1; it will increase with the increasing 


number of students in Year 2 and 3 to $10,418 and $10,730. 


 Liability Insurance 


This expense will amount to $14,400; $19,452; and $20,035 in Year 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 


 Utilities (Electric, Gas, Water and Sewage) 


Year 1: $25,200. Year 2: $34,041. Year 3: $35,062. 


 Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 


Year 1: $6,000. Year 2: $8,105. Year 3: $8,348. 


 Office Furniture & Other Equipment 


Year 1: $8,000. Year 2: $4,627. Year 3: $2,783. 


 Office Technology Equipment 
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These funds will be use to buy computers, and heavy-duty commercial printers for the front 


office. The estimated expenditures are $10,500 in Year 1; $2,704 in Year 2 or a 25% 


replacement cost for Year 1 equipment in Year 2. Year 3: $2,785. 


 Loan Payment 


Dr. Abougou and Mrs. Dyer-Abougou will provide Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) with 


two loans totaling $62,150 and payable in two years, starting in Year 2 at 10% annual interest 


rate. The payments will be $48,221 and $30,024 respectively in Year 2 and 3. 


Financial Feasibility Analysis of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) project 


 


 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 


EXPENDITURE DATA    


School Facility Lease $142,262 $227,911 $267,815 


Total Instructional Expenditures $797,714 $970,557 $1,058,001 


Total Administrative Expenditures $180,480 $277,660 $289,612 


Total Operations & Maintenance Expenditures $263,422 $422,137 $459,243 


Total School Expenditures $1,241,616 $1,670,354 $1,806,856 


REVENUE DATA    


Projected Students Enrollment 244 320 376 


Number of Students used for Budget Calculations 222 294 347 


Total Equalization Revenues $1,347,392 $1,764,210 $2,064,106 


FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY INDICATORS    


Total Administrative Expenditure / Total Revenues 13% 16% 14% 


School Facility Lease / Total Revenues 11% 13% 13% 


Instructional Expenditures / Total Revenues 59% 55% 51% 


Breakeven Student Enrollment for Operations/Maintenance Exp 44 70 77 


Breakeven Student Enrollment for SPA Project Total Expenses 215 273 296 


Table 2. Financial Feasibility Data of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA)


 


Using the information presented in Table 2 leads to the conclusion that Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) will be a successful financial project because: 


 The administrative expenses will be reasonable since they will use 13%, 16% and 14% of the 


school equalization revenues in Year 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
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 The facility lease expense will also be reasonable and within the recommended ranges for 


commercial operations; that is less than 20% of revenue (Diamond, 2010; Charity Navigator, 


2010). Indeed, the facility lease expenses will amount to 11% of revenues in Year 1 and 13% 


in Year 2 and 3. 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use the state equalization revenues adequately 


because over 50% of these funds will be used to cover instructional expenditures (Diamond, 


2010; Charity Navigator, 2010). Instructional expenses will account for 59%, 55% and 51% 


of revenues in Year 1, 2 and 3 respectively.  


 Enough students will enroll to generate the revenues required for operations and 


maintenance. Indeed, in Year 1, 2 and 3 at least 44, 70 and 77 student-generating revenues 


(or 54, 80 and 87 total student enrollment) will be needed to enroll to generate the revenues 


needed for operations and maintenance. The projected enrollments of students-generating 


revenues in Year 1, 2 and 3 are respectively 222, 294 and 347; that corresponds to total 


enrollments of 244, 320 and 376 for Year 1, 2 and 3.  


 Enough students will enroll at SPA to cover all the instructional and operational/maintenance 


activities since the breakeven of students-generating revenues are 207, 278 and 301 while 


their projected enrollments are 222, 294 and 347 for Year 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 


Note: the number of students-generating revenue is calculated as following: 


Total student enrollment – 50% kindergarten enrollment – 5% total enrollment. 


Using Year 1 enrollment as an example, with an enrollment projected at 244 students and 


with 1 kindergarten class with 20 students. The number of students that SPA will use to 


calculate the equalization revenues provided by the state of Arizona is:   


244 – (50% x 20) – (244 x 5%) = 222. 


SPA is using 50% kindergarten enrollment because kindergarteners receive only 50% of state 


equalization funds.  


SPA decreases the enrollment by 5% to be conservative and account for students who will 


register but not show up at school.    


C.5.b. Financial Arrangements and Timeline for Securing 


Goods. 


Financial Arrangements for Securing Goods 


The following three examples come from a long list of activities initiated and conducted by 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) to make the financial arrangements needed to secure the 


school facility or lease guarantee, and the goods required for school operations.  
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Financial Arrangements made by securing $62,150 Personal Loans 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will receive two loans amounting to $62,150 from the 


personal funds of Dr. Abougou and Mrs. Dyer-Abougou. These funds will be available to SPA 


once a charter contract is awarded and signed by Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Foundation. The loan proceeds will allow SPA to secure goods in a timely manner so that the 


School can be open in August 2012. The loan proceeds are reported in the Start-Up Budget. 


Financial Arrangements made with Facility Owner(s) on Tenant Improvement Costs  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has conducted an extensive due diligence with regard to the 


academic and financial feasibility of this school project. In this process, SPA has learned that to 


secure long-term lease on their properties, commercial facilities owners finance the tenant 


improvements needed to meet customers’ needs. These tenant improvement costs are then added 


to the facility lease rates at shown by the enclosed letter from Ike Isaacson, Vice President at 


CBRE.  


SPA intends to use this process to get a school ready facility with the facility owner(s) handling 


all tenant improvement costs. 


Financial Arrangements made with Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI)  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has been involved in some positive financial arrangement 


negotiations with a national community development financial institution (CDFI) that specializes 


solely in charter school financing and that has been very active in the financing of charter school 


facilities in Arizona. These financial arrangements will move to higher gears once a charter 


contract is awarded to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) in January 2012. The CDFI will 


either act as a “co-signer” on the facility lease agreement or through its Turnkey Development 


Program will finance, design, and renovate a build to suit facility for SPA. 


This financial arrangement will positively affect the outcome of this project. 


Timeline for Securing Goods 


Important Assumption about the Timeline 


This timeline is developed on the assumption that school will start in August 2012. However, it 


is possible that Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is also ready and prepare to start school in 


2013 if a certificate of educational occupancy is not secure in early enough in 2012. In this 


situation, SPA will set aside $9,792 in a Marketing/Advertising Reserve Fund for the additional 


advertising and promotion expenditures that will be required for adequate coverage in 2013. 


June – December 2011  


Apply for Charter Contract and Conduct Preliminary Real Estate Financial Discussions 


and Arrangements 



http://www.csdc.org/what-we-do/real-estate-services.aspx

http://www.csdc.org/what-we-do/real-estate-services.aspx
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 June 30, 2011; Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation applies for a charter school 


contract with the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools 


 Jean-Claude Abougou, PhD., MBA, President of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Foundation initiates exploratory financial arrangement discussions for securing funding for 


the school facility with a local bank and two Community Development Financial Institutions 


(CDFIs), and with a few real estate brokers. 


 Dr. Abougou works with a real estate broker to identify school facilities that would require as 


little tenant improvements as possible to be brought to school code.  


 Dr. Abougou initiates discussions with his real estate broker about facility owners financing 


tenant improvements and starting the renovations soon after the charter contract is awarded 


to SPA in January 2012. 


January 2012 


SPA Receive Loan Proceeds; Apply for AZ CSP Grant and Secure Facility Financing 


through a Community Development Financial Organization (CDFI)  


 Charter school contract is awarded by the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools; and the 


contract is accepted and signed by Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation. 


 SPA receives $62,150 from loans secured from Jean-Claude Abougou and Donka Dyer-


Abougou accounts. 


 Dr. Abougou applies for the Arizona Charter School Program (AZ CSP) Start-Up Grant. 


 Dr. Abougou submits a formal application to the Community Development Financial 


Institution (CDFI) to secure funding and/or lease guarantee for the school facility. 


 Dr. Abougou formally hires the current real estate agent who has been in the project since 


2010. 


February 2012 


SPA Hire the Executive Director on Full-Time Basis; Develop Advertising and Marketing 


Product and Initiate Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program 


 The Executive Director of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA), Dr. Abougou, starts working 


full-time on the school project and receives a monthly administrative fee of $3,000/month 


plus 7% payroll tax benefit. This administrative fee will be adjusted properly if more funding 


becomes available.  


For 6 months (February-July 2012), the Executive Director will be paid an administrative fee 


totaling $19,260.  


This administrative overhead expense is reported in the Start-Up Budget as shown in Table 


1. 
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SPA will not provide employee benefits to any employee before school start on August 6, 


2012. The School will provide only payroll tax benefits. 


 No office space is rented for the school. Dr Abougou will work from his home but he will 


have the freedom to contract with an outside company that provides secretarial services. He 


will have a $1,000 budget for secretarial services and $1,000 for xeroxing and faxing 


expenses.  


These administrative expenses are recorded in the Start-Up Budget as shown in Table 1. 


 SPA initiate Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program with the full 


implementation of the following advertising and marketing plans: 


o Word of Mouth Advertising Plan through SPA Foundation Corporate Directors, 


friends and supporters. 


o Online Advertising Plan through the school website and ads placed in social networks 


such as Facebook, MySpace, Google and Tweeter. 


o Outdoor Advertising Plan through the lease of two poster billboards from Clear 


Channel.  


o Newspapers/Online Advertising Plan with advertisements placed in The Arizona 


Daily Star and its online edition. 


o Direct Interaction Advertising and Promotion Plan where SPA staffs and supporters 


have face-to-face meetings or direct person-to-person phone interactions with those 


interested in the School.  


SPA uses has allocated $11,224 for the implementation of the Phase 1 Pre-Opening 


Advertising and Promotion; and a $9,792 Marketing/Adverting Reserve Fund is kept in 


reserves to be used if school open in 2013 instead of 2012.  


These operational expenditures are reported in the Start-Up Budget as shown in Table 1.   


 SPA recruits additional School Board Members to reach and surpass the minimum stipulated 


by Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation’s bylaws. The School will organize a 


training session on governance and board for this group on July 15, 2012 


 SPA finalizes funding and/or lease guarantee transactions for school facility with the specific 


Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) that is well known for financing 


several charter schools in Arizona. 


March – June 2012 


Start Tenant Improvement; Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion is Running 


at Full Speed; Hire Teachers and Non-Teaching Staffs; Order Instructional Resources; 


Secure Certificate of Educational Occupancy.   
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 No later than March 15, 2012: School facility owners start tenant improvement with the 


financial support and/or lease guarantee provided by the Community Development Financial 


Institution (CDFI); or the CDFI itself uses it Turnkey Development Program to renovate the 


facility for SPA.  


In both case, the CDFI guarantees the payments for the first and last months of lease. 


Therefore, SPA will have no lease payment due in July 2012 when it will take possession of 


the school facility. 


 SPA hires the Assistant Director of Curriculum and Instruction. He/she will start on July 1, 


2012 and will receive one-month salary ($3,846) and 7% payroll tax deduction or $4,115 for 


the month of July 2012. This instructional expense is reported on the Start-Up Budget. No 


other employee benefits will be provided.  


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) interviews and hires teachers; their first day of work 


will be when school open on August 6, 2012. However, they will attend a 5-day pre-service 


training from July 30 to August 3, 2012 and teachers will receive a pre-service stipend of 


$654 for teachers including a 7% allowance for payroll taxes. Non-teaching staff and teacher 


aides will receive $440.  This payment will total $11,803 and will be included in the first 


regular paycheck that employees will receive in August 2012. It is not reported here because 


it is an educational not an operational expense.  


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) interviews and hires non-teaching staffs. The starting 


day for the Business Manager and one of the two clerks is July 1, 2012. These two 


employees receive their salary for July 2012 + 7% payroll tax; that is, $1,978 and $1,540 


respectively for the Office Manager and the Clerk.  


These administrative expenses are reported in the Start-Up Budget.  


 Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program is in full swing. Dr. Abougou who 


has formal training in marketing and business administration (MBA), and field experience in 


the marketing and launch of pharmaceutical products will direct and implement all the 


advertising and promotion activities associated with SPA Advertising and Marketing 


Program.  


 May 2012  


o SPA orders all curriculum and instructional resources (books, furniture, computers…) 


for delivery in July 18-31, 2012. Except for electronic equipment like computers that 


will be ordered brand new; the School will purchase used books and furniture with a 


delivery date of July 18-31, 2012.  


o SPA uses the Arizona Charter Schools Association Joint Purchasing Program to buy 


goods at discount prices. 
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o SPA negotiates and convinces vendors to accept payments in three monthly 


installments starting on July 18, 2012 for major brand new curriculum and 


instructional expenditures.  


 June 2012 


o By the end of May, the renovation of the school facility is advanced enough to qualify 


and pass the certificate of educational occupancy visit in early June 2012. 


o SPA make the following payments for services required when the school facility open 


in July: 


  $916 for accounting/legal. 


 $507 for the first monthly payment of SAIS software. 


 $1,000 for the utility deposit (gas, electric, water and waste). 


 $500 for phone deposit. 


 $321 for property insurance deposit. 


 $750 for liability insurance deposit. 


These operational expenses are reported in the Start-Up Budget. 


July 1, 2012 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Takes Possession of a School-Ready Facility; Assistant 


Director and Office Staffs Start Working Full-Time; Instructional Resources ordered in 


May 2012 are received on July 18-31, 2012; Pre-Service Training Starts.    


 July 1 SPA receives the keys of the facility that has received a certificate of educational 


occupancy. 


 July 3 First day of work for Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction; Office Manager 


and one Clerk. 


 July 15 Board Governance Training for School Board Members. 


 July 30-August 3 All staffs attend Pre-Service training. SPA hires consultants to run this 


training conjointly at a cost of $5,000; and $1,500 in pre-service curriculum training is 


purchased. These two educational/instructional expenditures are reported in the Start-Up 


Budget. 


 July 18 - 31 Instructional resources ordered in May are delivered. 


 July 30 – August 3 Pre-service training for all school staffs takes place. 


 Full implementation of the Direct Interaction Advertising and Promotion Plan at School. 


 Open house during the whole month of July.  
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August 6, 2012: First day of school.  


C.5.c. Overhead Expenditures Reported in Start-Up 


Budget and 3-Year Operational Budget.  


All overhead expenditures are reported in the Start-Up Budget or the 3-Year Operational Budget 


as shown in Table 1 and throughout the narrative. 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


Ask students the difference 


between fiction and 


informational (non-fiction) 


text.  


 


Introduce the informational 


text types  (expository and 


persuasive texts.) List 


examples of each type of 


 


Review previous day’s 


lesson regarding 


persuasive and expository 


texts. Discuss the purpose 


of each type of text and 


examples of each.  


 


Arrange students in 


groups of four and 


 


Review previous day’s 


lesson regarding 


persuasive and 


expository texts. 


 


Distribute copies of 


“Statue of Liberty 


National Monument 


History and Culture” and 


 


Review previous day’s 


lesson regarding 


persuasive and 


expository texts. 


 


Distribute copies of “The 


Manufacturer and 


Builder” and read aloud 


to the class.  


 


Assessment:  


Distribute copies of 


“Editor’s Easy 


Chair.”  


 


Instruct students to 


work independently 


to read the text and 


write a one to two 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Sixth Grade Reading 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Grade 6 Reading  Examining Historical Documents:  The Statue of Liberty 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in  


5 Days 


2
nd


 Semester Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Reading according to the Common Core State Standards.  


Background knowledge of the Statue of Liberty as a symbol of hope for immigrants to the United 


States. 


   Unit Description 


Students will read a variety of historical documents pertaining to the construction of the Statue of Liberty. They will identify the author’s point of view or 


purpose in each text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.  


 


Common Core 


Standards 


CCSS 6.R1.6 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in the text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.  


 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


Students will read a historical document pertaining to the construction to the Statue of Liberty. They will complete a written 


response of one to two paragraphs, which explains the author’s point of view, purpose, and how these are conveyed in the text.  


 


Assessment Scoring  Students’ written response will be assessed on whether they identify the author’s point of view, purpose, and how it is conveyed in 


the text of a historical document. Writing will be assessed on ideas, organization, and conventions. A ten-point rubric will be used 


to score the responses with mastery being 80% (8/10).  


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Day 2:  Bubble- Graphic Organizer, “Statue of Liberty National Monument History and Culture” from http://www.nps.gov, 


Document Analysis Worksheet, “The Manufacturer and Builder” June 1885 from http://digital.library.cornell.edu, Document 


Analysis Worksheet, “Editor’s Easy Chair” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine February 1885 from http://digital.library.cornell.edu.  
 



http://www.nps.gov/

http://digital.library.cornell.edu/

http://digital.library.cornell.edu/
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text and have students offer 


definitions of each type of 


text. Discuss the purpose of 


each type of text. Correct 


any misunderstandings and 


have students write 


definition, purpose, and 


examples for each text type 


in their notes.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


distribute Bubble-Graphic 


Organizer. Have students 


work in groups to identify 


similarities and 


differences between 


expository and persuasive 


texts. Instruct students to 


complete the Bubble-


Graphic Organizer using 


the center- shared bubbles 


for similarities and the 


left and right columns of 


bubbles for differences.  


When groups have 


finished have each group 


present their Graphic 


Organizers to the class.  


 


read aloud to the class. 


 


After reading, discuss 


the text with students. 


Ask them to determine 


whether it is an 


expository or persuasive 


text. Ask them to explain 


how they determined it 


was an expository text. 


Clarify with students that 


this is a secondary 


source document written 


after the time period 


described, and is 


intended to inform.  


 


Distribute copies of the 


document analysis 


worksheets and model 


how to complete the 


worksheets with students 


based on the text from 


this lesson.  


 


Arrange students in 


groups of four and 


distribute document 


analysis worksheet. Have 


students work in groups 


to complete document 


analysis worksheet.  


 


 


When all groups have 


completed the worksheet 


bring class together and 


discuss their 


determination of this text 


as persuasive or 


expository. Have 


students share the 


information on their 


worksheets and how they 


came to a conclusion 


regarding the author’s 


point of view and 


purpose. 


paragraph response 


indicating the type of 


informational text, 


the author’s point of 


view, purpose, and 


how these are 


conveyed in the text.  


 


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The students will participate 


in a discussion identifying 


the types of informational 


texts. 


The students will take notes 


defining the types of 


informational texts discussed 


in the lesson. 


 


 


The students will 


participate in a discussion 


reviewing the previous 


day’s lesson regarding 


types of informational 


texts. 


Students will work 


collaboratively to 


complete a Bubble-


 


The students will 


participate in a 


discussion reviewing the 


previous day’s lesson 


regarding types of 


informational texts. 


The students will follow 


along quietly while the 


teacher reads aloud. 


 


The students will 


participate in a discussion 


reviewing the previous 


day’s lesson regarding 


types of informational 


texts. 


The students will follow 


along quietly while the 


teacher reads aloud. 


 


Assessment:  The 


students will 


independently read a 


text and write a one 


to two paragraph 


response that 


indicates the type of 


informational text, 


the author’s point of 
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Graphic Organizer 


comparing the similarities 


and differences between 


expository and persuasive 


texts. 


Working in groups, the 


students will present their 


Bubble-Graphic 


Organizers to the class. 


The students will 


participate in a 


discussion about the text 


including the type of 


informational text, the 


author’s point of view, 


and the purpose. 


 


The students will 


complete the document 


analysis worksheet as it 


is being modeled by the 


teacher. 


 


The students will work 


collaboratively to 


complete the document 


analysis worksheet for the 


text given. 


 


The students will 


participate in a discussion 


regarding the text and 


based on the completed 


document analysis 


worksheet.   


view, the purpose, 


and how these are 


conveyed in the text. 
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Assessment Rubric: Examining Historical Documents:  The Statue of Liberty 


4 3 2 1 


Response demonstrates 


thoughtful and insightful 


consideration of the text and a 


reasonable determination of the 


type of informational text. 


Response demonstrates 


thoughtful consideration of the 


text and a determination of the 


type of informational text. 


Response demonstrates some 


consideration of the text and an 


attempt at determining the type 


of informational text. 


Response demonstrates little 


consideration of the text.  It 


does not include a 


determination of the type of 


informational text or the type of 


informational text is not 


determined. 


Evidence that supports the 


determination of the type of 


informational text is present.  


The evidence matches the 


indicated author’s point of view 


and purpose of the text. 


Evidence that supports the 


determination of the type of 


informational text is present.  


Some evidence matches the 


indicated author’s point of view 


and purpose of the text. 


Some evidence that supports 


the determination of the type of 


informational text is present.  


The author’s point of view and 


purpose of the text is not 


present or does not match the 


type of informational text. 


Little evidence that supports 


the determination of the type of 


informational text is present.  


The author’s point of view and 


purpose of the text is not 


present. 


Ideas are clear and well 


organized.  Grammar, spelling, 


and capitalization are accurate. 


Ideas are generally clear and 


well organized.  Few errors in 


grammar, spelling, and 


capitalization. 


Ideas are lacking clarity and 


organization.  There are several 


errors in grammar, spelling, 


and capitalization. 


There are serious problems 


with ideas and organization.  


Major errors are present in 


grammar, spelling, and 


punctuation. 
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Hugh Thompson


From: Hugh Thompson
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 10:50 AM
To: Hugh Thompson
Subject: FW: Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation


From: Jean-Claude Abougou [mailto:drjcabougou88@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 6:46 AM 
To: Johanna Medina 
Cc: Hugh Thompson 
Subject: Re: Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation 
 
 
Friday, January 27, 2012. 
 
 
Dear Ms. Medina, 
 
 
I would like to request that Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation application package be forwarded 
to the Board for consideration. 
 
In addition, I would like to offer the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools (ASBCS) the original PDF 
application files that your office is current missing but that I re-submitted on December 15, 2011. These files 
are easily recognized and identified from other files because as PDF files you will be able to see that they were 
made on December 15, 2011 or before that date. Your office could then review these files in the event where 
your database developer cannot locate the missing files. Please let know if this is viable option for ASBCS. 
 
Thank you for taking time and consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jean-Claude Abougou, PhD., MBA 
Seneca Preparatory Academy 
Tucson, Arizona 








2012-2013 Application Cycle 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation - Revised Application Scoring Rubric


Section A


A.1 Educational Philosophy F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.1a Provided a detailed description of the school’s 


philosophical approach to educating the target 


population. Incorporated the principles or 


concepts fundamental to the school’s 


proposed program of instruction.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.1b Presented a rationale for the selected 


approach including research and/or 


experience.


C 1  + Includes research and/or experience.


Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting a rationale for the selected approach.  Provide additional details to support the rationale for the selected approach in relation to 


the program of instruction.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.1 Total 0 0 2 0


A.2 Target Population F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.2a Identified the target population and 


demonstrated a clear understanding of the 


students and community the school intends to 


serve.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.2b Presented an explanation of how the 


implementation of the described program of 


instruction meets the needs of the target 


population and/or benefits the selected 


community, including but not limited to class 


size and teacher- student ratios.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.2 Total 0 0 2 0


A.3 Program of Instruction F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.3a Described the framework of the curricula for 


academic core content areas. 


C 1 Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Describing the framework of the curricula for academic core content areas. Science, Social Studies, and English Language Learners are not 


sufficiently addressed.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.3b Demonstrated understanding of relevant 


methods of instruction.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.3c Described the formative and summative 


assessment plan that shows student 


progression and/or mastery and was reflected 


in the Performance Management Plan. 


C 1 Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Describing the formative assessment plan that shows student progression and/or mastery. Provide more details regarding the timeline for 


implementation of the formative assessment plan.


- Describing the summative assessment plan that shows student progression and/or mastery. Provide more details regarding the timeline for 


implementation of the summative assessment plan.


- Reflecting the Performance Management Plan. The timeline for implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention Program and was not 


sufficiently aligned with the PMP.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


Education Plan







2012-2013 Application Cycle 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation - Revised Application Scoring Rubric


A.3d Consistent w ith and supported the educational 


philosophy and target population as well as all 


other components of the application package.  


1 Meets the criteria.


A.3 Total 0 0 4 0


A.3.1 Mastery and Promotion F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.3.1a Identified the level of proficiency that students 


must obtain to demonstrate mastery of core 


content.


1 Meets the criteria. 


A.3.1b Described the process the school w ill use to 


determine grade level promotion. 


1 Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Describing the process the school w ill use to determine grade level promotion. Provide more detail on how decisions about promotion are 


made for all populations.  


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.3.1c Presented clear criteria for promotion from 


one level to the next.


1 Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting clear criteria for promotion from one level to the next. Provide a description of the criteria that determines grade level promotion 


for English Language Learners.  


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.3.1d Aligned with Strategy III of the Performance 


Management Plans.


1 Partially  addresses criteria, but inconsistent in:


- Aligning with Strategy III of the Performance Management Plans. Narrative is not sufficiently aligned with PMP.  


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.3.1 Total 0 3 1 0


A.3.2 Course Offerings & Graduation Requirements F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.3.2a Identified the graduation requirements for the 


school that w ill meet the State requirements 


and align with the Program of Instruction 


described in the application package.


Not applicable.


A.3.2b Described the process for awarding course 


credit that supports increased student 


proficiency as detailed in Strategy III of the 


Performance Management Plans.


Not applicable.


A.3.2c Provided a menu of course offerings which 


includes course titles and brief descriptions of 


classes that support the Program of 


Instruction and align with the Business Plan as 


presented in the application package.


Not applicable.


A.3.2 Total 0 0 0 0


A.4 School Calendar and Weekly Schedule F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.4a Demonstrated compliance with minimum 


requirements of number of school days per 


year as described in A.R.S. §15-341.01.  


1 Meets the criteria.
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Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation - Revised Application Scoring Rubric


A.4b Demonstrated compliance with hours/minutes 


of instruction per week for each grade level 


served as described in A.R.S. §15-901.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.4c Included daily instructional minutes and those 


dedicated to core academics for each grade 


level and content area.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.4d Provided a rationale for the weekly schedule 


that supports the target population.


C 1 Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing a rationale for the weekly schedule that supports the target population. The rationale provided does not clearly demonstrate 


support for the target population.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.4e Identified professional development days 


consistent w ith the information provided in the 


required Professional Development Strategy 


(Strategy IV) of the Performance Management 


Plan.


C 1 Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Identifying professional development days consistent w ith the information provided in the required Professional Development Strategy 


(Strategy IV) of the Performance Management Plans. Professional development days identified in the calendar not clearly described in the 


narrative. Professional development action steps in the math and reading PMP S. IV were not outlined in the narrative or calendar.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.4 Total 0 0 5 0


A.5.K Curriculum Samples-Kindergarten F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.5.Ka Instruction.                                                                  


•  Presented a summary of instruction by 


lesson that aligns with the Common Core 


State Standards for Reading, Writing, and 


Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of instruction 


leading to the summative assessment.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.Kb Student Activities.                                                                


•  Presented activities that align with the 


Common Core State Standards or Arizona


Academic Standards for Science and 


instruction.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of activities 


leading to the summative assessment.


1 Meets the criteria.
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A.5.Kc Summative Assessment.                                                           


•  Provided an appropriate assessment that 


accurately measures student progress and


mastery.


•  Aligned assessment questions with 


Common Core State Standards for Reading, 


Writing,


and Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


1  + Provides an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Writing.


+ Aligns assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Math. 


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Math. The summative assessment for 


Math does not clearly and/or accurately measure student progress and mastery of the other identified standard. 


- Aligning assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Writing.  The summative assessment for Writing is not clearly 


aligned with the standard.


Does not:


- Provide an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Reading.


- Align assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Reading. 


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5K.d Scoring Summative Assessment.  


•  Specific to the assessment and Standard or 


Performance Objective.


•  Provided the components to be scored.


•  Listed the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery.


•  Included a grading/scoring scale.


1  + Provides the components to be scored for Writing and Math.


+ Lists the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Writing and Math.


+ Includes a grading/scoring scale for Writing and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but is inconsistent w ith:


- The assessment and Standard for Writing and Math. The summative assessment scoring described in Writing does not clearly align to the 


required standard. The summative assessment scoring described in Math does not clearly align to the other identified standard


Is not:


- Specific to the assessment and Standard for Reading.


Does not:


- Provide the components to be scored for Reading.


- List the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Reading.


- Include a grading/scoring scale for Reading.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5K.e Materials/Resources.


•  Included a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment.


•  Materials/resources accounted for in the 


Instructional Resources section and included 


in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.K Total 0 2 3 0


A.5.1 Curriculum Samples-1st Grade F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments
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A.5.1a Instruction.                                                                  


•  Presented a summary of instruction by 


lesson that aligns with the Common Core 


State Standards for Reading, Writing, and 


Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of instruction 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Writing.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Writing.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Math. Instruction 


described in Reading and Math does not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard.


- Providing a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math. Instruction described in Reading 


and Math does not clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.1b Student Activities.                                                                


•  Presented activities that align with the 


Common Core State Standards or Arizona


Academic Standards for Science and 


instruction.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of activities 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Writing.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Writing.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Reading and Math. Student activities described in 


Reading and Math do not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard.


- Providing a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math. Student activities described in 


Reading and Math do not clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.1c Summative Assessment.                                                           


•  Provided an appropriate assessment that 


accurately measures student progress and


mastery.


•  Aligned assessment questions with 


Common Core State Standards for Reading, 


Writing,


and Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


1  + Provides an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Writing.


+ Aligns assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Writing. 


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Reading and Math. The summative 


assessments for Reading and Math do not clearly and accurately measure student progress and mastery of the required standard. 


- Aligning assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Reading and Math. The summative assessments for Reading and 


Math are not clearly aligned with the standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.1d Scoring Summative Assessment.  


•  Specific to the assessment and Standard or 


Performance Objective.


•  Provided the components to be scored.


•  Listed the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery.


•  Included a grading/scoring scale.


1  + Specific to the assessment and Standard for Writing.


+ Provides the components to be scored for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Lists the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Includes a grading/scoring scale for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but is inconsistent w ith:


- The assessment and Standard for Reading and Math. The summative assessment scoring described in Reading and Math does not clearly 


align to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.
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A.5.1e Materials/Resources.


•  Included a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment.


•  Materials/resources accounted for in the 


Instructional Resources section and included 


in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.1 Total 0 4 1 0


A.5.2 Curriculum Samples-2nd Grade F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.5.2a Instruction.                                                                  


•  Presented a summary of instruction by 


lesson that aligns with the Common Core 


State Standards for Reading, Writing, and 


Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of instruction 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Writing. Instruction described in 


Writing does not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard.


- Correlating with the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Writing. Instructional strategies in Writing sample are not 


sufficiently consistent w ith A.1 and A.3.


- Providing a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Writing. Instruction described in Writing does not 


clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.2b Student Activities.                                                                


•  Presented activities that align with the 


Common Core State Standards or Arizona


Academic Standards for Science and 


instruction.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of activities 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Reading and Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Writing. Student activities described in Writing do 


not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard. Student activities described in Writing are not clearly aligned to the described instruction.


- Correlating with the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Writing. Student activities in the Writing sample are not sufficiently 


consistent w ith A.1 and A.3. 


- Providing a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Writing. Student activities described in Writing do not 


clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.
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A.5.2c Summative Assessment.                                                           


•  Provided an appropriate assessment that 


accurately measures student progress and


mastery.


•  Aligned assessment questions with 


Common Core State Standards for Reading, 


Writing,


and Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


1  + Provides an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Writing and Math.


+ Aligns assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Math. 


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Aligning assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Writing. The summative assessment for Writing is not clearly 


aligned with the standard.


Does not:


- Provide an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Reading.


- Align assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Reading. 


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.2d Scoring Summative Assessment.  


•  Specific to the assessment and Standard or 


Performance Objective.


•  Provided the components to be scored.


•  Listed the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery.


•  Included a grading/scoring scale.


1  + Specific to the assessment and Standard for Writing and Math.


+ Provides the components to be scored for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Lists the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Reading and Math.


+ Includes a grading/scoring scale for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but is inconsistent w ith:


- Listing the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Writing. Provide additional details regarding the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery in Writing. 


Is not:


- Specific to the assessment and Standard for Reading.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.2e Materials/Resources.


•  Included a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment.


•  Materials/resources accounted for in the 


Instructional Resources section and included 


in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.2 Total 0 4 1 0


A.5.3 Curriculum Samples-3rd Grade F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.5.3a Instruction.                                                                  


•  Presented a summary of instruction by 


lesson that aligns with the Common Core 


State Standards for Reading, Writing, and 


Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of instruction 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Writing. Instruction described in 


Writing does not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard. 


- Providing a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Writing. Instruction described in Writing does not 


clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.
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A.5.3b Student Activities.                                                                


•  Presented activities that align with the 


Common Core State Standards or Arizona


Academic Standards for Science and 


instruction.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of activities 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Reading and Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Writing. Student activities described in Writing 


does not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard.


- Providing a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Writing. Student activities described in Writing does not 


clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.3c Summative Assessment.                                                           


•  Provided an appropriate assessment that 


accurately measures student progress and


mastery.


•  Aligned assessment questions with 


Common Core State Standards for Reading, 


Writing,


and Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


1  + Provides an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Reading and Math.


+ Aligns assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Reading and Math. 


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Writing. The summative assessment for 


Writing does not clearly and accurately measure student progress and mastery of the required standard. 


- Aligning assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Writing. The summative assessment for Writing is not clearly 


aligned with the standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.3d Scoring Summative Assessment.  


•  Specific to the assessment and Standard or 


Performance Objective.


•  Provided the components to be scored.


•  Listed the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery.


•  Included a grading/scoring scale.


1  + Specific to the assessment and Standard for Reading and Math.


+ Provides the components to be scored for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Lists the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Includes a grading/scoring scale for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but is inconsistent w ith:


- The assessment and Standard for Writing. The summative assessment scoring described in Writing does not clearly align to the required 


standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.3e Materials/Resources.


•  Included a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment.


•  Materials/resources accounted for in the 


Instructional Resources section and included 


in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.3 Total 0 4 1 0


A.5.4 Curriculum Samples-4th Grade F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments
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A.5.4a Instruction.                                                                  


•  Presented a summary of instruction by 


lesson that aligns with the Common Core 


State Standards for Reading, Writing, and 


Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of instruction 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, Math and Science.


+ Provides a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Writing and Arizona Academic 


Standards for Science. Instruction described in Writing and Science does not clearly lead to mastery of identified Standard or Performance 


Objective. 


- Providing a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Writing and Science. Instruction described in Writing 


and Science does not clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.4b Student Activities.                                                                


•  Presented activities that align with the 


Common Core State Standards or Arizona


Academic Standards for Science and 


instruction.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of activities 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents activities that align with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, Math and Science.


+ Provides a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting activities that align with the Common Core State Standards for Writing and Arizona Academic Standards for Science, and 


instruction. Student activities described in Writing and Science do not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard or performance objective. 


- Providing a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Writing and Science. Student activities described in 


Writing and Science do not clearly connect a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.4c Summative Assessment.                                                           


•  Provided an appropriate assessment that 


accurately measures student progress and


mastery.


•  Aligned assessment questions with 


Common Core State Standards for Reading, 


Writing,


and Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


1  + Aligns assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Reading.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, Math and Science.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Reading, Writing, Math and Science. The 


summative assessments for Writing, Math and Science do not clearly and/or accurately measure student progress and mastery of the 


required standard. The summative assessment for Reading does not assess an individual, unassisted student. 


- Aligning assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Writing and Math, and Arizona Academic Standards for Science. The 


summative assessments for Writing, Math and Science are not clearly aligned with the required standard or performance objective.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.
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A.5.4d Scoring Summative Assessment.  


•  Specific to the assessment and Standard or 


Performance Objective.


•  Provided the components to be scored.


•  Listed the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery.


•  Included a grading/scoring scale.


1  + Specific to the assessment and Standard for Reading.


+ Provides the components to be scored for Reading, Writing, Math and Science.


+ Lists the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Reading, Writing, Math and Science.


+ Includes a grading/scoring scale for Reading, Writing, and Science.


Partially addresses criteria, but is inconsistent w ith:


- The assessment and Standard for Writing and Math, and Performance Objective for Science. The summative assessment scoring described 


in Writing, Math, and Science does not clearly align to the required Standard or Performance Objective.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including a grading/scoring scale for Math. Provide additional details regarding the grading/scoring scale in Math.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.4e Materials/Resources.


•  Included a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment.


•  Materials/resources accounted for in the 


Instructional Resources section and included 


in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.4 Total 0 4 1 0


A.5.5 Curriculum Samples-5th Grade F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.5.5a Instruction.                                                                  


•  Presented a summary of instruction by 


lesson that aligns with the Common Core 


State Standards for Reading, Writing, and 


Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of instruction 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Math.


Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Writing. Instruction 


described in Reading and Writing does not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard. 


- Providing a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Writing. Instruction described in Reading 


and Writing does not clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.5b Student Activities.                                                                


•  Presented activities that align with the 


Common Core State Standards or Arizona


Academic Standards for Science and 


instruction.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of activities 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Math.


Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Reading and Writing. Student activities described 


in Reading and Writing do not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard. 


- Providing a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Writing. Student activities described in 


Reading and Writing do not clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.
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A.5.5c Summative Assessment.                                                           


•  Provided an appropriate assessment that 


accurately measures student progress and


mastery.


•  Aligned assessment questions with 


Common Core State Standards for Reading, 


Writing,


and Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


1  + Provides an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Math.


+ Aligns assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Math. 


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Writing. The summative assessment for 


Writing does not clearly and accurately measure student progress and mastery of the required standard. 


- Aligning assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Writing. The summative assessment for Writing is not clearly 


aligned with the standard.


Does not:


- Provide an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Reading.


- Align assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Reading. 


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.5d Scoring Summative Assessment.  


•  Specific to the assessment and Standard or 


Performance Objective.


•  Provided the components to be scored.


•  Listed the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery.


•  Included a grading/scoring scale.


1  + Specific to the assessment and Standard for Math.


+ Provides the components to be scored for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Lists the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Includes a grading/scoring scale for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially  addresses criteria, but is inconsistent w ith:


- The assessment and Standard for Writing. The summative assessment scoring described in Writing does not clearly align to the required 


standard.


Is not:


- Specific to the assessment and Standard for Reading.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.5e Materials/Resources.


•  Included a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment.


•  Materials/resources accounted for in the 


Instructional Resources section and included 


in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.5 Total 0 4 1 0


A.5.6 Curriculum Samples-6th Grade F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments
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A.5.6a Instruction.                                                                  


•  Presented a summary of instruction by 


lesson that aligns with the Common Core 


State Standards for Reading, Writing, and 


Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of instruction 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Math.


Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting a summary of instruction by lesson that aligns with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Writing. Instruction 


described in Reading and Writing does not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard.


- Providing a logical sequence of instruction leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Writing. Instruction described in Reading 


and Writing does not clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.6b Student Activities.                                                                


•  Presented activities that align with the 


Common Core State Standards or Arizona


Academic Standards for Science and 


instruction.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


•  Provided a logical sequence of activities 


leading to the summative assessment.


1  + Presents activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Math.


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Provides a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Math.


Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Presenting activities that align with the Common Core State Standards and instruction for Reading and Writing. Student activities described 


in Reading and Writing does not clearly lead to mastery of identified standard. 


- Providing a logical sequence of activities leading to the summative assessment for Reading and Writing. Student activities described in 


Reading and Writing does not clearly connect to a summative assessment aligned to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.6c Summative Assessment.                                                           


•  Provided an appropriate assessment that 


accurately measures student progress and


mastery.


•  Aligned assessment questions with 


Common Core State Standards for Reading, 


Writing,


and Math or Arizona Academic Standards for 


Science.


•  Correlated with the Program of Instruction 


described in the narrative.


1  + Provides an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Math.


+ Aligns assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Math. 


+ Correlates w ith the Program of Instruction described in the narrative for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially  addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing an appropriate assessment that accurately measures student progress and mastery for Reading and Writing. The summative 


assessment for Reading and Writing does not clearly and/or accurately measure student progress and mastery of the required standard.


- Aligning assessment questions with Common Core State Standards for Reading and Writing. The summative assessment for Reading and 


Writing is not clearly aligned with the standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.


A.5.6d Scoring Summative Assessment.  


•  Specific to the assessment and Standard or 


Performance Objective.


•  Provided the components to be scored.


•  Listed the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery.


•  Included a grading/scoring scale.


1  + Specific to the assessment and Standard for Math.


+ Provides the components to be scored for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Lists the criteria required to demonstrate mastery for Reading, Writing, and Math.


+ Includes a grading/scoring scale for Reading, Writing, and Math.


Partially addresses criteria, but is inconsistent w ith:


- The assessment and Standard for Reading and Writing. The summative assessment scoring described in Reading and Writing does not 


clearly align to the required standard.


No revised information submitted for this scoring area.
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A.5.6e Materials/Resources.


•  Included a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment.


•  Materials/resources accounted for in the 


Instructional Resources section and included 


in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.5.6 Total 0 4 1 0


A.6 Performance Management Plan F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.6a Aligned with the applicant’s Education Plan. 1 Meets the criteria.


A.6b Presented a viable plan for managing student 


academic performance in reading (indicator) 


and presents a second viable plan for 


managing student academic performance in 


mathematics (indicator) that includes, for each 


plan, a predicted baseline and annual 


benchmark targets for the first two years of 


operation which reflect incremental progress 


toward the end target.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.6c Identified action steps, timeline, responsible 


party, evidence of meeting action steps, and 


budget for accomplishing all four prescribed 


strategies in each plan.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.6d Revealed a progression of actions from start 


to finish for each strategy that are sequential, 


timely, and contribute to the school’s ability to 


meet the identified end target.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.6e Created action steps that complement and 


support the other strategies to the extent 


appropriate.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.6f Included artifacts that provide evidence of the 


implementation of each action step.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.6g Provided adequate resources, i.e. time, money 


personnel, etc. to implement the action steps 


that support the strategies.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.6h Reflected costs from the Performance 


Management Plan in the Start-Up and Three-


Year Operational Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


A.6 Total 0 0 8 0


Section A Sub Total 0 29 31 0


Section B


B.1 Applicant Organization F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


Organization Description
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B.1a Discussed the organization’s history, including 


the establishment of principals, and the 


attainment of any licenses, operating permits 


etc.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.1b Discussed the relationship between the 


organization’s existing operations and the 


proposed school.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.1c Included a clear description of the roles and 


responsibilities of the principals that is 


consistent w ith the application package and 


By-laws.


C 1  + Establishes consistency with the application package and By-laws.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including a clear description of the roles and responsibilities of the principals. Description of individual responsibilities not provided. 


Description of individual experience not provided.   


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
B.1d Aligned with information listed on Title Page 


and with the contents of the application 


package.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.1e Consistent w ith the Articles of Incorporation, 


Articles of Organization, or appropriate legal 


documentation that is on file w ith the Arizona 


Corporation Commission or otherwise 


available to demonstrate the establishment of 


the applicant. (N/A to Sole Proprietorship).


1 Meets the criteria.


B.1 Total 0 0 5 0


B.2 Applicant Composition F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.2a Highlighted the significance of the individual or 


group and the skill set each contributes to the 


organization.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.2b Identified experience in elementary/secondary 


education, business operation, and financial 


management as it supports the operation of a 


charter school.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Identifying experience in elementary/ secondary education as it supports the operation of a charter school. Provide additional details 


regarding the experience in elementary education as it pertains to the operation of a charter school. 


- Identifying experience in business operation as it supports the operation of a charter school. Provide additional details regarding the 


experience in business operation as it pertains to the operation of a charter school.


- Identifying experience in financial management as it supports the operation of a charter school. Provide additional details regarding the 


experience in financial management as it pertains to the operation of a charter school.


  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
B.2c Demonstrated consistency with the 


background information provided for each 


individual.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.2d Consistent w ith all sections of the application 


package.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.2 Total 0 0 4 0


B.3 Governing Body F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.3a Included a clear description of the role, 


responsibilities, and mandated obligations of 


the governing body.


1 Meets the criteria.
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B.3b Included the name, background information, 


qualifications, and community relationship of 


each member.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.3c Described the process for filling vacancies on 


and developing the school governing body.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.3d Explained the training and orientation process 


that w ill be provided to all school governing 


body members and what resources will be 


used.


C 1  + Explains the training and orientation process that w ill be provided to all school governing body members.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Describing what resources will be used. Provide details regarding the resources to be used for training and orientation of all school 


governing body members.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
B.3e Included how the make-up of the governing 


body described will comply with the Open 


Meeting Law.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including how the make-up of the governing body described will comply with the Open Meeting Law. Narrative does not sufficiently 


demonstrate an understanding of Open Meeting Law.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


B.3f Consistent w ith all sections of the application 


package.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.3 Total 0 0 6 0


B.4 Management and Operation F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.4a Demonstrated understanding of management 


needs and priorities.


1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Demonstrating understanding of management needs and priorities. Provide additional details to demonstrate understanding of day-to-day 


operations of a school regarding business management. 


The revised submission for this scoring area partially addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Demonstrating understanding of management needs and priorities. Provide additional details to demonstrate understanding of day-to-day 


operations of a school regarding business management. 
B.4b Described the primary responsibilities for each 


key administrative position and identified 


critical skills or experience that w ill be 


priorities for fulfillment of those 


responsibilities.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.4c Provided a clear delineation of the roles and 


responsibilities for administering the day-to-


day activities of the school.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing a clear delineation of the roles and responsibilities for administering the day-to-day activities of the school. Description of roles and 


responsibilities not provided for English Language Learners, Special Education, and business management.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


B.4d Provided an organizational chart and narrative 


that represents a practical reporting structure 


within the organization.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Providing an organizational chart and narrative that represents a practical reporting structure within the organization. Organizational chart not 


sufficiently consistent w ith narrative regarding English Language Learners, Special Education, and business management.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


B.4 Total 0 1 3 0
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B.4.1 Education Service Providers F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.4.1a Provided an explanation of the reasons for 


contracting with an ESP, in general, and this 


provider, in particular.


Not applicable.


B.4.1b Clearly described the services provided by the 


ESP.


Not applicable.


B.4.1c Explained how the proposed relationship w ith 


the ESP will further the school’s mission and 


program, how the performance expectations 


align with the applicant’s accountability 


requirements, and how those expectations 


will be measured.


Not applicable.


B.4.1d Delineated the roles and responsibilities 


between the applicant, school governing body, 


school management, and the ESP.


Not applicable.


B.4.1e Ensured costs are included in the Start-Up and 


Three-Year Operational Budget as appropriate.


Not applicable.


B.4.1 Total 0 0 0 0


B.4.2 Contracted Services F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.4.2a Included the areas, if any, which may require 


the applicant to seek expertise.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including the areas, if any, which may require the applicant to seek expertise. Provide additional details regarding financial, legal, and audit 


services to be contracted to outside vendors.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


B.4.2b Contained a reasonable demonstration of the 


professional experience or competence of 


those hired or retained to perform such 


professional services.


1 Meets the criteria.


B.4.2c Provided a list of anticipated contracted 


special education services with sources for 


costs. 


1 Meets the criteria.


B.4.2d Ensured costs as described in the narrative 


are included in the Start-Up and Three-Year 


Operational Budget as appropriate.


1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including costs as described in the narrative in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational Budget. 


Financial, legal, and audit service costs listed in the Three-Year Operational Budget were not sufficiently described in the narrative.


The revised submission for this scoring area partially addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including costs as described in the narrative in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational Budget. Legal and audit service costs listed in the 


Three-Year Operational Budget were not sufficiently described in the narrative.
B.4.2 Total 0 1 3 0


Section B Sub-Total 0 2 21 0


Section C


C.1 Facilities Acquisition F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


Business Plan
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C.1a Identify and describe the facility necessary to 


implement the program. Includes square 


footage, number of classrooms, layout of 


space, and location that w ill accommodate the 


number of anticipated students as identified 


throughout the application package.


C 1  + Identifies and describes the facility necessary to implement the program.


 


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including square footage, number of classrooms, layout of space, and location that w ill accommodate the number of anticipated students as 


identified throughout the application package. Provide additional details regarding how square footage is sufficient to implement the program.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.1b Identified and provided documentation on the 


available facilities w ithin the target market that 


w ill support the education program and 


student population, including class size, 


described in the application package.


Or


Provided details of already acquired facility, 


purchased land or proposed build that w ill 


support the education program and student 


population, including class size described in 


the application package.


1 Meets the criteria.


C.1c Identified the timeframe for securing a facility 


appropriate for educational use.


1 Meets the criteria.


C.1d Discussed applicant's understanding and costs 


associated with securing the facility and 


ensuring compliance with all applicable laws 


and regulations including obtaining educational 


occupancy.


C 1  + Discusses applicant's understanding and costs associated with securing the facility.


 


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Discussing applicant’s understanding of ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations including obtaining educational 


occupancy. The provided narrative does not clearly demonstrate the capacity for ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations 


including obtaining educational occupancy. 


- Discussing applicant’s understanding of costs related to ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations including obtaining 


educational occupancy. The provided narrative does not clearly demonstrate the capacity for securing the facility.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
C.1e Discussed the financial arrangements that 


have been made for securing the facility and 


ensured costs as described in the narrative are 


included in the organization’s Start-Up and 


Three-Year Operational Budget.


C 1  + Discusses the financial arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Ensuring costs as described in the narrative are included in the organization’s Start-Up and Three-Year Operational Budget. Costs that are 


associated with securing the facility are not reflected in the Start-Up Budget. Areas that are not reflected include components necessary at 


opening of school to implement program.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
C.1f Consistent w ith all sections of the application 


package.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Establishing consistency with all sections of the application package. Narrative is not sufficiently consistent w ith Three-Year Operational 


Budget regarding facility capacity and number of students served in years 2 and 3. Narrative is not sufficiently consistent w ith Business Plan 


Section C.3 regarding number of students per classroom.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.1 Total 0 0 6 0







2012-2013 Application Cycle 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation - Revised Application Scoring Rubric


C.2 Advertising and Promotion F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


C.2a Discussed advertising/promotion plans to 


include strategies and timeline to support the 


number of students included in the Three-Year 


Operational Budget.


C 1  + Discusses advertising/promotion plans.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including strategies and timeline to support the number of students included in the Three-Year Operational Budget. The start-up Advertising 


& Promotion plan does not clearly indicate capacity to support the number of students indicated in the Three-Year Operational Budget.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.2b Included how advertising/promotion costs 


were determined, as supported by market 


study or research.


1 Meets the criteria.


C.2c Ensured costs as described in the narrative 


are included in the organization’s Start-Up and 


Three-Year Operational Budget.


1 Meets the criteria.


C.2d Ensured the number of students and State 


Equalization are supported and reflected in the 


Three- Year Operational Budget.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Ensuring the number of students and State Equalization are supported and reflected in the Three- Year Operational Budget. Provide 


additional detail regarding level of State Equalization in the Three-Year Operational Budget. State Equalization listed in the Three-Year 


Operational Budget is not sufficiently described in the narrative.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.2 Total 0 0 4 0


C.3 Personnel F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


C.3a Provided a staffing plan that appears viable 


and adequate for the effective implementation 


of the program of instruction and operation of 


the charter school as described. Included the 


number of instructional and non-instructional 


personnel.


1 Meets the criteria.


C.3b Aligned staff qualifications with No Child Left 


Behind Highly Qualified requirements.


1 Meets the criteria.


C.3c Provided a detailed plan that includes 


recruiting, hiring, and training of instructional 


staff consistent w ith the start up of the school 


and the Performance Management Plan.


1 Meets the criteria.
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Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation - Revised Application Scoring Rubric


C.3d Provided an administrative plan that includes 


oversight responsibilities related to instruction 


and operational services. Plan must identify 


the number of administrative personnel and 


their oversight responsibilities related to the 


following areas: Curriculum, Staff 


Development, Assessment (mandated State 


testing), Financial Management, Contracted 


Services, Personnel, Grants Management, and 


Student Accountability Information System 


(SAIS).


1  + Provides an administrative plan that includes oversight responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. 


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Identifying the number of administrative personnel and their oversight responsibilities related to the following areas: Assessment (mandated 


State testing), Financial Management, and Student Accountability Information System (SAIS).


Provide additional details regarding oversight responsibilities related to Assessment.


The financial and operational management component, including SAIS, of the administrative plan is not clearly sufficient to effectively operate 


the charter school.


The revised submission for this scoring area partially addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Identifying the number of administrative personnel and their oversight responsibilities related to Financial Management.


C.3e Depicted a compensation plan, including 


benefits if provided, that supports the 


described qualifications and experience of 


administrative, instructional and non-


instructional personnel.


1 Meets the criteria.


C.3f Ensured all Employee Related Expenses (ERE) 


as described in the narrative are included in 


the organization’s Start-Up and Three-Year 


Operational Budget.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including all Employee Related Expenses (ERE) as described in the narrative in the organization’s Start-Up and Three-Year Operational 


Budgets. Employee benefit costs listed in the Three-Year Operational Budget were not sufficiently described in the narrative.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.3 Total 0 1 5 0


C.4 Instructional Resources F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments


C.4a Included expenditures that support the 


program of instruction including materials, 


supplies, equipment, etc. as described within 


the application package.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including expenditures that support the program of instruction. Provide additional details aligning the instructional resources and the 


program of instruction.


- Including materials, supplies, equipment, etc. as described within the application package. The start-up resources described are not clearly 


sufficient to support the effective implementation of the program of instruction.   


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
C.4b Delineated any financial arrangements and 


timeline for securing goods.


C 1  - Does not delineate any financial arrangements and timeline for securing goods.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.4c Ensured costs as described in the narrative 


are included in the organization’s Start-Up and 


Three-Year Operational Budget.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Ensuring costs as described in the narrative are included in the organization’s Start-Up and Three-Year Operational Budget. Costs that are 


associated with Instructional Resources are not reflected in the Start-Up Budget.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.4 Total 0 0 3 0


C.5 Operational Expenditures/Overhead F A M E Technical Assistance/ Comments







2012-2013 Application Cycle 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation - Revised Application Scoring Rubric


C.5a Included expenditures that support the 


operation of a school or that may be 


considered overhead costs.  This includes 


lease, utilities, insurance, audit, 


maintenance/improvements, furniture and 


equipment, etc.


C 1  + Including expenditures that support the operation of a school or that may be considered overhead costs.


Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Including lease, utilities, insurance, audit, maintenance/improvements, furniture and equipment, or other significant expenditure. Provide 


additional details regarding maintenance and improvements.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
C.5b Delineated any financial arrangements and 


timeline for securing goods.


C 1  - Does not delineate any financial arrangements and timeline for securing goods.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.5c Ensured costs as described in the narrative 


are included in the organization’s Start-Up and 


Three-Year Operational Budget.


C 1 Partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


- Ensuring costs as described in the narrative are included in the organization’s Start-Up and Three-Year Operational Budget. Costs that are 


associated with Operational Expenditures and Overhead are not reflected in the Start-Up Budget.  


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


C.5 Total 0 0 3 0


Section C Sub-Total 0 1 21 0


Grand Total Sections A, B, and C 0 32 73 0


CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete


SUMMARY


No scoring area in Sections A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below


More than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches


Fails 95% Test
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B. ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION 


B.4.0. MANAGEMENT & OPERATION 


B.4.a. Management Needs & Priorities. 


For day-to-day operations, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Directors needs and priorities 


will be to provide the instructional leadership required for the successfully implementation of the 


school’s Performance Management Plan (PMP); that is, the RTI-Early Intervention Reading & 


Math. The successful implementation of the PMP will create a high-quality school program that 


will bridge the achievement gap.  


Every day, the School Directors will ensure that the school is safe, adequately staffed and that a 


high-quality research-based educational program is provided to regular students and to students 


with special needs (ELLs, SPED, at-risks…) according to state and federal standards. In 


addition, the School Administration will use SPA financial and non-financial resources 


judiciously as required by state and federal laws and with regard to the benefits of students, their 


parents and the community. 


B.4.b. Primary Responsibilities; Skills, and Experience.  


Executive Director  


Credentials /Experience Required 


(1) Doctorate degree from an accredited university, or Master degree and superintendant-level 


experience in lieu of advanced graduate degree; (2) demonstrated business management 


experience (MBA) and at least 4 years experience in charter school management or teaching; (3) 


detailed knowledge and experience with the French or European Education System; (4) expert 


level knowledge and experience in strategic development and project management; (5) ability to 


conceive, formulate and implement an education program from scratch; (6) flexibility, versatility 


and ability to troubleshoot situations and think outside the box; (7) ability to inspire and turn 


complex ideas into reality. (7) The Executive Director is responsible for leading the overall 


operations of the corporate organization, including corporate management, marketing, strategic 


planning, human resources, finance and fundraising, facilities management, instruction, 


community and public relations, stakeholder cultivation, research and evaluation. 


 Key Responsibilities 


(1) Responsible for the day-to-day operations and for all operation activities at Seneca 


Preparatory Academy Foundation and at Seneca Preparatory Academy SPA) ; (2) Directly 


responsible for the successful implementation of SPA Performance Management Plan (the RTI-


Early Intervention Reading & Math Program); (3) Responsible for the overall instructional 


leadership, financial management, marketing, legal compliance, information technology and 


special education needs at SPA; (4) responsible for interacting and dealing with corporate stakes 


holders such as the Arizona Department of Education, Tucson or Sunnyside Unified School 


District; (5) with Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction, the Executive Director is co-
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responsible for student discipline, security, interaction with parents and supervision of teaching 


staff.; (7) in summary, the Executive Director is ultimately responsible for moving SPA ahead; 


Overall the Executive Director is the overseer of the whole corporation. 


Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction 


Credentials and/or Experience Required 


(1) Preferably Master’s Degree in Curriculum and Instruction, and Highly Qualified credentials 


as per NCLB; a Bachelor’s Degree and substantial complementary teaching experience would be 


acceptable; (2) Essential requirement: AZ state teaching certificate for elementary school; (3) AZ 


ELL endorsement and, if possible some experience with Core Knowledge Sequence and/or 


Singapore Math; (4) substantial classroom teaching experience; (5) managerial and/or teacher’s 


training experience; (6) expert knowledge of kindergarten and elementary school policies; (7) 


excellent interpersonal skills.  


Key Responsibilities 


(1) Mainly responsible for curriculum and instruction, and for teachers training; (2) Responsible 


for ELL and at-risk student instruction; (2) With the Executive Director is co-responsible for 


student discipline, security, interaction with parents and supervision of teaching staff. The 


Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction reports to the Executive Director. 


School Nurse 


Credentials or Experience Required 


(1) Must be a registered nurse (RN) licensed from an accreditated US nursing school; (2) 


substantial nursing experience (at least 15 years) with underserved population; (3) minimum 


experience required: ICU, medical & surgery, case management, managerial and nursing 


education experience.   


Key Responsibilities 


(1) Coordinate health and supportive services between the School and the community; (2) 


support the school community in addressing contemporary health and social issues facing young 


people and their families; (3) coordinate health promotion and primary prevention activities, 


health education including small group work and classroom activities, and community 


development activities; (4) provide first aid and emergency medical services; (5) initiate 


emergency and individual health plans for students with chronic medical conditions, and keep 


track of student immunizations; (6) provide assessment for students and attend Individualized 


Education Plan (IEP) meetings for students with special educational needs; (7) conduct and 


supervise state mandated screenings, such as vision, and hearing screening; (8) provide families 


with information on available resources for procuring free or low-cost services.   


Office Manager 


S/he is responsible for the coordination of all front office activities, including administrative 


functions. The Office Manager is also responsible for maintaining the student accountability 


information system and for human resources. All the non-teaching staffs report to him/her. 
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This position requires a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration and at least three year 


experience in charter/school administration and management. The Office Manager reports to the 


Executive Director. 


B.4.c. Roles and Responsibilities for Administering the 


Day-to-Day Activities of the School 


and 


B.4.d. Organizational Chart with Narrative 


At Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA), the Executive Director will be responsible for the day-


to-day operations of the School; he will have full responsibility for the physical operation of the 


School. In addition, he will be co-responsible for school security, student discipline and teacher 


supervision. He will also be responsible for the overall successful implementation of the 


Performance Management Plan (PMP) and The Right Educational (RE) System. He will 


supervise the Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction, the School Nurse and the Office 


Manager. 


The Executive Director will work in cooperation with Seneca Preparatory Academy 


Foundation’s Corporate Board and the School Governing Board in translating The RE System 


into a set of tangible, specific, measurable and achievable academic objectives. He will then 


oversee the successful implementation of these objectives. The School Governing Board will be 


responsible for approving the school academic objectives.  


The Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction will report to the Executive Director. S/he 


will be the chief academic officer responsible for curriculum and instruction, and for the daily 


implementation of the school academic plan, i.e., the Performance Management Program (PMP). 


On a daily basis, s/he will play a critical role in driving and implementing the research and 


CCSS-based instruction at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). In addition he/she will be 


responsible for the English Language Development (ELD) Program and for all daily instructional 


activities involving English Language Learners (ELLs). With the Executive Director, s/he will be 


co-responsible for discipline, security and teacher daily supervision. All the teaching staffs will 


report to the Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction.  


The Office Manager will be responsible for all daily front desk activities and for SPA business 


management. The Office Manager will also supervise the non-teaching staffs. This position will 


report to the Executive Director. The Office Manager will supervise the two clerks who will have 


direct contacts with parents when they drop their children or call the School. The Office Manager 


and clerks will screen and handle parents’ issues; and if necessary refer them to the Assistant 


Director or to the Executive Director.  


The Special Education Teacher will be in charge of all daily educational activities involving 


student with learning disabilities. S/he will report to the Assistant Director of Curriculum and 


Instruction. 


The School Nurse will report to the Executive Director. S/he will be responsible for organizing 


the school health program. On a daily basis s/he will assess and triage sick students and 
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determine whether or not they can stay at school. The School Nurse will also manage students 


who take medicine at school.   
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


Begin discussion about 


Thanksgiving. 


Using chart paper, create a 


KWL chart. Students discuss 


what they Know about 


Thanksgiving.  


 Record student answers.  


Now discuss what they 


Wonder/want to know about.  


Record student answers. 


 Review KWL from 


previous day. Should they 


add anything?  


Discuss what happened 


after the Pilgrims landed 


at Plymouth rock. Do the 


students think life was 


easy? What could have 


been difficult? How 


would it be different from 


Today discuss the duties 


of men and women. Do 


the students have 


duties/chores at home? 


What are they? Discuss 


that the Pilgrims had 


certain duties everyday so 


that things could work 


smoothly.  


Discuss Pilgrim women, 


Read: “Squanto and the 


Miracle of Thanksgiving” 


by Eric Metaxas. 


 Follow with a discussion 


about the influence of the 


native Americans on the 


Pilgrims. How were the 


Native Americans 


different than the 


Pilgrims? How did the 


Discuss the actual 


Thanksgiving. That 


the Pilgrims and 


Native Americans 


came together for 3 


days to celebrate 


their blessings. Read: 


“The First 


Thanksgiving Feast” 


by Joan Anderson. 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Kindergarten Writing 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Kindergarten Social Studies N/A My Thanksgiving Book 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 days November Students are expected to recognize and form letters and understand sequence.  


   Unit Description 


Students will learn about the First Thanksgiving. They will learn about the events leading up to the First Thanksgiving as well as the duties and 


contributions of the Pilgrims and Native Americans.  


Students will draw, and write information learned.  


Common Core 


Standards 


K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which they name what 


they are writing about and supply some information about the topic. 


 
 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


Students will complete the cloze book as instructed. After completion of the book, students will be able to tell the story of the First 


Thanksgiving including key points from instruction.  Students must have each page completed and in the correct order and be able 


to tell the Thanksgiving story using the book. 


Assessment Scoring  Using the My Thanksgiving Book Scoring Rubric, student mastery is 8-10 points = Meets Standard. Mastery: 80%. 
 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


A copy of each page of “My Thanksgiving Book” Cloze book for each child (see book pages attached), pencils, crayons, markers 


for each student/table, white glue, small popsicle sticks, feathers, traced black construction paper pilgrim hat (1 per child), yellow 


precut buckle (1 per child), 1in x 3in brown construction paper rectangles (one per child), traced black construction paper ships (1 


per child), traced White construction paper sails (1 per child), brown construction paper spoons (1 per child), chart paper 


Markers, Rubric 


Books: Pilgrim’s First Thanksgiving by Ann McGovern and Elroy Freem, The Story of Thanksgiving by Nancy Skarmeas, Squanto 


and the Miracle of Thanksgiving by Eric Metaxas, The Story of the Pilgrims” by H.L. Ross, The First Thanksgiving Feast” by Joan 


Anderson. 
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Discuss who the Pilgrims 


were. Where did they come 


from? (England) Why did 


they leave England? 


(King/religious)  


Read: “Pilgrims’ First 


Thanksgiving” by Ann 


McGovern and Elroy Freem 


 


 


 


today? Discuss what life 


was like for the Pilgrims 


in America. Was it 


different than life was in 


England? 


Read: “The Story of 


Thanksgiving” by Nancy 


Skarmeas 


men, and children 


duties/chores. 


Read: “The Story of the 


Pilgrims” by H.L. Ross 


Native Americans help 


them survive the hard 


winter and help at the 


First Thanksgiving? 


(*Be sure students 


can look at the 


pictures, as this book 


has photos of a 


reenactment.) 


Conclude. Take out 


KWL and review. 


What can they add 


that they have 


Learned? Are they 


able to answer any of 


their questions? 


Record student 


answers and review.  
 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Give each child a copy of 


“My Thanksgiving Book.”  


Have them write their name 


on the cover.  


Students will complete page 


1. These page is: 


“The ______ came to 


_________.” (“The pilgrims 


came to America.”) Ask 


students to read the words 


that are printed. Ask, “What 


words could we fill in?” 


Continue discussion until 


someone says “pilgrims” and 


America.” Guide children to 


fill in each blank with the 


correct letter to spell 


“pilgrims” and “America.”  


Explain that they will now 


1.Students will complete 


page 2 in “My 


Thanksgiving Book.” 


Do the same as with page 


one: have discussion, 


have them read the words 


on the page, then ask 


what words could they 


fill in to have the 


sentence be true?  


“They came on a ship 


called the _______. They 


landed at ________ 


Rock.” (blanks say 


“Mayflower” and 


“Plymouth.” When 


someone has given the 


correct answer guide 


students to fill in the 


correct letters.  


1.Students will complete 


pages 3 and 4 in book.  


“The men built _____ for 


their families.” (houses) 


Guide students to fill in 


the blanks. 


Students need popsicle 


sticks and glue. They 


should use popsicle sticks 


to form a house. Glue to 


page. Allow to dry.  


2. Page 4: “The women 


_____ and took care of 


the _______.” (cooked, 


children.) Discuss and 


have students fill in the 


blanks.  


Give each student a 


brown spoon and 


markers. They should 


Students will complete 


page 5 in book.  


“Friendly ______  


________ showed the 


Pilgrims how to catch 


fish, pick berries, and 


plant corn.” (Native 


Americans.) Guide them 


to fill in the blanks.  


Each student should 


receive a brown strip, and 


3 feathers, of any color or 


various colors. Students 


should draw a face on the 


page. They should then 


glue the feathers and 


brown strip to make a 


headdress, creating a 


Native American.  


Allow to dry.  


Students will finish 


book.  


The last page is “ 


The Pilgrims asked 


the Native 


Americans to come 


to dinner. They had 


turkey, corn, 


cranberries, 


popcorn, and 


pumpkin pie. That 


was the first 


_________.” 


(Thanksgiving) 


Guide them to fill in 


the blanks.  


Give each student 


makers in various 


colors. Instruct them 


to draw a turkey, 
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 complete the Pilgrim on the 


page. Give each child a 


Pilgrim hat pattern, scissors, 


buckle and glue.  Using 


crayons, each child should 


draw a face on their page. 


They must then cut out the 


hat and glue it on top of the 


head. They may then glue on 


the buckle.  


 


Then give each child a 


black ship pattern, white 


sail pattern, popsicle stick 


and small piece of grey 


paper. Students should 


draw “rock.” Then cut out 


the “ship” and “sail.” 


Glue ship, sail, and 


popsicle stick to paper to 


form a “Mayflower ship.” 


Allow to dry. 


 


glue spoon to the page 


and use the markers to 


draw cooking items and a 


baby. 


corn, cranberries, 


popcorn, and a 


pumpkin pie on the 


page. 


Be sure all pages are 


stapled together.  


When book is 


complete, have 


students read their 


book with a partner, 


and then the teacher. 


Can they explain 


each page and the 


important idea on 


each page?   
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My Thanksgiving Book 


 


By ______________________________ 


 


 


The _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ came to _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 


 


 


They came on a ship called the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.  They landed at   _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Rock.  


 


 


The men built _ _ _ _ _ _ for their families. 


  


 


The women _ _ _ _ _ _ and took care of the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.  


 


 


Friendly _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ showed the Pilgrims how to catch fish, pick berries and plant corn.  


 


 


The Pilgrims asked the Native Americans to come to dinner. They had turkey, corn, cranberries, popcorn, 


and pumpkin pie. That was the first _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 


 


My Thanksgiving Book Scoring Rubric 


 


Daily Activities Possible points Total Points 


Student completed the book in the correct order. 5  


Student recited events of the story in order using one 


key idea from each page.  


5  


Total points 10  


 


Grading Scale:  


8-10 points = Meets Standard. Mastery: 80%. 


6-7 points = Approaches Standard 


0-5 points = Falls Below Standard 
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My 


Thanksgiving 


Book 
 


 


By _______________________________________________________________ 
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The __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ came to 


__ __ __ __ __ __ __. 


 
They came on a ship called the  


__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ .   


 


 


 


They landed at   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
__ Rock. 


 


The women __ __ __ __ __ __ and took  
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care of the __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 


The men built __ __ __ __ __ __ for 


their families. 


 


 


Friendly __ __ __ __ __ __        
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ showed 


the Pilgrims how to catch fish, pick berries, 
and plant corn. 


The Pilgrims asked the Native Americans to 
come to dinner. They had turkey, corn, 
cranberries, popcorn and pumpkin pie. That 
was the first 


 __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 
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A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Fifth Grade Reading 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Grade 5 Reading N/A The Boston Massacre:  Fact or Fiction 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in  


5 Days 


2
nd


 Semester Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Reading according to Common Core State Standards. 


Background knowledge on the beginnings of the American Revolution and the reasons for the war with 


Great Britain including the events leading up to and including the Boston Massacre. 


   Unit Description 


Using the Boston Massacre as the backdrop, students will analyze accounts of this event to determine their reliability. 


Common Core 


Standards 


CCSS 5.RI.6   


Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important similarities and differences in the point of view they 


represent. 


Social Studies: 


SS1.4.PO 1.  Describe the significance of the following events leading to the American Revolution: a.  Boston Massacre  
 


 


 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


Students will produce a written response that indicates their assessment of the text source as being reliable or not.  The response 


will include supporting evidence from the text regarding bias, motive, accuracy, and immediacy.   


Assessment Scoring  Mastery is achieved at 80% of the assessment grading rubric.  A score of 80% is achieved with grade of 10 out of 12 possible 


points on the rubric.  The rubric measures thoughtful consideration of the text, supporting evidence from the text regarding bias, 


motive, accuracy, and immediacy, clear organization of ideas, and accuracy in conventions. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


“Recollection of George Hewes” from James Hawkes’s, A Retrospect of the Boston Tea Party and A Household History for All 


Readers by Benson J. Lossing. computers for student use (computer lab) 
 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day One:  Ask a 


teacher or another adult 


to serve as an actor in a 


staged event.  Do not 


explain or announce to 


the students.  Example:  


The actor walks into the 


room, closes the door 


loudly, stands quietly 


Day Two: Discuss the 


vocabulary from the 


previous lesson (bias, 


motive, accuracy, 


immediacy, and 


reliability).  Explain to 


students that they will be 


reading texts in which 


they will determine the 


Day Three:  Discuss the 


vocabulary from previous 


lessons (bias, motive, 


accuracy, immediacy, and 


reliability).   
 


 


Divide the students into 


groups of four and 


distribute copies of the 


Day Four:  Discuss 


vocabulary from previous 


lesson (bias, motive, 


accuracy, immediacy, and 


reliability). 
 


Instruct students that they 


will be conducting an 


internet search to locate 


Day Five:  
Assessment:  


Students will use the 


printed text on the 


events of the Boston 


Massacre to make a 


determination of 


reliability based on 


the factors used in 
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for a few seconds, and 


then whispers 


something in the 


teacher’s ear.  The actor 


picks up a book from a 


shelf and moves it to 


another location, then 


exits quietly. 


Immediately following 


the scene, have students 


fill out index cards with 


a description or list of 


what happened when 


the actor came into the 


classroom.  Collect the 


index cards for use later 


in the lesson. 
 


Write the following 


terms on the board:  


bias, motive, accuracy, 


immediacy, and 


reliability.  Ask 


students to try and 


define or explain the 


terms.  Discuss student 


definitions and clarify 


as needed.  Have 


students write the terms 


and definitions in their 


Reader’s notebooks. 


 


Ask students to recall 


what happened when 


the actor came into the 


room and record 


student responses on 


reliability of a source 


based on the terms they 


have learned. 


Distribute copies of 


“Recollection of George 


Hewes” and read aloud to 


the class.  Model the 


process of determining 


reliability of a source 


using a Think-Aloud 


strategy. 


Example:  I know this 


was written in 1834, so I 


know that the author 


couldn’t have been at the 


Boston Massacre, which 


was in 1770.  This must 


be a secondary source.  It 


doesn’t have immediacy 


because it was written so 


long after the event.  I 


know the motive for 


writing this was to record 


the memories of someone 


who had been at the 


Boston Massacre.  I think 


there may be bias because 


George Hewes was a 


patriot, fought in the war, 


and was considered a 


hero.  He obviously was 


not on the side of the 


British.  I think this is 


somewhat reliable but I 


need other sources to 


determine what the 


author says is true.  This 


Boston Massacre selection 


of A Household History 


for All Readers.  Instruct 


students to work in groups 


to read the text and 


determine its reliability 


based on the following 


components:  bias, motive, 


accuracy, and immediacy.  


Have the students write 


their responses and final 


determination in their 


Reader’s notebooks. 
 


Have student groups 


present their 


determinations to the class 


using evidence from their 


determining factors. 


either a primary or 


secondary source 


describing the events of 


the Boston Massacre.   


Take students to the 


computer lab and assist 


them in locating texts from 


the internet that describe 


the events of the Boston 


Massacre.  Have students 


print the text they find.  


Instruct students to keep 


the printed copy of their 


text for the assessment in 


the next lesson. 


class (bias, motive, 


accuracy, and 


immediacy). 


Students will write 


their responses in 


paragraph form and 


submit it with the 


printed text that they 


examined for the 


assessment. 
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the board.  Hand back 


the index cards and 


have several students to 


share what they wrote.  


As they share, ask 


students the following 


questions: 


Do the accounts on the 


cards differ from the 


recollections listed on 


the board? 


Do the accounts differ 


from student to 


student? 


What are the 


differences? 


What might be the 


reasons for the 


difference? 
 


Ask students to apply 


the previously defined 


terms in response to 


these questions.  


Explain that the 


reliability of any 


source, primary or 


secondary, is dependent 


upon bias, motive, 


accuracy, and 


immediacy. 


source says that in March 


of 1770 some men were 


killed in Boston by 


British soldiers, because a 


boy didn’t get paid for a 


haircut. 
 


Have students use their 


Reader’s notebooks to 


record the bias (the 


memories of a patriot and 


war hero), motive (to 


record the memories of 


someone who was at the 


Boston Massacre, 


immediacy (1834), 


accuracy (undetermined 


until further sources are 


examined) and reliability 


(most likely but 


undetermined until 


further resources are 


examined). 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


The students will watch 


quietly as an actor 


(unknown to them) acts 


out a staged event.  


They will record their 


The students will 


participate in a discussion 


of vocabulary from 


previous lesson. 


 


The students will 


participate in a discussion 


of vocabulary from 


previous lessons. 
 


The students will work in 


The students will 


participate in a discussion 


of vocabulary from 


previous lessons. 


 


Students will produce 


a written response 


that indicates their 


assessment of the text 


source as being 
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recollection of the 


event on index cards to 


be used later in the 


lesson. 


Students will define 


and explain the 


vocabulary terms 


presented by the 


teacher and participate 


in discussion to clarify 


the meanings of the 


terms.  Students will 


write the terms and 


definitions in their 


Reader’s notebook. 


Students will share 


their versions of the 


staged event and 


participate in answering 


questions given by the 


teacher. 


Students will respond 


to the questions in 


terms of the vocabulary 


previously discussed in 


the lesson.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Students will follow 


along while teacher reads 


aloud. 


 


The students will listen 


while the teacher models 


a Think-Aloud of the 


reliability of the reading 


selection. 
 


In their Reader’s 


notebooks, The students 


will list the determining 


factors of the reliability 


of the reading selection. 


groups to read the text 


selection. 
 


The students will work in 


groups to determine the 


reliability of the text 


selection.  They will 


record their responses in 


their Reader’s notebooks. 
 


The students will present 


their determinations to the 


class and provide 


explanations of the 


determining factors they 


used. 


The students will use the 


internet to locate and print 


either primary or 


secondary source texts 


describing the events of 


the Boston Massacre. 


 


reliable or not.  The 


response will include 


supporting evidence 


from the text 


regarding bias, 


motive, accuracy, and 


immediacy.   
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Assessment Rubric:  The Boston Massacre:  Fact or Fiction 


 


4 3 2 1 


Response demonstrates 


thoughtful and insightful 


consideration of the text 


and a reasonable 


determination of the 


reliability of the text. 


Response demonstrates 


thoughtful consideration of 


the text and a 


determination of the 


reliability of the text. 


Response demonstrates 


some consideration of the 


text and an attempt at 


determining the reliability 


of the text. 


Response demonstrates 


little consideration of the 


text.  It does not include a 


determination of the 


reliability of the text. 


Evidence that supports the 


reliability of the text is 


present and includes all of 


the following concepts:  


bias, motive, accuracy, and 


immediacy. 


Evidence that supports the 


reliability of the text is 


present and includes most 


of the following concepts:  


bias, motive, accuracy, and 


immediacy. 


Some evidence that 


supports the reliability of 


the text is included. 


Little evidence that 


supports the reliability of 


the text is included. 


Ideas are clear and well 


organized.  Grammar, 


spelling, and capitalization 


are accurate. 


Ideas are generally clear 


and well organized.  Few 


errors in grammar, 


spelling, and 


capitalization. 


Ideas are lacking clarity 


and organization.  There 


are several errors in 


grammar, spelling, and 


capitalization. 


There are serious problems 


with ideas and 


organization.  Major errors 


are present in grammar, 


spelling, and punctuation. 
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B. ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION 


B.4.2. CONTRACTED SERVICES  


B.4.2.a. Areas outside SPA Expertise 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will seek outside expertise for legal services in any situation 


that require a legal counsel. SPA will also use the services of an outside certified accounting firm 


to conduct the yearly audits required by ADE. In addition, during the first two to three years of 


schools operations SPA will hire educational consultants to help conduct staff training.   


B.4.2.b & c. Recognition of Competence of Professional 


Development Service Providers 


And  


List of Cost of Special Education Services with Sources of 


Cost 


Professional Development Contracted Services  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use some professional development service providers 


to help train teachers and other staffs in Year-1 and 2.  These companies will provide training in 


the following areas or topics:  


1. DORA/DOMA curriculum-based measurement platform. 


2. Core Knowledge Sequence. 


3. Unique Reader and another remedial reading programs 


4. RTI instructional methods. 


5. Curriculum Tri-alignment System. 


6. Singapore Math. 


7. Unique Math and other remedial math interventions. 


8. Board governance.  


Information on the occurrence and cost these training programs are given in the table underneath. 


In addition, these costs are reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget document.  


Professional Development Service Providers 


Core Knowledge Foundation 


The Core Knowledge Foundation is an independent non-profit organization founded in 1986 by 


Dr. E.D. Hirsch, Jr., professor emeritus at the University of Virginia. The Foundation has 


developed the Core Knowledge Sequence, a high-quality research based curriculum used by 


schools such as the Carl C. Icahn Charter School that have successfully closed the achievement 


gap in communities in the US. The Core Knowledge Foundation publishes educational books 
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and materials, provides professional development for educators, and supports a growing network 


of Core Knowledge schools.  


Singapore Math Consultants 


Singapore Math training and professional development will be provided by SMARTTraining, 


LLC, a Phoenix-based professional development company that specializes in Singapore Math 


training for teachers. SMARTTraining was founded in 2001 and it has trained teachers in 


Singapore Math methods throughout the United States, the Caribbean, and at the American 


School in Switzerland.  


Let‟s Go Learn (LGL) 


LGL is a California -based company that provides DORA/DOMA platform, Unique Reader and 


Unique Math. DORA/DOMA stands for Diagnostic Online for Reading Assessment and 


Diagnostic Online for Math Assessment for Math. The DORA/DOMA system is a curriculum-


based measurements platform used for school-wide benchmark assessments, and for formative 


assessment. DORA/DOMA is used in Mesa School District in Arizona, in Highland School 


District in Colorado and in several other school districts throughout the country. 


Let‟s Go Learn (LGL) is also the developer of Unique Reader and Unique Math, two computer-


based reading and math programs use in remedial instruction in these topics. 


School Curriculum Specialists 


School Curriculum Specialists, LLC, is an education consultancy firm dedicated to improving 


the education of all students through focused school improvement efforts. 


The founder of the company has over 25 years of school experience as a classroom teacher, 


instructional specialist, mentor teacher for Mesa Public Schools, and curriculum director and 


staff developer for the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community Schools. She is currently a 


member of the Arizona Charter School Association Advisory Council, a professional 


development leadership coach for the Arizona Department of Education and a Field Director for 


AdvancEd/NCA. 


She is also a certified curriculum management auditor for Phi Delta Kappa and Curriculum 


Management Systems, Inc., and trainer for the book, 50 Ways to Close the Achievement Gap, by 


Bill Poston, Fenwick English, Carolyn Downey and Betty Steffy. 


ASCD (formerly The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development)  


Founded in 1943, ASCD is an educational leadership organization dedicated to advancing best 


practices and policies for the success of each learner. Its 160,000 members in 148 countries are 


professional educators from all levels and subject areas––superintendents, supervisors, 


principals, teachers, professors of education, and school board members. 


ASCD‟s nonprofit, nonpartisan membership association provides expert and innovative solutions 


in professional development, capacity building, and educational leadership essential to the way 


educators learn, teach, and lead. Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is particularly interested in 


ASCD online learning program. 
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES AND PROVIDERS 


Providers Professional Service Provided Date Cost Estimates 


Pre-Service Training  


Let‟s Go Learn (LGL) Pre-service training: DORA/DOMA Platform Jul 30-Aug 3, 2012 - 


SRA Reading Pre-service training: SRA Reading  “ - 


Rubicon Atlas Software Pre-service training: Curriculum Mapping Software   “ - 


School Curriculum Specialists Pre-service training: Curriculum Alignment to CCSS “ - 


SMARTTraining LLC Pre-service training: Singapore Math “ - 


TBD Pre-implementation July 2012 governance training for School Board ” - 


Post-Service Hand-On Training 


Core Knowledge Hands-on training: Core Knowledge Sequence Aug -Dec 2012 - 


SS Ventures Hands-on training: RTI instructional methods “ - 


SMARTTraining LLC Hands-on training: Singapore Math “ - 


Let‟s Go Learn (LGL) Hands-on training: Unique Reader remedial reading  “ - 


TBD Hands-on training: 2
nd


 reading remedial program “ - 


Let‟s Go Learn (LGL) Hands-on training: Unique Math remedial program “ - 


Full Implementation Professional Development Program 


ASCD or NSCD (online) Spring 2013 full implementation: ELL & technology  Jan-May 2013 -- 


TBD Spring 2013 full implementation: Wed in-service “ -- 


SS Ventures 2013-2014 full implementation: RTI instructional methods Aug „13-May „14 -- 


Total Cost of 2012-2013 of Professional Development Program  $27,000 


SMARTTraining LLC Pre-service training: Singapore Math “ -- 


Core Knowledge  2013-2014 full implementation: Core Knowledge ” -- 


TBD 2013-2014 full implementation: RTI remedial reading “ -- 


School Curriculum Specialists 2013-2014 full implementation: curriculum alignment “ -- 


TBD 2013-2014 governance training for School Board “ --- 


TBD 2013-2014 full implementation: Wed in-service ” -- 


Total Cost of 2013-2014 Full Implementation Training Program $14,500 


 


Table 1. Professional Education Programs and Providers in Year 1 and 2.  
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SS Ventures  


This professional development service provider is based in Colorado; and the Principal of the 


organization is a highly-qualified curriculum specialist with over 15 year of experience who 


works as a consultant for Let‟s Go Learn. She specializes in training teachers on the use of 


DORA/DOMA platform and on training teachers how to implement Understanding by Design. 


Rubicon International 


Rubicon is a Portland, Oregon educational technology services firm known for its leadership in 


the field of curriculum management. The firm partners with public and private schools 


throughout the world to plan and implement Atlas, its web-based highly customable curriculum 


mapping and management tool. 


Contracted Special Education Services 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will have a special education teacher on staff; however, the 


School will out-source the following special education services to an organization with a proven 


track record of success in providing such services in Tucson, Arizona: 


 Speech therapy. 


 Occupational therapy. 


 School psychologist services. 


The following market cost of contracted special education services in Tucson were provided 


during the 2010 Charter Starter Program organized by the Arizona Charter School Association: 


 Speech therapist: $50 per hour. 


 Occupational therapist: $50 per hour. 


 School psychologist services: $350-$500 for evaluation; and $50 per hour for school 


psychologist services. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will allocate approximately 6% of its annual equalization 


revenues to special education services as suggested during the 2010 Charter Starter Program 


organized by the Arizona Charter School Association. Consequently, we have estimated the 


funds outsourced for special education services in Year-1 to be equal to:  


6% of the annual equalization revenues in Year-1 minus the annual salary of the special 


education teacher or $59,348.  


We then spread the outsourced special education services budget in Year 1 over the 290 students 


attending school in that year:  


$204.64/student = $59,348/290 student. 
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Assuming a 3% inflation rate in Year-2, and knowing that 376 students will attend school in 


Year-2, we then calculate the outsourced special education services budget in Year-2 as 


following: 


$79,256 = ($204.64/std) x (1.03) x (376 stds). 


In Year-3, the outsourced special education services budget will increase only by 3% due to 


inflation since the school has been running at full capacity since Year-2. Consequently, it is 


calculated as following: 


$81,633 = ($79,256) x (1.03).  


B.4.2.d. Cost Reported in the Start-Up and 3-Year 


Operational Budget 


 


Consultant Fee for Pre-Service Training: $5,000 reported in Start-Up Budget 


Consultant Fee for Professional Development in Year 1: $27, 000 reported in 3-Yr Budget. 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day 1 


Tell students 


that we will be 


doing a unit 


about author’s 


purpose and 


Day 2 


Tell students that 


today we will 


spend more time 


talking about the 


three purposes for 


Day 3 


Tell students that 


today we will talk 


about how an 


author’s purpose 


affects his or her 


Day 4 


Explain to 


students that an 


author’s point of 


view refers to his 


or her position 


Day 5 


Remind students 


that in studying 


non-fiction text 


we have learned 


about the 


Day 6 


Explain to students 


that in Social 


Studies we have to 


be especially aware 


of author’s point of 


Day 7 


Students will 


complete an 


assessment on 


point of view. 


 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Third Grade Reading 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Grade 3 Reading N/A Authors Have Opinions Also 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


7 lessons taught 


over 7 days  


3
rd


 Quarter Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Reading/Writing according to the Common Core State Standards. 


Students should be able to read basic text at grade level and comprehend the text that is given. 


Students should have background on the colonial period to be able to understand the readings and 


political cartoons that are presented. 


Students will have mastered the concept of fact and opinion. 


   Unit Description 


In this unit, students will learn about author’s purpose in writing. Once students understand purpose, they will learn how these purposes determine how 


much the author shares his or her point of view. Students will examine author’s point of view in various non-fiction texts, including the graphic or political 


cartoons.  Essential Questions:  What is author’s purpose?  What is point of view in nonfiction reading?  Enduring Understanding:  Authors have opinions 


that shape their informational writing.  Students will determine an author’s purpose in writing, determine an author’s point of view in nonfiction, and 


compare their point of view to that of an author 


Common Core 


Standards 


3.RI.6. Distinguish his or her own point of view from that of the author of a text. 


 


Summative Assessment  


 


The assessment tests students’ ability to read a short piece of text and determine the author’s opinion, belief, or point of view. 


These questions are multiple choice. Students are also asked to compare their point of view to that of the author on two of 


those questions. 


Assessment Scoring  The assessment has a total of 6 questions. Each multiple-choice question is worth 1 point. These answers are scored as right or 


wrong. Questions 3 and 4 have a written response portion. This portion is worth 2 points. In a complete sentence, students will 


tell if they agree or disagree with the author’s point of view. Students will also give the rationale for this agreement or 


disagreement. When you add up all the points, this assessment is worth a total of 10 points. In order for students to be 


considered as mastering the standard, they must score 8 out of 10 points to meet the expectation of 80%. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Student Reading Response Journals, chart paper and markers, various pre-selected texts to determine purpose, two non-fiction 


passages on the same topic with different points of view 
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point of view.  


 


First, tell 


students that 


authors write 


for different 


reasons. Ask 


students if they 


know what 


those reasons 


are. Accept 


responses from 


students. Draw 


a pie (like a 


graph on the 


board). Tell 


students that 


they can use the 


word PIE to 


help them 


remember the 


three reasons of 


authors. Tell 


students that we 


call these 


reasons an 


author’s 


purpose. 


Students should 


write “Author’s 


purpose- the 


reason an author 


writes” in their 


reading 


journals.  


writing.  


 


Talk to students 


about 


Informational 


texts. Tell them 


that if the author’s 


purpose is to 


inform, you will 


learn something 


from the selection. 


 


Information pieces 


sometime use one 


or more of the 


following: 


 Facts 


 Details 


 Places 


 Events 


 People 


 


Students should 


write the above 


information in 


their reading 


journals. 


 


Talk to students 


about persuasive 


texts. Tell them 


that if the purpose 


is to persuade, they 


are trying to get 


you to do 


point of view. 


 


Tell students that 


point of view is an 


author’s opinion 


of a subject. 


Discuss what this 


means as a class. 


Have students 


write this in their 


reading journals. 


 


Tell students that 


an author’s 


purpose (persuade, 


inform, entertain) 


affects his or her 


point of view.   


 


Have students take 


notes on the 


definition of point 


of view in their 


reading journals. 


 


Share with 


students that the 


author will want 


you to see the 


topic from his/her 


point of view or 


through his/her 


eyes and that for 


some topics, the 


author will be for 


on an issue or, in 


other words, the 


author’s opinion 


or belief 


regarding an 


issue. 


 


Tell students that 


different authors 


have different 


points of view.  


Show students 


two passages on 


the same topic 


with different 


points of view.  


 


Write the word 


bias on the 


board. Tell 


students that 


when authors 


favor one side of 


an issue, they are 


said to have a 


bias in favor of 


that side of the 


issue. Have 


students write 


the word bias 


and its definition 


in their reading 


journals. 


 


Explain to 


features of non-


fiction text. Non-


fiction can 


include graphics, 


and graphics can 


be a text of their 


own. 


 


Explain to 


students what a 


political cartoon 


is. Show 


students a 


modern (and 


appropriate) 


political cartoon 


that students will 


understand based 


on their current 


event studies. 


Talk about what 


is shown in the 


cartoon.  


 


Show students a 


political cartoon 


from colonial 


times. Talk 


about the 


cartoon, what it 


shows and how 


it relates to our 


study of the 


colonies. Ask 


students how 


view. Tell them 


that this is because 


different people 


have been affected 


in different ways 


by historical 


events.  Talk about 


how this relates to 


the saying “there 


are two sides to 


every story.” 


Remind students of 


the Native 


Americans unit and 


how they were 


affected when 


Europeans came to 


America. Tell them 


that this story 


would be told very 


differently if a 


Native American 


told it than if a 


colonist told it. 


 


Tell students that 


today we are going 


to read two 


different texts 


about the colonies. 


We will read page 


47-55 in A Young 


People’s History of 


the United States 


by Howard Zinn. 
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Talk about 


some 


entertaining 


stories you have 


read in class 


this year. Ask 


students why 


the authors 


wrote these 


stories. Tell 


students that 


these stories 


were written to 


entertain. Make 


sure students 


understand the 


word entertain. 


 


Next, hold up a 


social studies 


book and other 


non-fiction 


texts. Ask 


students why 


authors wrote 


these books. 


Tell students 


these texts are 


supposed to 


Inform. Make 


sure students 


understand what 


inform means. 


 


something or they 


want you to agree 


with them. 


Although a 


persuasive piece 


contains facts, It 


also contains a lot 


of the author’s 


opinions. In a 


persuasive piece, it 


is clear how the 


author feels about 


something. 


Have students take 


notes on 


persuasive texts.  


 


The final purpose 


of an author is to 


entertain. Most of 


the texts we read 


as kids are to 


meant to entertain 


us. 


 


If the author’s 


purpose is to 


entertain, one 


goal may be to tell 


a story or to 


describe 


characters, places 


or events (real or 


imaginary). 


Examples of 


or against 


something.   


Tell students that 


an author might be 


writing about 


school uniforms. 


The author thinks 


school uniforms 


are a good idea. 


Although the 


article is just about 


uniforms, the 


author’s opinion 


will probably 


make the article 


sound like 


uniforms are a 


good idea. 


 


Explain to 


students that in a 


fiction text written 


for entertainment, 


author’s point of 


view affects the 


story. However, in 


a nonfiction text, 


author’s point of 


view can affect the 


information.  


 


Ask students if 


they have ever 


heard the saying 


“there are two 


students that not 


all authors have 


bias, but that it is 


hard not to use 


your opinion 


when writing. 


 


Pass out a 


passage for all 


students to read 


silently. The 


passage should 


be persuasive 


and have a clear 


point of view. 


Lead a 


discussion with 


students about 


the passage. Ask 


what the author’s 


point of view is. 


Talk about 


whether the 


author of the 


passage shows 


bias. 


 


Pass out 2 more 


passages to all 


students. The 


two passages 


should be about 


the same basic 


topic. Put 


students into 


they think the 


person who drew 


the cartoon felt 


about the topic 


depicted.  Lead 


students in a 


conversation 


about the 


cartoon. Ask 


students what 


the author’s 


point of view is 


about the topic. 


 


Next, show 


students a 


political cartoon 


regarding the 


same topic but 


by a different 


cartoonist. Have 


students discuss 


this cartoon. Ask 


students what 


the author’s 


point of view is 


for this cartoon. 


 


Put both 


cartoons up for 


kids to see. Ask 


students how the 


points of view of 


the two 


cartoonists are 


Talk about the 


author’s ideas 


about colonial 


times. Pass out a 


chart to students, 


have them reread 


this text. While 


they read, have 


them fill in the 


chart telling the 


main ideas shared 


by this author. 


 


Next, have students 


read about the 


Massachusetts Bay 


Colony in their 


Pearson History 


and Geography 


books. Have 


students fill out the 


chart with main 


ideas shared by this 


author.  


 


Have a classroom 


discussion about 


these two texts.  


A. How are they 


the same and how 


are they different? 


B. What is the 


point of view 


shared by each 


author? 
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Next, share 


pictures of ads 


and talk about 


movie previews 


and other 


persuasive texts 


that are 


available. Tell 


students these 


authors wrote 


these texts to 


persuade. Take 


time to talk 


about the word 


persuade and 


what it means.  


 


Show students 


how the words 


persuade, 


inform, and 


entertain make 


up the word 


PIE.  


 


Provide 


students with 


various pieces 


of text that fit 


different 


purposes. Put 


students in 


groups. Have 


students take a 


paper and split 


entertaining texts 


include:  


 Plays 


 Poems 


 Stories 


 Jokes 


 Comic 


strips 


 


Have students take 


notes on the above 


information on 


texts that 


Entertain. 


 


sides to every 


story.” Tell 


students it goes 


along with the 


idea of “don’t 


jump to 


conclusions” from 


Three Words of 


Wisdom and Mr. 


Peabody’s Apples 


(texts read earlier 


in the year). 


Discuss with 


students what this 


saying means. 


Have students sit 


in a circle and 


discuss a time 


when they might 


have heard this 


saying.  


 


Tell students that 


author’s usually 


only tell one side 


of a story, and that 


this is why point 


of view is 


important. 


small groups and 


have them read 


the two 


passages. 


Students should 


use a Venn 


Diagram to 


compare the two 


passages. 


Instruct students 


to make sure and 


include point of 


view in their 


discussion and 


Venn Diagrams. 


 


When students 


finish in their 


groups, bring 


students back 


together whole 


group and 


discuss their 


observations and 


comparisons. 


different.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


C. What is the 


author’s purpose in 


each text? 


D. Does either text 


show bias? 


E. Do you agree 


with the authors’ of 


these texts? Why 


or why not? 


 


Informal 


Assessment: 


Student charts 
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it into three 


parts. They 


should label the 


three parts 


persuade, 


inform, 


entertain. Then, 


they should 


write the title of 


each text in the 


correct 


category. They 


will work as a 


group to get this 


correct. The 


teacher will 


walk around 


and assess 


student 


understanding.  
 


 
 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 


Student 


Activities 


 


Day 1 


Students will 


participate in a 


discussion of 


why authors 


write.  


 


Students will 


look at stories 


that have been 


previously read 


and help 


determine why 


Day 2  


Students will 


participate in 


discussion and 


take notes on 


purpose and 


point of view.  


 


Students will 


look through 


their reading 


list for the 


year that is 


Day 3 


Students will 


participate in a 


discussion of point 


of view. Students 


will write the 


definition of author 


point of view in 


their reading 


journals.  


 


Students will talk 


about the saying 


Day 4 


Students will 


observe and read 


two different 


passages and 


participate in a 


discussion of 


those passages. 


 


Students will take 


notes on the word 


and definition of 


the word bias in 


Day 5 


Students will 


participate in a 


discussion of 


nonfiction text, 


graphics, and 


political cartoons. 


 


Students will 


participate in 


discussions of the 


two political 


cartoons shown. 


Day 6 


Students will listen 


to teacher 


instruction about 


points of view in 


social studies. 


 


Students will fill out 


a chart about 


author’s point of 


view in two 


different readings. 


 


Day 7 


Students will 


complete an 


assessment on 


point of view. 
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these stories 


were written. 


 


Students will 


take notes on 


author’s purpose 


in their reading 


journals. 


 


Students will 


work 


cooperatively to 


identify the 


purpose 


different texts 


and place them 


correctly in a 


chart. 


 


 


 


 


kept in their 


reading 


journal. 


Students 


should 


determine the 


purpose of 


those texts. 


Are they a 


balanced 


reader when it 


comes to 


reading for 


purpose? They 


should write a 


short response 


to this 


question in 


their reading 


journal. 


“two sides to every 


story.” Students 


will share a time 


when that saying 


would have been 


relevant to their 


life. 


 


Students will write 


about the saying 


“two sides to every 


story.” In their 


reading journals. 


 


 


their reading 


journals. 


 


In small groups, 


students will read 


passages and 


discuss the point 


of view of each 


passage. They 


will work 


together to 


complete a Venn 


diagram 


comparing the 


two passages. 


 


Students will 


participate in a 


class discussion 


of the two 


classes. 


Students will 


share ideas and 


respect the ideas 


of others. 


 


Students will 


participate in a 


discussion about the 


two text and 


author’s points of 


view. 
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Grade 3 Reading Assessment and Rubric 


Point of View 
 


1. What is it called when the author expresses his opinions and views?    


a. entertainment    


b. point of view   


c. climax 


d. information 


 


2. Do you ever go out and look at the stars? The stars fascinate many people, and some say that you can 


tell a lot about what will happen by studying them. The sky is divided into 88 known areas that scientists 


study. Inside these areas are many stars, which are called constellations. Many constellations were named 


as far back as the 1500s. Some named constellations are the zodiac signs; Aries, Pisces, and Taurus. Other 


constellations that might be familiar to you are the Little Dipper, Big Dipper, and the Great Bear. 


 


The author believes that    


a. the Little Dipper is the best constellation.   


b. people don't care about studying stars as much as they used to in the 1500s.    


c. the study of stars has fascinated people for hundreds of years.    


d. you cannot tell much by looking at the stars. 


 


  3. Some people believe that they can't make a difference by voting, but you can. If you don't vote, your 


voice cannot be heard. Show you care about your community, and exercise your right to vote. 


 


The author believes that    


a. people should vote.   


b. you can't criticize the person in office if you don't vote.    


c. you should recycle in your community.    


d. one person can't make a difference. 


 


Do you agree with this author’s belief? Why or why not? 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


4. Doug knew that he had waited until the last minute to type his research paper, but he couldn't think of 


what he wanted to write. As Doug was frantically typing away on his computer, the power went out. He 


hadn't saved his documents. He screamed at the computer as it faded into blackness. Maybe it wouldn't 


have been too bad if he had a rough draft in which to work from, but he was writing and typing at the 


same time. Doug swore to himself that this would never happen to him again. 


 


The author shows the importance of  


a. buying a new computer.   


b. not waiting until the last minute to do your assignments. 


c. going to the library to do your research.    


d. making the honor roll. 


 


Do you agree with this author’s belief? Why or why not? 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Most people think that gorillas are mean, but actually they are shy. It seems that such a huge animal 


with very large teeth would be aggressive. Hollywood movies help convey this image of the scary, 


ferocious gorilla. In fact, gorillas only attack if they are provoked. However, gorillas usually don't have to 


fight other animals because of their impressive size. 


 


The author believes that    


a. Gorillas are misunderstood as vicious animals.    


b. Gorillas are mean animals.    


c. Gorillas don't like other animals.    


d. Gorillas communicate well with other animals. 


 


6. This was Kathy's first baby-sitting job. She was so excited, but she was really nervous. Kathy's parents 


made her attend a baby-sitting workshop before she could baby-sit her neighbor's five-year-old son, 


Matthew. Kathy knew this was a lot of responsibility, but she thought she was ready. Kathy marched 


confidently to Matthew's house and waved goodbye to Matthew's parents. It seemed as soon as his parents 


left, Matthew fell and hit his chin on the coffee table. Without panicking, she remembered what she 


learned in her baby-sitting class and applied first-aid. 


 


The author wants to show that    


a. Matthew should not run in the house.    


b. Kathy is ready to baby-sit.    


c. Kathy needs to attend more baby-sitting workshops.    


d. Coffee tables can be dangerous. 


 


Answer Key 


1. b (1 pt.) 


2. c (1 pt.) 


3. a (1 pt.); answers will vary but should express whether the student agrees with the author and why or 


why not (1 pt. for complete statement stating agreement or disagreement, and 1 pt. for providing 


appropriate rationale) 


4. b (1 pt.); answers will vary but should express whether the student agrees with the author and why or 


why not (1 pt. for complete statement stating agreement or disagreement, and 1 pt. for providing 


appropriate rationale) 


5. a (1 pt.) 


6. b (1 pt.) 
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 
C.2. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION 


C.2.a. Advertising and Promotion Program  


Advertising and Promotion Timeline 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Advertising and Promotion Program will be implemented in 
two phases according to when the School will open its doors. 


The Phase-1Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program will begin approximately 5 to 6 
months before school starts in August of Year-1; that is, in February 2012. The overall goal of 
phase 1advertising and promotion will be to develop a market awareness program that will 
introduce the School to the public at least 5 to 6 months before the first day of school. This 
awareness program will create the name recognition that will help student enrollment at the 
newly open school.    


The Phase-2 Post-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program will be ongoing from the first 
day of school; that is, from either August 6, 2012. The objective of phase-2 advertising program 
will be to help SPA establish itself as a high-quality scientifically-based academic program that 
will be easily identified and differentiated from other elementary school programs within the 
target area. 


Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Phase-1 Advertising and Promotion Program will have the 
following four advertising and marketing plans: 


Word of Mouth Advertising and Promotion Plan 


In the Word of Mouth Advertising and Promotion Plan the three school founders (Jean-Claude 
Abougou, Donka Dyer-Abougou and Bitaya Mulato) will use the extensive relationships that 
they have developed over more than 20 years in Tucson, Arizona to spread the news about the 
opening of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). The main objective of this advertising campaign 
will be to spread the School’s mission statement in Tucson, Arizona and to identify potential 
teachers and staffs who share the same core beliefs and values as SPA. 


Since its inception in 2010, the Word of Mouth Advertising and Promotion Plan advertisement 
plan has been able to help the School define and establish itself as a unique educational program 
that will provide the underserved target community with the type of high-quality educational 
school program usually not available in economically-disadvantaged areas. The Word of Mouth 
Advertisement and Promotion Plan has also helped identify a handful of potential staffs who will 
be invited to apply for positions at SPA in the future. The Word of Mouth Advertising and 
Promotion Plan will continue even after school opening.
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY’S ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION PROGRAM
Phase‐1Pre‐Opening Advertising and Promotion Program


Activities  Timeline Advertising Media Cost


Word of Mouth Advertising Plan  Ongoing 


since 2010 


SPA Corporate Directors   None


SPA website development and maintenance


 


 


 


Online Advertising Plan 


Feb – Aug 


2012 


 


 


Website design fee: $750; monthly 


maintenance fee: $50/month; for 6 


months. 


 


Online advertising: Facebook, 


MySpace and Google. Budgeted for 


6 months. 


$1,050


 


 


 


$1,000 


Outdoor Advertising Plan   Feb – Aug 


2012 


Lease one mobile and one fixed 


poster billboards for 6 months.  


$3,000


 


Newspaper/Online Advertising Plan  Feb – Aug 


2012 


Through Arizona Daily Star: 7 days. 


$129/month ; for 6 months 


$774


Direct Interaction Advertising and 


Promotion Plan 


March 2012 –


Aug 2012 


10,000 flyers at $0.10/flyer.  


 


Fee to 1 worker to distribute flyers 


at $7.35/hr; 20 hours/week, for 4 


months. 


Venues and Miscellaneous   


$1,000


 


$2,400 


 


 


$2,000 


Marketing/Advertising Reserve Fund  Feb‐Aug 2013 Funds set asides for advertising  $9,792


Total Cost Of Pre‐Opening Advertising And Promotion Program 


(Reported In Start‐Up‐Budget) 


$21,016


 


Phase‐2 Post‐Opening Advertising and Promotion Program


Activities  Timeline Advertising Media Cost


Year‐long word of mouth Advertising Plan  Ongoing 


since 2010 


SPA Corporate Board Directors; 


School Board; families; friends 


None


Year‐long website maintenance 


 


Year‐long online advertising 


 


Ongoing from  


August 2012 


Budgeted at $50/month


 


Online advertising: Facebook, 


MySpace and Google. 1 year budget 


$600


 


 


$2,000 


Year‐long outdoor advertising    Ongoing from  


Aug 2012 


Lease one mobile and one fixed 


poster billboards for the year. 


$6,000


Year‐long newspaper/online   Ongoing from  


Aug 2012 


Through Arizona Daily Star 


($129/7day/month = $129; for 12 


months) 


$1,548


Community‐based special events  Ongoing from  


Aug 2012/13 


Support for community‐based 


events such as Tucson Cancer Run 


$5,000


Total Cost Of Post‐Opening Advertising And Promotion 


(Reported In 3‐Year Operational Budget) 


$15,148


Table 1. Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Advertising and Promotion Program  
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Online Advertising Plan 


In an effort to reach as many people as possible, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use 
two non-traditional mass communication media (online and outdoor advertising); and a 
traditional mass communication medium (newspaper advertising). 


As shown in Table 1, the online advertising plan will require the development of the School 
website in February of 2012 at an estimated cost of $1,050 with $300 accounting for website 
maintenance. Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will also use online advertising through social 
network such as Facebook, My Space, and Google at a cost of $1,000 for Phase-1 Pre-Opening 
Advertising and Promotion Program.  


The market research information summarized in Table 2 shows that online advertising will work 
well in Tucson because 71% of marketing survey respondents has acknowledged having access 
to the internet, and 53.9% have purchased an item online in the past year. Advertising through 
social network will also benefit SPA because social network websites account for more than 20 
percent of all display ads viewed online, with MySpace and Facebook combining to deliver more 
than 80 percent of ads among sites in the social networking category and search engines 
(Comscore, 2010).  


Outdoor Advertising Plan 


The School will rely heavily on outdoor advertising and will lease two poster billboards (one 
mobile and one fixed) from Clear Channel at a cost of $3,000 for the 6-month pre-opening 
advertising period. Outdoor advertising is well fitted for the city of Tucson since our marketing 
research study has shown that Tucson “is a city on the move” with 90% of the city active 
population driving to work alone in their vehicles. 


News Paper/Online Advertising Plan 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will advertise in the newspaper and in the online edition of 
The Arizona Daily Star, the only daily newspaper that covers the entire city of Tucson, Arizona. 
The Arizona Daily Star has a 238,000 circulation on weekday and 364,000 on Sundays. SPA will 
advertise seven day per month in this newspaper at a cost of $774 for the 6-month pre-opening 
advertising period.  


Direct Interaction Advertising and Promotion Plan 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use online, outdoor and newspaper mass 
communication media to bring the School’s marketing messages to as many people as possible. 
The next step in SPA Advertising and Promotion Program will be to organize face-to-face 
meetings or direct person-to-person phone interactions between SPA staff and interested 
parents/relatives who have become receptive to the School mass communication marketing 
messages. The Direct Interaction Advertising and Promotion Plan will organize the direct 
contacts between SPA staff and interested parents/relatives. The ultimate goal of the Direct 
Interaction Advertising and Promotion Plan will be to answer parent questions and “close the 
deal” by having parents sign the student enrollment forms. This plan is budgeted for $5,400 
during phase-1 pre-opening advertising. 
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For direct contacts, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use some of the methods and 
venues suggested by charter school owners and operators at the Best Practice Session of the 
Charter School Marketing Workshop held during the 2010 Arizona Charter Schools Association 
Business Conference. These methods and venues are: 
 Promotional activities at grocery stores, supermarkets, malls and various public Areas 


 Promotional activities at the target area daycare facilities, pre-schools and before & after 
school programs  


 Promotional activities and sponsored events at target area apartment complexes 


 Awareness Programs in target area churches and religious institutions        


 Awareness Programs in medical/pediatrician offices  


 Promotional activities in pizza restaurants and other family-oriented restaurants  


 Door-to-door market saturation in the target area, within a 5-mile radius from the School  


 Business Awareness Program in the target area, within a 5-mile radius from the School   


 Open Blast Enrollment Event organized at the School a day or two before school starts, with 
a Clear Channel DJ and jumping cattle for kids.    


In Year-1, the total cost of phase-1 pre-opening advertising and promotional activities amounts 
to $21,016. This cost is reported in the Start-Up Budget; and it includes $9,792 set aside in the 
Marketing/Advertising Reserve Fund. 


Phase-2 Post-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program 


After the beginning of school, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will initiate the Phase-2 Post-
Opening Advertising and Promotion Program by running the following ongoing yearlong 
advertising plans: 


Word of Mouth Advertising Plan 


 Ongoing since 2010. Run by SPA Corporate Board Directors; School Board; families; 
friends. 


 Cost: None 


Online Advertising Plan 


 Ongoing from August 2012 


 SPA website advertising and maintenance budgeted at $50/month or $600 per year. 


 Online advertising through social networks budgeted at $2,000 per year. 


Outdoor Advertising Plan  


 Ongoing from August 2012. 


 Leasing of two poster billboards (one mobile and one fixed) at $6,000 per year. 


Newspaper/Online Advertising Plan 
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 Ongoing from  Aug 2012 


 Through Arizona Daily Star. One week month advertising in the newspaper and its online 
version at $129/month or $1,548 per year. 


Community-based Special Events 


 Ongoing from  Aug 2012 


 Support community-based events such as Tucson Cancer Run. 


 Budget: $5,000 


In Year-1, the total cost of phase-2 post-opening advertising and promotion activities 
amounts to $15,148. This cost is reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget. 


C.2.b. Advertising and Promotion Program and Costs are 
Supported by Market Research 


The cost of Seneca Preparatory Academy Advertising and Promotion Program and the various 
advertising plans that make up this program are supported by SPA marketing research study 
conducted from the information provided by or generated from Clear Channel of Tucson, the 
Arizona Daily Star and StarNet, or online marketing research tools.  


As shown underneath in Table 2 and Exhibit 1 underneath, the School marketing research study 
shows that:  


1. Tucson is a highly mobile outdoor city since 91% of the working population drive alone to 
work; and Tucsonans spend almost 4 hours per week commuting to work and nearly 60 hours 
per month in pursuit of recreational activities.   


2. Tucsonans are avid users of the internet with 73% accessing it; and 54% buying items from it 
per year.  


3. Outdoor advertising has the lowest cost per thousand impressions compared to any major 
media; consequently, it is the most effective way to reach an outdoor target audience.  


4. Direct contact person-to-person promotion is a very effect way to advertise and/or launch a 
new charter school (ACSA Business Conference, 2010). 


Consequently, SPA Advertising and Promotion Program will use the following 3 types of 
communication media: 1) outdoor media; 2) online media; and 3) direct contact promotion.  


In addition as shown in Exhibit 1 SPA marketing research study provides a relative cost of 
advertising in various communication media in Tucson.
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TUCSON MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 


Market Profiles  
Traveled 500 Or More Total Miles (mo)  32.5% 
Household Plans To Buy Any New Vehicle Next Year  9.7% 
Personally Attended/Visited Any Casino (yr) 40.4% 
Plans To Buy Wireless/Cellular Service (yr) 7.8% 
Personally Attended/Visited Live Theater (yr) 18.3% 
Participated In Golf (yr) 10.6% 
Bought Any Items On The Internet (yr) 53.9% 
Usually See A New Movie Opening Weekend (yr) 7.4% 
Did Not Read Any Daily Newspaper(s) (yesterday) 64.1% 
Access Internet 73% 
Market in Motion  
Drive To Work Alone 90.1% 
Carpool 6.9% 
30+ Minute Commute 16.6% 
Median Travel Time To Work One Way (minutes) 21 
 


Table 2. Tucson Market Characteristics from Marketing Research Study. 
 


 
 
Exhibit 1. Effectiveness of Various Advertising Media. 
 
CPM: cost per 1,000 impressions.  Source for Table 1 and Exhibit 1: http://clearchanneloutdoor.com. Retrieved 9-26-10.
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C.2.c. Cost of Advertising /Promotion Are Included in the 
Start-Up and 3-Year Operational Budget.  


In Year-1, the total cost of phase-1 pre-opening advertising and promotion activities will amount 
to $21,016 with $9,792 put in reserve in the Marketing/Advertising Reserve Fund. This cost is 
reported in the Start-Up Budget. 


In Year-1, the total cost of phase-2 post-opening advertising and promotion activities will 
amount to $15,148. This cost is reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget. 


C.2.d. Number of Students and State Equalization Budget 
Supported and Reflected in 3-Year Operational Budget  


The state Equalization funds are computed from the 2011-2012 Fiscal Year Budget Worksheets 
for Charter School provided by the following ADE School Finances website: 
http://www.ade.az.gov/Schoolfinance/Forms/Budgets/FY2011-2012/. 


SPA is reporting two student counts in the 3-Year Operational Budget. The “Total Student 
Count” for a specific year represents the total number of students who are projected to attend 
school in that year. For instance in Year-1, 244 students are projected to enroll at SPA. 
Therefore, the number 244 represents the “Total Student Count” for Year-1.  


The second student count is labeled “Number of Students used for Budget Calculations” or 
“NSBC”. This number is calculated as following:  


NSBC = (Total Student Count) – (50% Grade K students) – (5% Total Student Count).  


The NSBC is the number of students that is entered in the FY 2012 Budget Worksheet A to 
compute the projected state equalization budget for that specific year.  


In the computation of the NSBC, SPA is using 50% of Grade K students because kindergarteners 
receive only 50% of the normal state equalization funding provided by ADE. Since SPA will 
have one kindergarten class with 20 students, this reduction amounts to 10. 


To make conservative financial projections, SPA is reducing the NSBC by 5% of the total 
student count.    


 Using Year-1 where 244 students are projected to enroll in grade K-4, the NSBC (The Number 
of Students used for Budget Calculations) is computed as following:  


NSBC = 244 – 10 – 12 = 222. 


By entering this number (222) in the ADE website given above, the estimated state equalization 
generated is $1,347,392.  


In Year 2, 320 students are projected to enroll; and the NSBC = 320 – 10 – 16 = 294. The 
estimated equalization funding received that year will be $1,764,210. 


In Year 3 at full capacity, 376 students are projected to enroll; NSBC = 376 – 10 - 8 = 347. The 
equalization funds generated from the NSBC is $2,064,106.
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B.2. Current Resumes  


 


Jean-Claude Abougou, PhD., MBA 


Education 


 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), Nutritional Biochemistry. University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ                      


 Master of Business Administration (MBA). University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ                                                                                                                                                                                         


 Master of Science in Food Science (MS). University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ                                                                                        


 Bachelor of Science Degree in Biochemistry. University of Cameroon. 


Professional Experience  


 High School Science, Chemistry, Math and Physics Teacher, Desert Rose Academy 


Tucson AZ.  


 President & Founder, CDS Memory Care Center 


 Tucson, AZ. 


 Regional Scientific Associate Director, Novartis Oncology. 


US Southwest States 


 Oncology Education Manager, Aventis Oncology. 


US Southwest States  


 Cardiovascular Health Management Coordinator, Merck & Company, Inc. 


Tucson, AZ  


 Postdoctoral Fellow, University of Arizona. 


 Tucson, AZ. 
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Donka Dyer-Abougou R.N. 


Work Experience 


 Manager, GI Section, Carondelet St Mary’s Hospital, Tucson, Arizona  


 Clinical Nurse Leader, GI Section, St Mary’s Hospital, Tucson, Arizona 


 Nurse Case Manager, St Mary’s Hospital, Tucson, Arizona 


 Clinical Staff Nurse in Peri-anesthesia Care Unit, Mary’s Hospital, Tucson, Arizona 


 Clinical Staff Nurse in Intensive Care Units, Mary’s Hospital, Tucson, Arizona  


 Utilization Review/Quality Assurance Consultant, Action Health Care Inc., Tucson, AZ 


 Clinical Staff Nurse in Cardiothoracic Intensive Care Unit, UMC Tucson, Arizona 


Education and Awards 


 Diploma Degree in Nursing. Methodist Hospital of Nursing, Philadelphia PA. 


 Received the “Hold the Highest Standards of Nursing” Awards. Methodist Hospital School 


of Nursing. 


 President Student Nurse Association. Methodist Hospital School of Nurse 


Certification 


 Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS)   


 Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS)  


 Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 
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Bitaya Mulato, B.S. 


Education  


Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing Science Languages. 


University of Arizona 


Tucson, Arizona 


Qualifications: 


 STARS Orientation Class: Educational Model in Arizona Schools 


 Kindergarten- High School 


 Inclusion, Resource, Individual 


 Individualized Therapy Programs and Teamwork 


 Writing I.E.P., Goal, and Objectives 


Certifications:  


 CPR and First- Aid, Class-1.  


 Arizona Department of Health Services Limited License in Speech Language Therapy.   


Other Experience 


 Type of Students: Language and Articulation; ADHD, Fluency, HI. VI, LD, MR, E.D 


 Settings: Self- Contained, Inclusion, Resource, Home Visits 


Work Experience 


 Glendale Unified School District – Current Position as a speech therapist. 


 Specific Districts: Casa Grande Union High School; Sonoran Science Academy; Patagonia 


School District; Arizona Virtual Academy; Nogales School District; Indian Oasis School 


District. 


 Speech Therapist, Student Therapies and Resources Services (STARS) 


 Speech Assistant, InSpeech Tucson, AZ.  


 Reuse Technical Assistant, Desert Dialysis Clinic, Tucson, AZ.  


 Behavioral Health Aid Intermountain Center for Human Development Tucson, AZ 
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 Mentor, Tucson Residence Foundation Tucson, AZ. 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day One:  Introduce the text 


Becoming Butterflies to 


students.  Review the 


differences between a fiction 


text and a non-fiction text.  


Ask students to name the 


non-fiction text conventions 


(headings, tables of contents, 


glossaries, electronic menus, 


icons) as you point them out 


in the text.  Review how 


Day Two:  Review 


conventions of non-


fiction text with students 


(headings, tables of 


contents, glossaries, 


electronic menus, icons, 


and illustrations) using 


the book Becoming 


Butterflies. 
 


On chart paper, list each 


non-fiction text feature 


Day Three:  Review 


conventions of non-


fiction text with 


students (headings, 


tables of contents, 


glossaries, electronic 


menus, icons, and 


illustrations) using 


the book Becoming 


Butterflies. 
 


Review chart paper 


Day Four:  Review 


conventions of non-


fiction text with 


students (headings, 


tables of contents, 


glossaries, electronic 


menus, icons, and 


illustrations) using the 


book Becoming 


Butterflies.   


Focus on how the 


Day Five:  Assessment: 
 


Read aloud Monarch 


Butterfly while students 


follow along in their own 


copies.  Point out 


illustrations as you read 


and stop to identify any 


relationship between the 


illustrations and the text. 
 


Distribute the 


Comprehension 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – First Grade Reading 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Grade 1 Reading  Features of Informational Text:  Illustrations 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in  


5 Days 


2
nd


 Semester Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Reading according to Common Core State Standards 


Reading: Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic 


menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a text. 


Science:  Basic structures in animals serve a function. 


   Unit Description 


Students will learn to identify features of informational text and utilize them to comprehend the text. 


Common Core 


Standards 


1.RI.6 Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a 


text. 


Science: S4.1.PO 1.  Identify the following as characteristics of living things growth and development reproduction 


response to stimulus 
 


Summative Assessment  


 


Students will be assessed on comprehension of informational passage utilizing illustrations and text. 


Assessment Scoring  Students will be assessed on mastery of the Non-Fiction Comprehension Assessment based on illustrations and text from 


Monarch Butterflies.  Mastery is a score of 80% (8 out of 10 correct responses). 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Becoming Butterflies by Anne Rockwell, assortment of non-fiction books appropriate for grade 1, Non-Fiction Feature 


Checklist, chart paper, Non-Fiction Features Organizer, Monarch Butterfly by Gail Gibbons for each student, Comprehension 


Assessment. 
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each of these conventions 


can help the reader 


understand the text.  
 


Tell students that another 


non-fiction text feature that 


can assist with 


comprehension are 


illustrations.  Show students 


examples of illustrations in 


the text.  Tell students that 


illustrations help explain the 


ideas that are presented in 


words.   
 


Group students into pairs 


and have the pairs choose a 


book from a selection of 


grade 1 appropriate non-


fiction texts.  Instruct 


students to work in their 


pairs to identify non-fiction 


text conventions in their 


book.  Have students 


complete the Non-Fiction 


Feature Checklist in pairs 


while you monitor and assist 


as needed.   


and its  


purpose in the text.   


 


Read the book aloud to 


the students, stopping to 


look at each non-fiction 


feature and asking 


students to explain how it 


helps to understand the 


information in the text. 


List the non-fiction text 


features in the book on 


the chart paper.  


 


 


organizer created in 


previous lesson.   
 


Group students into 


pairs (same pairs as 


Lesson 1) and have 


the pairs choose the 


same non-fiction text 


from their group 


activity in Lesson 1.  


Distribute copies of 


the Non-Fiction 


Features Organizer 


for students to 


complete in pairs 


while you monitor 


and assist as needed. 


illustrations relate to 


the text and provide 


additional information. 


 


Read the book aloud to 


the students, stopping 


to point out illustrations 


and their relation to the 


text.  On chart paper, 


draw a T-Chart and list 


the illustrations. Ask 


students to summarize 


the information 


presented in the 


illustrations.  Add 


student responses to the 


chart paper.  Ask 


students to identify key 


information in the text 


that relates to each 


illustration and add to 


the chart paper.   
 


Remind students that 


illustrations are part of 


the text and can assist 


comprehension of the 


text.  


Worksheet for students to 


complete as an 


assessment.  Encourage 


students to use their 


copies of the text to look 


back for important 


information. 


 


 


 
 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student  


Activities 


 


Day One:  Students will 


participate in class 


discussion identifying 


differences between fiction 


and non-fiction and 


Day Two:  Students will 


participate in class 


discussion identifying 


conventions of non-


fiction text. 
 


Day Three:  Students 


will participate in 


class discussion 


identifying 


conventions of non-


Day Four:  Students 


will participate in class 


discussion identifying 


conventions of non-


fiction text. 
 


Day Five:  Students will 


listen and follow along as 


the teacher reads aloud.  
 


The students will 


complete a 
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conventions of non-fiction 


text. 
 


Students will work in pairs 


to read a non-fiction text and 


complete the Non-Fiction 


Features checklist. 


 


 


 


 


The students will listen as 


the teacher reads aloud. 


 


The students will 


participate in class 


discussion locating 


conventions of non-


fiction texts and how it 


helps with 


comprehension.  


fiction text. 
 


Students will work in 


pairs (the same pairs 


as Lesson 1) to 


identify the purpose 


of non-fiction 


conventions in a text.  


 


The students will listen 


as the teacher reads 


aloud. 


The students will 


participate in class 


discussion identifying 


illustrations and the 


information they 


provide. 


Comprehension 


Assessment based on the 


text, including 


information presented in 


the illustrations and in 


words.  
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Non-Fiction Features Checklist 
 


Title of Book______________________________________________________________ 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Author__________________________________________________________________ 


 


Is there a Table of Contents?  Yes_____   No_____ 


 


List any headings in the book 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Is there a Glossary?  Yes_____   No_____ 


 


Are there illustrations?  Yes_____   No_____ 
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Non-Fiction Features Organizer 


 
Title of Book______________________________________________________________ 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Author__________________________________________________________________ 


 


List the information in the Table of Contents 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


List the information in 3 of the illustrations 


 


Page __________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Page __________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


 


Page __________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________ 
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Monarch Butterfly Questions 
 


1.  What type of plant does a Monarch butterfly lay its eggs on? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


2.  Where on the plant does a Monarch butterfly lay its eggs? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


3.  How many times does a caterpillar molt? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


4.  What part of the plant does the caterpillar attach itself to when it is ready to become a pupa? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


5.  What color is the pupa when it is new? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


6.  What is it called when a caterpillar turns into a butterfly? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


7. Why don’t birds or other animals eat Monarch butterflies? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


8. What is the tube to the mouth called? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 
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9. Where does a Monarch butterfly hide when it rains? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


10. Where do Monarch butterflies rest at night? 


 


________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


Monarch Butterfly Answer Key 
 


1.  Milkweed 


2.  Leaf 


3.  5 


4.  Stem 


5.  Green 


6.  Metamorphosis 


7. They taste bad 


8. Probiscus 


9. Under leaves 


10. In trees 
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B. ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION 


B.2. APPLICANT COMPOSITION 


B.2.a. Contribution of Seneca Preparatory Academy 


Foundation Corporate Directors 


Jean-Claude Abougou, PhD., MBA 


Dr. Abougou brings almost 15 years of expertise in biomedical research and education with 


major pharmaceutical companies.  He was a Regional Associate Director of Oncology Research 


before he decided to take a teaching job in an underserved high school in Tucson, Arizona; and 


for the last five years, Dr. Abougou has been enjoying himself teaching science, chemistry, math 


and physics in an inner-city high school in Tucson, Arizona. 


In addition to his experience teaching in charter schools, Jean-Claude brings substantial expertise 


in overall business administration, project management, launching and marketing products 


through their life cycles, financial analysis and grant writing. 


Dr. Abougou is responsible for writing this application, for the incorporation of the Foundation 


and for all legal, marketing and financial aspects of this project. He is also the authorized 


representative for Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation.   


Jean-Claude is a graduate of the University of Arizona where he received a PhD in Nutritional 


Biochemistry, a Master Degree in Food Science and a Master of Business Administration. He 


also graduated from the University of Cameroon with a Bachelor’s of Science in Biochemistry.  


Bitaya Mulato, BA. 


Ms. Mulato is a graduate of the University of Arizona where she received a Bachelor’s of 


Science in Speech and Hearing Science. She has been working as a speech therapist for the last 


seven years in Native American schools and other underserved schools in Southern Arizona. Ms. 


Mulato has contributed to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) project with her detailed 


knowledge of underserved populations in Southern Arizona, her understanding of elementary 


and secondary school issues, and her expertise in special education.   


Donka Dyer-Abougou, RN  


Mrs. Dyer-Abougou is a registered nurse who has been working as a clinical nurse manager, a 


clinical nurse team leader, and a clinical staff nurse for over twenty years in hospitals located in 


low-income areas in Tucson, Arizona. Donka has substantial experience in several therapeutic 


areas (cardiology, intensive care, gastroenterology, utilization review, case .management) and 


non-therapeutic medical fields (health insurance, utilization review). Her superior analytical 
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skills and her knowledge and ability to deal with complex medical situations involving a diverse 


group of people have and will continue to be useful to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). Mrs. 


Dyer-Abougou is a registered nurse and a graduate of Methodist School of Nursing in 


Philadelphia, PA where she received her Nursing Diploma. 


B.2.b. Identify Experience in Elementary/Secondary 


Education; Business Operation and Financial 


Management as Applied to Charter Operations 


Experience in Elementary/Secondary Education 


Both Dr. Abougou and Ms. Mulato will use their more than ten years combined experience in 


secondary and elementary education in socio-economically disadvantaged population to manage 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA).  


Dr. Abougou has been teaching science, math, chemistry and physics at Desert Rose Academy 


and Canyon Rose Academy in Tucson, Arizona for the last five years. These high schools are 


part of a group of four charter schools owned and operated by the Rose Management Group. Dr. 


Abougou will use the experience accumulated in his five years of teaching in charter schools for 


underserved populations to successfully build, develop SPA, an elementary school also located 


in a socio-economically disadvantaged area. He will use the following acquired skills and 


experiences at SPA: 


 Experience as a classroom teacher who plan, develop, implement, and assess instruction 


aligned to state standards; and at the same time implement a school educational plan, 


discipline, teach and prepare students for AIMS, Stanford 10 and/or AZELLA. 


 Experience in successfully running a diverse classroom with regular students and students 


with special needs such ELLs, students with learning disabilities and students at-risk of 


academic failure. 


 Experience as an academic and life coach, a motivator, a disciplinarian, and a mentor for all 


students and especially for those who live in socio-economically disadvantaged areas. 


 His personal experience growing up in a poor country and learning how to succeed under 


very difficult life conditions. 


Ms. Bitaya Mulato graduated from the University of Arizona in 2004 with a Bachelor of Science 


in Speech and Hearing Science. She is currently working in the Glendale Elementary School 


District, a PreK-8 school system in Glendale, Arizona where she is involved with special 


education, Head Start and regular students. She provides them with speech services, attend and 


contribute to IEP meetings, evaluate students for language deficiencies and interact with parents.  
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Prior to this job she worked as a speech therapist for elementary and high schools in the 


following districts or schools: (1) Casa Grande Union High School 2005- 2006; (2) Sonoran 


Science Academy 2005- 2006; (3) Patagonia School District 2005-2006; (4) Arizona Virtual 


Academy2005-2006; (5) Nogales School District 2006; and (6) Indian Oasis School District 


(2007-2010). Her experience and knowledge in education is and will continue to be a valuable 


asset for SPA. 


Experience in Business Operations and Financial Management 


Dr. Abougou and Mrs. Dyer-Abougou will apply their formal education, skills and practical 


experience in business operations and financial management to the successful operation and 


management of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA).  


Jean-Claude Abougou comes to the Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) project with not only 


formal training in business administration (MBA) but also with the practical hands-on business 


experience acquired in the pharmaceutical industry. As an Oncology Education Manager and 


Regional Scientific Associate Director, Jean-Claude was the regional Medical Affairs Executive 


in charge of the professional development program for the company staffs in Arizona, New 


Mexico, Nevada, Utah, Colorado and Idaho. He put together, and gave scientific presentations 


during staff training on company and competitive products. He also gave presentations to 


physicians and nurses on company products. In addition, he organized and moderated regional 


and national consultant meetings through the western part of the US. He was the Medical Affairs 


Associate who was brought in to trouble-shoot difficult scientific questions and issues that the 


local staff could not handle. He reviewed educational grants, set clinical studies, developed and 


maintained relationships with oncologists and other thought leaders in the states mentioned 


earlier. And every year he wrote, developed and implemented a business plan covering each one 


of these states.  


Several characteristics of Dr. Abougou past job experiences are applicable to starting and 


developing a successful charter schools; namely, (1) the ability to manage all aspects of a 


business including, budget, training, advertising/promotion, competition, employees and human 


resources, and government and legislation; (2) the ability to launch and promote a new 


pharmaceutical product (or start a new charter school) throughout its life cycle; (3) the need to 


always be customer-focused; (4) and the ability to resolve and handle difficult situations and 


constant changes through creativity and by thinking outside the box; (5) the ability to 


communicate, deal and manage a diverse group of highly competitive associates.   


Dr. Abougou intends to use his pharmaceutical financial and business experience to successful 


run, operate and manage Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA).  


Donka Dyer-Abougou is currently the Manager of three different units -- GI Lab, Pre-Op and 


PAT -- at St Mary Hospital in Tucson, Arizona. Together, these three units have 30 employees 
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(16 registered nurses and 14 medical technicians). As a manager she is involved in the following 


functions and activities: 


 Run daily staff and productivity meeting. 


 Run monthly staff meetings. 


 Schedule and regulate staffs for the day; and regulate staff flow between patients and 


physicians. 


 Coordinate and communicate with other managers and associates. 


 Attend leadership meeting. 


 Attend patient experience to assure their satisfaction.  


 Manage the department budget and resources according to hospital, medical and legal 


policies. 


Donka will also use her managerial skills to help Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) establish 


itself as a well-managed educational facility. 


B.2.c. Consistency with Background Information of Each 


Corporate Director 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) believes that the information presented on the applicant 


composition is consistent with the background information provided on each applicant. 


B.2.d. Applicant Composition Consistent with 


Application Package 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) considers the information on applicant composition to be 


consistent with all sections of the application package. 
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A. EDUCATION PLAN 


A.4. SCHOOL CALENDAR AND WEEKLY 


SCHEDULE 


A.4.a. Compliance with Number of School Day Per Year   


 During the 2012 school year, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will start school on August 6, 


2012 and finish on May 23, 2013 (Table 1). SPA’s school calendar will be designed to mirror 


Sunnyside Unified School District (SUSD)’s since most of SPA’s target area is covered by 


SUSD. SPA will provide 183 days of instruction (Table 2); that is, 3 more days of instruction per 


year than the minimum of 180 days recommended by A.R.S. 15-341.01; and 2 more than the 


total instruction days provided by SUSD in 2010-2011. During the 2012 academic year, Seneca 


Preparatory Academy (SPA) will be closed on a total of 25 paid holidays and days off (Table 3).  


At SPA, a normal school day will span from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM; and the scheduled early-


release days (every Wednesday) will go from 8:00 AM to 1:15 PM.  


Table 5 shows that Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will have 47 early-release days during 


the 2012 school year, including 37 Wednesdays used for in-services (1.5 hr) and planning (1.0 


hr). The remaining 10 early-release days will be used for parent/teacher conferences and for 


grading.  


During the 2012 school year, SPA will devote a total of 121 hours (15.125 days) for professional 


development (Table 4); that is 1.5 times the 10 days used by Sunnyside Unified School District 


for In-service/ Record Days in 2010-2011. 


A.4.b & c. Compliance with Hours/Minutes of Instruction 


Per Week. And Daily Instructional Minutes for Core 


Academics for Each Grade Level and Content Area  


Tables 6, 7 and 8 show that SPA will develop a full-time instructional program since it will 


provide a total of 1,120 hours of instruction during the 183 instruction days in 2012-2013. For 


full-time students, ARS 15-901 recommends a minimum of 356 instruction hours per year for 


kindergarteners; 712 hours for first, second and third graders; and 890 hours for fourth, fifth and 


sixth graders.  


As shown in Table 6, SPA students will receive a total of 30 hrs 52 min of instruction per week. 


This calculated figure is more accurate than the total weekly instruction time of 31 hrs 30 min 


shown in Table 7 and 8. In the last two tables, the 31 hrs 30 min total weekly instruction time 


does not take into consideration the fact that instruction weeks vary in length during the year, as 


reflected in Table 6. Nevertheless, regardless of the total weekly instruction time considered, 
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SPA will qualify for a full-time instructional program (albeit not being a high school) because it 


will provide more than 20 hrs total instruction time per week in one or more subjects as required 


by ARS 95-901 (A)(2)(c)(vi). In addition, as shown in Table 9, by providing students with 30 hrs 


52 min of total instruction per week, SPA will exceed the ADE total weekly instruction time 


requirements for full-time instructional program; that is, 1,650 min (27 hrs 30 min) for grade 1-3, 


and 1,600 min (26 hrs 40 min) grade 4-6.   


Data from Table 7 and 8 shows that Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will provide 24 hrs 45 


min instruction in core academics per week, as following: 450 min each for developmental 


reading and math; 225 min for language arts; and 180 min each for science/health and social 


studies. In most instances, SPA will meet or exceed ADE’s recommendations (Table 16) even 


with the School providing 185 minutes/week instruction in French and/or in Spanish. For Grade 


1-3, ADE’s weekly recommendations for instruction time in core subjects are:  450 min for 


developmental reading vs. SPA’s 450 min; 300 min for language arts vs. SPA’s 225 min; 300 


min for math vs. SPA’s 450 min; 150 min for social studies vs. SPA’s 180 min; 150 min for 


science vs. SPA’s 180 min. 


A.4.d. Rational for Weekly Schedule for the Target 


Population  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) graciously received the weekly school schedules from the 


Carl C. Icahn Charter School (CCICS), Bronx, NY; and SPA will model its weekly schedules 


after the ones developed by the Carl C. Icahn Charter School since they have helped CCICS 


close the achievement gap in the Bronx.  


The Carl C. Icahn Charter School (CCICS) belongs to a small group of prestigious charter 


schools that have been heralded by the US Department of Education for being the most 


successful schools in the Nation to bridge the achievement gaps in underserved communities (US 


Dept Education, 2007). Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) and CCICS have a lot in common 


since both schools’ target communities are high-minority (SPA: 96%; CCICS: 97%) and high-


poverty areas (free/reduced-price lunch program, SPA: 92%; CCICS: 81%) (Greatschools, 


CCICS, May 2010).  


Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that some of the educational programs, tools and 


methodologies used successfully by Carl C. Icahn Charter School to close the achievement gap, 


can also be used successfully at SPA. As a result, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use 


the blocked-time scheduling developed and used by Carl C. Icahn Charter School (CCICS) with 


the hope of achieving the same type of success in the target area. On a daily basis, SPA will use a 


90 minute blocked-time for math and a 135 minute block for English (90 min for developmental 


reading, followed by 45 min of language arts). In addition, twice a week, SPA will use 90 minute 


blocks each for science and for social studies instruction (Tables 7 and 8).  
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Research has shown that block scheduling offers several benefits to underserved students. It 


provides students with the opportunity to spend more time-on-task; and this is particularly 


important for students affected by the achievement gap since they usually need more time to 


master the instructional material. Block scheduling is also recommended by the Arizona 


Department of Education (ADE) for use in RTI as a classroom-targeted intervention designed to 


increase students’ time-on-task (AZ RTI, Module 3, 2010).  


Additionally, with more time available in block scheduling, teachers can delve more deeply into 


subject matter and provide more depth and breadth in their teaching. Finally, block scheduling 


provides more opportunities for planning and professional development, and stronger and better 


interactions between teachers and students (O’Brien, 2006). 


A.4.e. Professional Days Alignment with Performance 


Management Plan  


 July 15, 2012 


Professional Development Activities Associated with the Pre-Implementation of the of the 


RTI-Early Intervention Reading Program: Pre-Service Training  


 Training Description: Governance & Board Training 


 Objective: to train School and Corporate Board Members  on board governance 


 Duration: 2 hours 


 Agenda: Board Governance Training.  


 Trainer: TBD 


 Agenda: To be determined. 


July 30-31& August 1-3, 2012 


Professional Development Activities Associated with the Early-Stage Implementation of the 


RTI-Early Intervention Reading Program: Pre-Service Training  


 Objective: to train school staffs on SPA processes and on the RTI-Early Intervention Reading 


& Math Program. 


 Duration: 5 days; 7.5 hours/day. 


 Agenda: 


o Seneca Preparatory Academy’s History, Mission, Philosophy and Goals. 


o RTI Early-Intervention Reading & Math Program. 


o Common Core State Standards.  
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o Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring System. 


o RTI Instructional Methods (Understanding by Design; direct and differentiated 


instructions; and block scheduling). 


o Reading Mastery and Core Knowledge, the RTI general reading and language arts 


core curriculum. 


o RTI Awareness Program. 


 Trainers: 


o Jean-Claude Abougou, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


o SRA Reading Mastery Signature Edition 


o Core Knowledge Foundation 


o SMARTT Training, LLC., Singapore Math 


o Susan Cameron, Curriculum Specialists 


o Let’s Go Learn, DORA/DOMA platform 


 August 2012 – January 2013 


Professional Development Activities Associated with the Early-Stage Implementation of the 


RTI-Early Intervention Reading Program: Hands-On Training. 


 


 Provide teachers with a 6-month hands-on training period so that they can develop and 


improve their skills in the following areas: 


o DORA platform and data analysis. 


o SRA Reading Mastery 


o Core Knowledge Sequence. 


o Instruction alignment to CCSS. 


o Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping Software. 


o Lesson plan design with Understanding by Design. 


o Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring. System. 


 October 5 and December 17, 2012: Organize follow-up training and classroom coaching in 


the following topics: 


o SRA Reading Mastery 


o Core Knowledge Sequence. 
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o RTI instructional methods and data analysis. 


o Lesson plan design with Understanding by Design. 


o Unique Reader remedial reading curriculum. 


 In-service and professional development programs are held every Wednesday afternoon 


through the school professional learning community. 


February – May 2013 


 Professional Development Activities Associated with the Full Implementation of the RTI-


Early Intervention Reading Program in Year-1.  


 Teachers and para-professionals attend online training on: 


o Instruction for English Language Learners. 


o Use of technology in instruction. 


o RTI remedial reading methods. 


o Cooperative learning. 


 Teachers continue to attend in-service and professional development programs organized 


every Wednesday afternoon.   


 March 11 and May 23, 2013 All Day Training Workshops 


o SRA Reading Mastery 


o Core Knowledge Sequence. 


o RTI instructional methods and data analysis. 


o Lesson plan design with Understanding by Design. 


o Unique Reader remedial reading curriculum 


July 2013 – May 2014 


Professional Development Activities Associated with the Full Implementation of the RTI-


Early Intervention Reading Program in Year-2. 


 Provide pre-service training for new and returning teachers; and hands-on experience for new 


teachers on the following: 


o Seneca Preparatory Academy’s History, Mission, Philosophy and Goals. 


o RTI Early-Intervention Reading Program. 


o Common Core State Standards. 


o Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring System. 
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o RTI Instructional Methods (Understanding by Design; direct and differentiated 


instructions; and block scheduling). 


o Core Knowledge, the RTI general reading core curriculum. 


o RTI remedial reading intervention curricula. 


o RTI Awareness Program. 


 In July and January, administer a needs assessment survey to all school faculty to determine 


their educational; use the assessment results to design Wednesday in-service and professional 


development programs. 


 Develop an internal training team that will conduct most of the training in Year-3. 


 Teachers continue to attend in-service and professional development programs organized 


every Wednesday afternoon. 


 Evaluate the whole professional development plan at the end of the school year.   
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY  2012-2013 CALENDAR 


July 2012 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 


8 9 10 11 12 13 14 


15 16 17 18 19 20 21 


22 23 24 25 26 27 28 


29 30 31     


       
 


August 2012 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


29   1 2 3 4 


5 6 7 8 9 10 11 


12 13 14 15 16 17 18 


19 20 21 22 23 24 25 


26 27 28 29 30 31  


 20 school days  
 


September 2012 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


      1 


2 3 4 5 6 7 8 


9 10 11 12 13 14 15 


16 17 18 19 20 21 22 


23 24 25 26 27 28 29 


 19 school days  
 


October 2012 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


 1 2 3 4 5 6 


7 8 9 10 11 12 13 


14 15 16 17 18 19 20 


21 22 23 24 25 26 27 


28 29 30 31    


 21 school days  
 


November 2012 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


28    1 2 3 


4 5 6 7 8 9 10 


11 12 13 14 15 16 17 


18 19 20 21 22 23 24 


25 26 27 28 29 30  


 19 school days  
 


December 2012 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


      1 


2 3 4 5 6 7 8 


9 10 11 12 13 14 15 


16 17 18 19 20 21 22 


23 24 25 26 27 28 29 


30 31 10 school days  
 


January 2013 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


  1 2 3 4 5 


6 7 8 9 10 11 12 


13 14 15 16 17 18 19 


20 21 22 23 24 25 26 


27 28 29 30 31   


 21 school days  
 


February 2013 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


     1 2 


3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


10 11 12 13 14 15 16 


17 18 19 20 21 22 23 


24 25 26 27 28   


 18 school days  
 


March 2013 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


     1 2 


3 4 5 6 7 8 9 


10 11 12 13 14 15 16 


17 18 19 20 21 22 23 


24 25 26 27 28 29 30 


 16 school days  
 


April 2013 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


31 1 2 3 4 5 6 


7 8 9 10 11 12 13 


14 15 16 17 18 19 20 


21 22 23 24 25 26 27 


28 29 30     


 22 school days  
 


May 2013 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


   1 2 3 4 


5 6 7 8 9 10 11 


12 13 14 15 16 17 18 


19 20 21 21 22 23 24 


25 27 28 29 30 31  


 17 school days  
 


June 2013 


Su M Tu W Th F S 


      1 


2 3 4 5 6 7 8 


9 10 11 12 13 14 15 


16 17 18 19 20 21 22 


23 24 25 26 27 28 29 


29 30      
 


 First Student Day; and Last Student Day/PD day   Grading Day/Conference Day. Early Release Days  


 School Closed/Holidays  Full Day Professional Development Workshops 


 AIMS Testing Window for Grade 2-6   


 


  Table 1. Seneca Preparatory Academy 2012 – 2013 Calendar. 
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TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUCTION DAYS IN 2012-2013 


Date 1st Quarter (Aug 6 - Oct 5) 


Inst. 


Days* Notes 


    


August 6 First Day of School 1 Regular day:  8:00 AM – 3:30 PM 


August 7 – October 5 Regular School Days 32 Regular day:  8:00 AM – 3:30 PM 


October 2 - 4 Grading/Conference Day 3 Early release:  1:15 PM 


October 5 Full Day Prof. Development --- No school 


Wed Early Release In-service/Professional Dev 8  


Total Instruction Days ---- 44 --- 


    


 2nd Quarter (Oct 8 - Dec 17)   


Oct 8 – Dec 17 Regular school days 33 Regular day:  8:00 – 3:30 PM 


Oct 9 Full Day Prof. Development --- No school 


December 13 - 14 Grading/Conference Day 2 Early release:  1:15 PM 


December 17 Full Day Prof. Development --- No school 


Wed Early Release In-service/Professional Dev 10 Early release:  1:15 PM 


Total Instruction Days ---- 45 ---- 


    


 3rd Quarter (Jan 1 - Mar 11)   


Jan 1 – Mar 1 Regular School Days 38 Regular day:  8:00 AM – 3:30 PM 


March 7 - 8 Grading day/Conference Day 2 Early release: 1:15 PM 


March 11 Full Day Prof. Development --- No school 


Wed Early Release In-service/Professional Dev 10 Early release: 1:15 PM 


Total Instruction Days ---- 45 ---- 


    


 4th Quarter (Mar 17 - May 23)   


March 17 -  May 23 Regular School Days 46 Regular day: 8:00 AM – 3:30 AM 


May 21-23 Grading day/Conference Day 2 Early release: 1:15 PM 


May 24 Last Day of School 1 Early release: 1:15 PM 


Wed Early Release In-service/Professional Day 9 Early release: 1:15 PM 


Total Instruction Days ---- 49 ---- 


    


Total Number of 


Instruction Days in 2012-


2013 ---- 183 ---- 


 


Table 2. Total Number of Instruction Days in 2012-2013 at Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA). 


Note: Inst. Day*, stands for Instruction Day. 
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SCHEDULED HOLIDAYS & DAYS OFF IN 2012-2013 


    


Date Event Days Notes 


September 3 Labor Day 1 Holiday. School closed 


October 8 Columbus Day 1 Holiday. School closed 


November 11 Veterans Day 1 Holiday. School closed 


November 21 – 22 Thanksgiving 2 Holiday. School closed 


December 17 – 31 Winter Break 11 No school 


January 1 Celebrated New Year Day 1 Holiday. School closed 


January 21 Martin Luther King Day 1 Holiday. School closed 


February 21 – 22 Rodeo Day 2 No school 


March 12 – 15 Spring Break 5 No school 


    


Total Holidays & Days 


off per Year ---- 25 ---- 


 


Table 3. Scheduled Holidays and Days Off at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) in 2012 – 


2013. 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TIME IN 2012-2013 


     


Date Event Days Meeting Time Professional Dev Time 


(hrs) 


July 30 – August 3 Full Day Pre-service 


Workshop 


5 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 36.25 


October 5 Full Day Prof. Dev. 


Workshop 


1 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 7.25 


December 17 Full Day Prof. Dev. 


Workshop 


1 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 7.25 


March 11 Full Day Prof. Dev. 


Workshop 


1 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 7.25 


May 23 Full Day Prof. Dev. 


Workshop  


1 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 7.25 


Aug 6 – May 23 1.5 hr in-service and 1.0 


hr for planning on Wed 


37 1:30 PM – 4:00 PM 55.5 


     


Total Prof Dev 


Hours in 2012-2013 


---- ---- ---- 121 hrs (15.125 days) 


 


Table 4. Professional Development Time in 2012-2013 at Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA). 


 


Notes: 


 A 45 min lunch break/day is taken during full day Professional Development Workshop and Pre-Service.  Thus, a full day 


Professional Development last 7hr15 min. 


 Prof. Dev. Workshop stands for Professional Development Workshop 


 Every Wed is an early release day unless specified otherwise on the calendar. On these early release Wed, 1.5 hr is dedicated 


for in-service/professional development; the remaining time, 1.0 hr is used for planning and coordination. 
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EARLY RELEASED DAYS IN 2012 - 2013 


    


Date Event Days Release Time 


 


October 9 – 11 Grading day/Conference Day 3 1:15 PM 


 


December 13 – 14 Grading day/Conference Day 2 1:15 PM 


 


March 7 – 8 Grading day/Conference Day 2 1:15 PM 


 


May 21 – 22 Grading day/Conference Day 2 1:15 PM 


 


May 24 Last day of school 1 1:15 PM 


Aug 4 – May 25 1.5 hr for Prof. Dev. every Wed 37 1:15 PM 


    


Total Number of Early 


Release Days in 


2012-2013 ---- 47 ---- 


 


Table 5. Early Release Days in 2012-2013 at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 
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 TOTAL INSTRUCTION TIME IN 2012-2013 


  


Total number of instruction days in 2012- 2013 


 


183 days 


Instruction time/regular day.  


A regular school day runs from 8:00 to 15:30 or 7 hrs 30 


min/day = 450 min/day. If we subtract 45 min for lunch, 


405 min/day is devoted to instruction.  


405 min/regular day 


Total instruction time for 136 regular days / year. 


136 regular days = 183 instruction days /yr – 47 early 


release days / yr. Total instruction time for 136 regular 


days / yr  = (405 min/day) x (136 days) = 55,080 min / 


yr 


55,080 min/yr 


Instruction time/early-release day. 


Early release day run from 8:00 to 13:15 or 5 hr 15 min. 


If we subtract 45 min for lunch, then 270 min/early 


release day is devoted to instruction.  


270 min/early-release day 


Total instruction time for 47 early-release days per 


year. (270 min/day) x (47 days) = 12,690 min / yr.   
12,690 min/yr 


 


Total instruction time in 183 days in 2012-2013.  


55,080 min + 12,690 min = 67,770 min = 1,129.5 hrs  


1,129.5 hr/yr 


 


Total number of instruction weeks in 183 days of 


instruction/ yr. 


(183 days) / (5 days/weeks) = 36.6 weeks 


36.6 wks of instruction/yr 


Calculated instruction time per week in 2012-2013. 


(1,129.5 hr / yr) / (36.6 wks / yr) = 30.86 hr / wk. or 30 


hr 52 min / wk. 


30 hr 52 min instruction time/week. 


 


Note:  


ARS 15-901(A) (2) (a) (i) and ARS 15-901(A) (2) (a) (b) (i) provide the following guidance for the minimum hours of 


instruction per year required for full-time students: a) Kindergarten: 356 hrs. b) Grades 1, 2 & 3: 712 hrs. c) Grades 4, 5 & 6: 890 


hrs.  


 


Table 6. Total Instruction Time for Full-Time K-6 Students at Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) in 2012 - 2013. 


 


ARS 15-901 (2011). From http://law.onecle.com/arizona/education/15-901.html.  


 



http://law.onecle.com/arizona/education/15-901.html
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TEACHER’S NAME:                                           Grade: K - 3             Week of: August 6, 2012 


DAY/PERIOD 8:00 –8:45 


1 


8:45 – 9:30 


2 


9:30 – 10:15 


3 


10:15 - 11:00 


4 


11:00 – 11:45 


5 


11:45 – 12:30 


6 


12:30 – 1:15 


7 


1:15 – 2:00 


8 


2:00 – 2:45 


9 


2:45 – 3:30 


10 


MONDAY  


Dev  


Reading  


 


Dev 


Reading 


 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Lunch Science 


& 


Health 


Science 


& 


Health 


French  


or  


Spanish 


French  


or  


Spanish 


TUESDAY  


Dev 


Reading  


 


Dev 


Reading 


 


Language 


Arts 


 


Math Math Lunch Social 


Studies 


Social  


Studies 


Art/Music PE 


WEDNESDAY  


Dev 


Reading 


 


Dev 


Reading  


 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Lunch PE 1:15 PM EARLY RELEASE 


THURSDAY  


Dev 


Reading 


 


Dev 


Reading 


 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Lunch Science 


& 


Health 


Science 


& 


Health 


French  


or  


Spanish 


French  


or  


Spanish 


FRIDAY  


Dev 


Reading 


 


Dev  


Reading  


 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Lunch Social 


Studies 


Social  


Studies 


Art/Music PE 


Total Instruction 


Hrs Per Week 


Developmental Reading: 450 min/wk  


Language Arts (LA): 225 min/wk                       


Math: 


450 min/wk 


 


 


---- Science & Health: 180 


min/wk 


Social Studies: 180 min/wk 


French/Spanish: 180 min/wk 


PE: 135 min/wk 


Art/Music: 90 min/wk 


 Total Instruction Time/Week in Core Academics (Math, Developmental Reading & Language Art, Science & Health, and Social Studies): 1,485 min = 24 hrs 45 min  


 Total Instruction Time/Week in all Topics:  1,890 min = 31 hrs 30 min.  


 


Table 7. Weekly Schedule for Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA)’s K-3 Classes in 2012-2013. 
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TEACHER’S NAME:                                           Grade: 4 - 6              Week of: August 6, 2012 


DAY/PERIOD 8:00 –8:45 


1 


8:45 – 9:30 


2 


9:30 – 10:15 


3 


10:15 – 11:00 


4 


11:00 - 11:45 


5 


11:45 – 12:30 


6 


12:30 – 1:15 


7 


1:15 – 2:00 


8 


2:00 – 2:45 


9 


2:45 – 3:30 


10 


MONDAY Dev 


Reading 


Dev 


Reading 


Language 


 Arts 


Math Math Spanish  


or  


French 


Lunch Science 


& 


Health  


Science 


& 


Health 


PE  


TUESDAY Dev 


Reading 


Dev  


Reading 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Spanish  


or  


French 


Lunch Social  


Studies 


Social 


Studies 


PE 


WEDNESDAY Dev 


Reading 


Dev 


Reading 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Art/Music           Lunch 1:15 PM EARLY RELEASE 


THURSDAY Dev 


Reading 


Dev  


Reading 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Spanish  


or  


French 


Lunch Science 


& 


Health 


Science 


& 


Health 


PE 


FRIDAY Dev 


Reading 


Dev 


Reading 


Language 


Arts 


Math Math Spanish 


 or  


French 


Lunch Social  


Studies 


Social 


Studies 


Art/Music 


Total 


Instruction Hrs 


Per Week 


Developmental Reading: 450 min/wk 


 Language Arts: 225 min/wk 


Math: 450 min/wk Spanish  


or 


French:          


180 min/wk 


---- PE: 135 min/wk 


Science & Health: 180 min/wk 


Social Studies: 180 min/wk 


Art/Music: 90 min/wk 


 Total Instruction Time/Week in Core Academics (Math, Developmental Reading & Language Arts, Science & Health, and Social Studies): 1,485 min = 24 hrs 45 min 


 Total Instruction Time/Week in all Topics: 1,890 min  = 31 hrs 30 min  


 


Table 8. Weekly Schedule for Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA)’s Grade 4-6 in 2012-2013
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Arizona Department Of Education Recommended Instructional Time 


 


 


   


RECOMMENDED MINUTES OF INSTRUCTION FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 


      Primary Grades (1-3) 
Upper Elementary  


(4-6, including 7 & 8 if self contained) 


 Daily Weekly Daily  Weekly 


Developmental Reading 90 Min. 450 min. 60 min. 300 min. 


Language Arts 60 min. 300 min. 60 min. 300 min. 


Mathematics 60 min. 300 min. 60 min. 300 min. 


Social Studies 30 min. 150 min. 40 min. 200 min. 


Science 30 min. 150 min. 40 min. 200 min. 


Physical Education *30 min. 120 min. *30 min. 120 min. 


Art **15 min. 60 min. **15 min. 60 min. 


Music **15 min. 60 min. **15 min. 60 min. 


Health **15 min. 60 min. 15 min. 60 min. 


                               Total 345 min. 1650 min. 335 min. 1600 min. 


     


 


*It is recommended that this be scheduled and taught at least 120 minutes per 


week. 


 


 


 


**It is recommended that this be scheduled and taught at least 60 minutes per 


week.  


 


 


 


It is assumed the normal six hour day will provide for 360 minutes of instructional activities in which children are under the guidance 


and direction of teachers in the teaching process.  The above recommendations provide 15 minutes for primary grades and 25 minutes 


for upper elementary grades that the teacher can schedule additional activities that are in the best interest of the youngsters. The school 


week should consist of 1800 minutes of instruction at both the primary and upper elementary grade levels.  This allows approximately 


150-200 minutes of instruction time per week to be used at the discretion of the teacher.  It should be noted that in both the daily and 


weekly schedule that reading and language arts activities should be incorporated into other instructional areas, and rich content should be 


incorporated into reading and language arts. 


  


The Arizona Department of Education gratefully acknowledges the work of the Missouri Department of Education in providing a sample of 


recommended elementary school instructional minutes. 


Table 9. Sample Instructional Times from Arizona Department of Education 


Source: AZ Dept of Education website. http://www.ade.state.az.us/. 


 


 


 



http://www.ade.state.az.us/
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A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE Grade 2 Reading 
    Grade Level Content Area Course Title  (9-12 Samples Only) Unit Title 


Grade 2 Reading  Ancient China: Understanding through 


Informational Text 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in  


5 Days 


2
nd


 Semester Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade 


levels with regard to Reading according to Common Core State Standards 


Reading: Identifying conventions of informational text including titles, headings, sub-


headings, graphics, captions, table of contents, glossary, and index. 


Social Studies: Identify China on a map of the world. 


 


   Unit Description 


Students will learn to identify key ideas from an informational text and summarize those ideas in their own words and present their 


summaries in a graphic organizer. 


 


Strand(s), Concept(s), and 


PO(s)  
List and define the required Strand(s), 


Concept(s), and PO(s) for each lesson 


included in this sample. 


Reading: 


CCSS:  2.RI.6 


Identify the main purpose of a text, including what the author wants to answer, explain or describe. 


Social Studies: 


SS2:2  


PO 1. Recognize that civilizations developed in China, India, and Japan.  


PO 2. Recognize how art (e.g., porcelain, poetry), architecture (e.g., pagodas, temples), and inventions 


(e.g., paper, fireworks) in Asia contributed to the development of their own and later civilizations.  


 


Summative Assessment  
Describe a cumulative and 


comprehensive activity that allows 


students to demonstrate mastery of 


stated POs. A copy of the summative 


assessment must be included in the 


application package. 


Students will be assessed on identification of key ideas in an informational text.  Students will summarize 


these ideas in their own words and present their summaries in the form of a graphic organizer. 


Assessment Scoring  
Explain how each assessment is 


Students will be assessed on mastery of the Ancient Chinese Dynasties Graphic Organizer.  Mastery is 







scored, to include points per question, 


total points possible, criteria, and 


grading scale. Describe rubric, if 


applicable, to include components 


being evaluated and the scoring 


criteria for each. A copy of the answer 


key and/or scoring rubric must be 


included in the application package. 


achieved with a score of 9 points on a 11 point checklist.   


Students receive 1 for labeling the center bubble of the graphic organizer with the title “Ancient Chinese 


Dynasties.” 


Students receive 1 point each for listing the name of the dynasty and correctly listing the major change it 


brought to Ancient China for a possible total of 2 points for each bubble. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 
(Include all items for the entire unit.) 


 


Day1-5:  Welcome to China by Carol Jenner (DK Readers) 


Day 5: Ancient Chinese Dynasties Graphic Organizer (Assessment) 
 


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


 


Introduce the text 


Welcome to China to 


students.  Review the 


differences between 


a fiction text and a 


non-fiction text.  Ask 


students to name the 


non-fiction text 


conventions (title, 


heading, sub-


heading, graphics, 


captions, table of 


contents, glossary, 


and index) as you 


point them out in the 


text.  Review how 


each of these 


conventions can help 


the reader 


understand the text.  


 


 


Read aloud to 


students the 


introductory 


paragraph of 


“Chinese History” in 


Welcome to China.  


Ask students to talk 


about the 


information in the 


paragraph.  After 


students have the 


opportunity to 


respond, tell students 


that they have just 


summarized the 


information that was 


read aloud to them.  


Define “summarize” 


as retelling what you 


have read in your 


own words.  Remind 


 


Read aloud to 


students the second 


paragraph of 


“Chinese History” 


Welcome to China 


about the Qin 


Dynasty and the 


Great Wall.  


Discuss the main 


points of the 


reading with 


students and 


instruct them to use 


the Ancient China 


page of their 


Reader’s notebooks 


to write down key 


ideas as they listen 


to the passage 


again as you read 


aloud. Have the 


 


Divide class in to  


four groups (the 


number of students 


in each group will 


vary depending on 


the total number of 


students in the 


class).  Provide a 


copy of Welcome to 


China to each 


group.  Assign each 


group one of the 


remaining 


paragraphs in the 


section “Chinese 


History,” each 


paragraph focusing 


on one of the 


remaining four 


Dynasties covered 


in the text.  Instruct 


 


Assessment: 


 


Students will use 


their summary 


sentences from 


the previous 


lesson’s group 


activity to create 


an Ancient 


Chinese Dynasty 


bubble graphic 


organizer.  The 


students will 


demonstrate 


proficiency by 


listing the main 


idea of the text 


(Ancient Chinese 


Dynasties) in the 


center bubble of 


the graphic 







Read aloud to 


students “Chinese 


History” from 


Welcome to China. 


When you come to 


the title of each 


Dynasty in Chinese 


history, have 


students list them in 


their Reader’s 


notebooks. (Qin, 


Han, Song, Ming, 


Qing) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


students that 


summarizing only 


includes the main 


ideas in the text and 


not every detail.  


Reread the text to the 


students, stopping to 


summarize each 


main idea.  Make 


notes on the board of 


key words or ideas 


that you read in the 


text.  Ask students to 


help put those main 


ideas into one or two 


sentences.  Write the 


sentences on the 


board as the students 


dictate to you.  


Students will copy 


the summary 


sentences in to their 


Reader’s notebooks 


on the same page as 


the previous list of 


Chinese Dynasties. 


students use their 


notes to write a 


summary sentence 


of the passage that 


was read aloud.  


Invite students to 


share their 


summary sentences 


with the class as 


you provide 


appropriate 


feedback. 


groups to read the 


passage and make 


notes in their 


Reader’s notebooks 


of any key ides from 


the text.  Students 


will then work in 


groups to write two 


summary sentences 


of their assigned 


passage.  Student 


groups will present 


their summary 


sentences to the 


class.  As each 


summary sentence is 


presented, you will 


write the sentence 


on the board while 


the students copy 


the sentences in to 


their Reader’s 


notebooks.  


organizer.  The 


students will use 


the summary 


sentences created 


in class in 


previous lessons 


to fill in the 


bubbles 


surrounding the 


center bubble.  


There will be a 


total of 5 bubbles 


filled in 


surrounding the 


center bubble.  


Each of the 


surrounding 


bubbles will list 


the name of the 


dynasty and the 


main change it 


brought to the 


country.   


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student Activities 


 


 


The students will 


listen as the teacher 


reads aloud. 


The students will 


listen as the teacher 


reads aloud. 


The students will 


listen as the teacher 


reads aloud. 


The students will 


work cooperatively 


in small groups. 


The students will 


complete an 


Ancient Chinese 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Students will 


participate in class 


discussion 


identifying 


conventions of non-


fiction text. 


 


The students will list 


the dynasties of 


Ancient China in 


their Reader’s 


notebooks.  The 


students will save the 


list to refer to when 


completing the 


assessment. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Students will 


participate in class 


discussion 


identifying the key 


ideas of the passage. 


 


They will participate 


in creating a 


summary sentence 


that retells the 


information 


presented in the text.   


 


The students will 


copy the summary 


sentence created in 


class in to their 


Reader’s notebooks 


to use as a reference 


for creating their 


own summary 


sentences in the next 


lessons. 


 


 


 


Students will list 


key ideas from the 


text in their 


Reader’s notebooks 


as the teacher reads 


aloud. 


 


They will use their 


notes of key ideas 


to write a summary 


sentence retelling 


the information 


presented in the 


passage. 


 


The students will 


participate in class 


discussion sharing 


their summary 


sentences from the 


lesson.  They will 


save their sentences 


to use when 


completing the 


assessment. 


 


 


 


Students will read 


the assigned 


passages in the text 


and make notes of 


key ideas in their 


Reader’s notebooks.  


 


They will use their 


notes to write two 


summary sentences 


retelling the 


information 


presented in the 


passage.   


 


The students will 


participate in group 


sharing to present 


their summary 


sentences to the 


class.  They will 


copy the summary 


sentences of all 


groups in to their 


Reader’s notebooks.  


They will save the 


sentences to use 


when completing the 


assessment. 


 


 


Dynasties 


“bubble” graphic 


organizer to 


represent the 


ideas presented 


in the text. 


 


The “bubble” 


graphic organizer 


will include the 


main idea, the 


names of all five 


dynasties, and 


the major change 


to China during 


each dynasty. 


 







Ancient China Dynasties Assessment Scoring Guide 


 


Item 0 1 


Title is present in center bubble:  Ancient 


Chinese Dynasties 


No Yes 


Name of dynasty is listed in one bubble:  


Qin 


No Yes 


Name of dynasty is listed in one bubble:  


Hang 


No Yes 


Name of dynasty is listed in one bubble:  


Song 


No Yes 


Name of dynasty is listed in one bubble:  


Ming 


No Yes 


Name of dynasty is listed in one bubble:  


Qing 


No Yes 


Change Qin dynasty brought to China 


listed correctly in corresponding bubble 


No Yes 


Change Hang dynasty brought to China 


listed correctly in corresponding bubble 


No Yes 


Change Song dynasty brought to China 


listed correctly in corresponding bubble 


No Yes 


Change Ming dynasty brought to China 


listed correctly in corresponding bubble 


No Yes 


Change Qing dynasty brought to China 


listed correctly in corresponding bubble 


No Yes 


Total Points-1 point for each yes circled in 


the column 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 








SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY FOUNDATION 


3-Year Operational Budget 
  YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 


TOTAL STUDENT COUNT     244     320     376 


Number of Students for Budget Calculation     222     294     347 


CARRYOVER  (Balance from Start-Up Budget in 


year 1 or previous year)     $0      $93,073     $190,939 


REVENUE     $ Amount     $ Amount     $ Amount 


State Funding (Equalization Assistance)      $1,347,392     $1,764,210     $2,064,106 


Secured Funds - Private Donations     $     $     $ 


Secured Funds - Loans      $     $     $ 


Secured Funds - Other (Specify)     $     $     $ 


     Total Revenue     $1,347,392     $1,857,283     $2,255,045 


EXPENDITURES 
# of 
Staff 


@ 
Salary Total 


# of 
Staff 


@ 
Salary Total 


# of 
Staff 


@ 
Salary Total 


1.  Administration, Instruction, & Support:                   


Salaries                    


       Executive Director 1.00 $75,000  $75,000  1.00 $79,500  $79,500  1.00 $84,270  $84,270  


       Assistant Director, Curriculum & Instruction 1.00 $50,000  $50,000  1.00 $52,000  $52,000  1.00 $54,080  $54,080  


       Teacher-Regular Education 9.00 $34,000  $306,000  11.00 $35,020  $385,220  12.00 $36,071  $432,847  


       Teacher-Special Education 1.00 $36,000  $36,000  1.00 $37,440  $37,440  1.00 $38,938  $38,938  


       Teacher- 50% FTE French & Spanish 1.00 $28,000  $28,000  1.50 $28,840  $43,260  1.50 $29,705  $44,558  


       Teacher- Lead - Specialist - Coordinator 0.00 $0  $0  1.00 $36,500  $36,500  2.00 $37,595  $75,190  


       Teacher- Aides 0.00 $18,720  $0  3.00 $19,282  $57,845  3.00 $19,860  $59,580  


       Teacher- PE 0.50 $21,000  $10,500  0.50 $21,630  $10,815  0.50 $22,279  $11,139  


       School Nurse 0.00 $0  $0  1.00 $48,000  $48,000  1.00 $49,920  $49,920  


       Office Manager/Adm Assistant 1.00 $24,960  $24,960  1.00 $25,958  $25,958  1.00 $26,997  $26,997  


       Receptionist/Clerk 2.00 $18,720  $37,440  2.00 $19,469  $38,938  2.00 $20,248  $40,495  


       Custodial/Maintenance 1.00 $21,000  $21,000  1.00 $21,840  $21,840  1.00 $22,714  $22,714  


       Accounting/Student Affairs Cleck 0.00 $18,720  $0  0.50 $19,469  $9,734  0.50 $20,248  $10,124  


Employee Benefits      $117,780      $169,410      $190,170  


Employee Pre-Service Training Stipends     $11,803      $     $ 


Office Supplies (Paper, Postage, etc)     $10,000      $13,508     $13,913 







Curriculum & Resource Materials     $12,000      $16,210     $16,696 


Membership Dues, Registrations, & Travel     $3,000     $4,052     $4,174  


Purchased Svcs (Accounting Services, Legal)      $11,000      $14,859     $15,305 


Purchased Services (Special Education)     $44,844     $60,576     $62,393 


Instructional Supplies     $85,400      $49,389     $29,705 


Library Resources/Software     $5,000      $6,754     $6,957 


SAIS Software     $6,090      $8,226     $8,473 


Auditor Fees     $0      $8,000     $8,240 


Consultants:Instruction/Tech     $27,000      $14,500      $14,935  


     Total Administration, Instruction, & Support     $922,817      $1,212,534      $1,321,813  


                    


EXPENDITURES     Total     Total     Total 


2.  Operations & Maintenance:                   


Supplies     $12,000     $16,210     $21,897 


Marketing/Advertising     $15,148     $20,462     $21,076 


Purchased Services Custodial/Maintenance)     $18,000     $24,315     $32,845 


School Facility Lease     $142,262     $227,911     $267,815 


Property/Casualty Insurance     $7,712     $10,418     $10,730 


Liability Insurance     $14,400     $19,452     $20,035 


Utilities (Electric, Gas, Water, Waste)     $25,200     $34,041     $35,062 


Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity     $6,000     $8,105     $8,348 


Student Furniture & Other Equipment      $44,080     $25,492     $15,333 


Office Furniture & Other Equipment     $8,000     $4,627     $2,783 


Student Technology Equipment (24 computers)     $24,000     $6,180     $6,365 


Office Technology Equipment     $10,500     $2,704     $2,785 


Loan payment; at 1% annual interest for 2 yrs     $0     $48,221     $30,024 


Other : Security.     $4,200     $5,673     $5,844 


     Total Operations & Maintenance     $331,502     $453,810     $480,941 


Total Expenditures     $1,254,319     $1,666,344     $1,802,754 


Total Revenues     $1,347,392     $1,857,283     $2,255,045 


Budget Balance (Revenues-Expenditures)     $93,073     $190,939     $452,291 
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 


C.4. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 


C.4.a. Instructional Expenditures 


 


 


Table 1. Instructional Resources (Human and Physical).


INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 
  


Pre-Opening Instructional Resources 


 
Reported In Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 


Assistant Director Pay for July 2012 + 7%  Start-Up Budget  $4,115  
  Governance and Board Meeting Training Start-Up Budget $750 
  Instructional Supplies (paper, postage…) Start-Up Budget $1,000 
  Employee Pre-service Training Stipends 3-Yr Oper Budget $11,803  
  Consultant Fee for Pre-Service (Jul-Aug 2012) Start-Up Budget $5,000  
  Curric. & Resource Materials for Pre-Service Start-Up Budget $1,500 
  


 Post-Opening Human Instructional Resources - Salaries And Employee Benefits 


 
Reported In Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 


       33% Executive Director 3-Yr Oper Budget $24,750  $26,235  $27,809  


       Assistant Director, Curriculum & Instruction 3-Yr Oper Budget $50,000  $52,000  $54,080  


       Teacher-Regular Education 3-Yr Oper Budget $306,000  $385,220  $432,847  


       Teacher-Special Education 3-Yr Oper Budget $36,000  $37,440  $38,938  


       Teacher- 50% FTE French & Spanish 3-Yr Oper Budget $28,000  $43,260  $44,558  


       Teacher- Lead – Specialist – Coordinator 3-Yr Oper Budget $0  $36,500  $75,190  


       Teacher- Aides 3-Yr Oper Budget $37,440  $57,845  $59,580  


       Teacher- PE 3-Yr Oper Budget $10,500  $10,815  $11,139  


        Employee Benefits   3-Yr Oper Budget $91,050  $129,863  $148,828  


 Post-Opening Physical Instructional Resources 


Curriculum & Resource Materials  3-Yr Oper Budget $12,000  $16,210 $16,696 


Membership Dues, Registrations, & Travel  3-Yr Oper Budget $3,000 $4,762 $4,904  


Purchased Services (Special Education)  3-Yr Oper Budget $44,844 $60,576 $62,393 


Instructional Supplies  3-Yr Oper Budget $85,400  $49,389 $29,705 


Library Resources/Software  3-Yr Oper Budget $5,000  $6,754 $6,957 


SAIS Software  3-Yr Oper Budget $6,090  $8,226 $8,473 


Consultants: Instruction/Tech  3-Yr Oper Budget $27,000  $14,500  $14,935  


Student Furniture & Other Equipment   3-Yr Oper Budget $44,080 $25,492 $15,333 


Student Technology Equipment (computers)  3-Yr Oper Budget $24,000 $6,180 $6,365 


Total Expenditures 
 


$797,714 $970,557 $1,058,001 


Total Revenues 
 


$1,347,392 $1,764,210 $2,064,106 


Percent Expenditures over Revenues 
 


59% 55% 51% 
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Instructional Resources Assumptions 


 Table 1 shows that Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will have the following 3 categories of instructional 


resources expressed by their associated expenditures: 1) Pre-Opening Instructional Resource/Expenditures; 


2) Post-Opening Human Instructional Resources - Salaries and Employee Benefits; and 3) Post-Opening 


Physical Instructional Expenditures. 


 On July 1, 2012 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will take possession of a school-ready facility through 


the financial arrangements made with a well-known Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) 


that for years has been financing charter schools in Arizona and throughout the national.  


 This CDFI will guarantee the payments of SPA first and last month lease. Consequently, SPA will not have 


a lease payment in July 2012 when it takes possession of the school facility. 


 The Assistant Director of Curriculum and Instruction, the Office Manager and one of the two clerks will 


start working full-time at SPA on July 1, 2012. 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will have a pool of highly qualified teachers who will provide a 


scientifically-based instruction that will allow students to close the achievement gap. Therefore, SPA 


teachers and the employee benefits provided to them will represent an important instructional for the 


School.  


 The instructional and curriculum materials and other items such as furniture and computers will be ordered 


in May 2012 and delivered between July 18 and 31, 2012. Payments will be made in three monthly equal 


installments starting on 7-18-12. To reduce costs, SPA will buy used books and used furniture from vendors 


associated with the Arizona Charter Schools Association. Computers and electronic equipment will be 


purchased new.  


 The costs of instructional materials in Year 1 were estimated either from the cost data provided by vendors; 


or from the information supplied either by the Arizona Charter Schools Association or by two local charter 


schools with similar demographics as SPA. The Year 1 expenditure was then converted into a cost per 


student; and after a 3% upward adjustment per year for inflation, this figure was used to determine the cost 


of goods in Year 2 and 3. For re-usable items such books, and furniture, SPA assumed that 25% per year 


will be replaced. SPA has used this method to estimate the cost of goods not only in this section but 


throughout the project.  


Pre-Opening Instructional Resources  


 The Assistant Director will be paid his July 2012 salary with a 7% payroll tax; that is, $4,115.  


This instructional expense is reported in the Start-Up Budget in Year 1 as shown in Table 1.  


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will organize a Governance and Board Training Meeting for SPA 


School Board Members, SPA Foundation Corporate Directors and School Director.   


This event is budgeted at $750 and is reported in the Start-Up Budget as shown in Table1. 


  SPA will make $1,000 available to the Executive Director for instructional supplies between January and 


July 2012. 
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This expense is reported in the Start-Up Budget as shown in Table1. 


 Teachers and non-teaching staffs attending the pre-service training in July 30 – August 3 2012 will receive a 


training stipend of $654 for a teacher and $440 for non-teaching staff or teacher aide; except for payroll 


taxes, no other employee benefit will be paid. The total payment will be $11,031 + 7% payroll taxes or 


$11,803, payable in the first paycheck received in August 2012.  


This expense is reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget as shown in Table 1.  


 In addition, SPA will hire some educational consultants at a total cost of $5,000 to help run the pre-service 


training; and the School will spend $1,500 on curriculum and instructional materials for the pre-service.  


These costs are reported in the Start-Up Budget as shown in Table1. 


 Instructional Supplies budgeted at $1,000 will be available to SPA from February to July 2012. 


Reported in Table 1 and in Star-Up Budget.   


Post-Opening Human Instructional Resources - Salaries and Employee Benefit Expenditures 


 As shown in Table 1, all post-opening instructional resources are reported in the 3-Year Operational 


Budget. 


 About 33% of the Executive Director salary will be derived from his instructional activities as a French 


teacher and a RTI expert. His annual instructional salary will be --Year 1: $24,750; Year 2: $26,235; Year 3: 


$27,809.  His salary is budgeted to increase by 6% per year. 


  The Assistant Director, Curriculum & Instruction salary over three years is --Year 1: $50,000; Year 2: 


$52,000; Year 3: $54,080. His/her salary will increase by 4% a year. 


 The total salary for regular education teachers are: Year 1: $306,000 for 9 teachers; Year 2: $385,220 for 11 


teachers; Year 3: $432,847 for 12 teachers. The teacher salaries will increase by 3% per year.  


 The salary of one special education teacher is: Year 1: $36,000; Year 2: $37,440; Year 3: $38,938. His/her 


salary will increase by 4% a year.   


 The total salaries for the part-time French & Spanish teachers are:  Year 1: $28,000 for 2 part-time 50% 


FTE teachers; Year 2: $43,260 for 3 part-time (50% FTE) teachers; Year 3: $44,558 for 3 part-time (50% 


FTE) teachers. These salaries will increase by 3% per year. 


 The total salary for lead/specialist/coordinator teachers are: Year 1: $0; Year 2: $36,500 for 1 teacher; Year 


3: $75,190 for 2 teachers. The increase in salary is 3% per year.  


 The total salary for teacher aides are: Year 1: 0; Year 2: $57,845 for 3 teacher aides; Year 3: $59,580 for 3 


teacher aides. Their salaries will also increase by 3% per year.  


 The PE teacher salary is: Year 1: $10,500 for a part-time (50% FTE) teacher; Year 2: $10,815 for a part-


time (50% FTE) teacher; Year 3: $11,139 for a part-time (50% FTE) teacher. This salary will increase by 


3% per year. 
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 The total employee benefits paid are: Year 1: $91,050; Year 2: $129,863; Year 3: $148,828. Seneca 


Preparatory Academy (SPA) will contribute funds equivalent to 20% of employees’ salaries to the benefit 


accounts of full-time employees. Part-time employees will receive 7% payroll benefits and no other 


employee benefits.  


Post-Opening Physical Instructional Resources – Physical Instructional Expenditures 


 All items in this section are reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget. 


 Instructional Supplies 


This expenditure amounts to $85,400 in Year 1. Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has estimated that it will 


cost $350 to supply a student with the instructional materials from SRA Reading Mastery Signature Edition; 


Core Knowledge language arts, social studies and science; and Singapore Math. The cost in Year 2 and 3 are 


$49,389 and $29,705 respectively. 


 Student Furniture and Other Equipment 


SPA will allocate close to $180 per pupil for student furniture (desks, chairs and others). This expense amounts 


to $44,080; and $25,492 and $15,333 in Year 2 and 3 respectively. 


 Purchased Services (Special Education) 


SPA learned from the 2010 Charter Starter Program organized by the Arizona Charter Schools Association that 


the budget for special education services in Arizona charter schools varies from 4 to 8% of the total yearly 


school revenues. SPA has used a base estimate of 6% of Year 1 revenues to calculate the allocation for 


purchased special education services in Year 1 knowing the salary of the Special Education Teacher. The 


estimates are: Year 1 - 44,844. Year 2 - $60,576.  Year 3 - $62,393. These costs increase with the increasing 


number of students and by 3% per year for inflation. 


Having an excellent special education program is one of SPA top priorities because the target area students have 


a much higher rate of learning disabilities than students in Arizona schools. We believe that the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading & Math Program will help SPA reach this goal.  


 Student Technology Equipment  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use technological innovations and tools to help students close the 


achievement gap so that they can be prepared for a life of success in the 21
st
 century. Consequently, in Year 1 


SPA has budgeted $24,000 for the acquisition of computers and equipment for the Computer Lab. Year 2 and 3 


expenses are estimated to be $6,180 and $6,365 respectively. 


 Consultants: Instruction/Technology 


SPA will allocate $27,000 for staff training and professional development in Year 1. This investment in 


teachers’ training is critical for the School to develop and successfully implement the RTI-Early Intervention 


Reading & Math Program within 24 months after school open. The Ohio and Minnesota experiences have 


shown that it takes four to six years to launch a RTI program successfully in a regular setting. However, SPA 


will do it in 24 months because it will be center-piece of the School educational approach to closing the 
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achievement gap. Year 2 and 3 educational consultant expenses will decrease to $14,500 and $14,935 as SPA 


in-house training team becomes more involved in providing professional development and training services to 


school staffs.   


 Curriculum & Resource Materials:  Year 1- $12,000; Year 2 - $19,083; and $23,095 for Year 3.  


 SAIS Software: Year 1- $6,090. For Year 2 and 3 $8,226 and $8,473 respectively.  


 Library Resources/Software: Year 1 - $5,000. For Year 2, $6,754; and $6,957 for Year 3. 


 Membership Dues, Registrations & Travel: Year 1 - $3,000. For Year 2, $4,762; and $4,904 in Year 3.  


C.4.b. Financial Arrangements and Timeline for Securing 


Goods 


Financial Arrangements for Securing Goods 


The following Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has conducted several initiatives designed to make the 


financial arrangements needed to secure the goods required for school operations.  


Financial Arrangements made with $62,150 Personal Loans 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will receive two loans amounting to $62,150 from the personal funds of 


Dr. Abougou and Mrs. Dyer-Abougou. These funds will be available to SPA once a charter contract is awarded 


and signed by Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation. The loan proceeds will allow SPA to secure 


goods in a timely manner so that the School can be open in August 2012.  


Financial Arrangements through Grant Applications and Donations 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has compiled a list of potential donors in Tucson, Arizona and will actively 


seek donations once a charter school contract is awarded in January 2012. In addition, SPA Foundation intents 


to run fund raising campaigns short after the approval. Moreover, SPA is currently applying for the Arizona 


Charter School Start-Up Grant with the Arizona Department of Education, and the school will continue seek 


both private and public grants. 


Financial Arrangements made with Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI)  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has been involved in some positive financial arrangement negotiations 


with a national community development financial institution (CDFI) that specializes solely in charter school 


financing and that has been very active in the financing of charter school facilities in Arizona. These financial 


arrangements will move to higher gears once a charter contract is awarded to Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA) in January 2012. The CDFI will either act as a “co-signer” of the lease agreement or through its Turnkey 


Development Program will finance, design, and renovate a build to suit facility for SPA. 


This financial arrangement will positively affect the outcome of this project. 


School Facility Renovated to School-Standards by the Facility Owner(s)  



http://www.csdc.org/what-we-do/real-estate-services.aspx

http://www.csdc.org/what-we-do/real-estate-services.aspx
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First Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) has conducted an extensive due diligence with regard to the academic 


and financial feasibility of this school project. In this process, SPA has learned that to secure long-term lease on 


their properties, commercial facilities owners routinely finance the tenant improvements needed to meet 


customers’ needs. The tenant improvement costs are then added to the facility lease rates. This fact is confirmed 


by the enclosed letter from Ike Isaacson, Vice-President of Brokerage Services at CBRE in Tucson, Arizona. 


Timeline for Securing Goods 


Important Assumption about the Timeline 


This timeline is developed on the assumption that school will start in August 2012. However, it is possible that 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) might not be able to secure a certificate of educational occupancy early 


enough to open the school in August 2012. In this situation, school will start in August 2013 and a $9,792 


Marketing/Advertising Reserve Fund will be set in reserves for the additional advertising and promotion 


expenditures that will be required for 2013. 


June – December 2011  


Apply for Charter Contract and Conduct Preliminary Real Estate Financial Discussions and 


Arrangements 


 June 30, 2011; Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation applies for a charter school contract with 


the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools 


 Jean-Claude Abougou, PhD., MBA, President of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation initiates 


exploratory financial arrangement discussions for securing funding for the school facility with a local bank 


and two Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs), and with a few real estate brokers. 


 Dr. Abougou works with a real estate broker to identify school facilities that would require as little tenant 


improvements as possible to be brought to school code.  


 Dr. Abougou initiates discussions with his real estate broker about facility owners financing tenant 


improvements and starting the renovations soon after the charter contract is awarded to SPA in January 


2012. 


January 2012 


SPA Receive Loan Proceeds; Apply for AZ CSP Grant and Secure Facility Financing through a 


Community Development Financial Organization (CDFI)  


 Charter school contract is awarded by the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools; and the contract is 


accepted and signed by Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation. 


 SPA receives $62,150 from loans secured from Jean-Claude Abougou and Donka Dyer-Abougou accounts. 


 Dr. Abougou applies for the Arizona Charter School Program (AZ CSP) Start-Up Grant. 


 Dr. Abougou submits a formal application to the Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) to 


secure funding and/or lease guarantee for the school facility. 


 Dr. Abougou formally hires the current real estate agent who has been in the project since 2010. 


February 2012 
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SPA Hire Executive Director on Full-Time Basis; Develop Advertising and Marketing Product and 


Initiate Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program 


 The Executive Director of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA), Dr. Abougou, starts working full-time on 


the school project for a monthly administrative fee of $3,000/month + 7% payroll tax benefit or $19,260 for 


six months. This expense is reported in Start-Up Budget; and this flat fee may be increased if additional 


funding becomes available. However, SPA will not provide payroll benefits to any employee before school 


start on August 6, 2012. This expense 


 No office space is rented for the school. Dr Abougou will work from his home but he will have the freedom 


to contract with an outside company that provides secretarial services. He will have a $1,000 budget for 


secretarial services and $1,000 for xeroxing and faxing expenses. He also has a $1,000 account for 


instructional expenses in his Start-Up Budget.  


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) develops the school advertising and promotion materials and the school 


website.   


 SPA initiate Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program with the full implementation of the 


following advertising and marketing plans: 


o Word of Mouth Advertising Plan through SPA Foundation Corporate Directors, friends and 


supporters of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


o Online Advertising Plan through the school website and ads placed in social networks such as 


Facebook, MySpace, Google and Tweeter. 


o Outdoor Advertising Plan through the lease of two poster billboards from Clear Channel  


o Newspapers/Online Advertising Plan with advertisements placed in The Arizona Daily Star and its 


online edition. 


o Direct Interaction Advertising and Promotion Plan where SPA staffs and supporters have face-to-


face meetings or direct person-to-person phone interactions with those interested in the School.  


 SPA recruits additional School Board Members to reach and surpass the minimum stipulated by Seneca 


Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation’s bylaws. The School will organize a training session on 


governance and board management for this group on July 15, 2012 at a cost of $750 reported in Start-Up 


Budget.  


 SPA finalizes funding and/or lease guarantee transactions for school facility with the specific Community 


Development Financial Institution (CDFI) of interest to SPA. 


March – June 2012 


Start Tenant Improvement; Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion is Running at Full Speed; 


Hire Teachers and Non-Teaching Staffs; Order Instructional Resources; Secure Certificate of 


Educational Occupancy.   


 No later than March 15, 2012: School facility owners start tenant improvement with the financial support 


and/or lease guarantee provided by the Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI); or the CDFI 


itself uses it Turnkey Development Program to renovate the facility for SPA. In both case, the CDFI 
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guarantee the payments on the first and last months of lease. Therefore, SPA will have no lease payment in 


July 2012. 


 SPA hires the Assistant Director of Curriculum and Instruction. He will start on July 1, 2012 and will 


receive one month salary ($3,846) and 7% payroll tax deduction or $4,115 for the month of July 2012. This 


expense is reported on the Start-Up Budget. No other employee benefits will be provided.  


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) interviews and hires teachers; their first day of work will be when 


school open on August 6, 2012. However, they will attend a 5-day pre-service training and will each teacher 


will receive a pre-service stipend of $654 with a 7% allowance for payroll taxes. Teacher aides and non-


teaching staffs will receive $440 each and a 7% allowance for payroll taxes.  These payments will total 


$11,803 and will be included in the first regular paycheck that employees will receive in August 2012. This 


expense is reported in the 3-Year Operational Budget.  


 Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) interviews and hires non-teaching staffs. The starting day for the 


Business Manager and one of the two clerks is July 1, 2012. These two employees receive their salary for 


July 2012 + 7% payroll tax; that is, $1,978 and $1,540 respectively for the Office Manager and the Clerk. 


These expenses are reported in the Start-Up Budget.  


 Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program is in full swing. Dr. Abougou who has formal 


training in marketing and business administration (MBA), and field experience in the marketing and launch 


of pharmaceutical products will direct and implement all the advertising and promotion activities associated 


with SPA Advertising and Marketing Program. Phase-1 Pre-Opening Advertising and Promotion Program 


will cost $11,224 and $9,792 will be put in reserves for additional marketing activities if the School opens in 


2013 instead of 2012. These expenditures are reported in the Start-Up Budget.  


 May 2012  


o SPA orders all curriculum and instructional resources (books, furniture, computers…) for delivery in 


July 18-31, 2012. Except for electronic equipment like computers and printers that will be ordered 


brand new; the School will purchase used books and furniture with a delivery date of July 18-31, 


2012.  


o SPA uses the Arizona Charter Schools Association Joint Purchasing Program to buy goods at 


discount prices. 


o SPA negotiates and convinces vendors to accept payments in three monthly installments starting on 


July 18, 2012 for major brand new curriculum and instructional expenditures.  


 June 2012 


o By the end of May, the renovation of the school facility is advanced enough to qualify and pass the 


certificate of educational occupancy reviews in early June 2012. 


o SPA make the following payments for services required when the school facility open in July: 


  $916 for accounting/legal. 


 $507 for the first monthly payment of SAIS software. 


 $1,000 for the utility deposit (gas, electric, water and waste). 
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 $500 for phone deposit. 


 $321 for property insurance deposit. 


 $750 for liability insurance deposit. 


These expenses are reported in the Start-Up Budget. 


July 1, 2012 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Takes Possession of a School-Ready Facility; Assistant Director and 


Office Staffs Start Working Full-Time; Instructional Resources ordered in May 2012 are received on 


July 18-31, 2012; Pre-Service Training Starts.    


 July 1 SPA receives the keys of the school facility that has receive a certificate of educational occupancy 


 July 3 First day of work for Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction; Office Manager and one Clerk. 


 July 15 Board Governance Training Meeting for the School Board is held at a cost of $750. 


 July 30-August 3 All staffs attend Pre-Service training. SPA hires consultants to run this training conjointly 


at a cost of $5,000; and $1,500 in pre-service curriculum training is also purchased. These two expenditures 


are reported in the Start-Up Budget. 


 July 18 - 31 Instructional Resources and Curriculum ($85,400) & Resources Material ($12,000) ordered in 


May are delivered. SPA makes the first payment of 3 monthly installments. These expenses are reported in 


the 3-Year Operational Budget.  


 July 30 – August 3 Pre-service training for all school staffs takes place. 


 Full implementation of the Direct Interaction Advertising and Promotion Plan at School. 


 Open house during the whole month of July.  


August 6, 2012: First day of school.  


C.4.c. Reporting of Instructional Resources Costs 


The cost of instructional resources discussed in the narrative have been reported all along in the Start Up and 3-


Year Operational Budgets. However, here is a list of instructional expenses mentioned in the narrative: 


 $1,000 for instructional expenses for February to July 2012 available to the Executive Director and reported 


in the Start-Up Budget.  


 $750 for the Board Governance Training run of July 15, 2011 and reported in the Start-Up Budget. 


 $4,115 July 2012 salary of the Assistant Director of Curriculum and Instruction. This expense is reported in 


the Start-Up Budget. 


 $11,803 for staff pre-service training of July 30 – August 3, 2012. This expense is reported in the 3-Year 


Operational Budget and payment will be made in the first paycheck received by employees in August 2012. 
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 $5,000 fee paid to consultants for running the pre-service program of July 30-August 3, 2012. And $1,500 


spent on pre-service curriculum training materials. These two expenditures are reported in the Start-Up 


Budget. 


 The $85,400 for Instructional Resources; and $12,000 for Curriculum & Resources Material ordered in May 


are delivered. SPA makes the first payment of 3 monthly installments. These expenses are reported in the 3-


Year Operational Budget. 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day 1:  What is a Ratio? 


Objective:  Students will 


create 5 mathematical 


comparisons using ratios 


that can be made using 


ideas from class notes. 
 


Day 2: Writing Ratios 


Different Ways Objective:  
Students will apply what 


they have learned about 


ratios to create ratios from a 


given set of objects. 
 


Day 3:  Comparing 


Ratios 


Objective:  Students 


will practice comparing 


ratios to show a 


relationship between 


Day 4:  Real Life Ratios 


Objective:  Students will 


use correct multiplication 


vocabulary as they solve 


multiplication problems 


in a game. 
 


Day 5:   


Objective:  Students 


will calculate and 


compare ratios on a 


summative 


assessment. 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Sixth Grade Math 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Sixth Grade Mathematics N/A Ratios 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons  


 


4
th


 Quarter Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Mathematics, according to Common Core State Standards.  Students will already know about 


how to simplify and compare fractions. 


   Unit Description 


In this unit, students use models and real-world scenarios to investigate ratios as comparisons. Students generate comparisons relevant to their experiences 


and learn multiple ways of describing ratios in words and symbols (except for fractional notation). They will describe differences between a 2:1 ratio and a 


1:2 ratio. Students use informal methods to find ratios that represent the same comparison such as 2:4 is the same as 8:16. 


Essential Questions: What are the different ways to compare things? What is a ratio? Are there different ways to write ratios? What are the real life 


applications of ratios?  Enduring Understanding: Ratios are ways to compare things and can be written in many different ways. Ratios have real life 


applications that include recipes, maps, and finances. 
 


Common Core 


Standards 


6.RP.1. Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship between two quantities.  


 


Summative Assessment  


 


 


Students will complete a 20-point quiz on which they must calculate and compare ratios. They will also be asked to solve word 


problems involving ratios. Students must achieve a 16 out of possible 20 points to achieve an 80%, thus indicating mastery. 


Assessment Scoring  The assessment for this objective includes 16 questions. Numbers 1 through 6 are worth 1 point each. These ask students to 


solve simple ratio and proportion problems.  Numbers 7 and 8 are have 2 blanks. Each blank is worth 1 point. Students need to 


take basic information to make ratios for these problems. Numbers 9 through 13 are word problems that involve a practiced 


application of the skill of ratios. Students must achieve 16 out of 20 points to achieve a mastery level of 80%. 
 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Bags of color cubes. Place three red cubes, four yellow cubes, and two green cubes in each bag. Prepare one bag for every 3 


students. Math Journals, Chart Paper, Cookie Recipe, one map for every two students. 
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Ask students if they know 


how to compare things. 


For example, for lunch, I 


have 5 pieces of cheese 


and 7 crackers. How can I 


compare these? Students 


should see that this is 


easily compared, there are 


more crackers than cheese, 


and if I eat them together, 


there would be 2 crackers 


left.  
 


Ask students what kinds of 


things we can compare. 


Make a list of ideas on 


chart paper. 
 


Write this example on the 


board: Four out of five 


dentists recommend Crest 


toothpaste. Have students 


discuss what that means. 


How is that a comparison? 
 


Ask them to compare in a 


similar way the number of 


girls in the classroom to 


the number of boys. 


(Example: 12 girls and 13 


boys- There are more boys 


that girls, and so if we 


were making partners, it 


would not be even). 


Students should see that 


out of the 25 students, 12 


are girls, and 13 are boys. 


Remind students that a ratio 


is a comparison of two 


numbers. Ask students to 


explain how yesterday they 


compared quantities in two 


ways.  Then explain that 


today we will be writing 


ratios the standard way.  


Tell students that we 


generally separate the two 


numbers in the ratio with a 


colon (:).  Have students 


record this information in 


their math journals. “The 


numbers in a ratio are 


separated with a colon. For 


example 12:25.” 


Suppose we want to write 


the ratio of 8 to 12. We can 


write this as 8:12 or as a 


fraction 8/12, and we say 


the ratio is eight to twelve.  


Have students record this 


information in their math 


journals, “Ratios can also 


be written as a fraction. For 


example 12/25.” 


Model example ratio 


problems for students and 


show them how to solve 


and write the ratios.  
 


Example: Jenny has a bag 


with 3 DVDs, 7 books, and 


1 granola bar. 


1) What is the ratio of 


quantities. 


 


Review with students 


what a ratio is. Ask 


students what the 


different ways to write 


ratios are. Tell students 


that today we will be 


comparing ratios. 


Tell students that when 


comparing ratios, we 


write them as fractions. 


The ratios are equal if 


they are equal when 


written as fractions. Ask 


students what they know 


about equivalent 


fractions. 


Tell students that the 


ratios 3 to 4 and 6:8 are 


equal. The ratios are 


equal because 3/4 = 6/8. 


These are equal if their 


cross products are equal; 


that is, if 3 × 8 = 4 × 6. 


Since both of these 


products equal 24, the 


answer is yes, so the 


ratios are equal. Also, if 


we were to reduce 6/8 to 


simplest form, we would 


see that it is equal to 3/4.  


Have students take notes 


on this information in 


their math journals. 


Review with students the 


ration concepts taught in 


the last 3 lessons.  


Tell students that today 


we are going to look at 


some “real life” ratios. 


Explain that ratios are 


everywhere, and that it is 


important to understand 


ratios to understand the 


world around us. 


Explain that all recipes 


are written to serve a 


certain number of people 


or yield a certain amount 


of food. For example, 


they might have a cookie 


recipe that makes 2 


dozen cookies.  What if 


you only want 1 dozen 


cookies? What if you 


want 4 dozen cookies? 


Understanding how to 


increase or decrease the 


amount made without 


spoiling the ratio of 


ingredients is a valuable 


skill for any cook. 


Share a cookie recipe 


with students: 


1 cup flour   1/2 tsp. 


baking soda   1/2 tsp. 


salt   1/2 cup butter  1/3 


cup brown sugar  1/3 


cup sugar  1 egg  1/2 


 


Teacher will 


administer a 


summative 


assessment. 
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Explain that the ratio of 


boys to girls is 13 to 12. 


Show students how this 


can be written on the 


board. Explain that we can 


also, like the dentist 


example, say 12 out of 25 


students are girls. 
 


Tell students "ratio" is a 


term conveniently used for 


comparison of two 


numbers, or to tell how 


one number is related to 


another number. Give 


students the definition of 


ratio and have them write 


it in their math journals. 


Tell students that there are 


2 kinds of ratios: part to 


part, and part to whole. 


When comparing the 


number of boys and girls 


in a class, we were 


comparing a part to part. 


When comparing the 


number of girls to the 


number of students, we 


were comparing part to 


whole. Lead a discussion 


of this concept. Elicit 


examples of each from 


students. Have them take 


notes on this in their 


notebooks. 


Guided Practice: 


books to DVDs?  Expressed 


as a fraction, with the 


numerator equal to the first 


quantity and the 


denominator equal to the 


second, the answer would 


be 7/3.  Two other ways of 


writing the ratio are 7 to 3, 


and 7:3. 


2) What is the ratio of 


DVDs to the total number 


of items in the bag? There 


are 3 DVDs, and 


3 + 7 + 1 = 11 items total. 


  The answer can be 


expressed as 3/11, 3 to 11, 


or 3:11. 


 


Guided Practice:  Give 


students a few more 


examples and have them 


practice solving these ratios 


as you model on the 


whiteboard. Students 


should write their answers 


on personal whiteboards to 


participate in the lesson. 


Provide students with bags 


of cubes that have already 


been prepared. There 


should be one bag for every 


3 students. 


Conduct a class discussion 


about the contents of the 


bags. 


Tell students that when 


comparing rations the 


order is essential.  A 


ratio of 1:7 is not the 


same as a ratio of 7:1. 


Therefore, 1:7 is NOT 


equal to 14:2. However, 


1:7 is equal to 2:14.  
 


Guided Practice:   


Have students practice 


writing examples of 


equal and unequal ratios 


in their math journals. 


Give students sample 


problems to solve with 


teacher guidance.  


For example: Are the 


ratios 7:1 and 4:81 


equal?    


Have students try the 


problem on individual 


whiteboards, and then 


work through the 


problem as a group. Give 


more problems, and 


make sure to give 


examples that are both 


equal and unequal. 


 


Explain the class that a 


ratio’s “job” is to 


describe a relationship 


between quantities.  
 


Independent Practice: 


Give students a real life 


tsp. vanilla   1 cup 


chocolate chips 


Explain to students that 


this recipe will yield 


(make) 3 dozen cookies. 


If you want to make 9 


dozen cookies, you'll 


have to increase the 


amount of each 


ingredient listed in the 


recipe. You'll also need 


to make sure that the 


relationship between the 


ingredients stays the 


same. To do this, you'll 


need to understand 


proportion. A proportion 


exists when you have 2 


equal ratios, such as 2:4 


and 4:8. Two unequal 


ratios, such as 3:16 and 


1:3, don't result in a 


proportion. The ratios 


must be equal. 


Have students stop to 


take notes here. They 


need to write that equal 


ratios make a proportion, 


but unequal ratios do not. 


For things to stay equal, 


you need a proportion. 


Going back to the cookie 


recipe, ask students how 


they will calculate how 


much more of each 
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Continue with examples 


using the students in the 


classroom. Examples: 


 Students with 


glasses to students 


without 


 Students with long 


pants to students 


with short 


Ask students to come up 


with their own 


comparisons/ratios for the 


students in the classroom. 


Now, have students refer 


back to the class notes on 


the chart paper at the 


beginning of the lesson.  


Independent Practice: 


Have students work with a 


partner to come up with 5 


mathematical comparisons 


that can be made using 


ideas from the chart. 


Informal Assessment: 


Teacher Observation of 


Student Participation 


 


 


a. Ask students to 


describe the contents of the 


bags. Expect responses that 


indicate the bags contain 


cubes, the cubes are 


different colors, there are 


three red cubes, four yellow 


cubes, and two green cubes 


in each bag. 


b. Ask several different 


students to describe the 


number of red cubes in 


relation to the whole bag. 


Listen to how students 


phrase their responses. 


Write on the board to 


summarize the individual 


students’ responses. For 


example, there are 3 red 


cubes out of the 9 total 


cubes. Repeat this with the 


other colors.  


Independent Practice: 


c. Ask the groups to 


write down all the 


comparisons they can make 


for the cubes in the bag on 


large construction paper. 
 


Monitor student 


understanding. 


When student groups are 


ready, have them share 


their papers with the class.  


Write student responses on 


a large piece of chart paper 


problem to compare 


ratios: 


One morning, Julia and 


Mariah make lemonade 


for a lemonade stand. 


They plan to make the 


lemonade by mixing 


water and frozen 


lemonade concentrate. 


To find the mix that 


tastes best, they decide 


to test some mixes.  


Give examples of their 


mixing: 


Mix A: 2 cups 


concentrate, 3 cups 


water 


Mix B: 5 cups 


concentrate, 9 cups 


water 


Mix C: 1 cup 


concentrate, 2 cups 


water 


Mix D: 3 cups 


concentrate, 5 cups 


water 


 


Give students an 


opportunity to think 


about and answer the 


following questions in 


their math journals: 


a. Which mix will make 


juice that is the most 


“lemony”?  


ingredient is needed if 


they want to make 9 


dozen cookies instead of 


3 dozen? How many 


cups of flour will you 


need? How many eggs? 


Explain that students 


need to set up a 


proportion to decide how 


much of each ingredient 


to use. 


Tell students to start by 


figuring out how much 


flour they will need if 


they want to make 9 


dozen cookies. Show 


students that we want to 


make 3 times more 


cookies, so we have to 


multiply all the 


ingredients times 3 to 


make the ratios stay the 


same. Instruct students in 


how to do this with the 


whole recipe. 


Have students try again 


with the same recipe, but 


this time they need to 


make only 1 dozen 


cookies. How can they 


do that? Have students 


work with a partner to 


find the correct 


proportion for the recipes 


this time.  
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to make a class list. Make 


sure to record all of the 


different ways to write the 


ratios. 


b. Which mix will make 


juice that is the least 


“lemony”?  
 


Ask students to discuss 


with a partner how they 


might compare the 


different ratios of water 


to the concentrate.  
 


Show students how to 


make ratios for each mix 


and how to properly 


compare them. 


 


Show students other 


places they would find 


ratios. Provide each pair 


of students a map. Show 


them the scale on the 


map, explain that this 


scale is also written as a 


ratio. Have students 


share the ratios from 


their maps and tell what 


this represents. 
 


Talk to students about 


other real-life ratios such 


as a debt to income ratio 


when applying for a loan. 


Talk to students about 


how they will look at 


ratios of males to females 


when applying to 


colleges. Ask students if 


they can think of other 


real-life examples of 


ratios. 
 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


Day 1 


Students will describe 


situations in which they 


might want to compare the 


quantity of one thing to the 


quantity of another. For 


example, how heavy one 


person’s book bag is 


compared to another 


Day 2 


Students will take notes in 


their math journals about 


the ways to write ratios. 
 


Students will write answers 


on personal whiteboards 


throughout the lesson to 


show understanding.  
 


Day 3   


Students will participate 


in a short review of 


concepts from the 


previous days. 


 


Students will participate 


in a discussion of 


equivalent fractions. 


Day 4 


Students will participate 


in a review of concepts 


from previous lessons. 


 


Students will take notes 


on proportions. 


Students will work with a 


partner to change a recipe 


Day 5 


Students will 


complete a 


summative 


assessment. 
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person’s bag. Student 


ideas will be recorded on 


chart paper in a list.  


Students will discuss how 


4 out of 5 dentists prefer 


Crest toothpaste is a 


comparison. 
 


Students will discuss and 


take notes on part-to-part 


and part to whole ratios. 
 


Students will participate in 


a discussion of classroom 


ratios and come up with 


their own ideas and ratios. 
 


Students will select ideas 


from the chart created at 


the beginning of the lesson 


and discuss how to write 


those mathematical 


comparisons. They are 


likely to write 72 inches to 


63 inches . 


Students will explore bags 


of cubes in groups of 3. 


They will write different 


ratios to represent the cubes 


in their bags to show how 


to compare them. 


 


Students will look at the 


lists presented. They will 


participate in the making of 


a class list. They will 


discuss the different ratios 


that were found and the 


different ways they can be 


represented. 


 


 


Students will take notes 


on equal and unequal 


ratios in their math 


journals. 


 


Students will solve 


sample problems on 


individual white boards 


and fix problems with 


teacher direction. 


 


Students will participate 


in a discussion of 


comparing ratios with 


making lemonade. 


to the correct amount and 


share their results with 


the class. 


 


Students will explore map 


scale to see how ratio is 


prevalent in life.  


 


Students will participate 


in a discussion of real-life 


ratios. 
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Summative Assessment: Ratios 


Compare the ratios using the greater than, less than, or equal to sign 
 
 1. 2:3  ______ 4:1 
 2. 1:2  ______ 3:6 
            3. 3:5 ______ 2:4 
 
Tell whether the ratios are proportional 
 4. 2:3 and 4:6 ____________________ 
 
 5. 1:4 and 6:18 ____________________ 
 
 6. 6:15 and 2:5 ____________________ 
 
 7. There are 12 comic books and 5 novels in the shelf. 
 
     Ratio of novels to comic books is _____________  
     Ratio of novels to total books in the shelf is _____________  
 
 8. There are 19 girls and 14 boys on the bus. 
 


    Ratio of girls to total number of members on the bus is _____________  
    Ratio of boys to total number of members on the bus is _____________ 
 
 9. In an animal sanctuary, there are 48 deer and 64 monkeys. Find the ratio of deer to monkeys. 
 
 10. Fruit seller buys 75 mangoes and 125 apples from vendor. Find the ratio of number of mangoes to  


the number of apples bought. 
 


 11. An egg seller finds 432 eggs are either spoiled or broken and 1080 eggs are in good condition. Find 
 the ratio of bad eggs to good eggs. 
 


 12. In a live concert, 425 boys and 300 girls are participated. Find the ratio of boys to girls. 
 
 13. In a basket there 24 good oranges and rest of them are bad oranges. The ratio of good oranges to  


the bad oranges is 3 : 1, find the number of bad oranges? 


Answer Key: 


1. Less than 


2. Equal to 


3. Greater than 


4. Yes 


5. No 


6. Yes 


7. 5:12; 5:17 


8. 19:33; 14:33 


9. 48:64 


10. 75:200 


11. 432:1080 


12. 425:300 


13. 8 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson Instruction 


 


 


 


 


Day 1:   


Objective:  The students 


will give examples of 


numbers that can replace 


operation symbols. 


Teacher will begin 


reading the book Safari 


Park, and show the price 


list for the tickets so the 


Day 2: 


Objective:  The students 


will create equations with 


missing or changed 


variables and analyze 


them to determine if they 


are equations or simply a 


number sentence.   


Continue reading the 


Day 3:   


Objective:  The 


students will write 


equations from verbal 


multiplicative 


statements and write 


the multiplicative 


comparison to each 


statement.   


Day 4:   


Objective:  Students will 


solve equations by 


finding the missing 


number, and explain their 


reasoning.   


The teacher will briefly 


review solving equations 


and writing 


Day 5:   


Objective: 


Assign students to 


create their own list 


of open equations 


and instruct them to 


also include the 


value of the variable.  


Use only all 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Fourth Grade Math 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Fourth Grade Mathematics N/A Patterns, Algebra, and Functions 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Days Second Quarter Each student should understand concepts and objectives from the third grade level within Common 


Core Standards in the subject of mathematics.  Students should have some understanding of using 


symbols to represent unknown quantities with whole numbers from the third grade. 


   Unit Description 


This activity will help students understand what an equation is and what it is not.  Students will use algebraic expressions, symbols, and properties of the 


operations to represent, simplify, and solve mathematical equations and inequalities as well as represent verbal statements of multiplicative comparisons as 


multiplication equations.  


Common Core Standards 4.OA.1 . Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison, e.g., interpret 35 = 5 × 7 as a statement that 35 is 5 times as 


many as 7 and 7 times as many as 5. Represent verbal statements of multiplicative comparisons as multiplication equations. 
 


Summative Assessment  


 


Students will use a symbol to represent an unknown quantity in a simple algebraic expression involving all operations.  


Students will create a definition and example for the vocabulary words used and writ them in notebook.  Students will 


represent verbal and written statements of multiplicative comparisons as multiplication equations.  Students will also 


complete a quiz on equations and find the unknown variable with different operations.  Students will also create their own 


word problems showing mastery. 
 


Mastery achieved at 80% accuracy.  


Assessment Scoring  Assessment scoring will be 13 points for Sections 1 and 2 of the assessment and 10 points for Section 3.   


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Safari Park by Stuart J. Murphy, price sheet from story, whiteboards, markers, chart paper, notebooks, assessment 
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students can follow the 


book.  Allow the 


students to talk about 


what rides they would 


go on.  As the teacher 


reads the book, the class 


will stop and discuss 


equations.  Teacher will 


write equations on the 


board and have the 


students write them in 


their notebooks.  The 


teacher will then review 


vocabulary and help 


students identify 


variables.  Have the 


students write variable 


in their notebooks 


working in pairs and 


have them give the 


teacher examples of the 


word.  Teacher will 


discuss the two words, 


variable and equation 


throughout the day.   


Guided Practice: 


The teacher will have 


students give examples 


of numbers, operation 


symbols, and the equals 


sign.   


The teacher will monitor 


student understanding 


throughout the lesson. 


book and remind students 


that they will be using 


these words throughout 


the lesson.  The students 


need to know what they 


mean.  Go to the 


equations from the book 


and make sure students 


know how the words 


apply to them.  Show the 


equations from the book 


(12+6+2=20) and write 


both forms on the board 


(one with the variable and 


one without).   


Guided Practice: 


Students will be asked to 


rewrite the equation, but 


replace one of the 


numbers with a number 


that would imbalance the 


equation (12+8+2=20).  


Students will evaluate 


whether or not each 


sentence is an equation.  


Students should say that 


the second is not an 


equation.  Continue to do 


other similar examples. 


The teachers will check 


for student understanding 


throughout the lesson. 


Teacher will introduce 


the concept of 


multiplicative 


comparisons as 


multiplication 


equations.   


Guided Practice: 


The teacher will say an 


equation verbally and 


write it on the board 


(example equation is 


15=5x3). Then explain 


or elicit from the 


students that the 


statement means 15 is 


5 times as many as 3.  


Then the teacher should 


do the same with the 


equation 15=3x5 


which should elicit the 


statement that 15 is 3 


times as many as 5.  


Explain that this is the 


multiplicative 


comparison to the 


previous 


equation/statement. Put 


number sentences on 


the board.  Students in 


groups will discuss 


whether or not they are 


multiplicative equations 


and how they know.  


Tell students to think 


out loud while 


multiplicative 


comparisons with the 


whole class. The teacher 


will ask: What would 


happen if they did not 


know one of the 


numbers?  Could the 


students figure out what 


it is?  Rewrite the 


problem, changing one of 


the numbers to a symbol.  


Ask the students to talk 


to their partners and 


figure out how they 


would find the unknown 


number.  The teacher 


will call on a student to 


explain their reasoning.  


Teacher will explain that 


this is an open equation 


because we do not know 


if it is correct until we 


substitute the variable for 


a number.  Teacher will 


show the students that it 


could be true or false, but 


point out that we are 


always looking for true 


equations in math.  


Teacher will tell students 


that if that process really 


works, they should be 


able to solve the 


following equation (62+? 


=85).  Guided Practice: 


operations at this 


time and use two or 


three numbers.  Have 


students share their 


equations with their 


partner and explain 


that the partner must 


check to make sure 


their equations and 


answers are correct 


by solving them.  


Students will then be 


assessed on their 


learning’s. 


Assessment: 
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 discussing.  The teacher 


will then pass out 


whiteboards to all 


students.   


Independent Practice: 


The teacher will say a 


multiplicative statement 


such as 40 is 5 times as 


many as 8.  The 


students will write the 


equation to represent 


the statement and its 


multiplicative 


comparison (40=5x8 


and 40=8x5).  The 


teacher will check each 


whiteboard for 


accuracy.   


Ask students to solve the 


equation and find out 


what the question mark 


equals.  Allow time for 


working and then call on 


students to explain how 


they solved their 


equations.  Ask students 


if they think this would 


work the same way for 


multiplicative 


equations/comparisons.  


Call on a few students to 


explain their thinking.    


Independent Practice 


Write the problem (16=2 


x ?) on the board.  Have 


the students solve and 


then write its 


comparison.  The teacher 


will monitor student 


understanding 


throughout the lesson. 
 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Day 1:  Students will 


listen to the teacher read 


Safari Park and note the 


price list for the tickets 


so they can follow 


along.  Students will 


discuss with each other 


the rides they want to go 


on.  Next the students 


will discuss what 


Day 2:  The students will 


be reminded about 


variables and equations 


and be clear on their 


meanings.  Students will 


learn how the words 


apply to the lesson by 


doing the equations from 


the book.  Students will 


copy equation and write 


Day 3:  Students will 


tell the teacher what the 


equations mean and 


participate in the 


discussion.  Students 


will write equations on 


whiteboards as they 


hear the teacher say 


verbal multiplicative 


statements.  Students 


Day 4:  Students will 


take questions from the 


teacher and answer 


appropriately.  Example 


questions will be: What 


would happen if they did 


not know one of the 


numbers?  Can the 


students figure out what 


it is?  Students will work 


Day 5:  At this time 


students are ready to 


create their own list 


of open equations and 


include the value of 


the variable.  All 


students will share 


their equations with 


their partner and 


double check they 
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equations are and how 


they work.  Students will 


write equations in their 


notebooks.  Students 


will identify variables 


and review the 


vocabulary contained in 


the book.  Students will 


work in pairs and give 


examples to the teacher.  


Following these 


activities the students 


will study the operation 


symbols and give 


examples of numbers.  


The word equation and 


variable will be used 


throughout the whole 


day. 


both forms in their 


notebooks and then 


rewrite the equation with 


variable missing or 


changed.  The students 


will then decide if the 


number sentence is 


actually an equation.  The 


students will continue 


doing different types of 


equations to see if they 


are in fact equations or 


simply a number 


sentence.   


will also write the 


multiplicative 


comparison to each 


statement.   


out equations after the 


teacher changes them 


around.  It could be a 


number change or 


simply a symbol change 


such as equals or adding 


and subtracting.  


Students will discuss 


with their partners and 


find unknown numbers.  


The students will then 


explain how they came 


up with their answers.  


Students will listen to 


the teacher explain the 


reasoning and pull 


feedback from the 


students.  Students will 


be told that these are 


open equations because 


we do not know if the 


equation is correct.  


Students will solve the 


equations given by the 


teacher and be expected 


to answer the missing 


number, example:  


(62+?=85).  The 


students will have time 


to finish and explain 


reasoning.   


know exactly how 


their equations work.  


Students will have 15 


minutes to prepare 


for the assessment.  


After the time 


allotted students will 


take the assessment.  
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Patterns, Algebra, and Functions 


Assessment (with answers) 


 


Name_________________ 


 


1.  Find the missing number.  Solve for n.   


a) 16 + n = 34    n = ? 


b) 14 + n = 28   n = ? 


c) 21 – n = 18     n = ? 


d) 12 x n = 48     n = ? 


e) 36 – n = 20     n = ? 


f) 16 x n = 48    n = ? 


g) 23 + n = 40     n = ? 


2.  Read each statement and then write the equation and multiplicative comparison it represents.   


 


h) 56 is 8 times as many as 7.       __________________________________       


                    _________________________________ 


i) 32 is 4 times as many as 8.       _________________________________   


                       _________________________________ 


j) 63 is 7 times as many as 9.       __________________________________        


                       __________________________________ 


3.  Create one word problem using addition and subtraction by finding the unknown. 


 


4. Create one word problem using multiplication by finding the unknown. 


4
th
 Grade Math Assessment Key:  


a. n=18      b. n=14       c. n=3      d. n=4      e. n=16             f. n=3    g. n=17  


h. 56=8 x 7, 56=7 x 8  j. 63 = 7 x 9, 63 = 9 x 7  


i. 32= 4 x 8, 32=8 x 4  k and l : answers will vary  
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Introduce unit by telling 


students they will be 


identifying specifically 


what an author and 


illustrator are and 


defining what they do. 


Read a traditional 


Cinderella story, 


introducing the book by 


naming the title, author, 


and illustrator and where 


they are found on a book 


*Story 


*Begin lesson restating 


the roles of an author and 


illustrator by reviewing 


words webs. 


 


Introduce the story: Show 


Me a Story.  Read the 


blurb on the back of the 


book.  Tell the children 


that this book is about a 


goose that has a problem 


*Tools 1-5 


*Begin lesson by 


asking children to 


think about the story 


from yesterday:  


Show Me a Story. 


State that today we 


are going to look at 


how the author used 


specific tools in 


writing this book. 


 


*Tools 6-15 


Begin lesson by asking 


children to pair share 


what an illustrator and 


author do. 


*State: “We will learn 


about more tools that 


an author and illustrator 


use when writing a 


story.”  


Continuing with the 


story on page 9.  


*Begin lesson by asking 


children again to pair share 


one of the tools and what an 


author or illustrator uses 


when writing a story. 


*State: “On Monday we read 


a Cinderella story.  Today as 


we read a new kind of 


Cinderella story think of the 


tools a good author uses when 


writing a story.”  


(Culture Addition) 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Kindergarten Reading 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Kindergarten Reading N/A Author/Illustrator 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 day, 30 min each 4
th
 Quarter  Be able to sit listen to a story and verbalize and share their ideas. 


   Unit Description 


Using the book Show Me A Story, Writing Your Own Picture Book to teach the concept of an author/illustrator’s craft. 


Students will define the role of an author and an illustrator by learning specific tools authors use to put a story together.  Essential Questions:  What does an 


author do?  What does an illustrator do?  How are they similar?  How are they different?  Students will identify the role of an author and illustrator, and 


name the tools an author uses when writing a story. 
 


Common Core 


Standards 


K.RI.6 Name the author and illustrator of a text and define the role of each in presenting the ideas or information in a text. 


 
 


Summative Assessment  


 


Completion of a Venn diagram will reveal the students’ understanding of the role of an author and an illustrator. 


Assessment Scoring  Each child needs to contribute one answer to the Venn diagram.  


No scoring necessary. 


Assessment components: Contents and ideas and organization.   Students’ conversations and contributions to the word webs 


and Venn diagram convey their understanding of the reading.  Students are to show illustrations that relate to specific details 


from the story and show a clear understanding of key events with sequential pictures from beginning to end. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Copy of: Show Me a Story” by Nancy Loewen and illustrated by Christopher Lyles, two copies of culturally different 


Cinderella stories (ex. Cinderella and The Golden Sandal), large chart paper for word webs and Venn diagram, and story 


sequencing paper. 
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and define them.  


 


After the reading, create a 


word web with the word: 


Author.  Ask each child 


to give examples of what 


an author does when 


writing a story.  Create a 


word web for illustrator 


as well and have each 


child contribute an 


answer. Save these two 


word webs. 


 


 


he wants to fix.  Explain 


to the students that as we 


read they need to think 


about what the author is 


trying to tell us in this 


story.  What does the 


author want us to know? 


 


This story has two parts: 


the story and the author’s 


tools.  Read the story for 


this lesson.  


After the reading, have 


the children pair share 


their idea of what the 


author is trying to tell 


them in this story.   


Explain that the author is 


showing us how we can 


work together to solve 


problems. 


Starting at the 


beginning of the 


book. Read each tool 


to the children and 


relate it to the story: 


Tool 1: Stories have a 


beginning, middle, 


and end.   


Tool 2. In the 


beginning we meet 


the main character. 


Tool 3. The author 


tells of a problem or a 


struggle that will 


shape the story. 


Tool 4 The author 


presents a setting and 


we learn where the 


story takes place. 


Tool 5 The 


illustrations help to 


tell these parts of the 


story and show 


details that words 


don’t tell us.  


Ask the children to 


pair share the 


beginning, middle, 


and end of the story. 


Then they will 


illustrate their ideas. 


 


Revisit the story by 


introducing the 


following tools. 


Tool 6: Stories solve 


problems. 


Tool 7. Dialogue is 


how an author creates 


conversation between 


the characters. 


Tool 8.The main part of 


the story is the middle 


where we find out how 


the character will solve 


the problem. 


Tool 9 The things that 


happen in a story are 


called the plot.  


Tool 10. The turning 


point in a story is when 


something important 


changes. 


Tool 11. Creating a 


scene is when things 


are happening right in 


front of you in the 


pictures. 


Tool 12. Summary 


helps us get to the next 


part of the plot. 


Tool 13.  Suspense 


creates a type of 


excitement to keep the 


reader interested. 


Tool 14. The climax is 


an exciting part of the 


Read: The Golden Sandal. 


“Now turn to your partner 


and pair/share how the two 


authors in the Cinderella 


stories wrote the same, and 


how they wrote differently.” 


Students will also pair share 


for the illustrators. 


Assessment: 


After the pair/share use a 


Venn diagram to compare the 


differences and similarities of 


an author and illustrator. 
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story before it ends. 


Tool 15. A good ending 


should answer 


questions and make the 


reader feel pleased. 
 


 
 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student  


Activities 


 


* Contribute ideas to the 


author and illustrator’s 


word webs. 


* Pair/share ideas about 


the author’s message by 


answering the question:  


What is the author trying 


to tell us in this story. 


 


*Illustrate the 


beginning, middle, 


and end of this story 


with these five tools 


in mind. 


Use the story 


sequence paper for 


this activity. 


*Listen to each tool and 


how it relates to the 


story. 


 


*Listen to the story. 


Pair/share similarities and 


difference between the 


two stories and the 


author’s interpretation. 


*Contribute ideas to the 


Venn Diagram comparing 


author and illustrator’s 


work. 
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Name: _________________________________________________________ 


 


Story Sequencing 
 


Beginning Middle End 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 (2 days) 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


Day 1:  Math Review:  


Mental Math  


Examples:  What is 2 more 


than 13, 35? Let’s count 


Day 2:  Math Review:  


Mental Math  


Examples:  What is 3 more 


than 13, 35? Let’s count 


Day 3:  Math Review:  


Mental Math  


Examples:  What is 5 


more than 13, 35? 


Day 4:  Math Review:  


Mental Math  


Examples:  What is 10 


more than 13, 35? Let’s 


Day 5 and 6:   


Math Review: Mental 


Math 


Examples:  What is 4 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – First Grade Math 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


First Grade Mathematics N/A These Problems Have Words! 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in 6 Days 


plus one day for 


assessment 


1
st
 Quarter Students should have mastery of all Common Core State Standards from prior grade levels. 


In previous lessons, students practiced constructing number stories and writing the related number 


bonds as a foundation to learning addition.  Students should have prior knowledge of the addition and 


subtraction signs, the equal sign, and number bonds, skip counting, comparing numbers, and place 


value.  Students should have prior knowledge of basic addition and subtraction through 20. 


   Unit Description 


First graders will use picture cutouts and stickers throughout this 5-day unit on forming addition stories, number bonds, and number sentences.  During 


guided instruction, students will be given several visuals to draw number bond and addition number sentences.  Students will work with a partner to create 


addition stories and write corresponding number bonds and number sentences.  Students will use this knowledge to solve and create word problems. 


Common Core 


Standards 


CCSS 1.OA.1- Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, 


putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with 


a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. This unit only assesses mastery of the addition component of this 


standard. 
 


 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


 


Students will use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting 


together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a 


symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. 
 


Assessment Scoring  Problems #1-2 solved correctly are worth 1 point each. Problems #3-6 solved correctly are worth 2 points each (number bond = 1 


point, number sentence = 1 point). Assessment is worth a total of 10 points. At 80% mastery level, students need to score 8 out of 


10 points to have mastered the assessed standard. 
 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Overhead projector, transparency sheets with different scenes, transparency picture cut-outs (ducks, flowers, cats, dogs, butterflies) 


or cubes and transparency markers, individual whiteboards and markers, individual student manipulative picture cut-outs, math 


journals, pencils, numerous picture stickers (stars, animals, flowers, food), poster paper folded into eighths, crayola markers, 


student worksheets and pencils 
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forward to 50 by 2s, 5s, 


10s start with different 


numbers. 


 


Draw a scene on a 


transparency sheet or 


board and place four 


picture cutouts (ducks) in 


an oval (pond).   


 


Describe the scene and 


count the number of ducks 


(four ducks).   


 


Add two picture cutouts 


(ducks) to scene.  Tell 


students that two more 


ducks join other ducks in 


the pond.   


Ask the students to total 


the number of ducks in the 


pond; 4 ducks and 2 


ducks, when put together, 


the total becomes 6 ducks.   


Draw the number bond 


and guide students to 


name the number pair for 


6 as 4 and 2 make 6. 


 
Repeat the same procedure 


with similar scenes (use 


forward to 50 by 2s, 5s, 10s 


start with different 


numbers. 


 


Review from Lesson 1; 


number bonds.  


 


Present a scene using 


picture cutouts (3 flowers 


and 2 flowers) and have 


students draw 


corresponding number 


bond in math journals. 


 


Repeat the same procedure 


with similar scenes and 


have students draw number 


bond and write addition 


sentence using symbols for 


each scene.   


 


Introduce students to a 


written word problem 


formulated around the 


butterflies and walk 


students through the 


process of making a 


number bond for the given 


problem. Then, have 


students write the addition 


number sentence that goes 


along with the problem and 


number bond.  


 


Repeat by modeling the 


Let’s count forward to 


100 by 2s, 5s, 10s start 


with different 


numbers. 


  


Review from Lesson 


2; number bonds and 


solving word 


problems. 


 


Show a scene with 


butterflies on a 


transparency sheet or 


board.   


 


Ask students how 


many butterflies there 


are and what the 


butterflies are doing. 


 


Ask students to share a 


story about the 


butterflies with a 


partner and together 


write down the 


corresponding number 


bond and addition 


number sentence in 


their math journals.  


 


Repeat the same 


procedure with a 


similar scene.   


Have students work in 


pairs and use stickers 


count forward to 100 by 


2s, 5s, 10s start with 


different numbers. 


 


Review from Lesson 2 


& 3; number bonds and 


number sentences with 


word problems 


 


Display a scene in two 


clusters; 3 large dogs 


and 5 small dogs.   


 


Get students to make up 


an addition story for 


what is displayed.  


 


Ask students to divide 


individual whiteboards 


into 3 parts.  Ask the 


students to write down 


the number bond for the 


addition story on white 


board – part 1.   


 
Ask the students to write 


a number bond using 


number bond and 


symbols on whiteboard 


– part 2.   


more than 13, 35? Let’s 


count forward to 100 by 


2s, 5s, 10s start with 


different numbers. 
 


Review concepts from 


Lessons 1, 2, and 3. 
 


Display a scene with 6 


flowers. Tell students 


that 6 flowers bloomed 


on Monday. Then, tell 


students that more 


flowers bloomed on 


Tuesday. Tell them that 


on Tuesday, there were 


11 flowers that had 


bloomed. Ask them 


how many flowers 


bloomed on Tuesday. 


Show them how you 


add the pictures of 


flowers to get to 11. 


Show students the 


number bond that 


would be created to 


show this problem. Talk 


about how the missing 


number is in a new 


spot. Then, show 


students how you 


would write the number 


sentence and where the 


missing number would 


be. 
 


Model more word 


8 


3 


5


2 


6 


4 


2 
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prepared scenes on 


transparency sheets) and 


have students draw a 


number bond for each 


scene on individual 


whiteboards.  
 


Guide students to name 


the number pair for the 


given total.   


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


 


solving of word problems 


with students using 


concrete pictorial images 


along with the words.  


 


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


to create 8 different 


scenes on poster paper.   


 


Guide students to take 


turns sharing stories 


and writing 


corresponding number 


bond and addition 


number sentence for 


each scene.  


 


If time allows, post all 


poster papers on a wall 


in the room and 


discuss results with 


whole group. 


 


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


 
Ask students to write the 


corresponding addition 


number sentence with 


symbols on whiteboard 


– part 3.   


 


3 + 5 = 8 


 


Repeat the same 


procedure with similar 


scenes.   
 


Show students a scene 


with 7 frogs in a pond. 


Tell the students that 


more frogs came to the 


pond, and then there 


were 10 frogs. Show 


students the 10 frogs. 


Show students that you 


added some frogs. Ask 


students how many frogs 


you added. Model 


several more problems 


like this one using 


different ideas and 


pictures. 
 


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


problems where the 


missing addend is in a 


different spot. Show 


students how to draw 


the number bond and 


write the number 


sentence for each 


problem. After a few 


problems, have students 


do the problems on 


their individual white 


boards. 
 


Display a word problem 


to students: 


There were 3 kids on 


the playground. More 


kids came to play on 


the playground. Now 


there are 12 kids on the 


playground. How many 


more kids came to play 


on the playground? 


Show students how to 


draw a picture for this 


problem. Then, model 


the drawing of the 


number bond, and the 


writing of the number 


sentence. 
 


Repeat this process 


with similar problems. 


Have students show 


understanding by doing 


the problems on 


individual whiteboards. 


8 


5 


3 
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Informal Assessment: 


Teacher Observation 
 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Respond verbally to math 


review questions. 
 


Observe displayed scene 


on the transparency sheet 


or board.  
 


Describe the scene and 


count the number of items 


in the scene.   


Watch the teacher add two 


picture cutouts to scene.   
 


Respond to question; What 


is the total number?  
 


Watch the teacher draw 


the number bond on the 


overhead and students 


name the number pair for 


6.  
 


Participate in guided 


practice following the 


same procedure with 


similar scenes.   
 


Draw number bond for 


each scene on individual 


whiteboards and name the 


number pair for the given 


total.   
 


Create a scene that uses 


the manipulative cut-outs 


students have. Have 


Respond verbally to math 


review questions. 
 


Respond orally to review 


questions about Lesson 1; 


number bonds.  
 


Observe displayed scene 


using picture cutouts (3 


flowers and 2 flowers) on 


overhead or board and draw 


corresponding number bond 


in math journals. 
 


Write the appropriate 


addition sentence using “+” 


and “=” symbols, next to 


the number bond in math 


journals.   
 


Repeat the same procedure 


with similar scenes and 


students draw number bond 


and addition sentence using 


symbols for each scene.   


 


Have students glue a page 


of two word problems in 


their math journals. Instruct 


students to draw a picture 


to represent the problem. 


Then, have them make the 


corresponding number 


bond, and finally, number 


Respond verbally to 


math review questions. 
 


Respond orally to 


review questions from 


Lesson 2; number bonds 


and number sentences 


with symbols, and word 


problems 


Observe displayed scene 


with butterflies on a 


transparency sheet or 


board.   
 


Respond to questions; 


How many butterflies 


there are and what are 


the butterflies doing? 
 


Share a story about the 


butterflies with a partner 


and together write down 


the corresponding 


number bond and 


addition number 


sentence in their math 


journals.  
 


Repeat the same 


procedure with a similar 


scene.   
 


Work in pairs and use 


stickers to create 8 


Respond verbally to 


math review 


questions. 


 


Respond orally to 


review questions from 


Lessons 2 & 3; 


number bonds and 


number sentences with 


word problems 
 


Observe displayed 


scene in two clusters; 


3 large dogs and 5 


small dogs.   


 


Make up an addition 


story for what is 


displayed.  


 


Divide whiteboard 


into 3 parts.  Write 


down the number 


bond for the addition 


story on individual 


whiteboard – part 1.   


 


Write a number bond 


using number bond 


and symbols on 


individual whiteboard 


– part 2.   


Respond verbally to 


math review questions. 
 


Respond orally to 


review questions from 


Lessons 2, 3, and 4. 


 


Observe displayed 


scene with flowers. 


Listen and follow along 


with teacher 


explanation. 
 


Students will draw 


number bonds and 


write number sentences 


on individual 


whiteboards for each 


given word problem. 
 


Students will complete 


a worksheet that 


practices filling in a 


missing addend for an 


addition problem, and 


has 2 word problems of 


this type. 
 


If time allows, students 


will practice writing 


their own word 


problems of this type 


(missing addend). 
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 students create the scene 


with their own cut-outs 


and describe what is 


happening. Then, have 


students create the number 


bond on their individual 


white boards. 
 


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


 


 


sentence.  


 


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


different scenes on 


poster paper.   
 


Take turns sharing 


stories and writing 


corresponding number 


bond and addition 


number sentence for 


each scene.  Use Crayola 


markers for writing. 
 


If time allows, post all 


poster papers on a wall 


in the room and discuss 


results. 


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


 


Write the 


corresponding 


addition number 


sentence with symbols 


on whiteboard – part 


3.   


 


Repeat the same 


procedure with similar 


scenes.   
 


Participate in the 


discussion of scenes 


and how many were 


added to pictures.  


 


Informal Assessment:  


Teacher Observation 


Informal Assessment: 


Teacher Observation 


and Worksheet 


Completion with quick 


check for 


understanding 
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Grade 1 Math Assessment 


 


Draw the number bond to find the total amount for each picture.  


1.   


 


 


 


 


2.  


 


 


   


 


Write a number bond and number sentence for each word problem. 


 


3. 8 ducks were in a pond. 2 more ducks came. How many ducks are in the pond now? 


 


 


 


 


 


4. There were 4 flowers on a bush. 7 more flowers bloomed. How many flowers are on the bush  


now? 


 


 


 


 


 


5.  There were 6 toys in a box. Jim put more toys in the box. Now there are 16 toys in the box.  
How many more toys were put in the box? 


 


 


 


6.  There are 7 books on a shelf. The teacher added more books to the shelf. Now there, are 14  


books on the shelf. How many more books did the teacher put on the shelf? 
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ANSWER KEY: 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


14 


7 


? 


16 


6 


? 


8 


6 


2 


11


1 


4 


7 


9


0


0


0


0


0 


8 


1 


6 


3 


3 


1.   2.   3.  8 + 1 = 9  4.  4 + 7 = 11  


5.  6 + 10 = 16   6.  7 + 7 = 14    
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A. EDUCATION PLAN 


A.2.TARGET POPULATION 


A.2.1. Community Description  


As shown in Exhibit 1, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) targets a 22.53 square mile low-


income inner-city area that is centrally located in Tucson and delimited by 22nd Street (north), 


Alvernon Road (east), Valencia Road (south) and I-19 (west). This area is a conglomeration of 


blue color neighborhoods dispersed among light industrial parks, and bordered in the south by 


the industrial zone near Tucson International Airport. The 2008 population of the target area is 


estimated to be 94,344. Approximately 9,007 and 16,530 children aged 0 to 4 (kindergarten 


group) and 5 to 14 (primary school group) respectively live in the area (Table 1).  


The median age of the population is 28.4 years, and 82.3% is of Hispanic origin. The remaining 


17.7% of the population is mainly of Caucasian origin with small proportions of African 


American (3.6%) and Native American (3.9%); and the estimated median household income is 


$30,367 (Table 1). The target community is served mainly by Sunnyside Unified School District 


(SUSD) and by Tucson Unified School District (TUSD); and there are very few stand alone 


elementary charter schools in the area, and only two small low-achieving charter high schools.     


A.2.2. Target Population 


SPA will target the K-6 age group within the 16,530 elementary school-aged students who live in 


the target area (Table 1). In this group, 8,870 elementary school students (Table 2) and 3,896 


middle school students (Table 3) attend school in the  target community; and their total number 


is 12,766 (8,870 + 3,896). Consequently, about 3,814 elementary school-aged students (16,530 -


12,766 = 3,814) are not attending school in their home-community; that is, SPA target area.  


The calculated median percentage of minority students within the target area is 93% with 87% 


being of Hispanic descent. We have also calculated that 90% of the target area students qualify 


for free or reduced-lunch programs; and 30% are English Language Learners (Table 1, 2, 3).
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Exhibit 1. Seneca Preparatory Academy Target Area 
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TARGET AREA DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 


Population 


Estimâtes Population (2008) 


Censés Population (2000) 


Projected Population (2013) 


Forecast Population (2018) 


Historical Annual Growth 2000 to 2008 


Projected Annual Growth 2008 to 2013 


Est. Population Density (2008) 


Trade Area Size                                                                                                                                                                                                                            


 


94,344 


84,404 


100,184 


108,920 


9,940 


5,840 


4,186  


22.53                       


 


 


 


 


 


1.7% 


1.2% 


psm (people/square mile) 


sq mi 


Households 


Estimated Households (2008) 


Census Households (2000) 


Projected Households (2013) 


Household with Children (2008) 


 


28,212 


25,493 


29,716 


13,141 


 


 


 


 


46.6% 


Median Household Income 


Est. Median Household Income (2008) 


Projected. Median Household Income (2013) 


Owner Occupied Median Home Value 


 


$30,367 


$33,437 


$63,989 


 


Race & Ethnicity 


White (2008) 


Black or African American (2008) 


Am. Indian & Alaska Native (2008) 


Hispanic or Latino Population (2008) 


 


39,092 


3,427 


3,713 


77,645 


 


41.4% 


3.6% 


3.9% 


82.3% 


Age 


Age 0 to 4 yrs (2008) 


Age 5 to 9 yrs (2008) 


Age 10 to 14 yrs (2008) 


Median Age (2008) 


 


9,007 


8,663 


7,867 


28.4 yrs 


 


9.5% 


9.2% 


8.3% 


 


Educational Attainment 


Adult Population (25 Yrs +)(2008) 


Not High School Graduate (2008) 


High School Graduate (2008) 


Some College (2008) 


 


53,218 


18,429 


17,000 


9,222 


 


 


34.6% 


31.9% 


17.3% 


 


  Source: Picor Real Estate Company, Tucson, Arizona. May 2009.  


 


Table 1. Target Area Demographic Profile.
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TARGET AREA ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 


 


 


School Name 


 


GS 


Rank 


 


No. of 


Students 


FRLP 


(%) 


 


ELLs 


(%) 


Ethnicity 3rd Grade AIMS (2009) 5th Grade AIMS (2009) 


Hispani


c 


(%) 


White 


(%) 


Others 


(%) 


Read 


(%) 


Write 


(%) 


Math 


(%) 


Read 


(%) 


Write 


(%) 


Math 


(%) 


Borton Magnet S. 5 334 49 19 46 43 7 (B) NA NA NA NA NA NA 


Carrillo Magnet S. 6 309 67 12 74 11 11 (B) 62 77 65 81 93 77 


Cavet Elem S. 3 461 97 42 86 4 7 (B) 49 62 51 70 81 64 


Drachman Magnet 3 347 72 15 71 16 7 (NA) 59 70 31 40 86 40 


Drexel Elem S. 5 593 97 52 94 2 2 (O) 67 86 72 71 82 53 


Esperanza Elem S. 6 710 85 32 85 6 4 (NA) 70 82 72 73 88 80 


Holladay S.  5 248 52 13 41 44 12 (B) 71 76 69 66 69 53 


Hollinger Elem 6 315 97 44 94 2 4 (NA) 78 90 73 69 86 64 


Liberty Elem S. 6 717 90 21 92 2 5 (NA) 70 86 76 75 82 81 


Los Amigos Elem. 4 794 95 56 93 4 3 (O) 50 66 64 60 82 69 


Lynn Urquides 3 907 91 44 88 6 3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 


Mission Manor Elem 4 663 91 39 94 2 3 (NA) 51 78 62 56 70 63 


Mission View Elem 4 318 96 38 88 -- 9 (NA) 75 82 85 64 67 56 


Ocotillo Elem   3 563 92 37 86 7 6 (NA) 45 76 55 48 58 54 


Ochoa Elem 4 250 96 31 92 - 6 (NA) 57 72 52 39 71 34 


Pueblo Gardens* 6 210 97 25 77 4 7 (B) 70 95 80 69 86 61 


Rivera Elem 3 576 90 33 92 3 5 (O) 49 69 52 59 79 51 


Southside Com. Sc* 3 126 99 48 88 7 4(B) 37 85 44 82 79 65 


Van Buskirk Elem 5 429 95 34 94 - 6 (O) 63 77 56 68 90 74 


TOTAL # STUDENTS -- 8,870 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 


MEDIAN 4 429 92 34 88 5 6 62 77 64 68 82 63 


STATE AVG -- -- 51 14 41 45 6 72 79 72 73 79 72 


 


Sources: Arizona Department of Education’s website: http://www.ade.state.az.us/; and Greatschools’ website:  www.greatschools.com. May 29, 2010. 


Table 2. Target Area Elementary School Information. 


1. For AIMS test:  percentage of students who meet state standards. 2. Ethnicity: B = Black; NA = Native American; A = Asian; O = Others. 3. GS Rank: Greatschools Rank. 


Perfect rank = 10, worst rank = 1.  4. * the student population is split equally between elementary and middle school. 4. FRLP = Free/Reduced Lunch Program.



http://www.ade.state.az.us/

http://www.greatschools.com/
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TARGET AREA MIDDLE SCHOOLS 


 


 


School Name 


 


GS 


Rank 


 


No. of 


Students 


FRLP 


(%) 


 


ELLs 


(%) 


Ethnicity 6th Grade AIMS (2009) 7th Grade AIMS (2009) 


Hispanic 


(%) 


White 


(%) 


Others 


(%) 


Read 


(%) 


Write 


(%) 


Math 


(%) 


Read 


(%) 


Write 


(%) 


Math 


(%) 


 


Apollo Middle School 3 860 86 24 95 1 4 45 86 44 54 88 53 


Pueblo Gardens M. S.* 6 209 97 25 77 4 10 (B) 50 86 53 61 86 61 


Sierra Middle School 3 1,035 82 19 91 3 4 (O) 47 79 55 61 75 55 


STAR Academic Ctr. 2 253 72 1 81 10 6 (NA) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 


Utterback M.S. 4 815 66 8 57 27 3 (A) 51 81 44 68 80 56 


Wildcat School 2 134 85 0 77 16 6 (NA) 33 58 42 53 55 43 


Southside Community S* 3 126 99 48 88 7 4 (B) 51 71 51 33 78 37 


Wakefield M.S 2 464 95 30 93 2 4 (NA) 45 83 41 46 75 50 


TOTAL # STUDENTS -- 3,896 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 


MEDIAN 3 359 86 22 85 6 4 47 81 44 54 78 53 


STATE AVG -- -- 51 14 41 45 6 71 86 68 73 83 73 


 


Sources: Arizona Department of Education’s website: http://www.ade.state.az.us/; and Greatschools’ website:  www.greatschools.com. May 29, 2010. 


Table 3. Target Area Middle School Information. 


1. For AIMS test, the values reported correspond to the percentage of students who meet the state standards. 


2. Ethnicity: B = Black; NA = Native American; A = Asian; O = Others.  


3. GS Rank: Greatschools Rank. Perfect rank (greatest parent satisfaction) = 10, worst rank = 1. 


4. Terms: FRLP = Free/Reduced Lunch Program; ELLs = English Language Learners 


5. * the student population is split equally between elementary and middle school. 



http://www.ade.state.az.us/

http://www.greatschools.com/
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SAMPLE OF EIGHT HIGH PERFORMANCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN TUCSON 


 


 


School Name 


 


GS 


Rank 


 


No. of 


Students 


 


FRLP 


(%) 


 


ELLs 


(%) 


Ethnicity 3rd Grade AIMS (2009) 5th Grade AIMS (2009) 


Hispanic 


(%) 


White 


(%) 


Others 


(%) 


Read 


(%) 


Write 


(%) 


Math 


(%) 


Read 


(%) 


Write 


(%) 


Math 


(%) 


 


Agua Caliente Elem Sch 10 361 11 1 13 81 3 (B) 91 89 89 93 93 95 


Gale Elem School 10 370 17 2 20 70 7 (A) 100 100 95 91 100 93 


Manzanita Elem School 10 484 2 3 12 74 12 (A) 94 96 91 95 96 90 


Mesquite Elem School 10 402 16 3 27 62 5 (B) 94 91 97 94 94 94 


Richard B. Wilson Elem 10 1,274 9 2 16 75 6 (A) 85 97 93 91 94 92 


Sonoran Sci Acad - TUS 10 667 17 1 16 75 5 (A) 96 94 100 95 96 90 


Tanque Verde Elem Sch 10 428 4 6 13 67 16 (A) 96 97 98 94 99 91 


Ventana Vista Elem Sch 10 428 4 6 13 67 16 (A) 96 98 97 94 99 91 


TOTAL # STUDENTS --- 4,414 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 


MEDIAN 10 428 10 3 15 72 7 95 97 96 94 96 94 


STATE AVERAGE --- --- 51 14 41 45 6 72 79 72 73 79 72 


Sources: Arizona Department of Education’s website: http://www.ade.state.az.us/; and Greatschools’ website:  www.greatschools.com. May 29, 2010. 


 


Table 4. Data from Tucson Elementary School with a Perfect 10 in Greatschools Ranking. 


1. For AIMS test, the values reported correspond to the percentage of students who meet the state standards. 


2. Ethnicity: B = Black; NA = Native American; A = Asian; 


3. GS Rank: Greatschools Rank. Perfect rank (greatest parent satisfaction) = 10, worst rank = 1. 


4. Terms: FRLP = Free/Reduced Lunch Program. ELLs = English Language Learners. 


5. * the student population is split equally between elementary and middle school.



http://www.ade.state.az.us/

http://www.greatschools.com/
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Table 5. Gaps in Correlates of Achievement and Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Interventions.   


Source: Burton & Conley, 2009; Burton, 2003.


BURTON’S AND CONLEY’S CORROLATES OF ACHIEVEMENT 


Correlates of Achievement  


(Factors that Affect Academic 


Performance) 


Gaps between 


Minority and 


Majority 


Student 


Populations 


Gaps between 


Low and High 


Income Family 


Students 


The Right Educational (RE) System Activities and 


Other Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Interventions 


Used to Close the Achievement Gap  


SCHOOL FACTORS    


Rigor of Curriculum Yes Not Available Core Knowledge & Singapore Math, components of The 


RE System. 


Teacher Preparation Yes Yes Differentiated Professional Education Program, a 


component The RE System. 


Teacher Experience Yes Yes Efficient hiring process, a key requirement of The RE 


System. 


Teacher Absence and Turnover Yes Yes Efficient hiring process, a key requirement of The RE 


System. 


Class size Yes No Small classes of ≤ 25 students, a key requirement of The 


RE System. 


Availability of Instructional 


Technology 


Yes Yes Differentiated Teacher Training Program, a component 


The RE System 


Fear and Safety at School Yes Yes Providing a safe school environment, a key requirement of 


The RE System 


THE HOME-SCHOOL 


CONNECTION FACTORS 


   


Parent Participation Yes Yes Parent participation, a key requirement of The RE System. 


BEFORE AND BEYOND 


SCHOOL FACTORS 


   


Frequent Changing of Schools Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Low Birth Weight Yes Not Available Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Environmental Damage Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Hunger and Nutrition Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Taling and Reading to Young 


Children 


Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Excessive Television Watching Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Parent-Pupil Ratio Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Summer Achievement Gain Yes Yes SPA intent to run a Summer School Program 
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A. EDUCATION PLAN 


A.2.TARGET POPULATION 


A.2.3. Benefits of Seneca Preparatory Academy to the 


Target Community.  


The target community will benefit from Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) because the School 


will focus on the basics, will use research and Common Core State Standards-based instruction 


coupled with data and RTI-driven decisions and processes to produce a high-quality K-6 college-


preparatory international program that will increase scholastic achievement and decrease the 


achievement gap in the underserved target community. As a result, Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA) will prepare students for success in college, career and life in the global economy of the 


21
st
 century, as stipulated in Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation mission statement.  


In short, SPA will gift the target community with the type of high-quality educational program 


that is traditionally not available in low-income and/or high minority areas.  Consequently, 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will fill the community unmet need for high-quality college 


preparatory elementary school programs.  


The following SPA brand message further justifies why and how the target community will 


benefit from the School: 


 


 “Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is a Unique K-6 Tuition-Free Public School, with 


Full-Day Kindergarten. 


SPA is a High-Quality College-Preparatory International School that focuses on the Basics; 


uses Small Class Size, and --- Common Core State Standards, Singapore Math and Core 


Knowledge Curricula, Direct and Differentiated Instructions, Cooperative Learning, 


Understanding by Design, a RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math Program, and a 


Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring System --- to provide a Body of Shared 


Knowledge, Linguistic and International Awareness that prepare Students for High 


School, College and Career Readiness at the Elementary School Level.  


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) targets underserved communities but prepares all 


students for a Lifelong Learning Experience and Success in the 21st Century.” 
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Exhibit 2. Achievement Gap By Race, Grade 4 and 12. 


Source: Brooks-Gunn, J. (2009). Programs and Policies to Reduce School Readiness Gaps. National Center for 


Children’s & Families. Teachers College, Columbia University
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A.2.4. Definition of Achievement Gap  


In the US, the “achievement gap” in education refers to the disparity in academic performance 


between groups of students. This term is usually used to describe the disturbing performance 


gaps between many African American and Hispanic students, at the lower end of the 


performance scale, and their non-Hispanic white peers. A similar academic disparity exists 


between students from low-income and well-off families.  


For instance in Exhibit 2, the 2002 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) shows 


that 9% and 13% respectively of Black and Hispanic fourth graders from the 1994 cohort had 


achieved proficiency in reading versus 37% of their white classmates. As twelfth graders 8 years 


later, the Black and Hispanic students’ reading skills had improved with 16% and 22% 


respectively achieving reading proficiency. However, a substantial gap remains when compared 


to the 43% of their white twelve grader classmates who had achieved reading proficiency 


(Brooks-Gunn, 2009).  


Similarly the same study shows that while 39 percent of white eighth graders scored proficient or 


above on the math portion of the NAEP, only 9 and 13 percent of their Black and Hispanic 


counterparts respectively passed the math test (Great City Schools, 2010).  


Clearly, as stated by Great City Schools (2010), “the education system has failed to educate 


minority and white students to the same standard”.  


A.2.5. Factors Affecting the Achievement Gap  


Research by Burton and Conley has identified 16 factors or “correlates to achievement” that 


affect primary and secondary school performance in the US; and the authors have pooled these 


factors into three major groups: the School Factors, the Home and School Connection Factor, 


and the Before and Beyond School Factors.  They have found these correlates of achievement to 


be distributed unevenly across various racial/ethnic groups and across different income layers in 


the US population. This unequal distribution creates gaps in correlates of achievement between 


minority and majority student populations on the one hand, and students from low and high 


income families on the other hand. According to Burton and Conley, the gaps in correlates of 


achievement between various segments of the population ultimately result in the achievement 


gap in education in the US (Burton, 2003; Burton & Coley, 2009).  


Research has shown that correlates to achievement within the School Factor Group are directly 


associated with and can be modified by schools (Table 5). For instance, research evidence shows 


that students’ academic performance is closely related to the “Rigor of the Curriculum”, and that 


a gap in this correlate of achievement exists between African American or Hispanic student high 


school graduates, and their Caucasian classmates. For instance the 2005 data from the National 


Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) showed that Black and Hispanic high school 


graduates were less likely than their White classmates to have completed calculus or advanced 


science courses (Burton & Conley, 2009).  


In addition to Rigor of Curriculum, Burton and Conley’s studies have identified the following six 


factors as correlates of achievement directly associated with schools (Table 5): 


1. Teacher preparation 
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2. Teacher experience 


3. Teacher absence and turnover 


4. Class size 


5. Availability of instructional technology 


6. Fear and safety at school 


Parent participation is the only correlate of achievement associated with Burton’s and Conley’s 


Home-School Connection Factors (Table 5). At SPA this correlate will be handled through 


school policy since parent participation will be an essential requirement for student enrollment. 


To close the achievement gap in underserved communities, Burton and Conley recommend that 


schools close the gaps that exist in the 16 correlates to achievement between children from poor 


and well-to-do families on the one hand, and between Black or Latino and Caucasian children on 


the other hand (Burton, 2003; Burton & Coley, 2009). At the school level, this goal can be 


reached by eradicating the gaps that exist in teacher preparation, teacher experience, teacher 


absence and turnover, class size, availability of instructional technology, fear and safety at school 


and parent participation. As shown in Table 5, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use The 


Right Educational (RE) System to close the school-related correlates to achievement. In this 


process, Seneca Preparatory Academy’s RTI-Early Intervention Reading and Math Program will 


play a key role because, as will be shown in latter sections, early intervention literacy programs 


have proven to be critical in closing the achievement gap in the US. 


A.2.6. Achievement Gap in Target Community 


Seneca Preparatory Academy’s target population lives in a 22.53 square mile high-minority and 


high-poverty inner city area centrally located in Tucson, Arizona. Over 90% of the target area 


population of 94,344 people is minority. The median household income is $30,367 and over 86% 


of local elementary school children qualify for free or reduced-price lunch programs (Table 1, 2 


and 3). The scholastic achievement gap in Seneca Preparatory Academy’s target community is 


demonstrated in three different ways:  


First, the achievement gap is expressed through parents’ discontent with local elementary 


schools, as shown by their low rating of these schools on Greatschools rating Scale. While Table 


4 shows a perfect median Greatschools score of 10 for the sample of eight high performance 


elementary schools, this score is reduced to 4 for the target area elementary schools in Table 2. A 


Greatschools ranking of 10 is the best possible rank that a school can achieve, and it expresses 


high scholastic achievement and the highest level of parental satisfaction with a school. Rank 1 is 


the worst ranking.  


Second, the achievement gap is also expressed by the migration of local students to schools 


outside their designated area; and it is postulated that this migration is caused by parental 


dissatisfaction with the current elementary school system. Using the data in Table 1, 2 and 3, we 


have calculated that approximately 3,814 primary school-aged students are not attending their 


respective schools in the target area. It is speculated that these students are attending better 


schools outside the target area as encouraged by the No Child Left Behind legislation 


(Kahlenberg, 2006).  
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Finally, the achievement gap in SPA’s target community is evidenced by target students’ low 


scholastic achievement when the 2009 AIMS test results of local third and fifth graders are 


compared to those of students from the group of eight high performance Tucson elementary 


schools with a perfect score of 10 in Greatschools rating system. The median percentages of 


target area third graders who passed the 2009 AIMS reading, writing and math are respectively 


72%, 79% and 72% versus 95%, 97% and 96% for the group of students from  the sample of 


eight high performance elementary schools. For fifth graders, the median percentages of target  


area students who passed the 2009 AIMS reading, writing and math are respectively 68%, 82% 


and 63% versus 94%, 96% and 94% for students from the high performance elementary schools. 


Overall, except for the fifth grade writing test, fewer students from Seneca Preparatory 


Academy’s target area passed the 2009 AIMS tests than the state median percentages (Table 2 


and 3). 


A further analysis of the data in Table 2, 3 and 4 show that the gap in scholastic performance 


between Seneca Preparatory Academy’s target students and students from the sample of high 


performance schools is due mainly to economic, linguistic and racial disparities.  


For instance, Table 4 shows that the group of eight high performance elementary schools is more 


affluent than elementary schools from the target community and from Arizona. Only 10% of the 


students from the eight high performance schools qualify for free or reduced-price lunch 


programs versus 90% for target area students, and 51% for most students in Arizona.  


In addition, the high performance schools have a smaller number of minority students (median: 


22% vs. 93%) and a much higher number of Caucasian students (median: 72% vs. 5%) when 


compared to SPA’s target area elementary schools and to most schools in Arizona. Finally, there 


is a great disparity in the number of English language learners (ELLs) that attend schools in the 


high performance schools (median: 3%), vs. in SPA’s target area schools (median: 30%), and vs. 


schools in Arizona (median: 14%).     


In conclusion, since the target community is located in a high-minority and high-poverty inner 


city area where students are underperforming academically; it is adequate to assume that these 


students are affected by the achievement gap that is characteristic of these types of communities. 


This achievement gap is known to originate from gaps in Burton and Conley’s 16 correlates of 


achievement; and to bridge this gap SPA will use The Right Educational (RE) System, a high-


quality educational program that will close Burton’s and Conley’s eight correlates of 


achievement that can be modulated at the school level. The School’s RTI-Early Intervention 


Reading and Math Program, a major component of The Right Educational (RE) System, will 


play a key role in closing the achievement gap within the target community 
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Exhibit 3. Investing in Disadvantaged Young Children is Good Economics and 


Good Public Policy. 


Source: Heckman, J. (2007). Investing in Disadvantaged Young Children Is Good Economics and Good Policy. 


Presentation at Culture, Investments, and Human Development. New York University, October 5, 2007. July 2010 


from http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/scmsAdmin/uploads/000/878/Heckman Presentation.ppt 
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A.2.7. Closing the Achievement ─ Role of Early 


Intervention Literacy Programs. 


Several studies in the US have linked the lack of school readiness in disadvantaged students to 


the achievement gap that separates these students to their more affluent counterparts. School 


readiness is the combination of a child’s academic skills (e.g., vocabulary size, complexity of 


spoken language, basic counting, general knowledge); and a child’s social and emotional skills 


(e.g., following directions, working in a group, impulse control). These studies also suggest that 


school readiness is an indicator of later life success, and poor children are less likely than their 


more privileged peers to start school ready to learn (Duncan & Magnuson, 2005). In addition, as 


shown in Exhibit 2, young children who start school with a disadvantage are unlikely to catch up 


to their classmates.  


However, The Perry Preschool and Abecedarian early education models support the argument 


that education-centered early intervention programs can combat the negative effect of growing 


up in poverty in the US. These two longitudinal studies also demonstrate that with early 


education interventions, poor children can start school more prepared to learn, and thus 


experience greater academic and cognitive gains from education. In the specific case of the Perry 


Preschool Program, the positive effects of early intervention were sustained more than 30 years 


after the program ended (Schweinhart, 2003).  


The economical benefits of the Perry Preschool Program were studied by James Hickman, 


Professor of Economics at the University of Chicago and the 2000 Nobel Price recipient. In 


2007, using some of the economic data summarized in Exhibit 3, Dr. Hickman concluded that 


“investing in disadvantaged young children is good economics and good policy.” The long-term 


benefits of investing in early education for Perry Preschool and other disadvantaged children has 


been translated into a $17 return for every dollar invested (Clothier & Poppe, 2010; Morrissey & 


Warner, 2007)  


In conclusion, to successfully bridge the academic gap within the target population, Seneca 


Preparatory Academy’s educational program (The RE System) will use the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading and Math Program.  


A.2.8. Closing the Achievement ─ Role of the RTI-Early 


Intervention Reading and Math Program. 


Response to Intervention (RTI) ─ History & Definition 


In 2004, The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA 2004) was 


reauthorized and signed into a law that requires children to receive a scientific, research-based 


intervention (such as RTI) prior to referral to special education. This law is the result of 


congressional concern that children from particular racial or ethnic background were being over-


identified as having disabilities or over-represented in particular education settings (Dorn, 2008). 


IDEA 2004 was echoed in Arizona with the adoption of ARS 15-704 legislation that requires K-


3 schools to use screening and diagnostic assessments. In addition, K-3 schools must adopt a 


scientifically-based reading curriculum, and provide intensive instruction for 3
rd


 graders not 


meeting standards. 
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The National Research Center on Learning Disabilities (NRCLD) defines Response to 


Intervention (RTI) as “an assessment and intervention process for systematically monitoring 


student progress and making decisions about the need for instructional modifications or 


increasingly intensified services using progress monitoring data (Johnson et al., 2006)”.  


Response to Intervention (RTI) ─ Rational 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will use RTI in its early intervention literacy program since:  


1. It is our belief that RTI plays an essential role in closing the achievement gap and should be 


incorporated in the Performance Management Programs of schools involved with 


underserved communities.  


2. RTI leads to the early identification of students with learning difficulties and/or specific 


learning disabilities; thus it provides an opportunity for early intervention before the 


identified students fall academically behind their peers;  


3. RTI intervention leads to a decrease in the number of students referred for special education 


since placement is based on ability to learn;  


4. RTI intervention reduces the over-identification of minority and disadvantaged students with 


having specific learning disabilities;  


5. RTI integrates general and specific education expertise, document effectiveness of 


instruction for all students, and align student needs with effective instruction; 


6. RTI leads to the development of a continuous, powerful professional development program; 


thus to the formation of a highly trained intervention team.
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


1. Give the students differing 


accounts of the Boston 


Massacre. Half of the class 


receives an account from the 


Boston Gazette, and half of the 


class receives a 


Tory account. 


2. Allow up to 20 minutes for 


students to read silently and 


1. Revisit how point of view 


affects details in a story or 


history. How did the British 


and American points of 


view affect our perspective 


on the Boston 


Massacre? Have students 


share other things they have 


read where point of view 


1. Pass out Hewes' Account 


of the Boston Tea Party to 


each student. Have students 


read independently and 


then take a vote to see if 


they think it is a first or 


secondhand account.  


Encourage students to 


support their answers with 


1.  Review the definitions 


of first and secondhand 


accounts of events.  Create 


a T-chart.  One column 


titled firsthand/primary and 


the other titled secondhand/ 


secondary.  Have students 


share examples from 


previous lessons.   


1. Review the 


expectations for 


presentations. 


2. Evaluate student 


presentations and 


projects using the 


rubric.   


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Fourth Grade Reading 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


          4th           Reading N/A Reading Through the Revolution 


 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Lessons in  


5 Days 


2
nd


 Semester Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with regard to 


Reading according to Common Core State Standards. 


Background knowledge includes the beginnings of the American Revolution and the reasons for the war with 


Great Britain including the events leading up to and including the Boston Massacre. 


   Unit Description 


In this unit the students will read expository text and view pictures related to American history in order to compare and contrast firsthand and secondhand accounts of the 


same event or topic. Unit adapted from 2007 Core Knowledge® National Conference, 4th Grade, Through Our Fathers' Eyes by Michael Shay and Kristen Johnson. 


Common Core 


Standards 


4.RI.6 


Students will complete a group project and presentation in which they research an event during the American Revolution.  Each group will 


compare and contrast three first and secondhand accounts of the same event.  They will create a graphic organizer for each and one will include 


a comparison with a visual image.  Each group will present their projects to the class on the final day of the unit.     


 


 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


Students will produce a written response that indicates their assessment of the text source as being reliable or not.  The response will include 


supporting evidence from the text regarding bias, motive, accuracy, and immediacy.   


Assessment Scoring  The assessment will be scored using a 4-point rubric.  The rubric has three components 1) Comparison of firsthand account to secondhand 


account #1 2) Comparison of firsthand account to secondhand account #2 3) Comparison of firsthand account to a visual image of the event.  


Each component has grading criteria requiring students to produce a graphic organizer comparing and contrasting the accounts.  Points are 


determined by the amount and accuracy of the information produced in each graphic organizer.   The assessment will be scored out of 12 points 


total.   


Mastery is considered an average of 80% or higher. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Pearson Learning Core Knowledge History & Geography, Grade 4 edited by E.D. Hirsch, Jr., Boston Massacre pictures, visual representations 


of the Boston Tea Party, student copies of worksheets 
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take notes in order to keep track 


of the order of events.   


3. When all students have 


finished call on students to 


share their sequence with the 


rest of the class. As different 


accounts surface, reveal the 


different sources to the 


students. (A) is a composite of 


several accounts from British 


soldiers, taken at the trial 


during December of 


1770.  (B) is an adapted version 


of the Boston Gazette account, 


dated 


Monday, March 12, 1770.      4. 


Using handouts, overhead 


transparencies, or a slide show, 


show different pictures 


depicting the Boston Massacre 


and have the classes complete a 


Venn Diagram comparing and 


contrasting the visual 


representations. How did the 


American 


version differ from the British 


versions? Why might that have 


happened? 


5. Introduce what a primary 


source is. Give examples and 


non-examples of primary 


sources. 


6. Introduce the Essential 


Questions to the class: 


In history, who do we believe 


and why? 


How can art tell a story? 


7. Have students journal about 


today's lesson. The journaling 


and/or 1
st
/2


nd
 hand account 


affected perspective of an 


event.   


2. Introduce the 


Proclamation of 1763. 


Provide historical 


background to the 


proclamation. This can be 


done using any text 


resource, such as the 


Pearson book, or through 


direct instruction of the 


proclamation. Introduce the 


text resource as a secondary 


source/secondhand account, 


and explain what a 


secondary source is and how 


it differs from a primary 


source/firsthand account.  


3. Pass out the firsthand 


account/primary resource. 


Divide students into small 


groups to read through the 


text. Walk around the room 


and visit each group to 


check for comprehension. 


4. After the class has read 


through excerpts have each 


group create their own Venn 


Diagrams comparing the 


two accounts.  Encourage 


them to refer back to their 


Venn Diagram from the 


previous lesson for 


guidance.   


5.  Introduce the following 


Essential questions to the 


class:  Why is it important 


to read and both firsthand 


evidence from the text.  


Tell them it is a firsthand 


account.  


2. After reading the 


account, guide the students 


in looking at visual 


representations 


of the Boston Tea Party.  


As students view the 


paintings, they should take 


notes on what the artwork 


is depicting, how accurate 


the depiction is, and their 


thoughts as they study it.   


3. Ask the following 


Essential questions: 


How are the artworks 


different from the factual 


details? 


Why would the artists have 


changed the details? 


Whose point of view does 


the artist's work represent? 


Students should answer in 


their journals.  Allow time 


for students to share their 


answers with small groups 


or in a class discussion 


format.  


2.  As the students share 


example write them down 


on the T-chart in the 


appropriate column.  


3.  Tell the students they 


will be choosing an event 


from the time period you 


have been studying.  Then 


put the students in small 


groups and either assign 


each group an event or 


allow them to choose from 


the provided list.   


4.  Review the project 


requirements and rubric 


with students.  Answer any 


questions.   


5.  Allow students time to 


work on project.  (2 full 


class periods and then one 


period for presentations). 
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activity may be completed as a 


homework assignment.  


and secondhand accounts of 


important events?  Which 


account was easier for you 


to understand, tell why?  


6.  Have students journal 


about today’s lesson.  The 


journaling activity may be 


completed as a homework 


assignment. 


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1. Students will read silently. 


While reading, students take 


notes to keep track of the order 


of events.   


2. A few students will share 


their sequence with the rest of 


the class.  


3.  Students will create a Venn 


Diagram in their journals as the 


teacher leads a discussion 


comparing and contrasting the 


two accounts.  Students will 


answer the questions: How did 


the American 


versions differ from the British 


versions? Why might that have 


happened? In their journals.   


4.  Students will write down 


definitions of primary and 


secondary sources in their 


journals and participate in the 


class discussion.  


5.  Students will write down the 


Essential questions and discuss 


their thoughts with a partner.   


6. Students may select from one 


of the 


1.  Students will participate 


in a class discussion 


reviewing the previous 


lesson.  Students will share 


other things they have read 


where point of view and/or 


1
st
/2


nd
 hand account affected 


perspective of an event.   


2.  Students will read about 


or takes notes on a 


secondhand account of the 


Proclamation of 1763.  


3.  Students will write down 


the definition of secondary 


source/secondhand account.   


4.  Students will divide into 


small groups and read the 


firsthand account of the 


Proclamation of 1763.   


5.  Students will work in 


small groups to create a 


Venn Diagram comparing 


and contrasting the first and 


secondhand accounts they 


have read.   


6.  Students will reflect on 


the Essential questions 


1. Students will read 


Hewes’ account of the 


Boston Tea Party.  


2.  Students will participate 


in a class vote/discussion 


to determine if the Hewes’ 


account is a first or 


secondhand account.   


3.   Students will study 


visual representations 


of the Boston Tea Party.  


As students view the 


paintings, they will take 


notes on what the artwork 


is depicting, how accurate 


the depiction is, and their 


thoughts as they study it.   


4.  Students should answer 


the Essential questions 


posed by the teacher in 


their journals and then 


share their thoughts within 


small groups or in a class 


discussion format.    


1. Students will share 


examples from previous 


lessons in order to complete 


class generated T-chart.   


2.  Students will review 


expectations for group 


project with teacher and ask 


any necessary questions. 


3.  Students will divide into 


groups and begin working 


on projects.   


1.  Students will 


present projects in 


groups.   


2.  Students not 


presenting will take 


notes in their journals 


on each presentation.  
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following prompts, writing a 


paragraph as a reflection on 


today's introduction. 


I wonder… 


I predict… 


I hope… 


It surprised me to learn that… 


I want to learn… 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


posed by the teacher in their 


journals. 


7. Students may select from 


one of the 


following prompts, writing a 


paragraph as a reflection on 


today's lesson. 


I wonder… 


I predict… 


I hope… 


It surprised me to learn 


that… 


I want to learn… 
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The Boston Massacre (A) 


The Boston Massacre was a tragic event in the history of the colonies. What could have been a minor arrest turned 


into the death of several young men.  It began when a young barber’s apprentice, Edward Garrick, shouted an insult at Hugh 


White, a British soldier. Edward threatened the soldier and acted like he was going to punch him. When Edward got too close 


to Mr. White, the soldier hit the boy on the ear with the end of his rifle. The teenager yelled for help, insulted the soldier 


again, and ran off. As he was running, he yelled for other colonists to come help him fight the soldier. He came back with a 


large and angry crowd, mostly teenagers. Edward pointed at Hugh White and yelled, “There’s the guy who knocked me 


down!”  Nearby, at a church, someone started ringing the bells. One of Edward’s friends was trying to excite a crowd and 


start a fight. More people came out into the street. Some had clubs, others had sticks and rocks. They were ready for a fight.  


The British soldier quickly saw that he was surrounded by an angry mob of people. He called for help, and six other soldiers 


came to his side. Soon, their leader, Captain John Preston, came. The soldiers’ guns were unloaded, but their bayonets were 


attached to their guns. They didn’t want to kill anyone, but they had to protect themselves.  Meanwhile, the crowd was now 


over 400 men. They started throwing rocks, snowballs, and ice chunks at the group of seven soldiers. An African-American 


named Crispus Attucks led the mob, and they kept coming closer to the soldiers. They insulted the soldiers and threatened 


them. The soldiers had a hard time seeing what was going on, because so many things were being thrown at them, and the 


snow in their faces kept them from looking at the teenagers. The soldiers loaded their guns to try to make the crowd go away. 


They wanted to warn the teenagers first. Instead, the mob started yelling, “Come on, you rascals, you lobster scoundrels! Fire 


if you dare! We know you won’t!” The crowd started saying bad words at the soldiers and threatening them.  Some of the 


teenagers had clubs and cutlasses, and they started swinging them at the soldiers.  One of the teenagers threw a club at a 


soldier, knocking him down. The soldier got back up, and started to fire at the crowd. Even though the captain didn’t give 


orders, other soldiers started firing too. They were trying to protect their lives, and they were outnumbered 400 to 7. In the 


end, they killed three men and wounded two others who died later on. The mob finally ran away. Luckily, none of the 


soldiers were killed, although many were bruised and hurt from the teenagers. As the gunsmoke cleared, Crispus Attucks and 


four others were dead or dying. Six more men were wounded, but they survived. 


 


 


The Boston Massacre (B) 


The Boston Massacre was a tragic event in the history of the colonies. Later on, Americans would see how it was the 


start of the American Revolution. It was a sign that British did not like the colonists, and did not treat them fairly.  It started 


when a teenager named Edward Garrick was walking with three of his friends. They came to a house where a soldier was 


carrying a huge sword. The soldier was sticking the sword out at people, and another mean-looking man had a large club and 


was standing with him. Edward told one of his friends, Merchant, to take care of his sword. The soldier hit Edward, and then 


pushed Merchant and cut him with his sword. Merchant hit the soldier with a tiny stick. The soldier’s friend ran back into the 


house and brought out two other soldiers, one with a pair of tongs, and the other with a giant shovel. The soldier with the 


tongs chased Edward through an alley and started beating him with the tongs. Soon, all the noise made people come out to 


see what was happening. A young boy named John Hicks knocked the soldier down, but helped him get back up. Other boys 


came out and they chased all the soldiers back to the house, where they surrounded them. In less than a minute, ten or twelve 


soldiers came out of the house with cutlasses, clubs, and bayonets. The unarmed boys stood there for a while, but since they 


didn’t have any weapons, they ran away.   


Meanwhile, a man named Samuel Atwood had heard all the noise and he came out of his work building to see what 


was the matter. He met the soldiers and asked them if they were going to murder people. “Yes, we sure will!” they said. One 


of the soldiers hit Mr. Atwood with a club. Another soldier hit him, and Samuel tried to run away. As he was running, 


another soldier cut him all the way to his shoulder bone!  At this point, the soldiers started attacking unarmed people left and 


right. Thirty or forty boys started gathering in the streets to protect each other. The captain of the soldiers, Captain John 


Preston, cried, “Make way!” All the soldiers started running with their bayonets out. Many of the boys got out of the way, but 


many others got poked by the bayonets’ sharp points. Some of the teenagers started throwing snowballs at the soldiers to 


keep themselves from getting stabbed.  When the Captain saw this, he told his soldiers to fire at the boys. Only one soldier 


fired, but a brave colonist took a club and hit him on the hands so hard, that he dropped his gun. The other soldiers started 


shooting at the boys. When the smoke cleared, the soldiers found three men dead and two others struggling for life. Some of 


the boys tried to pull their dead friends away, but the British soldiers kept shooting at them! In the end, five men died and six 


others were wounded. It was a sad example of pointless violence. 


2007 Core Knowledge® National Conference, 4th Grade, Through Our Fathers' Eyes  
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Primary Source: Proclamation of 1763 


http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/documents/documents_p2.cfm?doc=247 


Title:  The Proclamation of 1763 Author: George III Year: 1763 Type of document:  proclamation  


WHEREAS WE have taken into Our Royal Consideration the extensive and valuable Acquisitions in America, 


secured to Our Crown by the late Definitive Treaty of Peace, concluded at Paris...and being desirous that all Our loving 


Subjects...may avail themselves with all convenient Speed, of the great Benefits and Advantages which must accrue therefore 


to their Commerce, Manufactures, and Navigation, We have thought fit...to issue this Our Royal Proclamation.... And 


whereas it is just and reasonable and essential to Our Interest and the Security of Our Colonies, that the several Nations or 


Tribes of Indians with whom We are connected, and who live under Our Protection should not be molested or disturbed...no 


Governor...in any of Our other Colonies or Plantations in America, do presume for the present...to grant Warrants of Survey, 


or pass Patents for any Lands beyond the Heads or Sources of any of the Rivers which fall into the Atlantic Ocean.... And 


whereas great Frauds and abuses have been committed in the purchasing Lands of the Indians, to the great Prejudice of Our 


Interests, and to the great Dissatisfaction of the said Indians; in order to prevent such Irregularities for the future, and to the 


End that the Indians may be convinced of Our Justice and determined Resolution to remove all reasonable cause of 


Discontent, We do...enjoy and require that no private Person do presume to make any Purchase from the said Indians of any 


Lands reserved to the said Indians.... 


 


Hewes' Account of the Boston Tea Party 


"…It was now evening, and I immediately dressed myself in the costume of an Indian, equipped with a small 


hatchet, which I and my associates denominated the tomahawk, with which, and a club, after having painted my face and 


hands with coal dust in the shop of a blacksmith, I repaired to Griffin's wharf, where the ships lay that contained the tea. 


When I first appeared in the street after being thus disguised, I fell in with many who were dressed, equipped and painted as I 


was, and who fell in with me and marched in order to the place of our destination. 


When we arrived at the wharf, there were three of our number who assumed an authority to direct our operations, to 


which we readily submitted. They divided us into three parties, for the purpose of boarding the three ships that contained the 


tea at the same time. The name of him who commanded the division to which I was assigned was Leonard Pitt. The names of 


the other commanders I never knew. We were immediately ordered by the respective commanders to board all the ships at the 


same time, which we promptly obeyed. The commander of the division to which I belonged, as soon as we were on board the 


ship, appointed me boatswain, and ordered me to go to the captain and demand of him the keys to the hatches and a dozen 


candles. I made the demand accordingly, and the captain promptly replied, and delivered the articles; but requested me at the 


same time to do no damage to the ship or rigging. We then were ordered by our commander to open the hatches and take out 


all the chests of tea and throw them overboard, and we immediately proceeded to execute his orders, first cutting and splitting 


the chests with our tomahawks, so as thoroughly to expose them to the effects of the water. In about three hours from the 


time we went on board, we had thus broken and thrown overboard every tea chest to be found in the ship, while those in the 


other ships were disposing of the tea in the same way, at the same time. We were surrounded by British armed ships, but no 


attempt was made to resist us. 


…The next morning, after we had cleared the ships of the tea, it was discovered that very considerable quantities of 


it were floating upon the surface of the water; and to prevent the possibility of any of its being saved for use, a number of 


small boats were manned by sailors and citizens, who rowed them into those parts of the harbor wherever the tea was visible, 


and by beating it with oars and paddles so thoroughly drenched it as to render its entire destruction inevitable." -- George 


Hewes 


2007 Core Knowledge® National Conference, 4th Grade, Through Our Fathers' Eyes  
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Assessment Scoring Rubric: Reading Through the Revolution 


 


Rubric 4 3 2 1 


Firsthand account #1 


compared and contrasted 


with secondhand account 


#1. 


Both must be a written 


documents 


A graphic 


organizer was 


used to display 


the information 


clearly.  A 


minimum of 3 


similarities and 4 


differences were 


noted.  All 


information is 


accurate. 


A graphic organizer 


was used to display 


the information.  2 


similarities and 3 


differences were 


noted.  Information 


is accurate.  


A graphic organizer 


was attempted, but not 


completed.  Less than 


2 similarities and/or 


differences are noted.  


Information is 


questionable.   


No graphic organizer 


was displayed.  


Information is 


limited and/or 


inaccurate.   


Firsthand account #2 


compared and contrasted 


with Secondhand account 


#2. 


Both must be a written 


documents 


A graphic 


organizer was 


used to display 


the information 


clearly.  A 


minimum of 3 


similarities and 4 


differences were 


noted.  All 


information is 


accurate. 


A graphic organizer 


was used to display 


the information.  2 


similarities and 3 


differences were 


noted.  Information 


is accurate 


A graphic organizer 


was attempted, but not 


completed.  Less than 


2 similarities and/or 


differences are noted.  


Some information is 


questionable.   


No graphic organizer 


was displayed.  


Information is 


limited and/or 


inaccurate.   


Visual Images: 


Compare and Contrast a 


visual image of the event 


with one of the firsthand 


accounts. 


 


A graphic 


organizer was 


used to display 


the information 


clearly.  A 


minimum of 3 


similarities and 4 


differences were 


noted.  All 


information is 


accurate. 


A graphic organizer 


was used to display 


the information.  2 


similarities and 3 


differences were 


noted.  Information 


is accurate 


A graphic organizer 


was attempted, but not 


completed.  Less than 


2 similarities and/or 


differences are noted.  


Information is 


questionable.   


No graphic organizer 


was displayed.  


Information is 


limited and/or 


inaccurate.   


 


Suggested Topics for Project:  


First Continental Congress, Boycotting, Taxation without Representation, Declaration of Independence, Paul Revere’s Ride, 


Concord and/or Lexington, Bunker Hill  


 








B. ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION 


B.1. APPLICANT ORGANIZATION 


B.1.a. History of Seneca Preparatory Academy 


Foundation 


Licensing and Permits 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation (SPA Foundation) is a non-profit organization 


incorporated in Tucson, Arizona on April 29, 2011; and its Employee Identification Number 


(EIN) is 45-3120762.  


The Principals of SPA Foundation are: 


1. Dr. Jean-Claude Abougou, President and Chairman of the Board; and Authorized 


Representative. 


2. Donka Dyer-Abougou, Vice President. 


3. Bitaya Mulato, Director.  


History of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA)  


The idea of starting a high-quality college preparatory elementary school in a disadvantaged area 


comes from three observations that Dr. Jean-Claude Abougou made some time ago and that 


clearly show the need for such an educational program in the target community. 


The first observation was made when Dr. Abougou was attending the University of Arizona.  


Jean-Claude and a group of French-speaking students realized that even with the linguistic 


challenge of being English language learners (ELLs), students who graduated from French 


primary and secondary schools entered American universities with at least a year of university 


general knowledge; that is, as entering freshmen, they were at least at the sophomore level in US 


universities. This was remarkable considering that Dr. Abougou and his friends came from 


underdeveloped countries where resources are usually scarce. Jean-Claude and his friends 


attributed their scholastic success to their experience with the very rigorous French elementary 


and secondary school systems. 


The second observation was made a couple of years ago when Dr. Abougou asked a group of 


four teachers from a southern Arizona school district to explain why African American students 


usually seemed to perform poorly as compared to their Caucasian counterparts. To his 


amazement, without hesitation and in unison the four teachers said that it was a question of 


expectation. In short, no one expects this group of students to do well in school; so they oblige 


by performing poorly. Dr. Abougou then wondered what would happen if someone had expected 


the Black students to do well in school. The answer was clear: they would indeed do very well.  


The third observation came from a report made in “60 minutes” on February 24, 2008 on the 


National System of Youth and Children’s Orchestras of Venezuela known informally as “El 


Sistema” or the System. For the last 32 years, the System has rescued more than 250,000 


children from the poorest barrios of Venezuela and trained them to play in orchestras around the 


world. It has produced star musicians such as Gustavo Dudamel who at 27 became the youngest 







conductor and Music Director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic and the Gothenburg Symphony 


in Sweden; or Edicson Ruiz, 17 years old, and the youngest bass player in the Berlin 


Philharmonic orchestra history.  


The Venezuelan musical System shows that learning to play classical music is not the exclusive 


dominion of the rich and powerful; that a destitute street kid from Caracas, Venezuela can, 


“under the right conditions”, “under the right system” learns to play classical music well enough 


to be hired by the prestigious and very exclusive Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Now, can this 


kid also succeed in school? Can the Venezuelan musical success be duplicated in the area of 


elementary and secondary education? The answer is yes but only “under the right conditions”, 


under what Dr Abougou calls “The Right Educational System” or “The RE System”. 


The Right Educational (RE) System is a unique practical approach to education. Its curriculum 


and instructional methodology were originally inspired by the French educational system since 


The RE System uses direct instruction, a rigorous and challenging basic curriculum and high 


accountability for school stakeholders. However, it is also very different from the French system 


since it is not an elitist system. In that regard, The RE System is diametrically opposite to the 


French educational system because at its core, The RE System believes in children’s innate 


ability to learn regardless of their economic, social or ethnic background. The RE System simply 


provides the favorable physical and mental framework that helps students succeed academically. 


To bring The RE System into reality, Dr. Abougou decided to gain some practical experience 


teaching in a local high school. In the last 5 years, he has been teaching science, chemistry, math 


and physics in a charter school located in a high-poverty area in Tucson, Arizona. In the present 


venture, Dr. Abougou is joining forces with Bitaya Mulato, BS, and Donka Dyer-Abougou, RN. 


Ms. Mulato is a licensed speech therapist with experience working in Native American 


Reservations and in other high-poverty schools in Southern Arizona. Mrs. Donka Dyer-Abougou 


brings a medical, managerial and personal experience to this project with more than 20 years of 


experience as a registered nurse working in a hospital system that caterer to the unprivileged 


populations of Tucson and southern Arizona. 


B.1.b. Relationship between Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) Foundation and Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) 


Now, the SPA Foundation has no operation; therefore, it has not established a relationship 


with the proposed school. 


B.1.c. Roles and Responsibilities of Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) Corporate Directors 


General Roles and Responsibilities of SPA Corporate Directors 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation Corporate Directors will have the following 


roles and responsibilities: 







 Formulate the Corporation’s vision and/or modify the educational vision expressed in The 


Right Educational (RE) System; 


 Formulate and implement Seneca Preparatory Academy Adult Learning Program. 


 Supervise all financial activities involving the Corporation; 


 Appoint and remove, employ and discharge, and, except as otherwise provided in the bylaws, 


prescribe the duties and fix the compensation, if any, of all officers, agents, and employees of 


the corporation; 


 Supervise all officers, agents, and employees of the corporation to assure that their duties are 


performed properly; 


 Work with the School Governing Board to ensure the successful implementation of The 


Right Educational (RE) System;  


 Nominate, vote, and/or appoint new School Board Members or approve the membership 


renewal of incumbent ones; 


 Involve in activities and interaction with major stake holders such as the Arizona State Board 


for Charter Schools; or Tucson, Sunnyside, Amphitheater, Palo Verde and Vail Unified 


School Districts; 


 Involved in decisions related to the location, relocation or expansion of the School; 


 Involved in decisions related to major logistic changes such as school and/or classroom size, 


and changes in the student-to-teacher ratio. 


Specific Roles and Responsibilities of SPA Corporate Directors; and Individual 


Experiences 


Jean-Claude Abougou; President, Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation 


Jean-Claude Abougou is the President, Chairman of the Board and Authorized Representative of 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation. He will also be the Executive Director of 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


As President of SPA Foundation, Dr. Abougou is the Chief Executive Officer who supervises the 


Foundation’s business and affairs. He may employ such persons necessary for the development of 


the Corporation's objectives. However, he is ultimately responsible for the day-to-day running of 


SPA Foundation, its vision and its overall success. 


Dr. Abougou holds a PhD in Nutritional Biochemistry, a Master of Business Administration 


(MBA) and a Master of Science (MS) in Food Science from the University of Arizona. For the 


last five years, he has been working as a science, math, chemistry and physics teacher at Desert 


Rose Academy and Canyon Rose Academy in Tucson, Arizona.  


Prior to accepting a high school teaching position with the Rose Management schools, Jean-


Claude worked for over twelve years for several major drug manufacturers; namely, Merck, 


Sanofi, Aventis and Novartis. Dr. Abougou was involved in the launch, marketing and 







promotion of several billion dollar drugs such as Proscar (Finasteride), Singulair (Montelukast),  


Cozaar (Losartan) and Zocor (Simvastatin) to name a few. He worked as a Cardiovascular 


Health Management Coordinator, an Internal Medicine Therapeutic Medical Liaison, and an 


Oncology Education Manager. He was a Regional Scientific Associate Director at Novartis 


Oncology, in charge of San Diego, Arizona, New Mexico and West Texas when he resigned to 


become a high school teacher; and in his words “to do something good”. Dr. Abougou is also a 


successful and highly experienced small business owner 


Donka Dyer-Abougou; Vice President, SPA Foundation 


Mrs. Dyer-Abougou is the Vice President of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation. In 


the absence of the president, or in the event of his inability, she will perform all the duties of the 


president with all the powers of, and be subject to all the restrictions on, the president.  


Donka is a registered nurse with a Diploma Degree from Methodist Hospital School of Nursing, 


Philadelphia PA. She is currently the Manager of GI Lab, Pre-Op and PAT at St Mary’s Hospital in 


Tucson, Arizona. In her more than twenty years of nursing experience, she has accumulated 


considerable clinical experience in GI, case management, utilization review, coronary intensive care 


unit and cardiovascular intensive care unit to name a few. Mrs. Dyer-Abougou has also worked as a 


consultant and medical representative for insurance companies.  


Bitaya Mulato; Director and Secretary, SPA Foundation 


Ms. Bitaya Mulato is a Director and Secretary at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation. 


As the Secretary of the Corporation, she is responsible for taking and keeping the minutes of all 


Board of Directors meetings, and for reviewing these minutes before presentation to the Board of 


Directors. In addition, as the Secretary, she sees that minutes of all meetings and all unanimous 


consents of the Board of Directors, these Bylaws, and all other-records as required by law are properly 


kept. 


Ms. Mulato holds a Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing Science from the University of Arizona. 


She has been working for Student Therapeutics and Resources Services (STARS) for more than five 


years in several Native American school districts and other socio-economically disadvantaged schools in 


southern Arizona and Phoenix. 


B.1.d. Information on Organization aligned Title Page 


and Application Content 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) believes that the information provided on the Organization 


is aligned with the information listed on the Title Page and with the contents of the application 


package. 







B.1.e. Information on Organization Consistent with 


Articles of Incorporation 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) believes that the information provided on SPA Foundation 


and SPA is consistent with the Articles of Incorporation. 








 
Ike Isaacson 
Vice President 
 
CBRE, Inc. 
Office Properties 


 
 


 


3719 N. Campbell Avenue 


Tucson, AZ 85719 
  
T 520.323.5141 


F 520.323.5156 
 
ike.isaacson@cbre.com  


www.cbre.com/ike.isaacson  


 December 12, 2011 
 
 
 
Dr. Jean-Claude Abougou 
Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation 
10950 E. Fourwing Place 
Tucson, AZ 85748 
 
 
Re: Tucson Leasing Market Inquiry 
 
Dear Jean-Claude: 
 
I am writing this letter in response to your questions regarding leasing a flex/warehouse 
property for charter school use in Tucson. 
 
The average asking rates for flex/warehouse space in area bordered by Alvernon, 22nd Street, 
I-10 and Valencia is $6.69/SF, not including operating expenses which will run an additional 
$2.50-$3.00/SF, not including utilities or janitorial. There may be some room to negotiate a 
lower rental rate depending on the length of lease, your credit and the tenant improvements 
provided by the landlord.  
 
It is customary in our market for the landlord to include some level of tenant improvements in 
their asking rate and they are often willing to amortize the remaining improvements over the 
term of the lease if they are comfortable with your financials. Your assumption of amortizing a 
tenant improvement allowance of $20/SF over five years at 8% is realistic, provided the 
landlord has the funds available and is comfortable with your financials. We can also try to find 
a property that was formerly used as a school or similar use to minimize the costs.  
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything else. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
 
Ike Isaacson 
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation 


 


INDICATOR:
 
Math      DURATION OF THE PLAN: Begins July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2014 


OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE MATH PERFORMACE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
To Develop and Successfully Implement the Math Arm of the RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math Program 18 to 24 Months after School 


Opens 


Measure* Metric* 
Predicted 


Baseline 


Year 1 Annual 


Benchmark 


Target 


Year 2 Annual 


Benchmark 


Target 


End Target For The Plan* 


 


Stanford 10 


(Gr 2) 


 


 


 


 


AIMS 


(Gr 3-6) 


 


 


Median percentile rank; with a 


minimum 35% student growth 


percentile (SGP). 


 


 


 


Percent (%) of students who 


score proficient on the AIMS 


test; with a minimum 35% 


student growth percentile (SGP). 


 


31
th
 


 


 


 


 


 


46% 


 


34
th
 


 


 


 


 


 


50% 


 


37
th
 


 


 


 


 


 


54% 


 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress 


toward the level of adequate academic 


performance as set and modified 


periodically by the Board 


 


 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress 


toward the level of adequate academic 


performance as set and modified 


periodically by the Board 
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STRATEGY I: Provide And Implement A Curriculum That Improves Student Achievement. 


Action Steps  Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.  Review the published literature on the achievement gap 


in the US and determine that the target community may be 


affected by it.   


May 2010.  Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application.  


No additional cost 


2.  Perform a needs assessment and identify the specific 


Burton’s and Conley’s achievement gap deficiencies that 


affect the target area.   


May 2010.  Dr. Abougou Table 1 enclosed at the end 


of Strategy I. 


 


No additional cost 


3.  Review the published literature that supports the use of 


a Response to Intervention (RTI)-Early Intervention 


Reading & Math Program as the best way to close the 


achievement gap in the target area.  


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application 


No additional cost 


4.  Review various RTI systems and choose the best 


components for the school RTI-Early Intervention Reading 


& Math Program that will be used to close the achievement 


gap. 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application.  


No additional cost 


5.  Review the published literature and choose Singapore 


Math -- a high-quality research-based program -- for the 


general math curriculum in the RTI math program. 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 


6.  Review the literature and choose the following RTI 


supplemental/remedial math programs: 


a) Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) for 


Math. 
b) Classworks. 


c) Small-Group Tutoring 


d) Hot Math. 


e) Math Facts. 


f) Unique Math.  


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 


7.   Review the literature and choose the following methods 


to provide math instruction in RTI systems based on their 


effectiveness in closing the math achievement gap or their 


overall effectiveness in improving instruction: 


a) Understanding By Design 


b) Direct and differentiated instructions 


c) Block scheduling. 


d) Cooperative learning. 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 
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8.   Use the published information on the assessment and 


monitoring of student academic progress in RTI systems to 


design the following Comprehensive Assessment and 


Monitoring System for Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA): 


 


a) RTI Combined Model Problem-Solving System 


 Primary Unit: Diagnostic Online Math 


Assessment (DOMA) curriculum-based (CBM) 


platform. 


 Secondary Unit: George Polya 4-Steps 


Problem-Solving Model represented in Exhibit 


1.  


b) Balanced Assessment System 


 Formative Assessments:  


(1) Ongoing informal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as classroom 


observations.  


(2) Ongoing formal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as quizzes.  


(3)  Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) 


curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


 Benchmark Assessments: 


(1) Teacher or school-developed assessments such 


as graded class work. 


(2) Commercial benchmark assessments such as 


those developed by Singapore Math. 


(3)  Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) 


curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


 Summative Assessments: 


(1) Teacher or school-developed summative 


assessments 


(2) Commercial/outcome assessments such as 


AIMS, Stanford 10, or AZELLA.  


c) Common Core State Standards Curriculum Mapping 


and  Alignment Plan: 


 Classroom Learning & Daily Performance 


Management Cycle. 


 Curriculum Tri-Alignment Methodology: 


(1) Written curriculum (lesson plans) aligned with 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou. Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost. 
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state Common Core State Standards (CCSS). 


(2) Taught curriculum (delivered instruction) 


aligned with CCSS. 


(3) Tested curriculum (assessments) aligned with 


CCSS. 


 Rubicon Atlas curriculum mapping software. 


 


9.    Review the published literature and choose a 


Differentiated Professional Development as the 


professional development program for Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA). 


May 2010. Dr. Abougou Information contained in this 


application. 


No additional cost 


10.   Hire an Assistant Director of Curriculum & Instruction 


who has a proven background in effective instruction and 


student achievement. 


July 2012. Dr. Abougou The Assistant Director of 


Curriculum & Instruction 


has been hired; and his/her 


experience and references 


checked.  


Personnel costs (if 


any) are included in 


the budget. 


11.   Develop a School Instruction Handbook that provides 


detailed information on instructional methods, assessments 


and processes that SPA teaching staffs are required to use 


to provide a high-quality scientifically-based RTI math 


program. 


July, 2012. Dr. Abougou; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


The completed Instruction 


Handbook is available to 


teachers. 


No additional cost. 


12.  Purchase curriculum resources for the implementation 


of the Singapore Math curriculum. 


July 2012 Dr. Abougou  Purchased resources have 


been purchased and are 


accessible to teachers. 


$29,000 (or 40% of 


total curriculum and 


instructional 


material) is included 


in budget. 


 


13.   Hire Highly Qualified teachers as per NCLB who also 


share Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation’s core 


beliefs.  


By July 15, 


2012.  


Dr. Abougou  Teachers have been hired 


and Highly Qualified (HQ) 


attestation forms are 


sufficiently completed with 


all requirements for HQ.  


Personnel costs (if 


any) are included in 


budget 


14.   Form an Instructional Leadership Team that spear-


heads the implementation of the School RTI-Early 


Intervention Math Program and the overall effort of closing 


the achievement at Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA).   


 


This team is made of the following personnel: 


a) Executive Director; 


July/August 


2012. And each 


year thereafter.  


  


Dr. Abougou  Team members selected and 


meet at least once a month. 


Agendas provided for each 


meeting and attendance is 


documented.  


No additional cost 
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b) Assistant Director , Curriculum & Instruction; 


c) Special Education Teacher; 


d) Singapore Math Coordinator; 


e) Core Knowledge Coordinator; 


f) K-3 Grade Teacher Representative 


g) 4-6 Grade Teacher Representative. 


15.  Implement Stage 1 of the Backward Design 


Instructional Model (from Wiggins & McTighe’s, 2005 


Understanding By Design) to identify the desired results of 


the School RTI math program by choosing the performance 


objectives to be implemented: 


 


a) Using the PMP math targets as references, identify 


priority and/or performance objectives/concepts and 


key vocabulary for each strand of the CCSS standards. 


 


 


 


 


 


b) Write essential questions for each priority and/or 


performance objective with demonstrated progression 


of understanding using Bloom’s Taxonomy; the 


questions are aligned to those seen in math AIMS or 


Stanford 10. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Using Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping Software, 


sequence and map the math standards for each grade 


level highlighting priority objectives/concepts and key 


vocabulary. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) August 


2012. 


Revised every 


summer. 


 


 


 


 


b) Starting in 


August 2012. 


Process 


reviewed each 


year. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Starting in 


August 2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction;  


Instructional 


Leadership Team. 


 


 


b) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Assistant 


Director,  


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Leadership Team; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Document listing priority 


and /or performance 


objectives/concepts for the 


math CCSS has been 


developed for each grade. 


 


 


 


b)  Teachers submit lesson 


plans with essential 


questions to Assistant 


Director, at least one week 


prior to each unit being 


taught. There is at least one 


question for each level of 


Bloom’s Taxonomy for each 


priority/performance 


objective within a given unit. 


 


 


c) Curriculum maps for each 


grade for math units broken 


down quarterly have been 


developed.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


b) No additional cost 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


c) The cost of Atlas 


software has already 


been reported and is 


included in the 


budget. 


16.  Implement Stage 2 of the Backward Design     
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Instructional Model (from Wiggins & McTighe’s, 2005 


Understanding By Design) to define what forms of 


assessments will demonstrate that the student acquired the 


knowledge, understanding, and skills necessary to meet the 


performance objectives and goals defined in #15: 


 


a) Develop standards-based performance outcomes for 


each quarter as acceptable evidence of competency in 


the desired outcomes and results. 


 


 


 


 


 


b) Use Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) 


platform or other assessment tools to create summative 


unit assessments (aligned to the quarterly math 


performance outcome) for each grade; these 


assessments: 


 Effectively and efficiently support quarterly 


outcomes; and 


 Show progress toward mastering or exceeding 


performance on the AIMS or Stanford 10 Math. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) August 


2012. 


 


Revised every 


summer. 


 


 


 


b) August 


2012. 


 


Revised each 


summer 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Classroom 


teachers. 


 


 


b) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Completed curriculum 


maps include a performance 


outcome(s) for each quarter. 


 


 


 


 


 


b)  Summative assessments 


across content levels contain 


valid questions to assess 


mastery of math 


performance objectives.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


b) The $2,500 cost of 


DOMA software is 


included in the 


budget. 


17.  Implement Stage 3 of the Backward Design 


Instructional Model (from Wiggins & McTighe’s, 2005 


Understanding By Design) to plan learning experience and 


deliver instruction: 


 


a) Align purchased math resources to curriculum maps for 


each grade level. 


 


 


 


 


 


b) Write lesson plans containing standards-based 


objectives that align to the performance outcome(s) for 


each quarterly outcome. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Ongoing 


from August 


2012. 


 


 


 


 


b) Ongoing 


from August 


2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


b) Teachers; 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) Column added to each 


grade level’s curriculum 


map that matches the 


available resources for each 


objective. 


 


 


b) Lesson plans submitted to 


the Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & Instruction at 


least a week prior to 


 


 


 


 


 


a) No additional cost 


 


 


 


 


 


 


b) No additional cost. 
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c) Run a school-wide math screening with Diagnostic 


Online Math Assessment (DOMA) platform or other 


school-wide screening tools to identify students with 


math challenges; and to group students in RTI Tier 1, 2 


and 3 groups. 


 


 


 


 


d) Use direct and differentiated instructions to provide all 


students with Tier 1 general instruction with Singapore 


Math curriculum.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


e) Apply Tier 2 remedial math instruction, to students 


who have failed Tier 1 general instruction with 


Singapore Math: 


 Small group instruction with 3 to 5 students 


 Use the following Tier 2 remedial math programs: 


(1) Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) 


for Math. 
(2) Classworks. 


(3) Small-Group Tutoring. 


(4) Hot Math. 


(5) Math Facts. 


(6) Unique Math. 


 


 


f) Apply the following Tier 3 remedial math instruction to 


students who fail Tier 2 remedial math curriculum: 


 Use 1-on-1 intervention; and/or increase 


sessions/week; and/or increase duration of session. 


 Using the following list, choose different remedial 


 


 


 


c) At least 3 to 


4x/year: 


August 2012. 


October 2012. 


January 2013 


March 2013 


 


 


 


d)  Ongoing 


from August, 


2012 


 


90 min daily 


block math 


instruction. 


 


 


e)  Ongoing 


from August, 


2012 


 


3x/wk; 20 to 40 


minutes in 


addition to 


general math 


instruction. 


 


 


 


 


 


f)  Ongoing 


from August 


2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


c) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


d) Assistant 


Director,  


Curriculum & 


Instruction, 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


e) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


f) Assistant 


Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


teaching lessons. 


 


 


c) DOMA screening 


outcomes. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


d)  Student attendance list. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


e) Student attendance list; 


Teachers’ and/or 


interventionists’ logs. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


f)  Student attendance list; 


Teachers’/interventionists’ 


logs. 


 


 


 


 


 


c) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


d) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


e) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


f) No additional cost. 
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programs from the one used in Tier 2 instruction: 


(1) Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) 


for Math. 
(2) Classworks. 


(3) Small-Group Tutoring. 


(4) Hot Math. 


(5) Math Facts. 


(6) Unique Math 


 


  


g) Refer students who fail Tier 3 math instruction to 


special education specialist. 


 


 


 


 


 


h) Implement a quarterly review of the math curriculum 


based on student assessment results; adjust math lesson 


plans and/or curriculum accordingly. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g) Ongoing 


from fall 2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


h) Ongoing 


from fall 2012. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g) Assistant 


Director of 


Curriculum & 


Instruction, 


Teachers. 


 


 


h) Assistant 


Director,  


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Leadership Team 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g)  Student attendance list; 


Teacher/interventionist logs. 


 


    


 


 


 


h) Completed assessment 


summary and math 


intervention plan will be 


reviewed by teachers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


g) No additional cost. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


h) No additional cost. 
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Table 1. Gaps in Correlates of Achievement and Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Interventions.   
 


Source: Burton & Conley, 2009; Burton, 2003. 


BURTON AND CONLEY’S CORRELATES OF ACHIEVEMENT 


 


Correlates of Achievement  


(Factors that Affect Academic 


Performance) 


Gaps between 


Minority and 


Majority 


Student 


Populations 


Gaps between 


Low and High 


Income Family 


Students 


The Right Educational (RE) System Activities and 


Other Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Interventions 


Used to Close the Achievement Gap  


SCHOOL FACTORS    


Rigor of Curriculum Yes Not Available Core Knowledge & Singapore Math, components of The 


RE System. 


Teacher Preparation Yes Yes Differentiated Professional Education Program, a 


component The RE System. 


Teacher Experience Yes Yes Efficient hiring process, a key requirement of The RE 


System. 


Teacher Absence and Turnover Yes Yes Efficient hiring process, a key requirement of The RE 


System. 


Class size Yes No Small classes of ≤ 25 students, a key requirement of The 


RE System. 


Availability of Instructional 


Technology 


Yes Yes Differentiated Teacher Training Program, a component 


The RE System 


Fear and Safety at School Yes Yes Providing a safe school environment, a key requirement of 


The RE System 


THE HOME-SCHOOL 


CONNECTION FACTORS 


   


Parent Participation Yes Yes Parent participation, a key requirement of The RE System. 


BEFORE AND BEYOND 


SCHOOL FACTORS 


   


Frequent Changing of Schools Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Low Birth Weight Yes Not Available Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Environmental Damage Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Hunger and Nutrition Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Taling and Math to Young 


Children 


Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Excessive Television Watching Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Parent-Pupil Ratio Yes Yes Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) 


Summer Achievement Gain Yes Yes SPA intent to run a Summer School Program 
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Exhibit 1. Arizona Department of Education Problem-Solving Model 


Source: AZ RTI DBD, 2010. Arizona Department of Education website. https://www.azed.gov/AZRTI/webRTI_DataBasedDecisions.pdf 



https://www.azed.gov/AZRTI/webRTI_DataBasedDecisions.pdf
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STRATEGY II: Develop And Implement A Plan For Monitoring The Integration Of The Common Core State 


Standards Into Math Instruction. 


Action Steps Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence Of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.   Develop a School Instruction Handbook that contains a 


Teacher Evaluation Instrument that includes the expectation 


that teachers successfully implement the Common Core 


State Standards Curriculum (CCSS) Mapping and 


Alignment Plan to establish a CCSS high-quality, scientific 


and evidence-based math program. The Teacher Evaluation 


Instrument is aligned to the Arizona Professional Teacher 


Standards.  


August 2012. 


 


Revised each 


year as needed. 


Dr. Abougou; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


The completed Instruction 


Handbook is reviewed by all 


teaching staffs. 


No additional cost 


2.  Implement the CCSS Curriculum Mapping and 


Alignment Plan by using a Classroom Learning and Daily 


Performance Management Cycle with an embedded 


ongoing quality control cycle consisting of teaching, 


assessing, reflecting, and re-teaching within 72 hour of the 


assessment (Gau, 2010).     


 


From August 


2012; ongoing 


thereafter. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Lesson plans submitted to 


the Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & Instruction. 


No additional cost. 


3.  Use Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping software to 


implement the CCSS Curriculum Mapping and Alignment 


Plan through the application of the Curriculum Tri-


Alignment Policy that mandates that 


a) the written curriculum (lesson plans) be aligned with 


the math CCSS. 


b) the taught curriculum (delivered instruction) be aligned 


with the math CCSS; 


c) the tested curriculum (assessments) be aligned with the 


math CCSS; 


d) and the written, delivered and tested curriculum be 


aligned with each other. 


 


From August 


2012; ongoing 


thereafter. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Lesson plans submitted to 


the Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & Instruction.  


No additional cost. 
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STRATEGY III:  Develop And Implement A Plan For Monitoring And Documenting Student Proficiency. 


Action Steps Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.   Develop a School Instruction Handbook that clearly 


defines the role of the Comprehensive Assessment and 


Monitoring System and its implementation in the RTI-Early 


Intervention Math Program. The Comprehensive 


Assessment and Monitoring System is made of: 1) The RTI 


Combined-Problem Solving System; 2) The Balance 


Assessment System; and 3) The Common Core State 


Standards (CCSS) Curriculum Mapping Alignment Plan. 


 


July 2012 Dr. Abougou; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


The Instruction Handbook is 


completed and reviewed by 


all teaching staffs. 


No additional cost 


2.  Use the Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) 


platform, the Primary Unit of the RTI Combined-Problem 


Solving System, to run school-wide screenings and 


benchmarks; to identify students with math deficiencies; 


and to group students in RTI Tier 1, 2 and 3. 


 


 


At least 4x/yr. 


 


August 2012. 


October 2012. 


January 2013. 


March 2013. 


 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


DOMA screening output and 


reports. 


No additional cost. 


3.  Run the George Polya 4-Steps Problem-Solving Model 


(the Secondary Unit of the RTI Combined-Problem Solving 


System) only in Tier 3 situations, after failure of the 


Primary Unit. 


 


As needed 


from August 


2012. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Teachers’ reports on the use 


of the George Polya Problem 


Solving Model. 


No additional cost. 


4.  Use the following elements of the Balanced Assessment 


System to continuously assess students’ math skills and 


monitor their academic progress. 


a) Formative Assessments:  


 Ongoing informal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as classroom 


observations. 


 Ongoing formal curriculum-based formative 


assessments (CBA) such as quizzes.  


 Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) 


curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


b) Benchmark Assessments: 


 Teacher or school-developed benchmark 


assessments such as graded class work. 


 Commercial benchmark assessments such as those 


Ongoing from 


August 2012. 


 


a) Daily and 


weekly 


progress 


monitoring 


with formative 


assessments. 


 


 


 


b) Quarterly 


monitoring 


with 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Math assessment results.   


 


 


 


 


No additional cost. 
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developed by Singapore Math. 


 Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) 


curriculum-based (CBM) platform. 


c) Summative Assessments: 


 Teacher or school-developed summative 


assessments. 


 Commercial/outcome assessments such as AIMS, 


Stanford 10, or AZELLA. 


  


benchmark 


assessments. 


 


c) Periodically 


monitoring 


with 


summative 


assessments. 


5.  Use Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping software to 


implement the CCSS Curriculum Mapping and Alignment 


Plan that requires the written curriculum (lesson plans), the 


taught curriculum (delivered instruction) and the tested 


curriculum (assessments) to be aligned with each other and 


with the math CCSS. 


 


Daily/Weekly/


Periodical 


monitoring 


with Atlas. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


Atlas monitoring output. No additional cost. 


6.   Adjust the RTI math interventions, and student 


placements in RTI tiers, according to the results of the 


continuous math assessments and progress monitoring. 


Ongoing from 


August 2012. 


 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Teachers. 


 


Assessment and progress 


monitoring reports. 


 


No additional cost. 


7.  Teachers routinely use the outcomes of student 


assessments and academic progress monitoring to make 


special education-related decisions. 


Ongoing from 


August 2012. 


 


 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Special education 


teacher; 


Classroom 


teachers. 


 


Special education teacher 


documentation showing 


teacher recommendations 


and student participation in 


special education programs 


No additional cost. 


8.  Implement a formal quarterly review of RTI math 


screening, Tier 2 and 3 math progress monitoring, and 


benchmark assessment to ensure alignment with CCSS. 


Ongoing from 


fall 2012. 


 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction, 


Instructional 


Leadership Team. 


 


Completed assessment 


summary and intervention 


plan provided by each 


teacher. 


No additional cost 


9.   Run 1 or 2 comparisons per year between the school-


wide RTI math screenings with DOMA platform and the 


math AIMS results to ensure concordance between the two 


testing systems and alignment with CCSS; if necessary, 


After AIMS or 


Stanford 10 


tests 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Report on the comparison of 


DOMA math screenings vs. 


math AIMS scores. 


No additional cost. 
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adjust instruction, curriculum or assessment accordingly. 


   


 Leadership Team. 
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STRATEGY IV:  Develop And Implement A Professional Development Plan That Supports Effective Implementation  


 Of The Curriculum. 


Action Steps Timeline 
Responsible 


Party 


Evidence of Meeting 


Action Steps 
Budget 


1.  Characteristics of Differentiated Professional 


Development Program. 


 


Develop the School Differentiated Professional 


Development Program based on the 2001 National Staff 


Development Council’s standards for staff development (NSD 


C, 2001).  


 


This program is defined and/or organized as following: 


  


a) Designed as a learning community developed to 


improve and sustain the continuous learning of all 


students and all teachers. 


 


b) Uses disaggregated student data to determine teacher 


learning priorities, monitor progress, and help sustain 


continuous improvement. 


 


c) Prepares teachers to apply research and/or data-driven 


processes to decision making.  


 


d) Supports school-based and job-embedded professional 


development opportunities. 


 


e) Supports the educational needs of all staff by providing 


differentiated training opportunities. 


 


f) Provides educators with the knowledge and skills to 


collaborate with each other, and to involve families and 


other stakeholders appropriately. 


 


g) Helps deepen educators’ content knowledge, provides 


them with research-based instructional strategies to 


assist students in meeting rigorous academic standards, 


Evolving since 


May 2010. 


Executive Director; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Instructional 


Learning Team. 


The Differentiated 


Professional Development 


Program is developed and 


included in the school 


Instruction Handbook. 


Additional cost has 


already been reported 


and included in the 


budget. 
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and prepares them to use various types of classroom 


assessments appropriately. 


 


h) Includes an annual opportunity for a needs assessment 


survey to be given to all staff. 


 


i) Requires an annual evaluation of the plan based on 


student achievement and staff needs. 


 


2.   Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Pre-Implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention 


Math Program.  
 


a) Design and implement a self-learning program 


designed to provide the expert-level knowledge and 


skills required to formulate and develop a RTI-Early 


Intervention Math Program. 


 


b) Attend 2010 Charter School Starter Program and 


several other workshops organized by the Arizona 


Charter Schools Association. 


 


c) Attend 2010-2011 Arizona Department of Education’s 


School Improvement and Intervention Quarterly 


Training. 


 


d) Continue to self-educate on charter school education 


leadership, administration and management. 


 


e) Governance training workshop for School Board 


members. 


 


Ongoing since 


May 2010. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


By July 15, 


2012. 


Executive Director. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Executive Director. 


Evidence provided with the 


writing of this application. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Attendance list from 


governance training meeting. 


 


 


No additional cost 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Cost has already been 


reported and included 


in the budget. 


3.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Early-Stage Implementation of the RTI-Early 


Intervention Math Program: Pre-Service Training.  
 


 


a) All staffs have individual professional development 


portfolios where their personal and professional 


Jul 30- Aug 3, 


2012 


 


 


 


 


Executive Director; 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


 


Activities recorded in staff 


professional education 


portfolios; and professional 


education attendance lists.  


Most cost have 


already been reported 


and included in the 


budget. 
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development goals and activities are documented. 


 


 


b) All teachers and para-professionals attend the pre-


service training program on the following topics: 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy’s History, Mission, 


Philosophy and Goals. 


 RTI Early-Intervention Math Program. 


 Common Core State Standards. 


 Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring 


System. 


 RTI Instructional Methods (Understanding by 


Design; direct and differentiated instructions; and 


block scheduling). 


 Singapore Math, the RTI general math core 


curriculum. 


 RTI remedial math intervention curricula. 


 RTI Awareness Program. 


 


4.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Early-Stage Implementation of the RTI-Early 


Intervention Math Program: Hands-On Training.  
 


a) Provide teachers with a 6-month hands-on training 


period so that they can develop and improve their skills 


in the following areas: 


 DOMA platform and data analysis. 


 Singapore Math curriculum. 


 Instruction alignment to CCSS. 


 Rubicon Atlas Curriculum Mapping Software. 


 Lesson plan design with Understanding by Design. 


 Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring. 


System. 


 


b) Organize follow-up training, and classroom coaching in 


the following topics: 


 Singapore Math curriculum. 


 RTI instructional methods and data analysis. 


 Lesson plan design with Understanding by Design. 


 Unique Reader remedial math curriculum. 


Aug 2012 – Jan 


2013.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Walkthroughs by Assistant 


Director, Curriculum & 


Instruction; and by 


Executive Director. 


 


Training information logged 


in teachers’ professional 


development portfolios;  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Cost has already been 


reported. 
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c) In-service and professional development programs are 


held every Wednesday afternoon through the school 


professional learning community. 


  


5.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Full Implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention 


Math Program in Year-1.  


 
a) Teachers and para-professionals attend online training 


on: 


 Instruction for English Language Learners. 


 Use of technology in instruction. 


 RTI remedial math methods. 


 Cooperative learning. 


 


b) Teachers continue to attend in-service and professional 


development programs organized every Wednesday 


afternoon.   


 


Feb – May 2013 


 


 


 


 


Assistant Director 


of Curriculum & 


Instruction. 


 


 


Training information logged 


in teachers’ professional 


development portfolios;  


 


Cost has already been 


reported and included 


in the budget. 


6.  Professional Development Activities Associated with 


the Full Implementation of the RTI-Early Intervention 


Math Program in Year-2.  


 


 


 


a) Provide pre-service training for all teachers; and hands-


on experience practical training for new teachers on the 


following: 


 Seneca Preparatory Academy’s History, Mission, 


Philosophy and Goals. 


 RTI Early-Intervention Math Program. 


 Common Core State Standards. 


 Comprehensive Assessment and Monitoring 


System. 


 RTI Instructional Methods (Understanding by 


Design; direct and differentiated instructions; and 


block scheduling). 


 Core Knowledge, the RTI general math core 


Jul 2013- 


January 2014  


 


 


 


 


End July – Early 


August 2013. 


Assistant Director, 


Curriculum & 


Instruction; 


Executive Director. 


Attendance lists;  


Training information logged 


in teachers’ professional 


development portfolios; 


Results of  


 


 


 


Total cost of 


professional 


development in 2013-


2014 has been 


reported and included 


in the budget. 
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curriculum. 


 RTI remedial math intervention curricula. 


 RTI Awareness Program. 


 


b) In July and January, administer needs assessment 


surveys to all school faculty to determine their 


educational needs; use the assessment results to design 


professional development programs and Wednesday in-


service sessions. 


 


c) Develop an internal training team that will conduct 


most of the training in Year-3 (2014-2015). 


 


d) Teachers continue to attend in-service and professional 


development programs organized every Wednesday 


afternoon. 


  


e) Evaluate the whole professional development plan at 


the end of the school year.   
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


Math Review:  Mental 


Math  


Examples:  What is 10 


more then 13, 35? Let’s 


count forward to 100 by 


2s, 5s, 10s start with 


different numbers. 
 


*Note: Problems on this 


day will focus on addition 


Math Review:  Mental 


Math  


Examples:  What is 100 


more then 13, 35, 212? 


Let’s count forward to 


1000 by 2s, 5s, 10s start 


with different numbers. 
 


*Note: Problems on this 


day will focus on 


Math Review:  Mental 


Math  


Examples:  What is 10 


less than 13, 35? Let’s 


count backward to 0 by 


2s, 5s, 10s start with 


different numbers. 


 


Review number bonds 


Math Review:  Mental 


Math  


Examples:  What is 100 


less than 113, 335, 600? 


Let’s count backwards to 


0 by 2s, 5s, 10s start with 


different numbers. 


 


Review number bonds 


Math Review:  


Mental Math  


Examples:  What is 


10 more then 13, 35? 


Let’s count forward 


to 100 by 2s, 5s, 10s 


start with different 


numbers. 


 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE - Second Grade Math 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Second Grade Mathematics N/A Word Problems: It’s Not Just a Story 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


5 Days plus 1 Day 


for assessment 


2
nd


 Quarter Every student should understand and demonstrate all concepts and skills from previous grade levels in 


Mathematics, according to Common Core State Standards.  Students should have prior knowledge of 


number bonds, skip counting, comparing numbers, and basic addition and subtraction skills through 


100. 


   Unit Description 


Second graders will begin by using manipulatives and transitioning to abstract number sentences throughout this 5-day unit on word problems using 


addition and subtraction.  Students will work independently or in small groups to solve addition and subtraction word problems. Throughout the unit, 


students will review part-whole concepts of addition and subtraction, use addition to find a whole and subtraction to find a part.   


Common Core 


Standards 


2.OA.1 Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve word problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting 


together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a 


symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. 
 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


Students will use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve word problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, 


putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations 


with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. 


Students will solve 10 problems on a written test involving word problems using addition and subtraction. 


Assessment Scoring  The first 2 problems of the assessment are worth 1 point. Problems 3-10 are worth 1 point. The correct number sentence and 


answer are worth one point. So, if a student only has the answer, he or she will lose 1/2 point. At an 80% mastery level, students 


need to score 8/10 points to be considered to have mastered the assessed performance objective.  


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Number bonds, overhead projector, transparency pictures to solve word problems, pictures for each student to solve word 


problems, individual white boards and white board markers, many scenes depicting animals and other objects to be used for 


word problems, pencils 
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with adding to or putting 


together. 


 


Tell students that today we 


are going to solve word 


problems. Explain to 


students that a word 


problem is just a math 


problem that uses words. 


On the overhead, show 


students an example of a 


simple word problem: 


There were 20 kids 


swimming in a pool. 40 


more kids came to swim in 


the pool. How many kids 


are swimming in the pool 


now? 
 


Create simple word 


problems using the 


students to increase the 


real life understanding of 


word problems. Have 


students stand to represent 


the problems concretely. 


(ex. 3 students were 


wearing light blue shirts. 4 


students were wearing 


navy blue shirts. How 


many students were 


wearing blue shirts?) As 


these problems are done, 


show students the number 


sentence for each problem 


on the board. Then, 


subtraction with taking 


from, taking apart, and 


comparing. 


Tell students that word 


problems don’t always 


involve adding. 


Sometimes word 


problems have other 


operations such as 


subtracting. 


 


Begin by modeling a 


simple problem with 


overhead manipulatives 


or pictures: 


There were 40 flowers on 


a bush. A woman picked 


16 flowers from the bush. 


How many flowers were 


left on the bush? 
 


Create simple word 


problems using students 


in the classroom. For 


example, there were 7 


students working in a 


group. 2 students left to 


go to the bathroom. How 


many students were still 


working in the group? 


Model more problems 


like this one, but with 


increased difficulties in 


the numbers. (ex. 100 


students are in our 


hallway. 48 students 


with students on the 


overhead. Remind 


students that with 


number bonds: 


Part + part = Whole 


Whole – part = Part 


 


On the overhead, give 


students a few number 


sentences and have 


them practice using 


their number bonds. 


Examples: 


24 + 19 = ___ 


84 – 57 = ___ 


59 + ___ = 90 


 


Tell students that today 


we will use number 


bonds to solve word 


problems.  


Give students the 


problem:  


67 birds were sitting in 


a forest. A loud noise 


scared 43 of them 


away. How many birds 


are on the branch now?  


Ask students questions: 


1. What does the 


problem tell us? 


2. Do we know the 


whole in this problem 


or do we know the 


parts? 
 


with students on the 


overhead. Remind 


students that with 


number bonds: 


Part + part = Whole 


Whole – part = Part 
 


Show students a scene 


that involves fish. Ask 


students what the cats are 


doing. Tell the students a 


story about the fish that 


includes numbers. Ask 


students how they would 


write the number 


sentence for the story 


you just told. Write the 


correct number story on 


the overhead. 
 


Show another scene 


involving birds. Ask 


students if anyone has a 


story they can tell about 


the picture. Encourage 


students to tell a story 


that includes numbers 


like the one you told. 
 


Show a third scene that 


involves something other 


than animals. Once 


again, tell a story about 


the scene that involves 


numbers. Have students 


tell what the number 


bond and number 


*Note: Problems on 


this day will focus on 


written word 


problems. 
 


Tell students that 


today we are going 


to solve word 


problems. Explain to 


students that a word 


problem is just a 


math problem that 


uses words. On the 


overhead, show 


students an example 


of a simple word 


problem: 


There were 12 kids 


swimming in a pool. 


12 more kids came to 


swim in the pool. 


How many kids are 


swimming in the 


pool now? 


 


Create simple word 


problems using the 


students to increase 


the real life 


understanding of 


word problems. 


Have students stand 


to represent the 


problems concretely. 


(ex. 3 students were 


wearing light blue 
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transition to larger 


numbers by using 


classrooms at school. (ex. 


Mrs. Smith’s class has 26 


students, and our class has 


27 students. How many 


students are in the two 


classes altogether?) 
 


Show students pictures on 


the overhead. Make up 


stories for the pictures and 


model how to solve these 


problems with students by 


writing a number sentence 


and solving for the correct 


answer. 


Use problems like: 


Eric got 35 new toy 


soldiers on his birthday. If 


he already had 40, how 


many shirts does he have 


now? 
 


Next, provide students 


with manipulatives (cubes, 


beads, etc.) and have them 


represent the problems at 


their desks.  
 


Finally, put up sample 


word problems. For each 


problem ask the students: 


1. What is this problem 


about? 


2. What do we know? 


3. What else do we know? 


leave on a field trip. How 


many students are left in 


the hallway?) 
 


As you work through the 


problems, remember to 


ask the questions: 


1. What is this problem 


about? 


2. What do we know? 


3. What else do we 


know? 


4. What do we need to 


know?  What is the 


question asking us? 


 


Show students 


manipulative pictures on 


the overhead. Make up 


stories for the pictures 


and model how to solve 


these problems with 


students by writing a 


number sentence and 


solving for the correct 


answer. 
 


Provide students with 


their own manipulatives, 


and have them solve 


problems along with you 


as you model and they 


practice.  


Use problems like: 


Sarah has 84 gummy 


bears. She gave 22 


gummy bears to her 


Model for students how 


to draw a number bond 


and write the 


corresponding number 


sentence for the 


problem.  


 


Now give students a 


problem that has the 


unknown in a different 


position. 


For example: 


78 birds were sitting on 


a tree branch. A loud 


noise scared some of 


them away. Now there 


are only 20 birds on the 


branch. How many 


birds did the noise 


scare away? 


Repeat modeling with 


students so that they 


can see the difference 


in this problem. 


Repeat with many 


problems until students 


show understanding 


sufficient to try it on 


their own. 


Provide students with 


more problems with the 


unknown in different 


positions so they can 


practice using number 


bonds and writing the 


sentence would be for the 


story. 
 


Show the students more 


scenes and have them tell 


stories about the scenes. 


On the overhead, write 


down the stories they 


share. Then, have 


students write number 


bonds and number 


sentences for each story 


and scene on their 


individual whiteboards. 
 


Using a method such as 


“if your name has 3 


letters, stand up,” put 


students into groups of 3 


or 4. Provide each group 


with a set of pictures that 


involve different 


numbers of things. Tell 


students that each person 


will take a turn sharing 


their scene and then 


telling a number story 


about the scene. Then, 


the group members will 


solve the problem that is 


given. The teacher will 


walk around to assess 


understanding during this 


activity. 
 


At the end of the activity, 


bring the class back 


shirts. 4 students 


were wearing navy 


blue shirts. How 


many students were 


wearing blue shirts?) 


As these problems 


are done, show 


students the number 


sentence for each 


problem on the 


board. Use students 


throughout the 


school to increase 


the difficulty of the 


numbers included in 


the problem. 


 


Show students 


manipulative 


pictures on the 


overhead. Write out 


stories for the 


pictures and model 


how to solve these 


problems with 


students by writing a 


number sentence and 


solving for the 


correct answer. 


Use problems like: 


Eric got 13 new toy 


cars on his birthday. 


If he already had 45, 


how many toy cars 


does he have now? 
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4. What do we need to 


know?  What is the 


question asking us? 


 


Then, have students write 


the corresponding number 


sentences and solve on 


individual whiteboards. 
 


Informal Assessment: 


Teacher Observation 


 


 


friend Grace. How many 


gummy bears does Sarah 


have now? 


Finally, provide students 


with a few simple word 


problems on the 


overhead. Have students 


solve the problems on 


individual whiteboards by 


writing the number 


sentence and answer for 


each problem. 


 


Informal Assessment: 


Teacher Observation 


number sentences on 


individual white 


boards. 


 


Informal Assessment: 


Teacher Observation 


 


together. Share a word 


problem with students, 


and have them solve it on 


personal white boards. 


Do a final check for 


understanding to make 


sure that students 


understand how to use 


number bonds and 


number sentences to 


solve word problems.  
 


Informal Assessment: 


Teacher Observation 


 


Then, provide 


students with their 


own manipulatives 


and have them write 


out word problems to 


go along with their 


manipulatives. 


  


Finally, put up 


sample word 


problems. For each 


problem ask the 


students: 


1. What is this 


problem about? 


2. What do we 


know? 


3. What else do we 


know? 


4. What do we need 


to know?  What is 


the question asking 


us? 


Then, have students 


write the 


corresponding 


number sentences 


and solve on 


individual 


whiteboards. 
 


Informal 


Assessment: Teacher 


Observation 
 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student  Respond verbally to Respond verbally to math Respond verbally to Respond verbally to math Respond verbally to 
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Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


mental math questions. 
 


Listen and follow along 


with teacher instruction on 


word problems. 


 


Students will stand up and 


work with the teacher to 


orally solve word 


problems using their own 


bodies and characteristics. 
 


Students will use 


manipulatives to represent 


word problems at their 


desks. They will write 


number sentences and 


correctly solve word 


problems on personal 


white boards. 


 


Students will respond to 


questions about what 


information a problem 


provides. 


review questions. 
 


Listen and follow along 


with teacher instruction 


on word problems. 


 


Students will stand up 


and work with the teacher 


to orally solve word 


problems using their own 


bodies and 


characteristics. 
 


Students will use 


manipulatives to 


represent word problems 


at their desks. They will 


write number sentences 


and correctly solve word 


problems on personal 


white boards. 


 


Students will respond to 


questions about what 


information a problem 


provides. 


math review questions. 
 


Students will 


participate in the 


review of number 


bonds. 
 


Students will 


participate in the 


discussion of word 


problems and 


evaluating whether the 


whole or parts are 


known. 
 


Students will complete 


practice problems on 


personal white boards. 


review questions. 
 


Students will participate 


in the review of number 


bonds. 
 


Students will respond to a 


request for stories about 


scenes. Students will also 


respond with appropriate 


number sentences for 


each scene and story. 
 


Students will write 


appropriate number 


sentences on individual 


white boards when 


prompted. 


Students will work in 


cooperative groups to tell 


stories about the scenes 


they were given. They 


will appropriately take 


turns and write down the 


number sentences to go 


along with the stories that 


are shared by their group 


members. 


math review 


questions. 
 


Students will listen 


and follow along 


with teacher 


instruction. 


 


Students will 


participate in the 


class discussion and 


creation of word 


problems using 


themselves as the 


subject. 


 


Students will write 


their own word 


problems using 


manipulatives as a 


guide. 


 


Students will write 


number sentences on 


their white boards in 


response to word 


problems. 
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Grade 2 Math Assessment  


 
Write the missing word to complete the equation.  


 


1. Part    +    Part  =  ______________ 


 


2. Whole - ________ = Part   


 


Draw a number bond and write a number sentence to solve each problem. 


 


3. Jen has 29 balloons. 16 balloons are green and the rest are blue. How many balloons are blue? 


 


4. Jada has 56 flowers. How many more flowers will she need to have a total of 70 flowers? 


 


5. Grant has a collection of 72 marbles. He lost some of his marbles and now he has 52 marbles. How many 


marbles did he lose? 


 


6. Julia has 45 shirts in her wardrobe. Hayley has 12 fewer skirts than Julia. How many skirts does Hayley 


have? 


 


7. There are 41 gerbils at the pet store. There are also 27 reptiles in the store. How many animals are at the 


pet store? 


 


8.  There are 88 books on the shelf. 36 of the books are non-fiction. The rest are fiction. How many of the 


books are fiction? 


 


9. Dad has some ties in his closet. 12 of them are striped and 19 of them are plain. How many ties does dad 


have in his closet? 


 


10. There are 78 students in second grade. 40 of the students are boys. How many girls are in second grad
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Assessment Answers: 


 
 


1. Whole  2. Part  


3. 29-16=13 


4. 70-56=14 OR 56 + ___ = 70, the answer is 14. 


5. 72-52=20 OR 72-___ = 52, the answer is 20. 


6. 45-12=33 


7. 41+27=68 


8. 88-36=52 OR 36 + ___ = 88, the answer is 52 


9. 12+19 = 41 


10. 78-40=38 OR 40 + ___=78, the answer is 38 
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A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Fourth Grade Science 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


          4th           Science N/A Measuring the Weather 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


7 Lessons 


*17 days 


       1
st
 Quarter Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Science, according to Arizona State Standards.  


   Unit Description 


In this unit students will further their understanding of the water cycle and weather as they conduct investigations using thermometers, barometers, 


compasses, and student-created rain gauges.  They will collect, interpret, and summarize data as well as research the average yearly rain fall in foreign 


countries in order to compare it to their findings at home.   


Common Core Standards S1.C2.PO4. Inquiry process, Scientific testing (investigation and modeling), Measure using appropriate tools (e.g., ruler, 


scale, balance) and units of measure (i.e., metric, US customary). 


S6.C3.PO4-5.  Measure changes in weather (e.g., precipitation, wind speed, barometric pressure) 


S1.C4.PO1. Communicate verbally or in writing the results of an inquiry. 


S1.C4.PO2.  Choose an appropriate graphic representation for collected data: 


S1.C3.PO1-4. Analyze data obtained in a scientific investigation to identify trends, formulate conclusions based upon 


identified trends in data, determine that data collected is consistent with the formulated question, determine whether the data 


supports the prediction for an investigation.  
 


Summative Assessment  


 


Students will collect data for 10 days.  After those 10 days they will have two class periods to organize their data into a table 


and then write a paragraph summarizing their findings. Their data should include appropriate measurements for temperature, 


barometric pressure, rainfall (in cm.), and wind direction.  For an extension, students can create a graph using the data as well.  


The summary should be at least five sentences long and include a topic sentence, 3 supporting sentences, and a concluding 


sentence.  The summary should analyze and draw a conclusion about the data collected and determine whether the data 


predicts the prediction for the investigation.  


Assessment Scoring  The data table and summary paragraph will be graded using a four-point rubric.  There will be six different criteria related to 


the data collection and summary writing.  The total score will be out of 24 points.  


Mastery is considered an average grade of 80% or higher.  


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Science journal, pencil, whiteboard, marker (all lessons), Video: DE Streaming, The Water Cycle (17 min) and Weather 


Smart (15 min), computer with internet connection, pictures of historical rain gauges, rain gauge building worksheet, 


scissors, ruler (cm), 2-liter soda bottle, transparent tape or double back tape, 1-cup aquarium gravel, tap water (enough of 


each per small group),  “What’s the Reading?” worksheet (teacher will draw in measurements), thermometers, barometers, 


compasses (one of each per small group) 
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


1. Begin by telling the 


student they will be 


meteorologists for this 


unit.  Allow a few 


students to tell who or 


what they think a 


meteorologist is.  If the 


correct answer is not 


given tell the class and 


write the definition on 


the board.  


2.  Pass out student 


science journals and 


have them copy down 


the definition. 


3. Lead the class in a 


discussion about what it 


means to observe. 


4.  Tell them you are 


going outside to 


observe the weather.  


Give definition of 


weather.  Determine 


how many observations 


students should write 


down.   As a group, 


discuss the kinds of 


things they can observe 


(wind speed/direction, 


temperature, clouds, 


humidity, etc).   


5.  Take students 


outside for 10 min.  to 


1.  Tell the 


students you 


need to find out 


what they 


already know 


about weather so 


you need them 


to complete a 


pre-test.   


2.  Pass out the 


video pre-test.  


Allow students 


enough time to 


finish.  


3.  Tell students 


they will be 


learning how to 


measure things 


like air 


temperature, air 


pressure (high 


and low), and 


wind direction.  


Give students 


the definition of 


each term.    


4.  Pass a 


thermometer 


around the room 


and ask what it 


measures.  Do 


the same with a 


compass and a 


1.  Write the 


following on 


sentence starters on 


the board:  


1) To measure air 


temperature I use a 


____.  2) To measure 


air pressure I use a 


____. 3) To 


determine wind 


direction I use a 


____.  Have students 


copy them in their 


journals and fill in 


the blanks.  Discuss 


answers as a class.   


2.  Ask students 


what unit of measure 


is appropriate for 


each tool (degrees, 


millibars or inches of 


mercury, direction 


wind is coming 


from).   Have 


students add this 


information to their 


journals.   


3.  Tell the students 


they are going to 


practice reading 


these 3 tools because 


they will be 


conducting an 


1. Begin by asking 


the students to 


share with small 


groups what they 


know about the 


water cycle.   


2.  Have each 


group share a few 


things they 


discussed and 


create a KWL chart 


(students should 


copy this in their 


journals).  


3.  Tell students 


they will be 


watching a video 


about the water 


cycle and that they 


should take notes in 


their journal. Pause 


the video as needed 


to allow for this.   


4.  After the video 


have student create 


an illustration in 


their journals of the 


water cycle and 


label it.  Allow 


them to work in 


small groups.   


5.  Provide the 


students with the 


1.  Begin by 


reviewing the 


definition of 


precipitation.  Tell 


the students they will 


be working in small 


groups to build rain 


gauges. Give 


students the 


definition of a rain 


gauge and a brief 


history.  Emphasize 


that they are used for 


historic information 


not to predict.  Show 


students a few 


pictures of different 


rain gauges from 


throughout history.  


2. Have students 


share with their 


groups their answers 


to the questions from 


the previous lesson.  


Then have a few 


students share their 


answers with the 


class.   


3.  Pass out 


directions for 


building the rain 


gauge (if you feel 


your students need to 


*Takes place at end 


of unit.  Two class 


periods (45 min 


each).  First five 


lessons should be 


done consecutively. 


Then allow 2 school 


weeks for data 


collection (15 min 


per day) 


 


1. Tell students that 


they will be 


organizing all of their 


data into a table (you 


may want to show an 


example), analyzing 


it, and writing a 


summary of their 


investigations. 


2.  As a class review 


the rubric and answer 


any questions.  


3.  Allow students to 


get into their small 


groups and begin 


working.  


4.  Circulate the 


classroom and offer 


support as needed.  


You may want to call 


each group back, one 


at a time, to check in 
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complete observations. 


6.  Once back inside 


group students and 


have them share their 


observations.  Each 


group should write one 


sentence describing the 


weather using their 


observations and report 


it to the class.  


7.  Tell the students 


they will be 


investigating rainfall, 


temperature, wind 


direction, and 


barometric pressure 


over the next few 


weeks.  


 


barometer.   


5.  Tell the 


students they 


will be watching 


a video about 


weather, what 


causes changes 


in it, and how 


we measure 


different aspects 


of it.  Tell the 


students to 


update their pre-


test with the 


correct answers 


as they watch.   


6.  Play Weather 


Smart video (15 


min.)  


7.  Allow 


students to work 


with partners to 


check answers 


when video is 


finished.   


 


investigation where 


they will be keeping 


daily records of these 


3 measurements for 


the next 10 days.   


4.  Pass out 


worksheet “What’s 


the Reading?” (Be 


sure you have made 


marks on the tools 


prior to copying). 


Teach students how 


to read/use each tool 


appropriately.  


5.  Allow students to 


work in small groups 


to complete the 


worksheet. 


6.  Go over the 


worksheet with the 


whole class to make 


sure all students are 


successfully reading 


all tools.   


7.  Pass out actual 


tools to each group.  


As a class, determine 


where the students 


will be placing 


thermometers and 


barometers (you may 


want to keep 


compasses in a safe 


place).  As a class 


write a question to 


guide your 


investigation for 


following 


definitions for their 


journals.  


precipitation, 


molecule, 


condensation, 


evaporation   


6.  Review the 


water cycle as a 


class to ensure all 


students understand 


and have it 


properly labeled in 


their journals.  


Update the KWL 


chart as a class.  


7.  Tell the students 


they will be starting 


an investigation in 


the next lesson 


where they will 


study and measure 


rain fall.  


8.  Write these 


questions on the 


board:  Why do we 


study rainfall and 


keep track of the 


average rainfall?  


Who do you think 


would need to keep 


track of this sort of 


information and 


why?  


see an example you 


can do one for them 


or have one to show 


them already 


completed).  Read 


through the 


directions and ask if 


there are any 


questions.   


4.  Pass out materials 


or have one student 


from each group go 


get them.   


5.  Provide time for 


students to work.  


Circulate the room to 


assist as needed.  


6.  Lead a discussion 


about where the 


gauges should be 


placed, how often 


they should be 


checked, and how 


students will record 


data (require a table).  


Then review how to 


read a ruler, remind 


them they are using 


cm.  


7.  Allow groups to 


place their gauges. 


8.  Tell the students 


they need to write a 


question to guide 


their investigation 


and a hypothesis like 


they did in the 


with them and make 


sure they are on 


track.   


5.  On the last day 


have each group of 


students will share 


the information they 


researched about a 


foreign country’s 


avg. yearly rainfall.   


 


*Extension* 


Have students graph 


their data as well and 


interpret the graphs.   
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each tool.  Then have 


each group write a 


hypothesis for what 


they think the overall 


data will show at the 


end of the 10 


collection period.   


Allow students to 


place their tools and 


record their first 


readings.   


*If a student is 


absent he/she should 


get data from a 


group member.   


previous lesson.   


9. Assign each group 


a foreign country.  


Have them research 


the average annual 


rainfall and report 


back to the class in a 


future lesson. (Have 


a group of students 


create a bar graph to 


display this data then 


discuss why some 


places have 


more/less rainfall 


than others.  


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1. Students will 


participate in a class 


discussion determining 


who/what a 


meteorologist is.  Then 


they will write down 


the definition in their 


science journals.   


2.  Students will 


participate in a class 


discussion about what it 


means to observe and 


determine what types of 


things they will be 


observing about 


weather when they go 


outside. Student will 


write the definition of 


weather in their 


1.  Students will 


attempt pre-test.  


2.  Students will 


write definitions 


in journal.  


3.  Students will 


pass weather 


tools and discuss 


uses.  


4.  Students will 


watch Weather 


Smart video and 


update pre-test.  


5.  Students will 


check pre-test 


with partners.  


1.  Students will 


copy sentences from 


the board and fill in 


the blanks with the 


correct tool.  


2.  Students will 


participate in a 


discussion 


determining the 


correct unit of 


measure for each 


tool and write it in 


their journals.  


3.  Students will 


complete the 


worksheet “What’s 


the Reading?”  in 


small groups. 


4.  Students will 


1.  Students will 


discuss in small 


groups what they 


already know about 


the water cycle.  


2.  Student will 


participate in 


creating the class 


KWL chart.  


3.  Students will 


watch the Water 


Cycle video and 


take notes.  


4.  Students will 


work in small 


groups to illustrate 


and label a diagram 


of the water cycle 


in their Science 


1.  Students will 


write the definition, 


rain gauge in their 


journals.   


2.  Students will view 


and discuss pictures 


of various historical 


rain gauges.  


3.  Students will 


share with their 


groups their answers 


to the questions from 


the previous lesson.  


Then a few students 


will share their 


answers with the 


class.   


4. Students will 


review the directions 


1.  Students will 


review rubric with 


the teacher and ask 


any necessary 


questions.  


2.  Students will work 


in small groups to 


create final data 


tables and write 


summary paragraphs.   


3.  Students will 


present the 


information they 


researched about a 


foreign country’s 


avg. yearly rainfall.  
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journals.  


3.  Students will go 


outside for 10 min. and 


write down their 


observations of the 


weather in their 


journals.   


4.  Students will return 


to the classroom and 


get into small groups to 


discuss their 


observations and write 


a sentence describing 


the weather using their 


observations.   


5. Each group will 


share the sentence they 


wrote.   


check their work as 


the teacher reviews 


the correct answers. 


5.  Students will 


participate in writing 


the question and 


hypothesis for the 


investigation.  


6.  Students will 


work in small groups 


to place their tools in 


appropriate places.  


7.  Student will 


record their first 


readings in their 


science journals.  


journals.  


5. Students will 


copy definitions 


into their journals 


and check their 


diagrams.  


6.  Students will 


participate in 


helping the teacher 


update the KWL 


chart and update 


the one in their 


journals.   


7.  Students will 


answer the 


questions from the 


board in their 


journals.   


for building the rain 


gauge with the 


teacher.  


5.   Students will 


work in small groups 


to build a rain gauge 


and write a question 


and hypothesis.  


6.  When all are 


finished students will 


participate in a class 


discussion to 


determine where 


each gauge should be 


placed, how often 


they plan to check 


them, and how they 


plan to organize the 


data they collect.  


 


Activity: The Rain Gauge 


MATERIALS: 


Scissors, Ruler (cm), 2-liter soda bottle, Transparent tape or double back tape, 1-cup aquarium gravel, Tap water  


 


OBJECTIVE: 


The student will make and use a rain gauge, an instrument that is used to collect and measure falling water (precipitation). It measures the 


depth of water that would cover the ground if the rain did not drain away or evaporate.  


 


Vocabulary: Precipitation: vapor that condenses into clouds and falls on the land and water in the form of rain, snow, hail or sleet. Eighty-


five percent of all precipitation falls into the ocean. 


 


PROCEDURE: 


 


1. Cut (and discard) the top off the soda bottles so the bottle is 8” tall.  
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2. Pour the gravel into the bottle. (Ask why you need the gravel – to use as a weight and to fill in some of the space need to make a level 


starting point). 


 


3. Tape the ruler vertically to the inside of the bottle, with the zero end just resting at the top of the bottle line above the gravel. 


 


4. Pour water into the bottle until it touches the zero end of the ruler. 


 


5. Set the bottle outdoors and document the amount of daily rainfall. During periods of no rainfall, add water as necessary to keep the starting   


water level even with the top of the gravel. (Evaporation) 


 
 


Video Pre-Test 
©2001 Alan Sealls Published and Distributed by United Learning 


 


Directions: Answer each question either true or false. 


 


1. ________ When air is moving, we call it wind.    2. ________ Air pressure tells you how heavy the air is. 


 


 


3. ________ Warm air sinks to the ground.     4. ________ The Earth gets its heat from the sun. 


 


 


5. ________ A barometer tells you the wind direction.   6. ________ The jet stream moves weather around the Earth. 


 


 


7. ________ Cold air is heavier than warm air.    8. ________ Thermometers tell you how warm the air is. 


 


 


9. ________ Somewhere on Earth, air is always moving.   10. ________ We could live without air. 


 
 


Video: Weather Smart: Heat, Wind and Pressure 
©2001 Alan Sealls Published and Distributed by United Learning 
 


Discussion Questions Directions: Answer the following questions as directed by your teacher. 
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1. How does wind start?   2. What parts of Earth are always cold?   3. What keeps the temperature from getting too high in hot places? 


4. What time of the day is usually the windiest?   5. How would Earth be different if we didn't have air?  6. What kind of weather do you find around low 


pressure?  7. Why does a strong wind make you feel colder in winter?  8. Where on Earth do we usually find the warmest temperatures?  9. What makes 


weather move around the world?  10. What does pressure have to do with air? 


 “What’s the Reading?” Learning to use weather related measurement tools 


   Write the correct temperature below each thermometer.    Write the correct barometric pressure below each barometer. 


            


 


 


 


 


 


 


Write the correct wind direction below each compass. (The direction the wind is coming from) 


 


 


 


Rubric:  Measuring the  
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Rubric:  Measuring the Weather Unit 


 4 3 2 1 


Rain gauge data 10 days  7-9 days  4-6 days  Less than 4 days  


Thermometer data 10 days 7-9 days 4-6 days  Less than 4 days 


Barometer data 10 days 7-9 days 4-6 days  Less than 4 days 


Compass data  10 days 7-9 days 4-6 days  Less than 4 days 


Data table  All data is neatly 


organized, measurement 


units are labeled correctly, 


data makes sense 


Most data is neatly 


organized, measurement 


units are mostly labeled 


correctly, data makes sense 


Data is organized but 


could be neater, 


measurement units are 


missing or incorrect, data 


doesn’t make sense  


Data is unorganized, incomplete, 


or missing, measurement units are 


missing or incorrect, data doesn’t 


make sense.  


Summary paragraph 


*Can be used as a writing 


assessment as well 


Paragraph includes a topic 


sentence, at least three 


supporting sentences, and a 


concluding sentence.  Data 


is accurately analyzed and 


a reasonable conclusion is 


made.  No grammar or 


spelling errors were made.   


Paragraph includes a topic 


sentence, at least three 


supporting sentences, and a 


concluding sentence.  Data 


is analyzed and a 


conclusion is made.  Few 


grammar or spelling errors 


were made.   


Paragraph includes a topic 


sentence at least two 


supporting sentences and a 


concluding sentence.  


Analysis and/or conclusion 


is missing. Many grammar 


or spelling errors were 


made.   


Paragraph is missing a topic 


sentence, less than two details 


were included, and no concluding 


sentence was written. Analysis 


and/or conclusion is missing.    


Many grammar or spelling errors 


were made.   
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B.1. Applicant Organization 


 


Resolution of Intent to Apply for a Charter Contract 
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AGENDA ITEM:  New Charter Application – Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation     
 
Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation submitted a complete charter application package for the Board’s 
consideration. The revised application package does not meet the requirements set by the Board for the 2012-
2013 application cycle. This report contains: 


1. A staff overview of the application package, including a description of the proposed education plan, 
a description of the applicant’s organization with a summary of information submitted regarding 
applicant education and experience, and a description of the applicant’s business plan, 


2. Additional background information regarding the qualifications of the applicant, based on 
affiliations with current or prior charter operations, and 


3. Staff’s recommendation regarding this application package. 
 
Additional items in the portfolio include: 


 A copy of the applicant’s request that the revised application package not meeting the scoring 
criteria move forward for Board consideration, 


 A copy of the final scoring rubric which confirms the application package does not meet the 
requirements as demonstrated through the review of the preliminary application package submitted 
on July 1, including the technical assistance provided to the applicant and review of the revised 
application package submitted on December 15, and 


 Each section of the revised application. 
 
SUMMARY OF THE TITLE PAGE 
Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation is an Arizona non-profit corporation formed in 2011. The authorized 
representative for the corporation is Dr. Jean-Claude Abougou. The proposed school, Seneca Preparatory 
Academy, will serve grades K-6 in Tucson.  
 
Mission Statement 
The stated mission of Seneca Preparatory Academy is as follows:  We believe that every child can learn, and with 
The Right Educational (RE) System can go to college and succeed; and ultimately can become successful in life 
and positively contribute to society. The mission of Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) is to develop and run a 
high-quality elementary school using The Right Educational (RE) System; and thus provide students with high 
school, college and career readiness. We believe that with The Right Educational (RE) System college education 
is made accessible to all, and especially to the traditionally underserved minority and poor populations that have 
always had limited access to adequate education. By being in service in underserved areas, Seneca Preparatory 
Academy (SPA) strives to increase scholastic achievement and close the achievement gap in those areas; and 
thus bring a message of hope and encouragement to those who live in these areas. 
 
A. EDUCATION PLAN – The following summary was created by pulling key phrases from the narrative of the 
applicant’s Education Plan. 


Educational 
Philosophy 


Philosophical approach: Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) will provide the underserved 
target area students with a high-quality scientifically-based elementary school program, 
called The Right Educational (RE) System.  The RE System is anchored on the successful 
development and implementation of the School’s RTI-Early Intervention Reading & Math 
Program and its associated programs.  The RE System consists of a curriculum and 
instructional methodology inspired from the French educational system.  The RE system 
uses direct instruction, a rigorous challenging basic curriculum and high accountability for 
school stakeholders.  The RE System believes in children’s innate ability to learn regardless 
of their economic, social or ethnic background.     
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Rationale: SPA has indicated two main reasons for developing and using The RE System.  
First, The RE System was inspired from observations and experiences from members of 
this corporation.  Second, The RE System will use scientifically-based educational 
programs and processes known for increasing academic achievement and for decreasing 
the achievement gap in socio-economically disadvantage communities in the U.S. and 
abroad.  The RE system is modeled after the following four groups:  The French primary 
and secondary education system; charter schools recognized by the U.S. Department of 
Education for successfully closing the achievement gap in several low-income and/or high 
minority areas; educational approaches advocated by Arizona Charter Schools 
Association, ASU Morrison Institute for Public Policy, and Arizona Department of 
Education; and Harvard University’s Charter School Coherence Model. 


Target 
Population 


SPA targets a 22.53 square mile low-income inner-city area that is centrally located in 
Tucson and delimited by 22nd Street (north), Alvernon Road (east), Valencia Road (south) 
and I-19 (west).  The 2008 population of the target area is estimated to be 94,344.  
Approximately 9,007 and 16,530 children aged 0 to 4 (kindergarten group) and 5 to 14 
(primary school group) respectively live in the area.  SPA will target the K-6 age group 
(16,530 children), of which 8,870 are elementary school students, 3,896 are middle school 
students and 3,814 are not attending school in their home-community. 


The calculated median percentage of minority students within the target area is 93 
percent with 87 percent being of Hispanic descent.  In addition, 90 percent of the target 
area students qualify for free or reduced-lunch program and 30 percent are English 
Language Learners. 


SPA indicates the school will provide the community a “Body of Shared Knowledge, 
Linguistic and International Awareness that prepares Students for High School, College 
and Career Readiness at the Elementary School Level.” 


According to the applicant, the target community will benefit from SPA because the 
School will focus on the basics, will use research and Common Core State Standards-based 
instruction coupled with data and RTI-driven decisions and processes to produce a K-6 
college-preparatory international program, filling a currently-unmet need in their high-
poverty, high-minority community.  


Program of 
Instruction – 
the applicant 
was required to 
describe a 
program of 
instruction that 
supports the 
educational 
philosophy and 
target 
population. 


Framework: The narrative states that Seneca Preparatory Academy will use a 
scientifically-based program of instruction with tools and processes with a proven record 
of success in the traditional and/or in the underserved diverse classroom.  They include: 
Common Core State Standards, SRA Reading Mastery Signature Edition, Core Knowledge 
sequence, Singapore Math, and instruction for English Language Learners. 
 
Methods of Instruction: The narrative lists the following to be used as methods of 
instruction: 


 Alignment to the Common Core State Standards 


 Backward Design Instructional Model 


 Direct Instruction 


 Instruction in Small Class Size 


 Differentiated Instruction 


 Cooperative Learning 


 RTI 3-Tier Instruction Delivery System 
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Methods of Assessment: The narrative lists the following to be used as their methods of 
assessment: 


 School-wide Screenings and Benchmarks using the Diagnostic Online Reading and 
Math Assessment (DORA and DOMA). 


 Classroom observations 


 Ongoing formal curriculum-based formative assessments, such as quizzes 


 Use Curriculum-Based formative assessments to implement a daily Classroom 
Learning and Performance Management Cycle 


 Benchmark Assessments (i.e. graded class work, assessments from SRA Reading, 
Core Knowledge and Singapore Math curriculum) 


 Teacher or school-made summative assessments 


 AIMS, Stanford 10 or AZELLA 


 The DORA/DOMA platform for summative assessments 
 


School 
Calendar 


Standard, 183 days 


Student Count Year Grades Served # of Students # of Sites 


1 K-4 244 1 


2 K-5 320 1 


3 K-6 376 1 


The above data is located on page 2 of the Personnel narrative. 


Curriculum 
Samples 


Curriculum samples for Seneca Preparatory Academy were provided for grades K-6. The 
table below indicates which curriculum samples in the revised application package met all 
Board requirements (+), and which had deficiencies (-). Details can be found in the 
attached Scoring Rubric. No revised curriculum samples were submitted with the revised 
application package. 


Grade Math Reading Writing Science 


K - - -  


1 - - +  


2 + - -  


3 + + -  


4 - - - - 


5 + - -  


6 + - -  
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PMP  The Performance Management Plan (PMP) for new applicants is for the purpose of 
ensuring the school’s curriculum, instruction, monitoring of student achievement, and 
professional development are in place and appropriate for providing a quality education 
for each student it serves. It is also intended to focus the school on meeting the Board’s 
level of adequate academic performance.  


The table below indicates the criteria in the revised PMP that met Board requirements (+), 
or had deficiencies (-). Details can be found in the attached Scoring Rubric. 
 


Evaluation Criteria Math Reading 


Predicted Baseline for percent passing in AIMS 46% 55% 
Aligns with the applicant’s Education Plan. + + 
Presents a viable plan for managing student academic performance that 
includes a predicted baseline and annual benchmark targets for the first 
two years of operation which reflect incremental progress toward the 
end target. 


+ + 


Identifies action steps, timeline, responsible party, evidence of meeting 
action steps, and budget for accomplishing all four prescribed strategies. 


+ + 


Reveals a progression of actions from start to finish for each strategy 
that are sequential, timely, and contribute to the school’s ability to 
meet the identified end target. 


+ + 


Creates action steps that complement and support the other strategies 
to the extent appropriate. 


+ + 


Includes artifacts that provide evidence of the implementation of each 
action step. 


+ + 


Provides adequate resources, i.e. time, money personnel, etc. to 
implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


+ + 


Reflects costs from the Performance Management Plan in the Start-Up 
and Three-Year Operational Budget. 


+ + 


 
For reference, FY 2011 AIMS State Average Passing Percentage is provided below. 
Parentheses indicate change from FY2010 State Average Passing Percentage. 


 K-8 Math: 61% (+2%) K-8 Reading: 76% (+2%) 


Education Plan Findings 


Preliminary application package: 34/60 scoring areas did not meet the criteria.  


The revised application, for which consideration is being given, did not meet Board requirements in 29 of 
the 60 scoring areas in the Education Plan section. Details of the scoring areas that did not meet, listed 
below, can be found in the attached Scoring Rubric. 


A.3.1b A.3.1c A.3.1d A.5.Kc A.5.Kd A.5.1a A.5.1b  


A.5.1c A.5.1d A.5.2a A.5.2b A.5.2c A.5.2d A.5.3a 


A.5.3b A.5.3c A.5.3d A.5.4a A.5.4b A.5.4c A.5.4d 


A.5.5a A.5.5b A.5.5c A.5.5d A.5.6a A.5.6b A.5.6c 


A.5.6d  
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B. ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION 
Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation is a non-profit corporation, located in Tucson, Arizona, that was 
created on April 29, 2011 for the purpose of operating a public charter school with three Directors:  Dr. Jean-
Claude Abougou, Donka Dyer-Abougou, Bitaya Mulato. 
 
Roles and Responsibilities 


Corporate Board Governing Body 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) Foundation 
Corporate Directors will have the following roles and 
responsibilities:  
 


 Formulate the Corporation’s vision and/or modify 
the educational vision expressed in The Right 
Educational (RE) System;  


 Formulate and implement Seneca Preparatory 
Academy Adult Learning Program.  


 Supervise all financial activities involving the 
Corporation;  


 Appoint and remove, employ and discharge, and, 
except as otherwise provided in the bylaws, 
prescribe the duties and fix the compensation, if 
any, of all officers, agents, and employees of the 
corporation;  


 Supervise all officers, agents, and employees of 
the corporation to assure that their duties are 
performed properly;  


 Work with the School Governing Board to ensure 
the successful implementation of The Right 
Educational (RE) System;  


 Nominate, vote, and/or appoint new School Board 
Members or approve the membership renewal of 
incumbent ones;  


 Involve in activities and interaction with major 
stake holders such as the Arizona State Board for 
Charter Schools; or Tucson, Sunnyside, 
Amphitheater, Palo Verde and Vail Unified School 
Districts;  


 Involved in decisions related to the location, 
relocation or expansion of the School;  


 Involved in decisions related to major logistic 
changes such as school and/or classroom size, and 
changes in the student-to-teacher ratio.  


 
The President, Vice-President, and Secretary also 
have specific responsibilities associated with their 
position on the Corporate Board. 


The School Governing Board shall be responsible for 
the policy decisions of Seneca Preparatory Academy 
(SPA).  In keeping with the Bylaws the School 
Governing Board shall: 
 


 Select the School Director/Principal; and support 
and review his/her performance.  


 Monitor the successful implementation of The 
Right Educational (RE) System.  


 Approve Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) short 
and long-term academic objectives.  


 Monitor the implementation of the Performance 
Management Plan (PMP) and/or SPA yearlong 
academic plan.  


 Work in partnership with the School 
Director/Principal on the development and 
successful implementation of SPA Fund Raising 
Program.  


 Enhance SPA public standing by serving as 
ambassadors, advocates and community 
representatives of the school.  


 Carry any duties imposed on them collectively or 
individually by the articles of incorporation or by 
the bylaws.  
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The President supervises the Foundation’s business 
affairs and is responsible for the day-to-day running 
of the SPA Foundation. 
 
The Vice-President will perform all the duties of the 
president in the absence of the President. 
 
The Secretary is responsible for taking and keeping 
the minutes of all Board meetings and for reviewing 
these minutes before presentation to the Board of 
Directors. The Secretary also sees that all minutes 
and all unanimous consents, the Bylaws, and all 
other records are properly kept as required by law. 
 


 
Establishment of Governing Body 
The School Governing Board shall have a minimum of seven and a maximum of eleven members. Three of these 
seats shall be permanent seats held by the Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation (SPAF) Board of Directors. 
One seat will be filled by the Head of the Parent Advisory Board with the remaining filled by community 
members.  The SPAF board will develop and maintain a list of potential Governing Board members to fill any 
vacancies using recruiting and development tools described in B.3. 
 
School Governing Body  


Member Type Number Name 


Organization Principal(s) 3 Dr.  Jean-Claude Abougou, Donka Dyer-Abougou, Bitaya 
Mulato 


 
 
Charter Principal Background Information  


Principal Name 
Confirmed Education 


History 
Confirmed Employment 


History 
FCC Notes 


Dr. Jean-Claude 
Abougou 


University of Arizona, 
PhD, Nutritional 
Biochemistry 


2007-Present: 
Teacher, Desert Rose 
Academy 
2006-2010:  
Founder President 
CDS Memory Care Center 


Valid There were no 
concerns identified 
with the 
background and 
internet checks. 


Donka Dyer-
Abougou 


Methodist Hospital School 
of Nursing, RN Diploma 


1986-Present: 
Staff Nurse, Carondelet St 
Mary’s Hospital 


Valid There were no 
concerns identified 
with the 
background and 
internet checks. 


Bitaya Mulato University of Arizona 
BS, Speech and Hearing 
Science 


2006-Present: 
Speech Therapist, 
STARS (Student Therapies 
and Resource Services) 


Valid There were no 
concerns identified 
with the 
background and 
internet checks. 
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Organization Description Findings 


Preliminary application package: 9/23 scoring areas did not meet the criteria.  


The revised application did not meet Board requirements in 2 of the 23 scoring areas in the Organization 
Description section of the application. Details of the scoring areas that did not meet, listed below, can be 
found in the attached Scoring Rubric. 


B.4a B.4.2d 


 
C. BUSINESS PLAN 
 
Site Information  


Proposed School 
Name 


Seneca Preparatory Academy 


Proposed 
Location 


Unconfirmed locations:   
Tucson, AZ (office building at 4370 S. Fremont, near Park Ave. and Ajo Rd.) 
Tucson, AZ (former call center building at 3160 E. Transcon Way, near Country Club Rd. 


and Valencia Rd.) 
Tucson, AZ (office/warehouse building at 1501 E. 21st St., near Campbell Ave. and 


Aviation Pkwy.) 


Proposed/Secured 
Facility 


The facility will consist of 18,500 SF – consisting of 2 kindergarten classrooms (500 sf 
each) 12 classrooms (625 sf each), 3 offices (120 sf each), 1 resource room (150 sf) , 1 
receptionist room (300 sf), 1 Grand Purpose Room (2,000 sf), 1 library and computer 
lab (1,250 sf), 4 student bathrooms (250sf each), 3 staff bathrooms (120 sf each), 1 
teacher workroom (250 sf), 1 healthcare room with bathroom (300 sf), 1 resource 
room (150 sf), and storage space (250 sf), teacher lunch room (200 sf) . According to 
the applicant, as of the submission of the revised application no facility arrangement 
had been made.  
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Budget 


Secured Funds The applicant has secured a loan from Jean-Claude Abougou for start-up purposes. The 
secured funds, in the amount of $10,000 as stated by the applicant, are available as 
confirmed by Vantage West Credit Union.  


The applicant has secured a loan from Donka Dyer-Abougou for start-up purposes. The 
funds, in the amount of $60,000, are available as documented by corporate board 
minutes of November 18, 2011, and an account statement of June 30, 2011 (see Budget 
Documents in Section F – Business Plan). No Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds form was 
submitted for this funding source. 


Start-up 
Budget 
 


The start-up budget, in the amount of $62,150, includes expenditures for Director salary 
for  six months, Assistant Director salary for one month, Office Manager salary for one 
month,  salary for one clerk for one month, instructional supplies, purchased services 
(contracted services, accounting services, legal, consultants, etc.), Curriculum and 
Resource Materials, SAIS Software, governance and board training, consultant fee for pre-
service training, marketing and advertising, supplemental marketing and advertising, 
property/casualty insurance, liability insurance, utilities – deposits, 
phone/communications/internet deposit, other leases/loans (security/copiers, etc.), 
other administrative/ secretarial expenses.  At the end of the start-up period, revenue 
equals expenditures. 


Annual 
Operating 
Budgets 


Year one operating budget is based on 90% of anticipated student enrollment of 244 
students, with a projected per-student equalization funding of $6,069. Projected annual 
budget balances are: Year One – $93,073; Year Two – $190,939; and Year Three – 
$452,291. At the end of each year revenue exceeds expenditures. 


 
Business Plan Findings 


Preliminary application package: 14/22 scoring areas did not meet the criteria.  


The revised application did not meet Board requirements in 1 of the 22 scoring areas in the Business Plan 
section of the application. Details of the scoring areas that did not meet, listed below, can be found in the 
attached Scoring Rubric. 


C.3d 
 


Scoring Rubric Summary 
 
Preliminary application package: 54% of the scoring areas did not meet the criteria. 
Revised application package: 30% of the scoring areas did not meet the criteria. 
 
 
 
 
Board Options:  
Option 1: The Board may approve the application. The following language is provided for consideration: Based 
upon review of the contents of the portfolio provided for this applicant and the information provided by the 
representatives of the applicant during consideration, and given it is within the sole discretion of the Board to 
approve or deny a charter, I move to approve the application and grant a charter to Seneca Preparatory 
Academy Foundation to establish Seneca Preparatory Academy charter school to serve grades K-6.  
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Option 2: The Board may deny the application package. Staff recommends the following language for 
consideration: Based upon a review of the contents of the portfolio provided for this applicant and the 
information provided by the representatives of the applicant during consideration, and given it is within the sole 
discretion of the Board to approve or deny a charter, I move to reject the application and deny the request for a 
charter of Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation to establish a charter school for the reason(s) that its 
application package failed to meet the requirements of Title 15, Article 8 due to:  


1. Lack of an Education plan as stated in the scoring rubric, 
2. Lack of an organizational plan as stated in the scoring rubric, 
3. Lack of a business plan as stated in the scoring rubric, 
4. Other specific reasons the Board may have found during its consideration including…  
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Lesson 


Instruction 


1.  Write the following 


prompt on the board: List all 


1.  Explain to the students 


that recording 


1.  Pass out the video 


worksheet.  


1. Explain to students 


that they will be using 


1. Explain to 


students that they 


A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Fifth Grade Writing 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


5th Writing/ 


Social Studies 


N/A Country Research Project 


Fifth Grade 
 


Length of Unit Time of Year Taught         Expected Prior Knowledge 


       5 days        4th Quarter Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with 


regard to Reading/Writing according to Common Core Standards.   


   Unit Description 


This unit focuses on developing expository writing skills while researching a country.  In this unit, students use multiple resources to learn about a country 


from around the world. Students will create a graphic organizer, write a persuasive expository letter convincing classmates to go on vacation to the country 


they researched, and give an oral presentation telling about the country they researched.   


Common Core 


Standards 


5.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 


5.W.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a 


topic. 


5.SL.4 Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, 


descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace 
 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


5.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 


5.W.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a 


topic. 


Listening and Speaking 


5.SL.4 Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, 


descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace 


Assessment Scoring  Writing 


Graphic Organizer 25 points, Letter 25 points (see grading sheet for possible points) 


Listening and Speaking  


Oral Presentation 20 points (see rubric 4 point scale)  


Sentences will be given one point for having correct conventions, and 1 point for having a factual topic. Additionally, students will 


be given 3 points if all sentences are on topic, and 2 points if the piece has a sense of closure. See the rubric at the end of this 


lesson.  Mastery: 80%. 


Materials/Resources 


Needed 


Lined and unlined paper, pencils, map of the United States and a map of the world, graphic organizers, transparencies, whiteboards 


and markers, World Geography: North America, US from Discovery Education–video (video will take two class periods or you 


can choose various segments), Letter Guidelines, Oral Presentation Rubric. 
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the countries you have been 


to and your favorite thing to 


do in that state. Give students 


five minutes for a quick write. 


2.  Allow students to share 


with a partner. 


3.  Choose a few students to 


share what they have written 


with the whole class and 


share your own thoughts.  


4.  Explain to the students 


that they are going to be 


researching a country for this 


unit.   


5.  Have each student draw 


one state name out of a hat.   


6.  Give students five minutes 


to write down everything they 


know about the country they 


have picked.  Tell them to put 


a question mark next to any 


fact they are unsure of.   


7.  Tell the students they must 


use a minimum of three 


different resources to 


complete their research. Ask 


them what resources they 


could use to research their 


states.   


9.  Explain to the students 


that you will be teaching 


them note taking methods in 


order to make their research 


easier to organize.   


 


information in a graphic 


organizer can often help 


keep track of information 


in a meaningful way.  


2. Pass out the graphic 


organizer and a pencil to 


each student.  


3.  Read over the 


directions and each 


section of the graphic 


organizer.  Ask if there 


are any questions.   


4. Explain to students that 


they will fill out their 


state Graphic Organizer 


using three resources. 


5. Model your home 


country (country you are 


currently teaching in) 


information on the 


Country Graphic 


Organizer Worksheet 


transparency using an 


overhead projector. 


Show students how to 


find a few information 


examples, but don’t do 


the whole sheet. 


6. Have students start 


their research. Plan to 


give them one more class 


period to 


complete their research. 


8. Collect Country 


Graphic Organizers and 


2.  Tell the students they 


are responsible to take 


notes on the video 


worksheet as they watch 


and to complete the quiz. 


3.  Play the video. 


4.  After the video make 


sure all students were able 


to get all of the answers.  


Allow students to work 


together if necessary to 


make sure they have 


completed the video 


worksheet.   


 5.  After the video give 


the students time to 


update their graphic 


organizers from Lesson 2 


with the new information 


from the video.    


6.  Review the rubric as a 


group.  Have students 


evaluate what they have 


so far with a partner.  


Answer any questions 


they may have at this 


time.  


7.  Give students more 


time to research if 


necessary.  


 


the information about 


their state that they 


gathered in their State 


Graphic Organizer from 


the previous lessons to 


write a letter to the class. 


2. Explain to the students 


that the letter will be 


from them to their 


classmates. They will 


write as if they are on 


vacation visiting their 


country and want to 


persuade their classmates 


to visit the state. 


3. Pass out the Country 


Vacation Letter 


Guidelines. Go over the 


directions and bullets of 


what to include in the 


letter. Let students know 


that this letter isn’t an 


essay; it should be short 


and sweet with correct 


grammar, spelling, and 


punctuation. 


4. Teacher can write a 


Country Vacation Letter 


(using home country) 


and show it on the 


overhead using a 


transparency if 


necessary. Read it aloud 


to the class, showing 


them how to combine 


will be giving an 


Oral Presentation on 


the country they 


researched. 


2. Draw state names 


out of a hat for 


students to give 


presentations. 
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other worksheets before 


students leave. 


information in sentences. 


5. Pass out pencils and 


lined paper to every 


student. 


6. Collect completed 


letters.  


7. Pass out rubric for oral 


presentation so students 


can prepare.  


 


 


 


 


 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 


Student 


Activities 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.  Participate in a quick 


write responding to the 


prompt. 


2. Participate in a class 


discussion sharing 


knowledge about country.  


3.  Draw a state from the hat.  


4. Write down facts about 


the country.   


1. Read over graphic 


organizer with teacher.   


2.  Begin researching 


Country and filling in 


graphic organizer.  


1. Watch video and take 


notes completing video 


worksheet.  


2. Check with classmates 


to make sure answers are 


correct.  


3. Use video notes to 


update graphic organizer 


from lesson  


4.  Complete research.  


1. Read over Vacation 


Letter Guidelines. 


2.  Write a Vacation 


Letter following the 


guidelines, using notes 


from graphic organizer.  


1. Give oral 


presentation.  


2. Listen to oral 


presentations of 


classmates.  
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Video Worksheet 


World Geography North America: United States  


1. The climate of North America is _____. 


A) mostly dusty and dry  


B) mostly humid and hot  


C) different in different places  


D) mostly frozen and subtropical  


 


2. To study the Earth, geographers often divide it into four quadrospheres. 


A) true  


B) false  


3. Among the world�s recyclable natural resources is _____. 


A) coal  


B) water  


C) apples  


D) maple syrup  


4. Washington, D.C. is _____. 


A) the nation�s capital  


B) the South�s largest city  


C) the smallest city in the South  


D) the southernmost city in the United States  


5. One of the Mississippi River�s major tributaries is the _____. 


A) Rio Grande  


B) Hudson River  


C) Missouri River  


D) Columbia River  


6. Although the Midwest is home to many economic activities, the region�s economic backbone is _____. 


A) farming  


B) fishing  


C) tourism  


D) basket-making  


7. On the American prairie, fire _____. 


A) only happens in winter  
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B) leaves the grasslands untouched  


C) is part of the prairie�s natural cycle  


D) is the worst thing that could happen  


8. In the West, the Colorado River carved which of the following? 


A) Death Valley  


B) Mount Rushmore  


C) the Grand Canyon  


D) Yellowstone National Park  


9. Archaeologists can tell from Anasazi buildings that the ancient ones _____. 


A) lived in the East  


B) worshipped nothing  


C) understood astronomy  


D) used lumber as the major building material  


10. The natural resource that helped California achieve statehood was _____. 


A) gold  


B) sand  


C) beaver  


D) timber 
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Country Graphic Organizer 


 


Name_______________________________ Date________________________________ 


 


Directions: Use a book about your country and at least one other source to fill in the blanks about your state. Your other source may be any one of 


these: encyclopedia, atlas, or Internet web site.  


 


Name of Country:  


 


Capital City: __________________________________ 


 


Famous people from the country (at least three) 


_____________________________    ___________________________________   ________________________________ 


 


Interesting facts (at least two) 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


National Motto 


 


National Flower 


 


Native Cuisine  


 


National Currency  


 


National Tree 


 


National Anthem  


Country borders (neighboring states, rivers, bodies 


of water and other countries 


 


Important events that happened here (at least 


two) 
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Country Vacation Letter Guidelines 


You will need to write a letter about your assigned country. Your letter needs to give an overview of your 


country. It needs to be creative, neatly done, and above all, informational. 


The purpose of this letter is to persuade your classmates to visit your country. You will start your letter 


with, ―Dear Class,‖ and end your letter with ―Sincerely,‖ and your first and last name. 


 


The following items need to be included in your letter: 


____/3  An introduction and conclusion—these may include any of the following 


____/2  country name 


____/2  national currency  


____/5  A physical description of your state.  Include prominent physical landmarks such as mountains, 


lakes, rivers, deserts, etc. 


____/5  Information on famous people and/or important events that occurred in your country 


____/5   Information about any historical monuments, national parks, landmarks, and important 


attractions      located in your country—things tourists would want to 


see 


____/3  One ―Did you know…‖ fact that you found while researching that you think is interesting and  


     educational 


____/25  Total points  


 


Oral Presentation Rubric  


4 3 2 1  Student was well prepare for presentation (did not read directly from  


    script) 


4 3 2 1 Student maintained eye contact with audience 


4 3 2 1 Student spoke clearly, was easy to hear, and did not rush  


4 3 2 1 Student shared accurate information and pointed out country on the  


    map  


4 3 2 1 Student maintained professional conduct throughout presentation  


____/20 Total Score and Teacher’s Comment: 
 


Mastery at 80% of total score. 
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A.5. CURRICULUM SAMPLE – Sixth Grade Writing 


Grade Level Content Area Course Title Unit Title 


Grade 6 Writing N/A Take Note: How to choose and use a writing topic 


 


Length of Unit 
Time of Year 


Taught 
Expected Prior Knowledge 


6 Lessons over 8 


Days 


2
nd


 Quarter Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous grade levels with regard 


to Writing according to Common Core State Standards.  Students should be trained in the basic use of 


Thinking Maps. Students will have some background knowledge about Ancient Rome as provided by 


instruction from 3
rd


 grade Core Knowledge, and previous 6
th
 grade lessons. 


   Unit Description 


This unit is a compilation of lessons that instruct students in strategies to choose and narrow a writing topic. In this unit, students will learn how to 


effectively organize information and observations in a usable format for later use in creating a writing piece. This unit would be used prior to the 


expectation of completing a writing piece.  Essential Questions:  How do authors decide what to write about?  What is an effective way to take notes? 


How do authors choose, narrow, and organize a topic?  Enduring Understanding:  Authors observe the world around them, take notes, and organize their 


ideas to craft an effective nonfiction piece.  Students will organize notes for a specified purpose, and use background knowledge and research to choose an 


appropriate topic. 


 


Common Core 


Standards 


6.W.2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, 


organization, and analysis of relevant content. 


a. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, 


and cause/effect; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 


comprehension. 


b. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples. 


c. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 


d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 


e. Establish and maintain a formal style. 


f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented. 


 


 


Summative 


Assessment  


 


Students will be assessed on a rubric based on 5 days of entries in their writer’s notebook. The entries will compose a body of work 


that shows a complete picture of each student’s understanding of the concept. Students must achieve an 80% to show mastery of the 


concept. 


Assessment 


Scoring  


Assessment will be graded on a six traits rubric. Students will be graded on all 6 traits. Each trait is worth a total of 5 points. The 


assessment is worth a total of 30 points. Students must score 24/30 to achieve an 80%.  80% = Mastery 
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Materials/ 


Resources 


Needed 


Writer’s Notebook, Video: Ancient Rome Struggles for Power (Discovery Channel-available from Discovery Streaming), outline for 


note taking, books on Ancient Rome, Internet access, Crab Moon by Ruth Horowitz or Hello Ocean by Pam Munoz Ryan, chart paper 


 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


Day 1 
Explain to students that 


when it is time to write 


a non-fiction text, they 


must first find a place 


to begin. The best place 


to begin is by 


identifying their prior 


knowledge.  


 


Ask students to imagine 


they are writing a report 


about the Roman 


Republic. Have 


students get out their 


Writer’s Notebook. 


Instruct students to take 


3 minutes and write a 


list of everything they 


know about the Roman 


Republic. Encourage 


students to simply write 


fragments or phrases, 


not complete sentences 


to make the best use of 


their time. 


 


Stop students after 3 


minutes. Have them get 


Day 2 


Instruct students 


that after a topic is 


chosen, they must 


determine how they 


are going to interest 


their reader. An 


author chooses the 


topic because it 


interests them, and 


they need to find 


the most interesting 


facts to use in their 


work. 


 


Provide students 


access to the 


Internet and books 


on Ancient Rome 


from the public, 


school, or 


classroom library. 


Model for students 


how to scan the 


books and Internet 


for appropriate 


information. Tell 


students to find and 


record the most 


Day 3 


Remind students that 


one of the six traits of 


writing is 


organization. Tell 


them that it is 


important that writing 


is well organized so it 


is easy for the reader 


to understand. Tell 


students to take a 


look at their chosen 


topics from 


yesterday. Have 


students ask three 


“big” questions about 


their topic that they 


think are interesting 


and can be answered 


through research. For 


example, What could 


I buy at the Roman 


Forum? What 


entertainment was 


found at the Roman 


Forum? Where was 


the Roman Forum 


located and why? 


 


Day 4 


Read a portion of a 


text about Rome to 


students. Choose a 


non-fiction text that 


is very factual, but 


a bit dry. Then, 


share an equally 


informative book 


written with 


sensory description 


and in a fun way. 


Ask students which 


text they like better 


and why. Have a 


discussion about 


the two texts. 


 


Then, Inform 


students that even 


in non-fiction 


writing, they must 


clearly identify and 


describe their topic. 


Authors do this 


obviously in fiction 


writing, but it is 


also important so 


that readers can 


Day 5 


Remind students 


about the importance 


of the introduction in 


a writing piece. Every 


piece must have an 


effective hook to get 


the reader interested. 


Share with students a 


variety of non-fiction 


texts and discuss the 


different 


introductions that are 


used. Evaluate the 


effectiveness of these 


introductions and 


make a list of ideas 


for introductions on 


chart paper. 


Now, have students 


think about their 


topic. Have them 


write 3 possible 


introductions (hooks) 


for their piece. Model 


this to students prior 


to having them do it. 


 


Have students get 


Day 6, 7, and 8 
Tell students that 


today they will 


take their 


organized 


information and 


create their draft. 


 


Model for 


students how to 


take their 


introductions 


from their 


writer’s 


notebooks and 


put them in the 


correct place on 


their paper. Then, 


show them how 


to organize their 


three four squares 


to put their piece 


together. Finally, 


show them that 


they will put their 


conclusion at the 


very end.  


 


Provide students 
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into groups of 3. 


Instruct students to take 


turns reading their lists 


aloud to the group. If a 


student hears something 


they know is a fact, but 


didn’t include, he or she 


should add it to their 


page. 


 


Review with students 


the strategy of outlining 


to take notes. This will 


be done from a brief 2-


minute video on Rome. 


Lead students in a 


discussion of what 


notes were taken and 


how items were 


determined to be 


included. Inform 


students that not 


everyone will have 


exactly the same notes 


because individuals 


may place importance 


on different facts.  


 


Teacher will provide a 


pre-made outline to 


students so that students 


can fill in necessary 


information while 


watching a video. This 


outline will be pasted 


into the writer’s 


notebook. The outline 


fascinating facts 


into a list in their 


notebook.  


 


After researching, 


have students make 


a list of three 


possible writing 


topics based on the 


facts they gathered. 


Have students take 


a few minutes to 


discuss their 


possible topics with 


a partner. After the 


discussion, have 


students ask their 


partner which topic 


they should write 


about. Partners 


should help each 


other based on how 


interesting or 


exciting the topic 


seemed and how 


much information 


had been gathered.  


 


Tell students to 


choose a final topic 


to continue forward 


with. 


 


 


 


 


Provide students time 


to research their three 


questions. Students 


should answer these 


questions in their 


writer’s notebooks. 


 


Now, invite students 


to organize their 


information into 3 


four square 


organizers. First, 


show them to put a 


topic sentence in the 


center. Then, instruct 


them to organize their 


facts in the next three 


boxes. Tell them to 


leave the final box 


blank. 


 


 


 


 


understand and 


relate to a non-


fiction topic. Read 


the story Crab 


Moon by Ruth 


Horowitz or Hello 


Ocean by Pam 


Munoz Ryan. 


These books have 


non-fiction 


components and 


great description 


and imagery. As a 


class, brainstorm 


the places where 


the author uses 


description with 


senses to enhance 


the story. 


 


Ask students what 


their five senses 


are. Write correct 


student responses 


on the board. Have 


students copy the 


five senses into 


their writer’s 


notebooks in a list. 


Tell students to 


consider their 


research and 


information they 


have gathered. 


Instruct students to 


write multiple 


sensory 


into groups of 4. 


While in their groups 


of 4, students will 


evaluate each other’s 


introductions, so 


students will get 


feedback from 3 of 


their peers. 


 


Now, instruct 


students to take the 


feedback and make a 


final decision about 


which introduction to 


use.  


 


Tell students that our 


final piece to making 


out writing great is 


adding transitions. 


Work with students 


to brainstorm 


possible transitions. 


Make a list on chart 


paper so students can 


refer back to it.  


 


Next, Show students 


sample foursquare 


organizers created by 


the teacher. Show 


students how to go to 


each box in the 


organizer and add 


transitional words in 


the upper left hand 


corner. Tell them that 


time to complete 


the draft.  


 


Over the next 2 


days, students 


will be provided 


the opportunity to 


revise and edit 


their drafts based 


on a standard six 


traits rubric. They 


can conference 


with the teacher 


if necessary. 


Students will 


then create a final 


draft that is ready 


to turn in. 
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will follow the ideas set 


forth in the explicit 


modeling. 


 


A video about Rome 


will be played for the 


students. After the 


video, facilitate a 


discussion of the note 


taking process. 


 


descriptions in their 


writer’s notebooks. 


Use the forum 


example to model 


expectations. Write 


a few sensory 


descriptions for 


students about the 


forum to get them 


on the right foot. 


Make sure students 


are clear that this is 


important 


preparation to use 


in a final writing 


piece. 


a transition word isn’t 


always needed, but 


that it does help 


writing flow.  


 


Provide students time 


to add transitional 


words to their four 


square.  
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 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 


Lesson 


Instruction 


 


 


 


 


Day 1 


Students will identify 


prior knowledge by 


writing for 3 minutes in 


their writer’s notebook 


about the assigned topic 


of the Roman Republic. 


 


Students will share their 


knowledge with a group 


and accept ideas from 


others as necessary. 


 


Students will participate 


in the discussion of the 


teacher’s note taking 


model. 


 


Students will take notes 


on the provided outline 


while watching a video 


on the topic being 


studied (Rome). 


 


Students will evaluate 


their note taking at the 


conclusion of the 


lesson. What went 


well? What can be 


improved upon? 


Day 2  


Students will 


conduct research 


using the Internet 


and print resources.  


 


Students will use 


their sources to find 


interesting facts. 


Students will 


record these facts 


into their 


notebooks.  


 


Students will 


narrow their facts 


into possible 


writing topics and 


discuss these 


options with a 


partner. 


 


 


Day 3 


Students will show 


understanding of 


review of the trait of 


organization. 


 


Students will ask 


questions about a 


topic to guide 


research and 


understanding. 


 


Students will conduct 


research in books and 


on the Internet to 


broaden their 


knowledge of their 


topic. 


 


Students will fill in 


four square 


organizers with a 


topic sentence and 


factual information. 


Day 4 


Students will 


participate in a 


discussion of two 


different texts on 


Ancient Rome and 


determine which is 


more effective in 


educating a reader. 


 


Students will 


actively listen to 


the reading of the 


story. Students will 


assist in the 


identification and 


brainstorming of 


the author’s use of 


senses and 


description. 


Students will 


participate in a 


class discussion of 


the five senses.  


 


Students will create 


a list of the five 


senses in their 


writer’s notebook. 


They will add to 


this list by using 


their five senses to 


describe their 


Ancient Roman 


topic.  


 


Day 5 


Students will listen to 


the reading of non-


fiction introductions, 


evaluate those 


introductions, and 


make a list of ways to 


start a non-fiction 


piece. 


 


Students will write 


three possible hooks 


for their writing 


piece. They will then 


evaluate each other’s 


introductions. 


Students will choose 


the best introduction 


to start their piece. 


 


Students will work as 


a class to make a list 


of transitional words 


and phrases on chart 


paper. 


 


Students will add 


transitions to their 


four square papers. 


Day 6, 7, 8 
Students will 


participate in 


discussion as the 


teacher models 


how to put 


together the draft. 


 


Students will 


create their drafts 


by organizing 


their work from 


previous lessons. 


 


Students will 


revise and edit 


their work based 


on expectations 


from a six traits 


rubric. 


 


Students will 


complete and 


turn in a final 


copy. 
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Grade 6 Writing Assessment and Rubric 


 


 
IDEAS ORGANIZATION VOICE WORD CHOICE 


SENTENCE 


FLUENCY 
CONVENTIONS 


5 


 


*Clear and focused 


paper holds the reader’s 


attention 


* Ideas are fresh and 


original 


*Details are quality and 


go beyond the obvious 


and predictable 


*Ideas show insight and 


understanding of what 


is important 


*Organization enhances 


the central idea and 


compels the reader 


through the text 


*Introduction and 


conclusion engage the 


reader and focus attention 


*Pacing, support, and 


transitions are controlled, 


logical, and effective 


*Writer is individual, 


compelling, and 


engaging 


*Person behind the 


words is honest and 


sincere 


*Strong commitment to 


topic is clear 


*Tone adds flavor and 


texture 


*Reader wants to share 


and talk about this 


piece 


*Many moments of 


surprise and delight 


*Words are powerful 


and engaging, 


specific and accurate 


*Language is natural 


and effective 


* Writer has carefully 


chosen the precise 


word for the right 


spot 


*Striking words and 


phrases catch the 


reader’s eye 


*Writing flows with 


rhythm and cadence 


*Purposeful and 


varied sentence 


structure enhances 


meaning 


*Writer has thought 


about the sound of 


the words as well as 


the meaning 


*Dialogue and 


fragments, if used, 


sound natural  


*Conventions are 


used effectively to 


enhance readability 


*Only minor “touch-


up” is needed to 


publish 


*Conventions are 


used for stylistic 


effect 


*Paragraphing is 


effecting 


*Spelling of difficult 


words is usually 


correct 


4 


 


*Topic is narrow and 


manageable 


*Paper is clear and 


focused 


*Details are relevant 


and provide important 


information 


* Writer shows 


involvement with the 


topic 


*Order moves the reader 


easily through the text 


*Effective introduction 


and conclusion 


*Sequencing and details 


are logical and effective 


*Transitions work 


*Writer reveals 


personality and 


attitudes 


*Reader senses the 


person behind the 


words 


*Strong involvement 


with topic is evident 


*Some surprise and 


delight 


*Writing is energetic 


with lively verbs and 


precise nouns and 


modifiers 


*Words and phrases 


create pictures  


*Language is 


effective, not 


overdone 


*Sentences are well 


built and varied in 


structure 


*Writing has rhythm 


and flows naturally 


 


*Conventions are 


generally correct and 


contribute to clarity 


*Piece is close to 


being ready to 


publish 


*Paragraphing is 


sound 


*Spelling is usually 


correct 


3 


 


*Development is 


general and may be 


unfocused 


* Topic is recognizable 


but theme is not clear  


*Order moves the reader 


without confusion 


*Introduction and 


conclusion are present 


*Sequence is logical but 


*Writer is sincere but 


not fully involved. 


*Earnest and pleasant, 


with occasional delight 


*Voice is expressed 


*Language lacks 


energy and precision 


*Words are adequate 


but without flair and 


originality 


*Writing has 


pleasant, steady beat 


*Sentences are 


usually grammatical 


but not well crafted 


*Conventions are 


handled 


inconsistently 


*Paragraphing is 


awkward 
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*More general 


observations than 


specific details 


*Ideas are reasonably 


clear there’s no strong 


sense of purpose 


“programmed” 


*Transitions and pacing 


are inconsistent 


*Organization doesn’t 


always support main idea 


inconsistently 


*Writer discards 


personality in favor of 


safety 


*Occasional colorful 


language 


*Familiar words and 


phrases communicate 


but don’t engage 


*Some occasional 


variety in sentence 


structure 


 


 


*Some errors are 


distracting but not 


serious 


*Spelling 


inconsistent 


*Moderate editing 


would fix most errors 


2 


 


*Topic is yet undefined 


and development is 


basic 


*More information is 


needed for support 


*Ideas are not detailed 


enough to show 


understanding 


* Attempts at 


introduction and 


conclusion are 


recognizable 


*Connections are fuzzy 


*Sometimes the 


sequencing takes away 


from the content 


 


 


*Writing is neither 


unique nor distinctive 


*Reads as though it 


could have been written 


by almost anybody 


*One or two moments 


of voice, but mostly 


generalities and vague 


language 


*Language is only 


functional  


*Words are generally 


used correctly 


*Attempts at original 


language seem like 


thesaurus overload 


*Jargon and cliches 


are present 


*More mechanical 


than fluid 


*Sentences are 


routine and unvaried 


*Writing is 


inconsistent with 


some awkward 


phrasing 


 


*Conventions distort 


meaning 


*Many errors distract 


from readability 


*Difficult words 


often misspelled 


*Extensive editing 


required for 


publication 


*Paragraphing is 


attempted 


1 


 


*No clear sense of 


purpose or topic 


*Reader must infer 


meaning 


*Information and 


details are limited and 


unclear 


*No clear sense of 


direction 


*Order seems random 


*Connections are missing 


*No real introduction or 


conclusion 


*Reader is confused 


*Writer is indifferent 


and uninvolved from 


topic and/or audience 


*Writing is lifeless and 


mechanical 


*Writing is functional 


and monotonous 


*Language is vague 


and vocabulary is 


limited 


*Redundancy and 


incorrect word use 


distract the reader 


*Sentences are 


choppy, incomplete, 


awkward, and 


unvaried 


*Even with editing, 


there would be no 


flow 


*Errors repeatedly 


distract the reader 


and make the text 


difficult to read 


*Poor conventions 


are noticeable 


*Paragraphing is 


haphazard or missing 
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Day 3- Note-taking Outline for Rome video 


Ancient Rome: Struggles for Power 


 


1. The Republic of Rome     4. Octavian Leads 


   


  a.        a. 


 


  b.        b. 


 


  c.        c. 


   


  d.        d.  


 


2. Rome and Slavery     6. Nero and the Beginning and the End  


  a.        a.  


 


  b.        b.  


 


  c.        c.  


 


  d.        d.  


 


3. Under Caesar’s Rule     7. Rome: Period of Struggle 


 


  a.        a. 


 


  b.        b.  


  


  c.        c. 


 


  d.        d. 
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SENECA PREPARATORY ACADEMY FOUNDATION 


Bylaws 


 


ARTICLE 1  


OFFICES 


 


Section 1. Principal Office 


The principal office of the corporation is located in Pima County, Arizona. 


Section 2. Change of Address 


The designation of the county or state of the corporation's principal office may be changed by 


amendment of these bylaws. The Board of Directors may change the principal office from one 


location to another within the named county, and such changes of address shall not be deemed, 


nor require, an amendment of these bylaws. 


 


ARTICLE 2 


NON-PROFIT PURPOSES 


 


Section 1. IRC Section 501(c) (3) Purposes.  


This corporation is organized exclusively for one or more of the purposes as specified in Section 


501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, including, for such purposes, the making of distributions 


to organizations that qualify as exempt organizations under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal 


Revenue Code. 


Section 2. Specific Objectives and Purposes.  


The specific objectives and purposes of this corporation shall be: 


a. to create, develop and operate a charter school or a school district pursuant to Section 15-


183, et seq. of the Arizona Revised Statutes, or the corresponding sections of any future Arizona 


Corporation Code;  


b. to maintain a regularly enrolled student body, an established curriculum, and a full-time 


faculty;  


c. to participate in federal and state educational grants and financial incentive programs; and  


d. to have the normal functions, operations, programs, and pursuits incidental to a fully 


recognized and operational nonprofit charter school or public school district. 


    


ARTICLE 3 
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MEMBERS 


 


Section 1. Membership in the Corporation.  


The Corporation shall have one member (“the Member”). 


Section 2. Identity.  


The Member shall be:   


Seneca Preparatory Academy Community Foundation 


120 S. Houghton Road #138-281 


Tucson, Arizona 85748 


Section 3. Interest.  


Membership interest in the Corporation does not represent an economic or proprietary interest, 


directly or indirectly, in the assets or the profits of the Corporation. 


Section 4. Appointing.  


The sole Member shall have the exclusive right to appoint individuals to the Board of Directors. 


The Board of Directors shall have the right to appoint representatives to the School Governing 


Board also referred to as the School Governing Body. The School Governing Board shall be 


responsible for the policy decisions of the school, to the extent required by A.R.S Section 15-


183.E.8. The Board of Directors may remove a member of the School Governing Board with or 


without cause. The Board of Directors shall have the exclusive right to vote on all other matters. 


Section 5. Meetings.  


The Corporation shall not be required to hold meetings of the Member. 


Section 6. Annual Dues.  


The Member shall not be required to pay any dues to the Corporation 


 


ARTICLE 4 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


 


Section 1. Number and Term 


The Board of Directors (“Corporate Directors”) shall have a minimum of two (2) and a 


maximum of seven (7) Directors. Each Director shall hold office for a term of one (1) year. A 


Director may serve more than one term. 


The initial Board of Directors are the Founding Directors:  


 Jean-Claude Abougou, President and Chairman of the Board.  


 Donka Dyer-Abougou, Vice President,  
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 Bitaya Mulato, Director 


Section 2. General Powers 


Subject to the provisions of the laws of the state of Arizona and any limitations in the articles of 


incorporation and these bylaws relating to action required or permitted to be taken or approved 


by the member(s), if any, of this corporation, the activities and affairs of this corporation shall be 


conducted and all corporate powers shall be exercised by or under the direction of the Board of 


Directors. 


Section 3. Duties 


It shall be the duty of the Board of Directors to: 


 Perform any and all duties imposed on them collectively or individually by law, by the 


articles of incorporation, or by these bylaws; 


 Formulate the Corporation’s vision and/or modify the educational vision expressed in The 


Right Educational (RE) System; 


 Formulate and implement Seneca Preparatory Academy Adult Learning Program. 


 Supervise all financial activities involving the Corporation; 


 Appoint and remove, employ and discharge, and, except as otherwise provided in these 


bylaws, prescribe the duties and fix the compensation, if any, of all officers, agents, and 


employees of the corporation; 


 Supervise all officers, agents, and employees of the corporation to assure that their duties are 


performed properly; 


 Meet at such times and places as required by these bylaws 


Section 4. Specific Activities 


It shall be the duty of the Board of Directors to:  


 Work with the School Board to ensure the successful implementation of The Right 


Educational (RE) System.  


 Nominate and appoint new School Board Members or approve the membership renewal of 


incumbent ones. 


Policy decisions that shall produce a basic structural change to the following areas shall be 


within the powers of the Board of Directors: 


 Activities and interaction with the charter sponsoring institution and/or major stake holders 


such as Tucson, Amphitheater, Sunnyside, Palo Verde and Vail Unified School District; 


 Corporation’s vision and/or mission statement; 


 Location, relocation or expansion of a school; 


 School structures and major logistic changes such as school and/or classroom size, and 


student-to-teacher ratio; 


 School activity involving a transaction of $25,000 or more; and all financial matter related to 


the Corporation and its entities. 
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Section 5. Restriction on Board of Directors Authority.  


 The Board shall not, without the prior written approval of the Member, authorize or direct 


any officer of the corporation to perform or commit any of the following acts: 


 Borrow money in the name of the corporation for corporate purposes in excess of twenty-five 


thousand dollars ($25,000) or utilize property (real or personal) owned by the corporation as 


security for loans in excess of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000). Assign, transfer, 


pledge, compromise or release any of the claims of or debts to the corporation except on 


payment in full, or arbitrate or consent to the arbitration of any dispute or controversy of the 


corporation; 


 Make, execute or deliver any assignment for the benefit of creditors, or any bond, confession 


of judgment, chattel mortgage, security agreement, deed, guaranty, indemnity bond, surety 


bond, or contract to sell or bill of sale of the property of the corporation; 


 Acquire, purchase, develop, improve, sell, lease or mortgage any corporate real estate or any 


interest therein or enter into any contract for any such purposes; 


 Make any loan or investment of any assets of the corporation, or enter into any contract or 


incur any liabilities on behalf of the corporation other than for fair consideration or in the 


ordinary course of business relating to its normal daily operation; 


 Make any non-budgeted expenditure in excess of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000); 


 Appoint the Chief Executive Officer of the corporation; 


 Approve the sale, lease, conveyance, exchange, transfer, or other disposition of all or 


substantially all of the assets of the corporation; 


 Approve the principal terms of a merger of the corporation with another organization; 


 Approve the filing of a petition for the involuntary dissolution of the corporation if statutory 


grounds for such a dissolution exist; or 


 Approve the voluntary dissolution of the corporation or the revocation of such an election to 


dissolve it. 


 Section 6. Action by the Board of Directors. 


A majority vote is required and is sufficient for the Board of Directors to act except in those 


instances specifically described in these bylaws or in the articles of incorporation where a super-


majority is required in order for the Board of Directors to act. 


Section 7. Regular Meetings.  


Regular meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held at least four times a year at the principal 


office of the Corporation unless otherwise provided by the Board of Directors or at such other 


place as may be designated from time to time by resolution of the Board of Directors.  


Any action may be adopted by unanimous written consent or in special circumstances by verbal 


consent of the Board of Directors in lieu of holding a meeting. The Board of Directors may 


conduct its meetings by phone so long as all members participating are able to speak to and hear 


one another. 
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Section 8. Compensation.  


Corporate Directors shall serve without compensation except that a reasonable fee may be paid 


to Board of Directors for attending regular and special meetings of the board. In addition, they 


shall be allowed reasonable advancement or reimbursement of expenses incurred in the 


performance of their duties. Nothing in this section shall be construed as precluding any Board of 


Director from serving Seneca Preparatory Academy in any other capacity and receiving 


compensation. Any payments to Directors shall be approved in advance in accordance with this 


Corporation's conflict of interest policy, as set forth in Article 10 of these bylaws. 


Section 9. Resignations. 


Any Director may resign at any time by giving written notice of his or her resignation to the 


Corporation. Any such resignation shall take effect at the time specified therein, or, if the time 


when it shall become effective is not specified therein, it shall take effect immediately upon its 


receipt by the President or the Secretary; and unless otherwise specified therein, the acceptance 


of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective. 


Section 10. No Requirement for Full Time Services.  


Nothing in these bylaws shall be deemed to require that a person serving on the Board of 


Directors spend his or her full time or any specific amount of time managing the Corporation’s 


business. However, any person serving as a Board of Directors member shall be available at 


reasonable times to assist in the management of the Corporation’s business. 


Section 11. Vacancies. 


Any vacancy on the Board of Directors shall be filled by the Member. 


Section 12. Removal from the Board of Directors. 


A Board of Directors may be removed with or without cause by the Member. The removal of a 


person as a Board of Directors member does not automatically prevent the same person from 


serving as an officer. 


 


ARTICLE 5 


OFFICERS 


Section 1. Designation of Officers 


The officers of the Corporation shall be a President, any number of Vice Presidents, a Secretary, 


and a Treasurer. Each officer designated by the Board of Directors shall have such authority and 


perform such duties as the Board of Directors may from time to time determine. Any number of 


offices may be held by the same person, other than the offices of President and Secretary. 


Section 2. Nominating Procedures  


Any Board of Directors may present to the Board of Directors at the annual meeting one or more 


nominees for each office for the following calendar year.  


Section 3. Removal and / or Resignation of Officers 
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Any officer may be removed with or without cause by the Board of Directors, by a unanimous vote of 


the Board of Directors at any regular or special meeting held by the Board of Directors; or anytime 


by the Member. The removal of a person as an officer of the Corporation does not automatically 


prevent the same person from serving on the Board of Directors. Any officer may resign at any time 


by giving written notice of resignation to the Corporation. Any such resignation shall take effect at 


the time specified therein, or, if the time when it shall become effective is not specified therein, it 


shall take effect immediately upon its receipt by the Corporation; and, unless otherwise specified 


therein, the acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective. 


Section 4. Duties of the President  


The President shall be the Corporation's Chief Executive Officer and shall supervise the 


Corporation's business and affairs. The President may employ such persons necessary for the 


development of the Corporation's objectives. The employees hired by the President shall be 


compensated as determined by the President, pursuant to policies established from time to time by the 


Board of Directors. The President shall also serve as the Board Chair. 


Section 5. Duties of Vice President 


In the absence of the president, or in the event of his or her inability, the vice president shall perform 


all the duties of the president, and when so acting shall have all the powers of, and be subject to all 


the restrictions on, the president. The vice president shall have other powers and perform such other 


duties as may be prescribed by law, by the articles of incorporation, or by these bylaws, or as may 


be prescribed by the board of directors. 


Section 6.  Duties of the Secretary.  


The Secretary shall cause minutes of all Board of Directors meetings to be kept, and review such 


minutes before presentation to the Board of Directors. The Secretary shall see that minutes of all 


meetings and all unanimous consents of the Board of Directors, these Bylaws, and all other-records as 


required by law are properly kept. The Secretary will be custodian of the corporate seal, if any, and, 


except as otherwise specified in a Board of Directors resolution, the Secretary will be a proper 


officer to impress the Corporation seal, if any, on any instrument signed by the President or any 


other duly authorized person, and to attest to the same. The Secretary shall perform such other 


duties as may be assigned, from time to time, by the President or the Board of Directors. 


Section 7. Terms of Officers 


Each officer shall hold office for a term of one year or until such time as his successor has been 


nominated by the Member. An officer may serve for more than one term. 


 


ARTICLE 6 


SCHOOL GOVERNING BOARD 


 


Section 1. Number and Composition 


The Board of Directors shall appoint School Governing Members, which may include members 


of the Board of Directors, to serve on the School Governing Board.  
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The School Governing Board shall have a minimum of seven (7) and a maximum of eleven (11) 


members.   


Three (3) of the School Governing Board seats shall be permanent seats held by Seneca 


Preparatory Academy’s Board of Directors. The remaining eight (8) seats shall be allocated as 


following: 


 Maximum of one (1) seat allocated to the Head of the Parent Advisory Board. 


 Maximum of seven (7) seats allocated to community members with skills and experience in 


law, finance, academic oversight, fundraising, real estate, construction engineering, and 


human resources and/or with other unique skills and experience that might be beneficial to 


Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA). 


 No more than three (3) seats shall be held anytime by Seneca Preparatory Academy 


Foundation’s Board of Directors.  


Section 2. Term of Office 


A School Governing Board Member shall hold office for a period of one (1) year and/or until his 


or her successor is nominated. A School Governing Board Member can be re-nominated more 


than once. 


Section 3. Authority. 


The School Governing Board shall be responsible for the policy decisions of Seneca Preparatory 


Academy (SPA) as recommended by A.R.S 15-183 E8 in general; and specifically as related to 


academic excellence and fund raising.  


The School Governing Board has no authority on the policy making decision that involves the 


whole Corporation. 


Section 4. Duties 


It shall be the duty of the School Governing Board to: 


 Monitor the implementation of The Right Educational (RE) System; and if necessary adjust it 


to meet Seneca Preparatory Academy needs. 


 Approve Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA) short and long-term academic objectives; and 


monitor the results of the Performance Management Plan or school yearlong academic plan.   


 Work in partnership with the School’s Principals on the development and successful 


implementation of SPA Fund Raising Program. 


 Work in partnership with the School’s Principals on promoting Seneca Preparatory Academy 


(SPA) to the local community and to local stake holders. 


 Carry any and all duties imposed on them collectively or individually by the articles of 


incorporation or by the bylaws. 


Section 5. Regular Meetings  
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Regular meetings of the School Governing Board shall be held on the third Thursday of the 


month starting in July, at a place and time designed by the School Governing Board, unless such 


day falls on a legal holiday, in which event the regular meeting shall be held at the on the next 


business day. 


Section 6. Notice of Meetings 


Unless otherwise provided by the articles of incorporation, or these bylaws, the following 


provisions shall govern the giving of notice for meetings of the School Governing Group: 


Regular Meetings. No notice need be given of any regular meeting of the School Governing 


Group Members.  


Special Meetings. At least 72 hours prior notice shall be given by the Secretary of the School 


Governing Body to each member of each special meeting of the School Governing Body. 


Section 7. Special Meetings 


Special meetings of the School Governing Group may be called by the President of the School 


Governing Board, the Vice President, the Secretary, or by any 2 School Governing Members. 


Such meetings shall be held at a place designated by the Secretary of the School Governing 


Board. 


Unless otherwise provided by law or the charter, members of the School Governing Board may 


participate in a meeting by means of a conference telephone or similar communications 


equipment by means of which all persons participating in the meeting can hear each other at the 


same time, and participation by such means shall constitute presence in person at a meeting. 


Section 8. Quorum for Meetings 


A quorum shall consist of the majority of the members of the School Governing Body. No 


business shall be considered by the School Governing Board at any meeting at which the 


required quorum is not present, and the only motion which the President or his replacement shall 


entertain at such meeting is a motion to adjourn. 


Section 9. Majority Action as School Governing Body Action  


Every act or decision done or made by a majority of the School Officers present at a meeting 


duly held at which a quorum is present is the act of the School Governing Board. 


Section 10. Conduct of Meetings 


Meetings of the School Governing Body shall be conducted by the President of the School 


Governing Body, or in his or her absence, by the Vice President, or by a School Governing 


Board Member chosen by a majority of the School Governing Board Members present at the 


meeting. The Secretary shall act as secretary of all meetings of the School Governing Board. In 


his or her absence, he or she or the presiding officer shall appoint another person to act as 


secretary of the meeting. 


Section 11. Compliance with Arizona Open Meeting Law 


The School Governing Board shall comply with the Arizona Open Meeting Law by:  


 Having all School Governing Board Members receive full training on the requirements of the 


Open Meeting Laws;  
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 Having all meetings of the School Governing Board open to the public;  


 Conspicuously posting a disclosure statement identifying the physical and electronic 


locations where public notices of meetings will be displayed;  


 Posting a copy of the public meeting notice on SPA website as well as at the location 


identified in the disclosure statement.  


Section 12. Vacancies 


Any School Governing Board Member may resign effective upon giving written notice to the 


School Governing Body. School Governing Board Members may be removed from office, with 


or without cause, by a majority vote of the Board of Directors. Vacancies on the School 


Governing Body shall be filled by new members nominated by the Corporate Board of Directors. 


Section 13. Compensation 


The salaries of members of the School Governing Body, if any, shall be fixed from time to time 


by resolution of Seneca Preparatory Academy’s Board of Directors. In all cases, any salaries 


received by officers of this corporation shall be reasonable and given in return for services 


actually rendered to or for the corporation. All officer salaries shall be approved in advance in 


accordance with this corporation's conflict of interest policy, as set forth in Article 10 of these 


bylaws. 


ARTICLE 7 


SCHOOL PRINCIPALS/DIRECTORS 


 


Section 1. Selection.  


The School Principals/Directors shall be appointed by the School Board of Directors working in 


partnership with the Corporate Board of Directors; and the appointment shall be approved by the 


Corporate Board of Directors.  


The School Principals also referred to as School Directors, shall receive such compensation as the 


Corporate and School Board may direct.  


Section 2. Duties. 


 The School Principal/Director shall carry out the academic and fund raising policies established 


by the School Governing Board and shall be directly responsible to the School Governing 


Board.  


 The School Principal/Director will have general management of the artistic, academic, and 


administrative operations of the charter schools and shall prescribe and direct the course of 


study, the discipline to be observed, the assessment of student performance, and shall be responsible 


for all required reporting to the State of Arizona.  


 The School Principal/Director shall prepare an annual budget for submission to the School Board.  


 The School Principal/Director shall hire and discharge school personnel, prescribe their duties and 


terms of office, shall set their salaries within the minimum and maximum limits established by 


the School Board, and shall conduct annual reviews of all personnel. 
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ARTICLE 8 


GENERAL PROVISIONS 


Section 1. Non-liability of Directors 


The Directors shall not be personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the 


corporation. 


Section 2. Indemnification by Corporation of Directors and Officers 


The Directors and Officers of the Corporation shall be indemnified by the Corporation to the 


fullest extent permissible under the laws of this state. 


Section 3. Insurance for Corporate Agents 


Except as may be otherwise provided under provisions of law, the Board of Directors may adopt 


a resolution authorizing the purchase and maintenance of insurance on behalf of any agent of the 


corporation (including a director, officer, employee, or other agent of the corporation) against 


liabilities asserted against or incurred by the agent in such capacity or arising out of the agent's 


status as such, whether or not the Corporation would have the power to indemnify the agent 


against such liability under the articles of incorporation, these bylaws, or provisions of law. 


 


ARTICLE 9 


IRS 501(C) (3) TAX EXEMPTION PROVISIONS 


Section 1. Limitations on Activities 


No substantial part of the activities of this corporation shall be the carrying on of propaganda, or 


otherwise attempting to influence legislation (except as otherwise provided by Section 501(h) of 


the IRS Code), and this corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the 


publishing or distribution of statements), any political campaign on behalf of, or in opposition to, 


any candidate for public office. 


Notwithstanding any other provisions of these bylaws, this corporation shall not carry on any 


activities not permitted to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from federal income tax 


under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, or (b) by a corporation, contributions to 


which are deductible under Section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code. 


Section 2. Prohibition against Private Inurement  


No part of the net earnings of this corporation shall inure to the benefit of, or be distributable to, 


its members, directors or trustees, officers, or other private persons, except that the corporation 


shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and to 


make payments and distributions in furtherance of the purposes of this corporation. 


Section 3. Distribution of Assets 


Upon the dissolution of this corporation, its assets remaining after payment, or provision for 


payment, of all debts and liabilities of this corporation, shall be distributed for one or more 


exempt purposes within the meaning of Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code or shall 


be distributed to the federal government, or to a state or local government, for a public purpose. 
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Such distribution shall be made in accordance with all applicable provisions of the laws of this 


state. 


Section 4. Private Foundation Requirements and Restrictions 


In any taxable year in which this corporation is a private foundation as described in Section 


509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, the corporation 1) shall distribute its income for said period 


at such time and manner as not to subject it to tax under Section 4942 of the Internal Revenue 


Code; 2) shall not engage in any act of self-dealing as defined in Section 4941(d) of the Internal 


Revenue Code; 3) shall not retain any excess business holdings as defined in Section 4943(c) of 


the Internal Revenue Code; 4) shall not make any investments in such manner as to subject the 


corporation to tax under Section 4944 of the Internal Revenue Code; and 5) shall not make any 


taxable expenditures as defined in Section 4945(d) of the Internal Revenue Code. 


 


ARTICLE 10 


CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND COMPENSATION APPROVAL POLICIES 


Section 1. Conflict of Interest Policy 


Duty to Disclose.  


In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an interested person must disclose 


the existence of the financial interest to corporation directors and officers considering the 


proposed transaction or arrangement. He/she shall leave the governing body meeting while the 


determination of a conflict of interest is discussed and voted upon. The remaining board or 


committee members shall decide if a conflict of interest exists. 


Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of Interest.  


The President of the Corporation shall, if appropriate, appoint a disinterested person or 


committee to investigate alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement. If a more 


advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible under circumstances not 


producing a conflict of interest, the Board of Directors shall determine by a majority vote of the 


disinterested directors or officers whether the transaction or arrangement is in the corporation's 


best interest, for its own benefit, and whether it is fair and reasonable. In conformity with the 


above determination, it shall make its decision as to whether to enter into the transaction or 


arrangement. 


Section 2. Compensation Approval Policies 


 A voting member of the Board of Directors or Governing School Body who receives 


compensation, directly or indirectly, from the Corporation for services is precluded from voting 


on matters pertaining to that member's compensation.  


 All members of the board or compensation committee who approve compensation 


arrangements must not have a conflict of interest with respect to the compensation arrangement. 


Should a perceive conflict of interest arises, the Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of 


Interest, as formulated above, shall be conducted. As a precautionary measure and regardless of 


the outcome of the investigation, the corporation agent concerned shall be precluded from voting 


on matters related to the perceived conflict of interest.     
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 The board or compensation committee shall obtain and rely upon appropriate data as to 


comparability prior to approving the terms of compensation. Appropriate data may include the 


following: (1) compensation levels paid by similarly situated organizations, both taxable and tax-


exempt, for functionally comparable positions. "Similarly situated" organizations are those of a 


similar size, purpose, and with similar resources, (2) current compensation surveys compiled by 


independent firms, (3) actual written offers from similar institutions competing for the services 


of the person who is the subject of the compensation arrangement. 


 


ARTICLE 11 


CONSTRUCTION AND TERMS 


Should any of the provisions or portions of these bylaws be held unenforceable or invalid for any 


reason, the remaining provisions and portions of these bylaws shall be unaffected by such 


holding. 


All references in these bylaws to a section or sections of the Internal Revenue Code shall be to 


such sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 as amended from time to time, or to 


corresponding provisions of any future federal tax code. 


 


ARTICLE 12 


AMENDMENT OF BYLAWS 


 


Section 1. Amendment  


Subject to the power of Board of Directors, of this corporation to adopt, amend, or repeal the 


bylaws of this corporation and except as may otherwise be specified under provisions of law, 


these bylaws, or any of them, may be altered, amended, or repealed and new bylaws adopted by 


a super-majority of 75% vote of the Board of Directors. 
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B.1.6. Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation 


Alignment with Title Page and Application; and 


Consistency with Articles of Incorporation. 


Seneca Preparatory Academy Foundation is fully aligned with the title page of the application; 


and the application is consistent with the Foundation articles of incorporation.  













1 


 


A. EDUCATION PLAN 


A.3.2. PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION – COURSE 


OFFERING. 


Not applicable to Seneca Preparatory Academy (SPA).  


 





